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On two Routing Mechanisms for Wireless Sensor
Networks
Adrian Fr. Kacsó
Computer Science Department
University of Siegen
57068 Siegen, Germany
Email: adrian.kacso@uni-siegen.de

Abstract—In this paper we extend our previous implementation of the T-MAC protocol inside the sensor network simulator
with a receiver-based routing (RBR) service and we propose and
implement several performance optimizations. We investigate the
impact of several MAC protocol parameters (listen time, receiver
contention window, radio switch time, etc.) on the performance
of routing protocols used in resource constrained wireless sensor
networks. The main performance criteria we are interested in are
the energy consumption (reflected by the active time the node
is operational), the throughput and latency of the network in
delivering replies to users’ requests.
Simulation results have shown that using the proposed optimizations improve significantly the performance of the RBR.
Moreover, we compare the performance of receiver-based routing
against the unicast within our implementation of the T-MAC
protocol. Although in direct comparison the RBR approach is
outperformed by unicast, we show that RBR can be efficiently
employed for opportunistic aggregation inside monitoring areas
with many sources or in dynamic network scenarios.
Index Terms—wireless sensor network, simulation framework,
MAC and routing protocols, collisions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a communication
network consisting of a large number of sensor nodes that
are randomly and densely deployed in a geographical area.
The nodes operate unattended and are forced to self-organize
themselves (in a multihop wireless network) as a result of
frequent topology changes (due to node transient failures,
addition or depletion) and to adjust their behavior to current
network conditions. Each of the distributed nodes in the WSN
senses individually the environment and they collaboratively
preprocess and communicate the information to a sink.
Typically, a sensor node has limited energy and memory,
restricted communication range and computation capabilities.
The communication cost is often higher (several orders of
magnitude) than the computation cost. For optimizing the
communication cost in order to conserve energy, different datacentric routing protocols and in-network processing techniques
have been proposed.
In query-driven WSNs, routing protocols determine on
which routes messages (query and data) are forwarded between the sink and sources (nodes able to deliver the requested
data) using data-centric approaches. In such data-centric routing schemes, the destination node of messages is specified by

tuples of attribute-value pairs of the data carried inside the
packets and not using globally unique identifiers (node addr).
When the distance between source(s) and sink is large,
intermediate nodes forward the messages from hop to hop
until they reach the intended destination. Selecting the next
hop in order to establish a path (to a source or sink) can be
either initiated by the sender or delegated to receiver nodes.
In the first approach, the sender decides itself by analysing
its internal tables where to send the message, whereas in the
second approach the sender delegates the decision to all its
neighbors, which distributively elect the best receiver. The
strategy to select the next hop employs various metrics which
allow to find different paths, e.g., energy-efficient, shorter,
rapid, reliable paths, depending on the application goals.
Typically, the information collected in a sensor network
is highly correlated, yielding a spatial and temporal correlation between successive measurements. Exploiting the datacentricity and the spatial-temporal correlation characteristics
allows to apply effective in-network data aggregation techniques, which further improve the energy-efficiency of the
communication in WSN. Aggregation can eliminate the inherent redundancy of the raw data collected and, additionally,
it reduces the traffic in the network, avoiding in this way
congestions and induced collisions.
The paper is an extension of [1] and is structured as
follows. Section II presents the state-of-art and the motivation
behind designing energy aware protocols for WSNs using
cross-layer design. Section III describes the basic approach
of receiver-based routing (RBR). Section IV presents the
design (using cross-layering) of the RBR service (RBRS)
inside our Timeout-MAC (T-MAC) protocol implementation.
Section V discusses several optimizations made to RBRS.
Section VI illustrates the performance of the RBR service
by giving various simulation results and comparing it with
unicast. Section gives more comparison results and Section
VIII concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED WORK

AND OBJECTIVES

The main impact on the energy consumption of the nodes is
given by the MAC protocol and only secondly by the routing
strategy. A real energy benefit is achieved when using MAC
protocols with an active-sleep regime and/or low duty cycles
(such as S-MAC [2], B-MAC [3], T-MAC [4]). Considering
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the scarce energy, communication and processing resources
of WSNs, a joint optimization of the networking layers by
employing a cross-layer design is a promising alternative to
maximize the network performance, while reducing the global
energy consumption.
Many of the current routing protocols are sender initiated
[5][6][7], that is, the decision to which neighbor to route
the just received message is taken by the sender. The sender
maintains some internal neighborhood table (e.g., gradient
table or routing table), which is inspected when messages
need to be forwarded. Other protocols [8][9][10][11] use
the receiver-based approach; in [9][10][11], the receiver contention scheme is used to develop a unified cross-layer protocol
and in [8] to build mechanisms that lead to efficient data
aggregation without maintaining a structure, namely the DataAware Anycast (DAA) and the Randomized Waiting (RW).
The spare energy and processing resources of battery powered sensor nodes require energy efficient communication
protocols in order to fulfill the application objectives of WSNs.
The use of both cross-layer design techniques [9][11][12] and
aggregation [7][8][13] improves the overall network performance in terms of energy conservation.
The use of cross-layer design aims optimizing jointly
several layers of the communication stack. Since for a resource
constrained node strict layering is inappropriate [14] [15], we
employ [12] a cross-layer design by allowing exchange of
information (mainly) across application, routing, MAC and
physical layers in order to optimize them.
Based on the application’s requirements, the network topology, source placement and the aggregation function, a near
to optimal aggregation structure (tree) can be constructed
[16]. Various structured aggregation mechanisms (centralized
[13][17] or distributed [7]) have been proposed. For querydriven sensor network applications, where several source
nodes periodically report data to the sink, structured aggregation mechanisms are well suited, since the traffic pattern
lasts for a long time and the overhead of construction and
maintenance of the structure is low, compared with the energy
benefits achieved through aggregation. For sensor network
applications, where the sources are spread or the network
topology is dynamic, the high construction and maintainance
overhead for the aggregation structure can outweight the
benefits of data aggregation. In such dynamic scenarios, mechanisms are required that achieve data aggregation without the
construction and maintenance of a structure.
Concerning the simulator, we proposed in [18] and extended
in [12] a modular, energy-aware network architecture of a
sensor node as a flexible approach to design and plug-andplay various protocols at network and MAC layers, and to
combine and analyse the impact of different parameters on
the performance and lifetime of the WSN. We implemented
our simulation framework SNF (Sensor Network Framework)
using the OMNeT++ 3.4b2 discrete event simulation package
and its Mobility Framework [19].
In the present paper we focus on the implementation of an
additional RBR service to T-MAC for enabling applications

to use both the unicast and the RBR service. An example of
such an application is the opportunistic aggregation, where
data packets are aggregated, if they meet each other on some
node. Inside the source area the data packets are aggregated
using the RBR service, while outside it the aggregated data
packets are sent using RTS/CTS unicast ([20]). Source nodes
having matching data (same type and required timestamp)
are potential aggregators. If there is a potential additional
aggregator closer to sink, it gets a higher priority in the RBRassociated transmission than an aggregator that is farther away.
III. R ECEIVER - BASED

ROUTING

(RBR)

The RBR service employs the use of BRTS (Broadcast
Request-To-Send) control packet to get BCTS (Broadcast
Clear-To-Send) responses from neighbors, which take initiative
to participate in the transfer of the relevant information to sink.
The BRTS control packet serves as a negotiation between the
sender and all its potential receivers. After receiving the BRTS,
each node determines (according to the information carried in
the packet), wherever it participates in the transfer. In order
to route a packet to destination the next hop should be more
appropriate than the sender. Since there are several potential
receivers, one needs to separate these receivers in priority
groups, according to the available and propagated routing information. Nodes that achieve an increasing progress (i.e., are
better placed or have more energy or data packets to aggregate,
etc.) are placed in a higher priority group than others. The
priority of a receiver node (i.e., its priority group) is established by the routing component (and communicated through
the cross-layer to the MAC) and is based on the progress a
packet would made if the node forwarded the packet. This
prioritization is introduced to avoid BCTS-collisions (as more
receivers may try to respond simultaneously). It is performed
by a receiver contention mechanism to access the channel and
is actually a computation of a random delay for the BCTS.
a)

sender

RTS

DATA

receiver
SIFS

b)

sender

...

CTS
SIFS

BRTS

Priority
Group 1

DATA

...

Priority
Group 0

Priority
Group 2

BCTS

receiver 1
(Priority Group 0)

BCTS slot mini
slot

SIFS

random delay

receiver 2
receiver 3

Fig. 1.

cancel BCTS

(Priority Group 1)

cancel BCTS

a) Unicast (using RTS/CTS handshake) b) RBR contention.

Figure 1 shows the difference between the sender initiated
next-hop selection (using RTS/CTS) and the randomized BCTS
generation. According P
to which priority group j the node
j−1
belongs, it waits for
i=0 CWpGi + cwj , where CWpGi
is the contention window corresponding to priority group i
(j ≤ n−1, assuming n priority groups) and cwj ∈ [0, CWpGj ]
is the delay time corresponding to j. This waiting scheme
differentiates nodes of different progress into different priority
groups, and attempts to assign different delays to nodes inside
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G
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2. BCTS

D

(neighbors of A, but not of C, e.g., node E in Fig. 2)
but are hearing the DATA will go passive. Passive nodes
(including D) adjust their NAV timer (see Fig. 3(b)).
In which way receiver nodes are elected in different priority
groups is a routing decision, which a node takes according to
its local routing information. For example, when the routing
uses geographic coordinates, the sender sends in the BRTS
the sink and its local coordinates. Having this information,
a potential receiver determines if it is closer to sink and
correspondingly the node becomes a member of one of the
predefined priority groups. The same principle is used when
routing metrics as hop count or combinations of hop count and
residual energy of nodes are used. Moreover, we may include
in the priority groups some criteria to promote aggregation
(see VII-3).
IV. T-MAC

WITH RECEIVER - BASED ROUTING SERVICE

The T-MAC protocol uses a synchronized schedule in which
nodes follow a listen-sleep regime. The main states of the
protocol are illustrated in Figure 4. All nodes start in the
Startup state by setting randomly a local timer and listening
the channel. Each node switches to Active Startup state
as soon as its own timer has expired or a foreign SYNC
message has been received. At the end of the Active
Startup state the node is synchronized and switches into
Active-Sleep regime. In Active Own state the node has its
own schedule during which it can receive and transmit. The
protocol states for a unicast communication are illustrated in
Figure 5.

The exchange of messages for a transfer between node A and C.

Active Foreign
kickFrameActive()

Assuming the neighborhood given in Fig. 2 the RBR algorithm
is briefly described below and is illustrated in Figure 3.

Listen
Timeout

Foreign
Timeout

Startup
setSyncTimeout()

Sleep

Sync−Timeout / sendSync()
adoptOwnSchedule()
Sync received / adoptSchedule()

setRadioSleep()
Listen
Timeout

Active Startup
rcv Sync: adoptForeignSchedule()

Own Timeout /
setNextSchedule()

Own Timeout /

Active Own

setNextSchedule()

setRadioListen()
kickFrameActive()

Synchronisation Phase

Active−Sleep Regime

Main states of T-MAC protocol.

Listen Timeout
FRTS |
RTS not for me

Fig. 3. Node A is the sender: (a) Node B and C compete for the reception
(b) Node D remains quiet and adjusts its NAV-timer upon DATA reception.

1) Node A sends a BRTS with routing information.
2) Nodes B,C and D receive BRTS and compute the priority group (at network layer). More appropriate receivers
calculate a lower priority (B and C), unsuitable receivers
(only D) are passive (NAV) (see IV-A).
3) Receivers compute a random time delay according to
the RCW of their priority group. Receivers (B and C)
of the same priority group compete for the reception
(see Figure 3(a)).
4) After expiration of the delay the receiver C (assume that
C computed a lower time delay than B) sends a BCTS.
5) Potential receivers (B) who receive BCTS cancel their
receiver contention and go passive (see Figure 3(a)).
6) A sends DATA to the intended receiver (C). Nodes still
in receiver contention, which didn’t overhear the BCTS

has unicast DATA

IDLE
S

CTS && has DATA

Send FRTS
send FRTS

NAV

fo

rm

e

Lose
contention

Send CTS

Timeout

WF−DATA

Fig. 5.

CTS

Send DS

lose
contention

win contention / sendDS

other

DATA

Send ACK

other

WF−CTS

win contention / send CTS

win contention/send ACK

Receiver

Send RTS
lose
win contention / send RTS contention

RT

Timeout

Fig. 4.

Own Timeout

the same priority group. The node getting the smallest delay
wins the contention and sends a BCTS packet to the sender of
the BRTS. If during the receiver contention, potential receivers
hear a BCTS, they conclude that a node (with a shorter receiver
contention) has accepted to forward the packet. Nodes that
overhear a BCTS can switch to sleep state. However, in the
case of BCTS collision (of nodes inside the same priority
group) special attention should be paid (see §IV). When the
sender receives the BCTS packet from the receiver that won
the contention, it concludes that the receiver contention ended
and sends a DATA packet to the intended receiver. Both BCTS
and DATA packets indicate the other contending receivers the
sender-receiver pair and the duration of the transmission (the
latter only in the DATA packet). P
If the sender node does
n−1
not receive a BCTS packet after
i=0 CWpGi , it resends
the BRTS in order to restart the transmission. More details
will be given in §IV. Finally, the receiver acknowledges the
transmission with an ACK packet.

Send DATA

lose
contention

send DATA
Timeout

WF−ACK

Timeout

Sender

T-MAC protocol state diagram for unicast (Active Own state).

The above states are almost self-explanatory and are common
to RTS/CTS handshake mechanism ([20]). The reason to send
data packets using the Request-To-Send (RTS) and ClearTo-Send (CTS) control packets is to reduce collisions, when
two or more nodes transmit near the same time (hiddenstation problem). This handshake mechanism is useful when
the data packets are long, since if the packets collide, they
are discarded, the energy is wasted and a later retransmission
requires additional energy consumption both at sender and
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receiver. Broadcast packets are never sent using the RTS/CTS
handshake and are not acknowledged (using ACK packets).
In case of Active Foreign, the node is in active state
of a foreign schedule, where it can only receive. Therefore,
the state transitions are the same as in the left side of Figure
5. The Future-Request-To-Send (FRTS) packet is an extension
meant to avoid the early sleeping problem ([4]).
We extend our previous implementation of T-MAC with the
receiver-based routing service (RBRS). The protocol states for
the receiver-based routing (RBR) are illustrated separately in
Figure 6 for clarity reasons. The entry point for both state
diagrams is the IDLE state, from where either the RTS/CTS
handshake or the RBR service can be used.
RTS not for me || CTS ||
not participate

RECEIVER
CONTENTION
delay = computeDelay()
RC−Timer( delay)

same
BRTS

BRTS

NAV
Timeout NAV

foreign BCTS || foreign DATA

WF−DATA
DATA

Send ACK
Receiver

Fig. 6.

foreign BCTS || RTS not for me || CTS || DATA
has msg

Send BRTS
free / send BRTS

busy || RTS || BRTS

WF−BCTS

busy
Timeout WF−BCTS ||
CD && !FC || BRTS

free / send BCTS
other ||
Timeout
WF−DATA
busy ||
free/send ACK

IDLE
busy
Listen Timeout

foreign
BRTS

BCTS
CD && FC / send BRTS

Send DATA
free / send DATA

Timeout WF−ACK || other
ACK/ delete msg

WF−ACK
Sender

T-MAC protocol state diagram for RBR (Active Own state).

In the following, we explain the protocol by describing the
conditions and actions of the state diagram. Not mentioned
terms/conditions and actions are self-explanatory. Later, we
focus on particularities and optimizations.
We used the following abbreviations for conditions:
CD: collision detected between BCTS packets
FC: first collision between BCTS packets
same BRTS: reception of a previous BRTS packet (resent)
foreign X: reception of a packet X with different destination
other: reception of another message as expected
busy or free: channel is used or not during carrier sense
not participate: not a potential receiver (see computeDelay).
Moreover, we employ the action computeDelay, which calculates the receiver contention (RC) time to set the node’s
corresponding timer (RC-Timer) until it sends the BCTS.
Concerning the behavior of the T-MAC protocol, there are
some aspects that need special attention. The first one is to
customize the T-MAC’s active period. The active period of
a node ends, if during the timeout activation (TA) it does
not detect any activity (e.g., an incoming packet, collision);
then the node goes to sleep. Otherwise, if the node overhears
or starts a communication, it schedules again a timeout after
this communication finishes. The timeout value is set to
stretch a small contention window and an RTS-CTS packets
exchange. Hence, collisions and the resulted retransmissions
extend the node’s active time and increase, therefore, the
energy consumption. The second important aspect is related to
retransmission. Hereby, as the nodes are synchronized and we
want to avoid them sending simultaneously after waking up,
we need a large enough contention time before retransmitting.
Note that a relatively large contention time helps avoiding
collisions, but it also extends the active time of the node.

A. Cross-layer implementation of RBR
Receiver-based routing describes a communication method,
in which each node has the choice to participate (or not)
in the communication. In classic layer based protocols the
communication is initiated by the application layer and the
message passes the complete protocol stack, starting with the
application layer and forwarded by each subsequent layers,
network, data link and physical layers at sender, while on
the receiving end it is forwarded by the physical layer in the
opposite direction to upper layers until it reaches the receiver
application layer.
According to the local information at sender, the routing
protocols of the network layer decide to which neighbor
node to forward the message. However, in case of receiverbased routing, the routing decision is not taken at the sender.
Instead, the sender initializes the communication and potential
receivers compete for the reception. The winner becomes
the intended receiver for the sender. By shifting the routing
decision to the receiver node, it is possible to use information
for the routing decision, which is not local to the sender.
Due to the relocation of the decision, strictly speaking,
the sequential forwarding of the message through the layers
cannot be met. The sender initializes the communication with
a message BRTS, which contains all the relevant routing
information decision. Each node that receives the message will
analyze this information and decide if it is a potential receiver.
This decision is made at the network layer of the receiver.
Thus, the network layer of the receiver is already involved in
the communication before the actual data flow.
Data link layer
MAC

Network layer

DATA

Physical Layer

Initialization
(BRTS)

Data link layer
MAC

Physical Layer

Network layer

Send BRTS
(BRTS)
Information
Response

(BCTS)

DATA

ACK

Sender

Send BCTS

(BCTS)

Routing decision
Cross−layer
Interaction

DATA transfer
DATA
Send ACK

ACK
DATA

Receiver
inter layer communication

Fig. 7.

Wireless communication between nodes

Packet flow using the receiver based routing service.

When sending the reply all potential recipients are competing. The response time of the receiver depends on the decision
of the network layer. The receiver which responds first (with
a BCTS), becomes the communication partner for the sender
in the current transfer.
As shown in Figure 7, in RBR mainly cooperate the data
link layer and network layer in the potential receiver with each
other. Therefore, the receiver-based routing application can be
divided into different components, which can be assigned to
the individual layers:
• T-MAC RBR service: service on the link layer for the
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actual communication. Realizes the communication between nodes, but does not make any decisions.
• Routing Unit: service at the network layer. Handles
communication with the MAC layer in the context of
decision making.
• Strategy Unit: implements a routing strategy on the
network layer. Take the actual decision on the basis of
the transmitted routing information.
Figure 8 illustrates the message flow until the first BRTS
packet is sent by the sender.
1) The application layer of a source node generates a
DATA packet and sends it to the network layer. In the control
information of the DATA packet there is also the interest
identifier (iID) necessary to map the corresponding routing
information stored at nodes. This step is omitted at relay nodes.
2) The routing unit calls the strategy unit assigned, which
writes the required routing information (related to the received
iID) in the dynamic part of the network header.
3) The network layer use a special target address (L2RBR) to
signal the link layer to use the RBR service.
4) The RBR service from T-MAC copies the contents of the
dynamic part of the network header in the dynamic header
part of BRTS packet.
5) The link layer sends the BRTS packet as broadcast.
Application Layer
1) Application layer DATA message
Network Layer
Routing Unit
Strategy Unit
2) Set / Update routing parameters
3) Network layer DATA message
DLL Layer
RBR service of T−MAC
4) copy dynamic parameters
5) send BRTS

Fig. 8.

Flow of messages (at sender) until the first BRTS is sent

Figure 9 shows the sequence flow of operations at the
receiver after receiving a first BRTS message. Since the RBR
service inside T-MAC must be flexible, in order to be able
to process various RBR-strategies, at the first BRTS reception
the communication between the RBR service and the Routing
Unit and its associated Strategy Unit must be initialized using
a cross-layer component. This is mandatory since the type
and number of routing information parameters depends on the
used strategy/strategies. Accordingly, it changes the number
of parameters for the decision function call.
Figure 9 shows the sequence of steps until a BCTS
response packet is sent.
1) The T-MAC RBR service receives the first BRTS packet.
2) The RBR service reads the dynamic part of the BRTS
header and registers the individual parameters in the crosslayer. Only for the last parameter the notification service of
the cross-layer is activated. This parameter is used in future
receptions of a BRTS packet to trigger the call of strategy
function (the actual routing decision) at the network level.

3) The RBR service stores the values of all routing parameters
inside the cross-layer.
4) The number of parameters is registered in the cross-layer.
This information type was registered at the initialization in
the cross-layer with active notification. The Routing Unit has
been registered as a subscriber. This information type serves
as a trigger for the registration function of the routing unit to
subscribe for actual routing information parameters.
Network Layer
8) read routing info

Routing Unit
Strategy Unit
9) compute PriGrp

6) subscribe Last P
5) notify RP−size

7) call routing
strategy

11) publish PriGrp
10) PriGrp

Cross−Layer
4) publish size of
routing params
3) publish routing
parameters
2) register routing
parameters

DLL Layer
12) notify PriGrp
RBR service of T−MAC
14) compute a delay according to
PriGrp and its RCW

1) receive BRTS

13) read PriGrp

15) send BCTS

Fig. 9.
Cooperation between the components at a receiver node upon
reception of the first BRTS packet.

5) The notification service of the cross-layer informs the
routing unit that the information type for the number of routing
information parameter has been updated (and for subsequent
receptions that the routing parameters are updated).
6) The registration function subscribes itself to be notified
for updates of the routing information parameters (the last
parameter update triggers the notification).
7) The registration function calls explicitly the strategy function, since this is not automatically called by the first update
of the routing information at the first BRTS reception.
8) The strategy function reads the routing information parameters from the cross-layer.
9) The strategy function calculates the priority group (PriGrp)
according to the received routing information parameters.
10) The priority group is passed to the routing unit.
11) The routing unit publishes the computed priority group
in the cross-layer. This information type was registered at
initialization and the cross-layer has registered itself as a
subscriber.
12) The RBRS is notified about the updating of the information
type for the priority group.
13) The RBRS reads the priority group from the cross-layer.
14) Using the calculated priority group the RBR service
computes the delay for its BCTS packet. (If the node does not
participate in the communication, it skips in the NAV state.)
15) When the timer expires the node sends a BCTS response
if during the delay no BCTS or a DATA packet was received.
At subsequent receptions of BRTS the handling is analog,
excepting the steps: the routing information parameters are
already registered and the routing unit has subscribed to be
notified when the routing information is updated, i.e., the call
of the strategy function is triggered automatically.
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V. RBR

OPTIMIZATIONS

To design an effective receiver-based service implies to
avoid collisions whenever possible and, if they still occur,
to handle them efficiently. To that end, we propose in the
following several optimizations.
A. First Group Weight optimization
Potential receivers compete for reception only within the
same priority group. Each priority group has an own receiver
contention window (RCW). The smaller the RCW is, the higher
is the probability that collisions occur. Collisions within the
highest priority group have the largest negative impact on
the performance of the RBR-service. In order to extend the
receiver’s contention window for the highest priority group (to
reduce the likelihood of collisions) we provide an optimization
referred as First Group Weight. The weight of the first RCW
is set through a configuration file. For a larger RCW there
will be fewer collisions, but the average duration of a data
transmission extends also. The weighting should reflect the
density of the network, i.e., it must scale with the number
of neighboring nodes. For example, for a network with 5-7
neighbors we set the weight for the highest priority group
to 40% and the rest of 60% is equally divided between the
remaining groups (see Figure 10).
RCW
PriGrp 0

0

RCW
PriGrp 1

RCW
PriGrp 2

RCW
PriGrp 3

Maximal Receiver Contention Time

Fig. 10.

TmaxRC

Division of the TmaxRC for four priority groups.

Knowing the maximal neighbors density of a node one can
analytically determine the minimal RCW size, such that the
probability of no collisions has a given value pno coll . The
s P
RCW is given by
n−1 k−1
k k
i=1 i
,
RCW = tsw
pno coll
where tsw is the switching time of the transceiver. The number
of slots is given by RCW
tsw .
B. Early Resend optimization
Potential receivers check after their own receiver contention
expiration whether the medium is free. Note that the nodes
have a single-channel radio, i.e., they are not full-duplex and
require a switching time between the transmit and receive
mode. Even though the medium is checked before each
transmission, the switching time and the finite speed of radio
waves propagation may lead to collisions.
The denser a network is, the more potential receivers
compete for reception, which increases the probability of
BCTS-collisions. Collisions of BCTS packets have a negative
impact on the performance of the RBR-service, since the
data transmission needs to be re-initialized. The retransmission
includes the initial contention of the BRTS packet. In addition,
nodes that heard the BRTS packet or one of the two collided
BCTS packets go in NAV state. Since during this time the

medium is not used, the throughput decreases while the latency
and the power consumption increase. The optimization Early
Resend ensures a faster recovering after BCTS-collisions by
repeating the receiver contention process as soon as possible.
To that aims, after a collision of BCTS packets, a new BRTS
packet is sent without an initial contention period. Nodes that
have caused the collision don’t notice instantly, since the single
channel radio has a relatively long switching time from send
to receive. These nodes require a short WF-DATA timeout
until they reach the IDLE state (the WF-DATA timeout and
the delay to resend BRTS are small compared to the average
contention time). Nodes that observe the collision break their
receiver contention and go to IDLE state. Since the nodes that
received only one of the two collided BCTS packets are in NAV
state, all neighboring nodes of the sender are either in IDLE
or NAV state when the BRTS packet is resent; thus, the risk
of a collision does not increase significantly. Usually, nodes
in the NAV state are passive and do not respond to a BRTS
message, excepting a retransmission of the BRTS. The nodes
detect that they received a copy of the BRTS and start a priority
group calculation. After the retransmission of the BRTS, all
neighbors of the sender start a new priority group calculation
and possibly a new receiver contention. The sender remains in
state WF-BCTS (see sender state diagram in Figure 6). When
a second collision occurs, the sender transits in IDLE state
and restarts the communication completely from the scratch.
The scope of the Early Resend optimization is to recover
faster after BCTS-collisions by skipping the initial contention
at sender. By omitting the initial contention time of the BRTS
the risk of a collision does not increase significantly since
adjacent sender’s nodes are either in the NAV or just switched
into the IDLE state.
C. Change Priority-Group optimization
Depending on the topology of the network and the strategies
applied (since the receiver priority group is computed by a
routing strategy), it may happen that a sender cannot find
an optimal receiver. Getting a non-optimal priority group at
all potential receivers means a long RC time, which leads
to a higher latency of the transmission and a higher energy
consumption, as the active phase of T-MAC is extended. The
optimization aims to prevent this by raising the group priority
of all potential receivers, until at least one belongs to the
highest priority group. This is achieved through the interest
ID (iID) and flag fields inside the header of the RBR-service
messages. The iID is necessary to map the data to the given
interest (request). The one byte flag field (see Figure 11) is
divided into a 1-bit field used in the BCTS response to notify
the sender that the receiver has raised its priority group, and
a 7-bit field for the value of the decrease in the priority group
(in the BRTS) or the current computed priority group (in the
BCTS). A potential receiver sends in the BCTS its current
adjusted priority group (PriGrp).
Upon receiving the BCTS response, the sender verifies the
priority group. If this does not correspond to the optimal
PriGrp, it increments a counter for the specified iID. If the
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counter reaches a threshold (specified in a configuration file),
at the next transmission of a data message for the same
interest, the sender sets in the flag the required decrease (a
multiple of the threshold) in order to raise the PriGrp of
all potential receivers. The potential receivers read the flag
from the sender’s BRTS message and, if the value is greater
than zero, they raise their own PriGrp with the given value.
Receivers send in their BCTS response the new PriGrp and the
flag that indicates that they have raised their priority group.
C

C

PriGrp=2

PriGrp=1

A. Active time
The active time of a node significantly influences its energy
consumption. Activities in the node’s neighborhood extend the
node’s active time, since they reset the active timeout. For the
measurements we used a multihop sensor network with m
hops between source and destination, and a variable neighborhood density of n neighbors (see Figure 12). The source
generates data packets at each 200ms, and the simulation time
is 1 minute. To minimize the effects of subsequent transfers
in the first measurement we chose m = 1.
Hop m

1
1. BRTS

B
PriGrp=1

1. BRTS

B
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Fig. 12.
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Sender

Hop 1

1

Source

Sink
2. BCTS

Hop 2

...
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Simulation scenario.

n

Tra

A

PriGrp=1

b)

PriGrp=0

Fig. 11.
Change Priority-Group: (a) 1: Sender sends BRTS 2: Node B
computes PriGrp 1 and since no node has the smallest priority group, it wins
the RC and sends BCTS with its PriGrp. 3: Sender increments a local counter
for not optimal BCTS response. (b) 1: Counter reaches threshold: sender sends
BRTS with request to adjust the PriGrp. 2: Receivers increase their PriGrp.
B wins the RC and sends BCTS by setting the first bit, i.e., it has raised the
priority, and its current computed PriGrp (flag = 0x80).

If during the priority increase optimization a new potential
receiver is added to the neighborhood of the sender, the new
node computes a better priority group that the optimum. This
receiver will not set the 1-bit field in the BCTS response,
notifying the sender that it has computed the highest priority
group, without using the priority group increase request. In
addition, the receiver contention is reduced by half time, so it
is likely that this node wins the contention and this receiver
can send its BCTS response. If the sender receives a BCTS with
no flag set, it resets the counter for the corresponding interest.
For the next transmission the sender cancels its request for
raising the priority group of all its potential receivers.
VI. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For the evaluation of the RBR service, we analyze the
following performance parameters: active time (which highly
impacts on the energy consumption), throughput and latency.
Simulator settings: in the simulation we used the Chipcon
CC1000 (used by MiCA2) and CC2420 (used by Telos) single
channel radio transceivers with the following parameters:
current [mA]
SL
RX
CC1000
0.11
10
CC2420
0.02
24

TX
8.3
14

SL
0.33
0.04

power [mW]
RX
TX
Switch
30
33
25
48
28
30

switching time [µs]
Transceiver
CC1000
CC2420

SL→RX

SL→TX

RX,TX→SL

RX→TX

TX→RX

850
580

850
580

10
10

850
580

850
580

For T-MAC we set the listen time to 30ms and the frame
time to 600ms. The overhearing avoidance flag is disabled.

Fig. 13.

Impact of the network’s density and RCW size on active time.

Figure 13 shows the effects of the density of the neighbors
and the size of the receiver contention window (RCW) on the
active period of both transmitters.
The CC1000 transceiver has a much higher active time than
the CC2420 transceiver. The difference cannot be explained
only by the higher transmission rate (250 kbps compared
to 76.8 kbps), since the proportion of time in which the
transceiver is in transmitting mode is approximately 2%.
Rather, it seems likely that additional causes generate this
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behavior. To investigate this closer one needs to analyse the
number of events that occur during a transfer. Events that
negatively affect the behavior and extend the active period
are collisions of messages and their consequences.
For small RCW, the active time increases quickly with
increasing of the network’s density. This leads to frequent
collisions of BCTS responses, whereby the receiver contention
needs to be repeated. Therefore, the active timeout is set again.
For large RCW, the active time remains relatively constant.
The negative impact on the active time by a long-lasting
transmission (due to the large RC) will be compensated by
rare occurrence of BCTS-collisions.
Next we investigate the possible causes for an extended
active time. The measurements in Figure 14 show the influence
of the BCTS-collisions on the active period of the CC2420
transmitter. Each graph shows the number of events (per
packet) occurring (lower part) and the active time of the
transceiver (upper part) according to various RCW sizes and
different neighbors densities.
A BCTS-collision occurs mainly due to the fact that the
difference of two or more calculated receiver contention times
is smaller than the transmitter’s switch time. Using a single
channel transmitter, a potential receiver node is able to check
the channel for activity until its transmitter switches from
receive to send. It is possible, that during switching another
node starts to transmit its BCTS. The first node cannot notice
that and, therefore, the length of the RCW, especially the
difference between two receiver contentions is important. The
shorter the switching time of the transmitter is, the smaller
the difference between two receiver contentions can be. That
means, the smaller the switching time of the transmitter is,
the more opportunities have other nodes to compute a receiver
contention that does not lead to a collision.
During a transfer, the resend event occurs at the first
collision of the BCTS responses. This event is triggered by the
Early Resend optimization, when after the first BCTS collision,
a new BRTS is sent without contention (see V-B) . Since the
initial contention time is omitted, this event has a relatively
small influence on the extension of the active time compared to
restart the transmission. If a second BCTS-collision happens,
the whole transfer must be restarted, including the initial
contention. In graphs this corresponds to the restart event,
which has a much higher impact on the active period, since
it increases the fraction of time that the radio spent in Idle
Receive state as part of the whole active time.
Hence, for increasing neighbor density and large RCW, the
active time remains relatively constant, despite the increase
of the number of negative events, since if a transfer was
successful, it is likely that a low delay time has won the
contention. The number of retransmissions will be higher,
but the transfers are in average completed faster and this
compensates partially the negative effect.
In case of the CC1000 transmitter the same measurements lead
to a larger number than for CC2420 (figures are omitted here).
This is due to the fact that the CC1000 has larger switching
time, which increases the frequency of BCTS-collisions. A

(a) 2 potential receivers

(b) 4 potential receivers

(c) 6 potential receivers

(d) 8 potential receivers
Fig. 14. CC2420: Impact of RCW size on the active period of the transmitter
(reflected by the procentage of each active radio state (sleep is what left until
100%) for different density of neighbors. Each graph gives also the number
of relevant events (collision, resend, restart) for different size of RCW.
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larger switching time means that during a node is checking
the medium and switching to send the probability that another
node (during this time) starts to transmit is higher and, thus,
more BCTS-collisions occur.

potential receiver is in the receiver’s contention, a node in the
neighborhood, which has not received the original BRTS, can
start itself a transmission by sending a BRTS packet. If this is
the case, only one of the two transmissions can be successfully
completed, assuming that no collision has happened. The
hidden-station problem cannot be effectively solved by the
RBRS. If a collision occurs, both transfers must be re-started.
These two cases occur more often when the data rate increases.
Additionally, the BCTS collisions mentioned in the previous
measurements occur very frequently in small RCW. If the
number of retransmissions exceeds a given threshold, the
packets are deleted.
VII. C OMPARISONS

AND EVALUATIONS

In order to compare the energy savings achieved through the
proposed optimizations we consider here the sensor network
given in Figure 17.
Fig. 15.

Impact of the switch time on the active time.

Figure 15 shows the impact of the switch time on the active
time for a fixed RCW (4ms) and a given network density.
For smaller switching times, the active time decreases. By
increasing the switching time, the active time increases also,
but more than the sum of the individual switching times. The
cause is the higher number of BCTS-collisions when the switch
time increases.
B. Throughput and latency
In order to measure the maximum possible throughput and
the source-sink latency in dense network, we set m=5 and n=3.
Figure 16 shows the drop rate and the latency for different
RCW sizes. In low traffic networks the latency is independent
of RCW. With increasing data rate increases also the latency
and its variance. This occurs rather for small than for large
RCW. An increasing latency leads also to packet loss, as can
be seen in Figure 16.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

A simulation network with 51 sensor nodes.

For this network the source is node 22 situated on the right
side of the figure and the sink is node 0 situated on the left
side of the figure, where all the red arrows end.
1) Comparison RBR with and without optimizations: In
order to compare the energy savings achieved through the
proposed optimizations, we have enabled and disabled the
optimizations.

Throughput and latency for RCW of 2ms and 6ms.

The reason lies in the interaction of different transfers
within a region. The RBRS uses instead of the SIFS (Short
Interframe Space) between the RTS and CTS control packets
a receiver contention, which defers the BCTS response. As a

Fig. 18.

Energy consumption using RBR with and without optimizations.

The comparison of the energy consumed in both cases
for a simulation time of 3 minutes considering three priority
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groups and a weight for the highest priority group of 60%)
is illustrated in Figure 18. One can observe that with all
three optimizations the energy consumed by some nodes
improves up to 7%, but there are also nodes where the energy
consumption increases. The overall energy consumption is
reduced when using optimizations by at least 4%.
2) Comparison RBR with unicast: Next we compare the
RBR service with the unicast in our variant of T-MAC [1]. We
set up two scenarios, one for the RBR and one for the unicast;
both use the same application and network layer. At network
layer, the routing information is propagated through interest
refreshes without extra traffic for routing. For data routing we
use in both cases a strategy based on hop count and node’s
residual energy. The simulation time is 3 minutes, the source
generates data packets at each 200ms and the RCW for the
RBR-service is 4ms. For the unicast scenario the overhearing
avoidance flag inside the T-MAC is enabled, meaning that
nodes in the NAV state turn off their radio to conserve energy.
Figure 19 illustrates the energy consumption for the RBRservice and unicast respectively.

Fig. 19.

Comparing the source-sink latency in the two cases we got
an average of 2s for RBR and 1.5s for unicast. Here too, the
lower latency of the unicast is due to the fact that in the RBR
case the additional receiver contention increases the transfer
time per hop.
Thus, under these settings, the unicast outperforms the
RBR service. We discuss in the sequel a scenario, where the
situation can be different.
3) Networks with both modes enabled: We consider a
wireless sensor network with many sources placed in a closer
area; here aggregation of the sensor data is necessary inside
the source area in order to significantly reduce the amount of
data traffic (otherwise each source establishes individual paths
to the sink, leading also to increased energy consumption and,
thus, to a shorter lifetime of the network).
The aggregation inside the monitoring area can be realized
either by constructing an aggregation tree using unicast or by
employing the RBR service. The RBR mechanism allows to
route data packets in this area without maintaining information
about the next hop, and to aggregate without the construction
and maintenance of an aggregation structure. On the other
side, when using unicast a significant overhead (in terms
of communication cost to spread the information about the
network topology) occurs for construction and maintenance
of cache tables and aggregation structures.

Energy consumption for unicast and RBR services of T-MAC.

The comparison of energy consumption shows a higher
energy consumption when using the RBR service. The reason
is the additional receiver contention of the RBRS and the
BCTS-collisions, since both increase the active time of a
node. In case of unicast, since the hidden station problem
is successfully solved, there are fewer adverse events and a
transfer can be faster terminated.
Using the same routing strategy, the total energy consumption for unicast is 91J in comparison to 123J for RBR (see
Figure 20(a)). The situation remains similar when we compare
the energy consumed by the five most heavily loaded nodes
(see Figure 20(b)).

(a) total
(b) peak five
(c) latency
Fig. 20.
Energy consumption: (a) total energy consumption (b) average
energy consumption of the five highest loaded nodes. (c) latency

Fig. 21.

Simulation network using both RBR-service and unicast.

For simulations we use our SNF with both unicast and RBR
service enabled inside T-MAC protocol implementation and
consider the 51 nodes network illustrated in Figure 21. It has
8 sources situated in the buttom-right corner and a sink (node
0) placed on the left side of the figure. Two source nodes (50
and 36) situated in the rectangle area are not equipped with
the required sensors, i.e., they cannot deliver the requested
data packets. We set the simulation time to 3min, the data
generation interval 200ms and each source sends 750 packets.
We discuss two scenarios: one using unicast and the other
using RBR for aggregation inside the observed area (the
yellow rectangle); outside the area the aggregated data packets
are always sent using unicast.
The strategy used by unicast can be, for example, a simple
hop count strategy as illustrated in Figure 21 (see red line).
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In this case, outside the observed area the path used to reach
the sink is always the same and the energy consumption of
the nodes along the path remains the same.
Of course, in order to balance the total energy consumption
among the nodes between the source zone and the sink, one
can use an energy-aware strategy, e.g., a routing metric based
on hop count and the path’s residual energy which leads to
more paths to sink (see the red lines in Figure 22). This
strategy redistributes the traffic load uniformly and avoids
bottleneck nodes on the path to sink with less residual energy.

be aggregated, it sends a confirmation control packet
(Y ES AGG M E). The confirmation packet must be
acknowledged (ACK AGG) by the aggregator.
Finally, each source knows which node is its aggregator. This information can be broadcasted to the neighbors (for more reliability) using a notify control packet
(I AM AGG BY ).

•

[11]

[1]

[30]
[19]
a)

Fig. 23.

Using a energy-aware routing strategy between sources and sink.

In the unicast scenario (regardless of the chosen routing
metrics outside the monitoring area), in order to be able to
aggregate data, an aggregation algorithm is needed to construct
the aggregation structure (tree); source nodes having matching
data are potential aggregators.
One possibility to construct an aggregation tree is to use the
same mechanism as for flooding the interest. When an interest
reaches the first source, this one initiates an aggregation
interest which is flooded only inside the source region. This
leads to a local greedy aggregation tree rooted at the first
source.
Another alternative is to design an own aggregation protocol. When a source gets the first interest, it starts to find
eligible (best) aggregation nodes in the zone. This can be
achieved by sending an invitation to other sources to be
aggregated, and the algorithm works as follows:
• The invitation control packet (CAN I AGG Y OU )
contains the sender id and information about the aggregation possibilities of the sender such as its distance to
the sink, energy reserve, number of sources surrounding
it (optionally their aggregator), its connectivity, etc. The
invitation control packet is rebroadcasted by each source
(to include farther sources).
• When a source receives the invitation it checks if it
is already aggregated by another node or is an aggregator itself. If yes, the control packet is discarded.
Otherwise, the receiver decides according to its local
information and the received information if it is a better
(closer to sink or has more sources, etc.) aggregator
than the sender. When the receiver source accepts to

[31]

[27]

[27]

[35]

[10]

[11]

[1]

[31]

[27]
[35]
[50]

Fig. 22.

[11]

[1]

[31]

[35]
[30]

[50]
[19]

[10]
b)

[30]

[50]
[19]

[10]
c)

(a), (b) Aggregation trees for unicast; (c) RBR-service

Using the latter aggregation algorithm, the resulted aggregation tree can be one of the trees illustrated in Figure 23 a) and
b). In the first case we have three intermediate aggregators,
nodes 11, 31 and 35 and in the second case only two, nodes
31 and 35. In the above simulation the establishment of
the aggregation structure is not repeated periodically, but is
realized only once.
In the RBR scenario, the aggregation is achieved without
additional communication by including aggregation criteria in
the definition of the priority groups, namely
• Group 0: Receivers having DATA packets with the same
type and being closer to the sink than the sender.
• Group 1: Receivers having DATA packets with the same
type, but farther away from the sink than the sender.
• Group 2: Receivers without same type of DATA, but
closer to the sink.
• All receivers not belonging to one of the groups do not
participate in the communication.
As a potential intermediate aggregator closer to sink gets a
higher priority than an aggregator farther away, the aggregation
is opportunistic. (For the considered network the aggregation
flow is illustrated in Figure 23(c))
For these two scenarios, we compared the total energy
consumption, the source to sink latency and the throughput. It
turns out that all three performance criteria are quite similar
for both scenarios.
In case of unicast, each aggregation node waits until all its
children sent their data, then aggregates these and sends the
result data to its parent. This increases the node’s active time
in the unicast scenario and reaches the same level as for the
RBR (induced by its higher receiver contention).
So for both scenarios we get this time almost the same
source to sink latency, throughput and total energy consumption.
Hence, for such applications the unicast does not outperform
the RBR service even if the aggregation tree is constructed
only once (as we considered in our simulations). Obviously,
for highly dynamic networks or networks with longer activity,
the aggregation structure needs to be reestablished periodically, which finally leads to weaker overall performance.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION

AND FUTURE WORK

In the present paper, we strive for more modularity at
MAC layer, mainly to embed at this layer more customizable
services. We supplement here the sender initiated unicast by a
receiver-based contention in order to provide another perspective to the interlayer communication. The RBR service of TMAC allows (reactive) applications, in which a sender does not
know its potential destination or applications with a dynamic
network topology where the construction and maintainance
overhead for the cache tables and/or aggregation structures is
expensive (in terms of communication cost to spread the information about the network toplogy). In such dynamic scenarios
the RBR mechanism allows to route, without maintaining
information about the next hop, and to aggregate, without the
construction and maintenance of an aggregation structure.
The accurate energy model integrated in our simulator allows us to quantify the impact of transceiver’s switch time, the
RCW and the occurrence of collisions and their retransmissions
on the energy consumption of the sensor node. The possible
collisions of the BCTS responses and their consequences must
be minimized (using transceivers with smaller switching time)
for a good performance of the RBR service. Therefore, we
proposed and implemented several optimizations of the RBRS.
Simulation results have shown that these optimizations improve significantly the performance of the RBR. We have analyzed the performance parameters of the RBR service, namely
its energy-efficiency, throughput and latency. Moreover, we
compared (VII-2) the efficiency of both forwarding approaches
inside T-MAC: the sender initiated one using unicast versus the
receiver-based routing. For our simulation scenario it turned
out that the RBR approach outperformed by unicast in terms of
energy consumption, throughput and latency. Nevertheless, the
RBR can be efficiently employed for opportunistic aggregation
inside monitoring areas with many sources or in dynamic
network scenarios (VII-3); here the routing performance of
RBR and unicast are similar.
As future work we intend to build in our simulator different simulation scenarios in order to closer investigate and
compare the performance of RBR versus different aggregation
algorithms using unicast.
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Abstract—Safety critical applications of IEEE802.15.4 networks require autonomous network reconfiguration and dynamic meshing in case of node failures or changing environmental influences. This paper demonstrates the application of
Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Optimized
Link State Routing (OLSR) on IEEE802.15.4 nodes based
on an IP layer. The modular concept leads to the proposed
extension of Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol to
provide location-based services and addressing inherently in the
protocol design. We demonstrate the changes in message flows
and information exchange that are necessary to develop a geoimplementation of OLSR, which we call GeoOLSR throughout
this paper. For performance evaluation, we will first examine
mobile ad hoc relevant metrics like time delay, maximum
throughput and generated overhead. Furthermore, the lifetime
of the novel node architecture is evaluated in comparison
to the ordinary IEEE802.15.4 configuration and IEEE802.11.
Finally, the real-world protocol behavior of GeoOLSR is
shown for different mobility speeds by using realistic ray
tracing for modeling the physical transmission in a harsh
industrial environment. Thus, it is proven by results that
GeoOLSR is able to support both IP enabled unicast traffic and
geographical addressing even in resource constrained networks
like IEEE802.15.4.
Keywords-Geocasting; OLSR; AODV; IEEE802.15.4;
Ray Tracing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The application of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) or
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) based on IEEE802.15.4
in safety-critical processes requires a fault tolerant network
design, which supports autonomous reconfiguration [1]. Recent developments in the area of Wi-Fi networks propose
meshing algorithms on ISO/OSI layer 3 like the reactive
Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing [2]
or the proactive Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [3],
which are capable to update communication paths in case of
failures and mobility of network nodes. In contrast to that,
original IEEE802.15.4 networks rely on topologies like star
or cluster tree, in which failures of single nodes can isolate
even complete network trails.
Therefore, the IEEE task group 802.15.5 Mesh Networking currently examines necessary mechanisms that are
designed for the physical (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) layer. In order to enable a flexible network setup
for different application scenarios within heterogeneous
networks, we analyze multihop forwarding via IP routing

Higher Protocol Layers
Application 1

Application 2

TCP Layer

UDP Layer

GeoTable
MANET
Routing Protocols
e.g., AODV, OLSR

IPv4 Layer

IEEE802.15.4 Specification
Medium Access Control Layer (non beacon enabled)
Physical Layer

Figure 1. The extended Layer Model of our proposed architecture to support IP enabled unicast traffic and geographical addressing in IEEE802.15.4

mechanisms (on layer 3 – also known as Route-over [4]).
We propose a node design (see Figure 1), which includes an
IPv4 layer – instead of utilizing the ZigBee protocol stack
[5]. The integration of the IP protocol for WSNs is proposed
in [4] and [6]. The big advantage of these approaches is the
seamless integration into the Internet. In [7], it has been
shown that the implementation of a tiny TCP/IP protocol is
feasible for the integration on low power devices, such as
IEEE802.15.4 without major changes of the PHY- or MAC
layer. Following these approaches, this paper demonstrates
the application of OLSR and AODV routing schemes as
proposed in [8] by applying a peer-to-peer network topology.
Here, every node is assumed to operate as a router and uses
CSMA/CA channel access.
Besides an easy integration of IEEE802.15.4 nodes into
preexisting infrastructures, diversified application domains
are one key performance indicator of MANETs. Thus,
there is an increasing need for a simultaneous support
of geographical addressing to realize e.g., location based
messaging and alarming. As an extension to [1], it is an
objective of this paper to show an extension of OLSR –
which will be called GeoOLSR throughout this thesis – to
build up a routing protocol, which supports unicast (IPbased) as well as geographical multicast communication
inherently. Therefore, a slight modification to the original
protocol architecture is made by adding an additional routing table (called GeoTable), which contains positions of
reachable nodes (cf. Figure 1). The major benefit of using
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a proactive routing protocol like OLSR is the periodical
exchange of routing information in discrete time intervals.
This enables knowledge of a node’s last position even in
case of malfunctions. In contrast to that, on-demand routing
mechanisms only search for a new route prior a specific
communication request.
The work is part of a research project with one of the
world’s largest steel fabricants ThyssenKrupp Steel. They
will install the presented solution to increase the security of
the factory employees in case of emergency. The developed
solution is integrated in a gas sensor network, which consists
of stationary and mobile equipment. Hence, not only factory
employees, but also first responders profit from this solution,
as they do not have to carry additional devices for navigating
through the incident scene. Thus, this work presents several
major contributions:
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Demonstration of the general applicability of meshed
network approaches within IEEE802.15.4 networks by
implementing our IP enabled sensor node architecture
based on the physical layer of IEEE802.15.4 using a
peer-to-peer enabled CSMA/CA MAC layer.
Introduction of a detailed performance evaluation of
AODV and OLSR in IEEE802.15.4 networks.
Proposal of an OLSR extension, which enables geocasting as well as IP-based unicast messages combined
with high node mobility support.
Comparison of different geocast routing protocols e.g.,
Location Based Multicast (LBM), flooding GRID,
ticket GRID and GeoTORA with GeoOLSR.
Evaluation of the influence of different moving speeds
and patterns on GeoOLSR.
Brief identification of the resulting overheads of
GeoOLSR compared to OLSR.
Analysis of the proposed GeoOLSR protocol in a
real-world scenario considering realistic radio channel
effects by application of the Actix Radiowave Propagation Simulator (RPS) [9], which includes a highprecision 3-dimensional CAD drawing of the application scenario within the steel production plant.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
related works. Afterwards we demonstrate the design of the
new node in Section III in detail, before the implementation
of the applied simulation model in OMNeT++ 4.0 is shown
as well as details of the simulation measurements in Section IV. After that, we illustrate the protocol extension of
GeoOLSR within Section V by presenting necessary changes
in message flows and information exchange to realize a geoimplementation of OLSR, followed by corresponding analysis in Section VI. Performance evaluations via OMNeT++
simulation together with a sophisticated PHY layer model
based on the ray tracing tool RPS are presented in Section
VII. Finally, Section VIII draws conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
In this Section, we will give a brief introduction into
state-of-the-art routing protocols divided into four groups –
unicast MANET protocols, geographical multicast protocols,
mobile agents protocols and hierarchical routing protocols.
A. Unicast Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Protocols
Linking an IP address with a geographical location has
been of interest for quite some time already. On the other
hand, there has also been significant research to increase
network redundancy in general, based on unicast routing
protocols for MANETs, in which all mobile hosts typically
behave as routers. A route between a pair of nodes in a
MANET may go through several other mobile nodes. Due
to the mesh network approach these routes may vary when
nodes change their locations. Many attempts have been made
on MANET protocols [2], [3], [10]. There are two major
types of networking protocols defined in the literature for
this application field [11]:
• Proactive routing: A node manages the whole network
topology in a periodically updated routing table, which
causes additional traffic.
• Reactive routing: The route is determined when a
packet has to be transmitted. Hence, the delay for a
single packet transmission is higher in comparison to
proactive routing; however, the additional traffic for
route maintenance is minimized.
In the following paragraphs, basic principles of OLSR as
a proactive and AODV as a reactive routing scheme are
described in detail.
OLSR
The Optimized Link State Routing is specified in the
RFC 3626 [3]. Simulative and experimental performance
evaluation on Wi-Fi devices is presented in [11]. Route
table calculation is done by topology information, which
is gathered from topology control messages (TCM). If a
node generates its neighbor list, the TCMs are transmitted
through the network. A node is defined as a neighbor, if
a bi-directional physical connection between two nodes is
available. Following RFC 3626, OLSR communicates using
a unified packet format for all data related to the protocol.
This is meant to facilitate extensibility of the protocol without breaking backwards compatibility. This also provides an
easy way of piggybacking different ”types” of information
into a single transmission like geographic data in the field
of GeoOLSR. A RFC 3626 standard implementation is
embedded in IPv4. The basic layout of any packet in OLSR
consists of an OLSR header, which includes three types of
messages:
• OLSR-Hello To perform link sensing, neighborhood detection and Multi-Point-Relay (MPR) selection, Hello
messages are exchanged between 1-hop neighbors periodically. This message is sent as the data-portion of
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the general packet format with the ”Message Type”
set to HELLO MESSAGE, the Time-to-live field set
to one and Vtime set accordingly to the value of
NEIGHB HOLD TIME.
• OLSR-Topology-Control The link sensing and neighbor
detection part of the OLSR protocol basically offers
a neighbor list in each node, which contains a list of
neighbors to which a direct communication is possible.
In combination with the packet format and forwarding mechanism, an optimized flooding through MultiPoint-Relays (MPRs) is implemented. This mechanism
is based on the OLSR-Topology-Control (TC) message format, which disseminates topology information
through the whole network.
• OLSR-Multiple-Interface-Declaration
The OLSRMultiple-Interface-Declaration (MID) message is
used to map more than one IP address to one node.
Therefore, all interface addresses other than the main
address of the originator node are put into the MID
message.
The use of multipoint relays (MPRs) reduces the network
load by concentrating the traffic on dedicated nodes. The
speed of topology update processes can be regulated by varying Hello and TC intervals. The main performance indicators
of OLSR are summarized in Table I. The willingness for a
MPR is defined by the remaining battery power of the node.
Table I
PARAMETERIZATION OF OLSR NODES
Hello Interval
Hello Jitter
TC Interval
TC Jitter
Hello Timeout
Willingness

inter-arrival time of hello packets
maximum deviation from the hello interval
inter-arrival time of TC packets
maximum deviation from the TC interval
maximum timeout of hello messages
until the node is removed from the neighbor list
willingness of a node to act as MPR

To reduce the negative influence of packet losses due
to high mobility in OLSR, Benzaid et al. proposed a new
method of integrating fast mobility in the OLSR protocol
[12].
AODV
The Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector routing is
specified in RFC 3561 [2].
An application for IEEE802.15.4 networks has been proposed by [13] without applying an IP layer. Each node operates as a router and determines point to point connections
on demand without periodical updates. Thereby, memory
and energy demand is optimized for battery driven mobile
devices and the additional network load is minimized. An
included sequence number avoids the count-to-infinity routing problem [2]. In contrast to other routing protocols, the
quality of a connection is determined by the actuality and not

Table II
PARAMETERIZATION OF AODV NODES
Active Route Timeout
Hello Interval
Allowed Hello Loss
Delete Period

Net Diameter
Node Transversal Time
Net Transversal Time
Path Discovery Time
RREQ Retries

defines the validness of a route
defines the inter-arrival time of
hello packets
defines the maximum hello packet loss
until a route is deleted
defines the limit of route from node
A and B to D, if node A has
deleted the route
maximum number of hops
between two nodes
estimated for a 1-hop transmission
2* Node Transversal Time * Net Diameter
2* Net Transversal Time
number of attempts for route determination

by the length of the path. The main configuration parameters
of AODV are summarized in Table II.
B. Geographical Multicast Protocols
In addition to the work mentioned before, there has also
been significant work on multicasting based on the location of the particular nodes. Several approaches have been
proposed [14] [15]. The schemes for multicasting can be
broadly divided into two types: flooding-based schemes and
tree-based schemes. Flooding-based schemes (like LocationBased Multicast [16]) do not need to maintain as many
network states as tree-based protocols. On the other hand,
flooding-based schemes can potentially deliver multicast
packets to many nodes that are currently outside the location, which is energetic inefficient. Tree-based schemes
(cf. GeoTORA [14] and GeoGrid [15]) reduce the amount
of sent messages. However, a higher overhead is needed to
maintain the network’s tree.
C. Mobile Agents Protocols
Other routing schemes are based on mobile agents and
are inspired from social insects’ behavior [17]. One of the
main ideas of ant algorithms is the indirect communication
of a colony of agents, based on so called pheromone trails.
Pheromones are used by real ants for communication purposes. The ants know the other ants’ paths by the pheromone
trails, and the amount of pheromone on a trail reflects its
importance.
D. Hierarchical Routing Protocols
Besides the location based routing approach some attempt
has been made to support a routing algorithm that integrates geo-coordinate and table-driven IP addressing [18].
This routing protocol called ”GeoLANMAR” uses link-state
routing in a local scope and geo-routing for out-of-scope
packet forwarding. The protocol keeps track of the routes to
destinations up to a certain distance away from the source
whereas the geo-routing scheme applied in GeoLANMAR is
used to route packets to the remote landmark nodes outside
the local scope.
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III. D ESIGN OF AN IP- ENABLED W IRELESS S ENSOR
N ODE

35
35
throughput [kbit/s]

The simulation model is implemented in the discrete,
event-based network simulator OMNeT++ [19] and the
INET framework. Figure 1 shows the implementation of
the communication node. The IEEE802.15.4 physical layer
implementation [20] of OMNeT++ is used for the proposed
extensions. By using the IP layer, also the existing UDP
and TCP protocol implementations of the INET framework
can be evaluated for new services. An additional 20 byte
IP header and an 8 byte UDP header decrease the overall
capacity. But 74 byte payload are left, which is enough
for sensor monitoring applications and additional services,
as the maximum payload size of the messages in this
application area is usually inherently small.
In order to highlight the generated overhead in comparison to a conventional IEEE802.15.4 network, the resulting
throughput is measured in a simple point-to-point scenario.
The new node is operating with AODV in the first case and
OLSR in the second case. For system startup, a time off
of 10 s is set before mesurement values are captured. The
applied parameters of the meshing protocols are summarized
in Table III.

40
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Overhead by OLSR

30
30

Overhead by IP

Overhead by AODV

25
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Overhead by IEEE802.15.4
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IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA
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IEEE802.15.4 with IPv4
OLSR
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AODV

0
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Figure 2.
Comparison of network load between IEEE802.15.4 and
the peer-to-peer implementation with applied AODV and OLSR routing
algorithm for a simple point-to-point setup without mobility. The parameters
of Table III are applied.
stationary source

dmax

dmax

movement path

Table III
PARAMETERIZATION OF THE TEST SCENARIO
Traffic profile
74Byte
(UDP Payload)
every 30ms
≈19.73kbit/s

OLSR settings
Willingness = 3
Hello Interval = 1s
TC Interval = 2s
MID Interval = 2s

AODV settings
Active Route Timeout = 6s
Hello Interval = 1s
Allowed Hello Loss = 2
Delete Period = 10s
Net diameter = 2 Hops
Node transversal time = 40ms
RREQ Retries = 2

This parameterization is assumed for all following performance evaluations. The values for the hello interval (HI)
of OLSR and AODV are chosen equally for an optimal
comparison.
Figure 2 depicts the resulting overhead generated by the
new implementation. About 10kbit/s overhead must be calculated for the application of IP-based meshing protocols in
a simple point-to-point scenario. The following performance
evaluation will also clarify the scalability up to an 8 hop
scenario.

100
100

time [s]

dmax

sink

old conn.
active conn.

mobile source

Figure 3.

Hop-to-hop Scenario for Performance Evaluation

station hop-to-hop scenario. The setup consists of 8 hops
placed in a hop distance of dmax = 150m, which represents
the maximum radio range. Here, the string topology represents the worst case for OLSR due to the fact that the MPR
forwarding becomes obsolete.
In each test, 74Byte packets (payload) are sent over
the network from the stationary source each 30ms until
the mobile node reaches the end of the playground. The
performance evaluation is then structured as follows. First,
we analyze the end-to-end delay in stationary node constellations before an analysis of handover scenarios between
fixed network nodes and mobile nodes is achieved. Finally,
the energy consumption is compared to an IEEE802.15.4
node implementation.

IV. E VALUATION OF THE NOVEL PEER - TO - PEER
APPROACH

To demonstrate general feasibility of the novel architecture, we first evaluate important performance indicators
like end-to-end transmission delay, goodput during handover
processes, handover delay and achievable throughputs in an
OMNeT++ simulation environment. However, typical PHY
layer issues like CCA delay [21] or co-channel interferences
[22] are neglected at this point. Figure 3 depicts a hidden-

A. Evaluation of End-to-End Transmission Delay
The end-to-end delay is a good indicator to measure
the response behavior and the real-time capability of the
network. The parameterization of this experiment is described in Table III. The test is repeated 100 times, before
the distribution function is calculated (cf. Equation 1) to
determine the µ ± 2σ interval, which includes 95.4 % of all
possible end-to-end delay values.
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Figure 5. Goodput in percent for AODV depending on the hop distance
to the sink with a mobile source transmitting to the next stationary node
in range, which then forwards the information to the sink.
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Figure 4. Interval length of the end-to-end delay for OLSR and AODV
depending on the hop count for a stationary scenario depicted in Figure 3.
The interval contains µ ± 2σ.

The results are assembled in Figure 4. The expected value
for end-to-end delay of AODV is lower compared to OLSR
in the one hop case, but in all other cases OLSR seems to be
predominant. As a consequence, AODV exhibits an interval
of [0 ms, 1435.1 ms] for the 8 hop case, which means that
95.4 % of the examined cases fit into this interval, whereas
OLSR features an interval of only [0 ms, 41.5 ms]. The high
delay of AODV can be explained by the route determination
process. With an Active Route Timeout of 6s and a Delete Period of 10s, routes are updated frequently assuming constant
bitrate (CBR) traffic. The needed additional traffic for the
route determination process rises with an increasing number
of hops.
B. Performance Evaluation of Hand-Over Processes
As mobile sensors are regarded for typical application
scenarios, fast handover processes are needed for reliable
measurement transmission. The following experiments base
on the measurement setup shown in Figure 3 with one moving source node transmitting data continuously (cf. Table III)
over the next fixed node to the sink at a predefined constant
speed for the mobility.
Figure 5 depicts the achievable goodput at different
mobility speeds and hop counts for AODV. The reference
line at 0 m/s shows the impact of the hop count on the
maximum goodput. It can be seen that the throughput is
almost constant until a hop count of 4. This finding correlates
to the end-to-end delay for AODV depicted in Figure 4. A
higher hop count decreases the achievable throughput, as the
delay is nearly doubled from 4 Hops to 5 Hops. The same
observation can be made for moving nodes. Here, the impact

9090
Goodput [%]

µ ± 2σ end-to-end interval length [ms]

10000

1
√
σ 2π

AODV

100
100
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F (x) =

Zx
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number
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Figure 6. Goodput in percent of OLSR depending on the hop distance to
the sink with a mobile source transmitting to the next stationary node in
range, which forwards the information to the sink. Whilst performing route
updates, the traffic is interrupted.

increases with higher mobility speeds, which is caused by
the switching time of the accomplished handover processes.
For comparison of the performance of OLSR and AODV,
Figure 6 depicts the achievable goodput for OLSR in the
same network and measurement setup. OLSR starts at a
lower goodput for the reference measurement at 0 m/s, as
OLSR gathers – as a proactive routing scheme – the routing
information for the entire network in advance, which takes
about 6 seconds for this setup before the data transmission
can start. As a consequence, higher overhead decreases
the achievable goodput. Due to continuous traffic for route
updates, the probability of collisions between OLSR control
and data packets rises with the number of intermediate hops.
As a consequence, the goodput decreases with a higher
number of hops between source and sink.
The handover process itself decreases the goodput. A
tradeoff between HI, which causes additional traffic (cf.
Figure 2) and switching time for the handover has to be
determined. Figure 7 depicts the OLSR handover delay for
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Figure 7. OLSR Handover delay for different mobility speeds and network
configurations. Parameter set 1: Hello=1s, TC=1s, MID=1s; Parameter set
2: Hello=1s, TC=2s, MID=2s; Parameter set 3: Hello=2s, TC=5s, MID=5s;
Parameter set 4: Hello=5s, TC=5s, MID=5s;

different network configurations and mobility speeds. It can
be observed, that the main performance indicator is the hello
interval (HI). As the HI is small, high speeds are supported
by the network. As the HI is enlarged (e.g., to reduce the
traffic overhead), the handover delay rises. This finding is
comparable to a Wi-Fi study on OLSR [23], where the hello
interval is described as the main performance parameter.
Analyzing performance related parameters of OLSR and
AODV has been subject of many papers in recent years
[23] [24]. However, each publication assumed IEEE 802.11
as the physical and data link layer protocols. To ensure a
good comparability of our measurement results with the
preexisting ones, we analyzed the mean values of the average
throughputs and their standard deviations at varying speeds
and parameter sets for both OLSR and AODV. Here, we let
the mobile sink of Figure 3 move towards and away from
the destination node and calculated the mean throughput for
the whole distance. The results are depicted in Figure 8.
As expected, AODV outperforms OLSR in terms of
mobility support due to periodical route maintenance of the
pro-active routing algorithm. Considering the relative high
throughput of our measurements and the shorter coverage areas of IEEE802.15.4, one can conclude that both findings are
nearly congruent. In [23] the decrease of average throughput
between a node speed of 0 m/s and 15 m/s varies from 25 %
(HI = 1s, TC = 5s) to 26 % (HI = 2s, TC = 5s), whereas our
simulative results show a difference of 28.59 % (HI = 1s,
TC = 2s) and 25.97 % (HI = 2s, TC = 5s) respectively. The
results for AODV comparison behaves equally, concluding
that AODV still ensures a delivery ratio of more than 90 %
even at high speeds for hop distances of up to 8 hops.

Average Throughput (kbit/s)

OLSR

16
16

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2 m/s

4 m/s

16 m/s

8 m/s

OLSR (HI=2s TC=5s)

AODV (HI=2s)

OLSR (HI=1s TC=2s)

AODV (HI=1s)

Figure 8. Comparison of the average throughputs of OLSR and AODV
at different speeds

for transmitting sensor information. It operates with low enTable IV
PARAMETERIZATION OF BATTERY M ODEL FOR TI CC2420
(IEEE802.15.4) AND MAX2822 (IEEE802.11 B )

Supply Voltage
Standby-Mode Supply Current
Receive-Mode Supply Current
Transmit-Mode Supply Current
Rx Sensitivity

TI CC2420
(Pout = 0dBm)
3V
1.38mA
9.6mA
16.24mA
-95dBm

MAX2822
(Pout = +3dBm)
3V
25mA
80mA
98mA
-85dBm

C. Energy consumption of meshed sensor nodes

ergy consumption due to sleep phases and is only connected
to a coordinator or cluster head. If the next higher node in
hierarchy fails, the end device will be isolated from the rest
of the network.
The applied battery model of OMNeT++ utilizes the
parameterization shown in Table IV based on the data sheets
of the TI CC2420 [25] transceiver for IEEE802.15.4 and
the MAX2822 [26] for IEEE802.11b. Adaptive bit rate
adjustment and changing power levels are neglected in this
study; only worst case assumptions are evaluated, which
means that always a transmit power of 0 dBm is applied for
the CC2420 transceiver. Nevertheless, the parameter dmax is
adjusted for maximum transmission range for Wi-Fi (250 m)
and IEEE802.15.4 (150 m) respectively.
Following this parameterization, Figure 9 shows the energy consumption of applied AODV and OLSR in comparison to a regular IEEE802.15.4 end device and IEEE 802.11b.

Energy consumption is a critical issue for the design of
wireless sensor nodes. IEEE802.15.4 standard divides the
network in node classes, where routers and coordinators
are always switched on for maintaining connection between
nodes. The end device is the node class, which is designed

Following this parameterization, Table V shows the simulated battery lifetimes of AODV and OLSR in comparison
to a regular IEEE802.15.4 end device and IEEE 802.11b,
which also applies both AODV and OLSR. We found that
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Figure 9. Lifetime of a 250mAh battery for different operation modes with
the applied traffic pattern in Table III in a point-to-point scenario without
mobility
Table V
BATTERY LIFETIME DEPENDING ON APPLIED ROUTING SCHEME FOR
PARAMETERIZATION IN TABLE III FOR IEEE802.15.4 AND IEEE802.11
IEEE802.15.4 CSMA/CA
IEEE802.15.4 AODV
IEEE802.15.4 OLSR
IEEE802.11b (1Mbit/s) OLSR
IEEE802.11b (1Mbit/s) AODV

173h 36min
59h 20min
54h 57min
55min
55min

OLSR consumes slightly more energy than AODV in this
configuration, which is caused by the relative high rate
of control packets to maintain overall network topology
information in each node. However, in comparison to Wi-Fi
networks operating at 1MBit/s, the node lifetime is about 60
times higher for both cases.
V. G EO OLSR
In this chapter, we extend the original OLSR with geocasting capabilities. The main idea of GeoOLSR is shown in Figure 10. Each node within the whole network administrates
a modified routing table, which contains the IP address and
position of every neighbor node. This enables a direct mapping of position information to regular IP addresses, which
facilitates efficient forwarding of location based information.
However, the performance of maintaining moving nodes in
the routing table strongly depends on the update process,
which is regulated by the periodic emission of OLSR control
packets. Hence, relevant parameters have to be optimized
for a sophisticated use within wireless sensor networks. We
assume that each node participating in the entire network is
aware of its position, which may be expressed by absolute or
relative coordinates to a given fixed-point. For performance
analysis, we use a random mobility model.
A. Extension of OLSR with Geocasting Capabilities
Due to the periodical exchange of Hello and TopologyControl messages in OLSR networks (cf. Section II), the key
assumption is to use these two packet formats to broadcast
position information as well as regular IP-based topology

Figure 10. Basic idea of extending OLSR to map location based services
on IP-based unicast messaging

information within the network. The new GeoOLSR Hello
frame extends the standard OLSR Hello packet with an
additional header as follows:
•

•

•

Type (1 Byte) The type field indicates the applied
position format e.g., GPS-RMC (GPS-Recommended
Minimum Sentence C), GPS- or Cartesian coordinates
(8 Byte floating point for each x- and y-coordinate).
Length (2 Bytes) Due to the variable length of GPS payload, this field denotes the byte length of the additional
(position) payload.
Reserved (1 Byte) This field enables future extensions
like geo-referenced rescue maps, situation photos etc.

In contrast to that, Topology Control (TC) messages are
used to broadcast information beyond 1 hop distances. TC
messages are only forwarded by Multi Point Relays (MPRs),
which are used to decrease the number of transmissions
required for OLSR related control mechanisms. To broadcast position information of each node participating in the
considered network, the TC message format also has to be
adapted to GeoOLSR. In contrast to the GeoOLSR Hello
packet, a GeoOLSR TC message may include more than
one node position. Hence, a separate position data header
is denoted for each advertised neighbor’s main address.
This additional header also includes a Type, Length and
Reserved field. However, the two packet formats GeoOLSR
Hello and GeoOLSR TC are only used during initialization.
After network setup phase, recently joined or moving nodes
can be added or updated to the topology by using the
proposed GeoOLSR frames Fast Hello and Fast TC, which
will be explained later in this section. The application of the
modified GeoOLSR Hello and TC packets only at network
startup enables a fast convergence to the original OLSR
algorithm without changes on specific OLSR route and MPR
selection. As a consequence, there will not be any position
related update after initialization when there is no node
mobility within the network. However, each node needs to
maintain a node list, in which the coordinates are saved
together with the corresponding IP addresses, which enables
a mapping of position information to regular IP addresses.
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Figure 11.

broadcasts after each node has received the updated position,
a 2 Byte sequence number is integrated in the GeoOLSR
Fast TC message format besides the IP address and the new
position of the moving node. This allows a fast distribution
of position updates without profound changes of the OLSR
protocol. An example of the update process is shown in
Figure 11. At the beginning the mobile node recognizes that
it is moving and thus sends GeoOLSR Fast Hellos to all
neighboring nodes. All nodes, which receive a GeoOLSR
Fast Hello update the corresponding position information
of their geocast table. The explicit assignment is achieved
by fixed IP addresses. Each geocast table entry is equipped
with an additional sequence number that is incremented
when a position update is performed. After that, another
GeoOLSR Fast TC message is generated and broadcasted,
which includes the recently updated position, the IP address
of the moving node and the incremented sequence number.
Every node, which receives a GeoOLSR Fast TC - except
the originator of the update process - checks if the packet’s
sequence number is larger than its own. If true, the new
position is updated and forwarded, otherwise the packet
is discarded. In Table VI the most important GeoOLSR
parameters and their behavior on network performance are
shown.
Table VI
M AIN PARAMETERS OF G EO OLSR

Update Process exchanging Fast Hellos and Fast TCs

In order to enable accurate position updates at high node
mobilities even in far-off nodes, we modified the Fast OLSR
approach of Benzaid et al. [12] (cf. Figure 11).
In this paper, we also use fast hello messages to track
the fast moving nodes’ motion sufficiently. To achieve this
goal, a moving node (or a node, which recently joined
the regarded network) emits position update packets to its
direct neighbors at a high frequency in form of GeoOLSR
Fast Hello messages. In contrast to the original Fast OLSR
approach, we do not apply GeoOLSR Fast Hellos to increase
overall network redundancy, but rather accuracy of position
information. That means we reduce fast hello message
fields to a minimum, including only position data. Here,
no additional IP address of the sending node is required
as this information is already denoted in the regular OLSR
header. The frequency of GeoOLSR Fast Hello emission
is determined by the new parameter Fast Hello Interval.
Thus, our GeoOLSR Fast Hello packet format is developed
for resource constrained IEEE802.15.4 nodes and allocate a
minimum of payload.
In contrast to GeoOLSR Fast Hello messages, GeoOLSR
Fast TC messages are used to transfer position updates
to far-off nodes within the network. In contrast to regular Topology-Control messages of OLSR, GeoOLSR Fast
TC messages are distributed using broadcast. To limit the

Hello Interval

Emission interval of GeoOLSR Hello messages.

TC Interval

Emission interval of GeoOLSR TC messages.

Fast Hello Interval

Emission interval of GeoOLSR Fast Hello messages.

Network Init Time

Based on the network size this value limits the time
until GeoOLSR Hello and TC messages are used
for position updates. After Network Init Time only
GeoOLSR Fast Hellos and GeoOLSR Fast TCs are used
for position updates.

B. Broadcasting data using geocast regions
A general problem that occurs using location based services in a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is the limited
payload of IEEE802.15.4 Medium Access Control (MAC)
layer. Thus, the MAC layer, on which an IP and an UDP
layer are based, offers only a maximum payload of 74 Byte.
Assuming many nodes to be situated in the considered
geocast region, it is not advisable to route the file to each
destination node separately. Therefore, the packets are first
delivered to one or more gateways. After that, they will be
broadcasted within the corresponding geocast region. This
method is shown in Figure 12. Due to the proactive approach
of OLSR, the source node has a full overview over all node
positions in the entire network. Thus, it can calculate, which
nodes are situated in the destination region. Then, the source
node determines a node, which is placed most closely in the
middle of the desired geocast region.
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Diameter of the cell

PHY layer issues. These effects will be demonstrated in
detail in Section VII.

Diameter of radio coverage

1st Experiment:
Only the black
marked node moves

Figure 12.

2nd Experiment:

450 m

Geocast Region

All marked
nodes move

Destination

Broadcasting location based data via GeoOLSR

To ensure an adequate connectivity within the geocasting
regions, the cell sizes must be smaller than the radio coverage of the nodes. If the resulting coverage area does not
overlap fully with the desired destination region, two or more
gateway nodes must be selected by the corresponding source
node. Furthermore, the particular recipients are always aware
of their own positions and may drop data packets, if the node
is currently situated outside the desired geocast region.
The amount of gateways depends on the size of the
considered geocast region and the cell size, which is strongly
influenced by particular application environment properties
(i.e., outdoor or indoor). Furthermore, environmental conditions influence the radio coverage and have to be estimated
with certain channel models in advance. The selection of
the cell size has a high impact on the connectivity between
neighboring grids. Hence, a smaller cell size means more
number of gateways in the network, resulting in a higher
overhead of delivered packets and decreased battery lifetime
especially in WSNs. However, this discussion has already
been made in the GeoGrid thesis of Wen-Hwa Liao et al.
(cf. [15]) and is not part of the present work.
VI. G EO OLSR P ROTOCOL A NALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of GeoOLSR, we implemented a full mesh capable node based on the physical layer
of the IEEE802.15.4-2006 standard in OMNeT++ 4.0 [19].
To achieve this goal, a new developed non beacon enabled
MAC layer was used with an IP and UDP layer based on
it. This step was necessary because regular IEEE802.15.4
nodes usually imply a network coordinator to synchronize
the nodes of the entire network. On the other hand, network
coordinators depict a Single-Point-of-Failure (SPOF), which
is not desired in safety critical applications. Furthermore,
the non beacon enabled MAC layer enables the WSN nodes
to perform peer-to-peer communication, which is essential
for mesh networks. In addition to that, the IPv4 compliant approach enables various standard applications that are
widely-used on the Internet like VoIP or Email. Those VoIP
capabilities are appropriate to push voice alarming or warning messages into endangered zones addressed by geocast
regions. For a more intelligible comparison of GeoOLSR
with various Geocast algorithms, we first analyze only the
performance impact of the applied protocols and neglect

Region

750 m

Figure 13.

Performance evaluation scenario

A. Validation Scenario
To analyze the performance of GeoOLSR, the following
scenario (Figure 13) will be used for all test setups. The
scenario measures 750 m x 450 m and consists of 45 nodes
distributed homogeneously. To compare GeoOLSR with
other geocast algorithms, the source node forwards data into
the marked destination zone. In this application scenario the
destination region consists of four neighbored zones.
B. Comparison between GeoOLSR and widely used Geocast
Algorithms
This section analyzes and evaluates the performance of
GeoOLSR with various Geocast algorithms in the scenario
mentioned above (cf. Figure 13). In this scenario we omit
node mobility and analyze the resulting overhead for a data
transmission of 10 kByte from source to the marked destination region. This data transmission is repeated 100 times
before a mean value e.g., End-to-End Delay or Transmission
Time is calculated. In this experiment the destination region
measures 300 m x 300 m and the cell ranges are set to 150 m,
which is the maximal free space range of IEEE802.15.4
applying 1 mW transmission power. The results are shown
in Table VII.
Table VII
C OMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT G EOCASTING A LGORITHMS
LBM

flooding
GRID

ticket
GRID

Effective
Data Rate [kBit/s]

4.5

12.4

9.8

35

36.2

End-to-End Delay [ms]

45.6

15.2

39.4

12.8

12.8

Transmission Time [s]
(UDP Payload = 10 kB)

19.2

7.1

10.7

2.5

2.4

Number of Packets
for Transmission

4943

2269

1800

668

648

Overhead [Byte]

14

12

21

4

2

Payload to overall
frame size [%]

75.7

78.4

66.2

89.1

91.9

Inherent IP support

no

no

no

no

yes
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∆ Pos [m]
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FH Ival = 0.3 s
We observe, that only the route maintaining algorithms
Hello Ival = 1 s
support high effective data rates and low end-to-end de10
TC Ival = 2 s
lays (cf. Section II-B). However, the resulting differences
FH Ival = 0.5 s
8
between GeoTORA and GeoOLSR regarding effective data
Hello Ival = 1 s
rate and transmission time are caused by our implementation
TC Ival = 2 s
6
of GeoTORA on ISO-OSI layer 7 whereas GeoOLSR is
FH Ival = 0.3 s
4
Hello Ival = 2 s
implemented on ISO-OSI layer 3. Thus, GeoOLSR is able to
TC Ival = 5 s
support slightly higher effective data rates and a little lower
2
FH Ival = 0.5 s
transmission time for each delivered packet than GeoTORA.
Hello Ival = 2 s
0
Another important fact that can be omitted is the real
TC Ival = 5 s
16
2 m/s
4 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s 16 m/s
time capability of LBM, flooding and ticket based GRID,
GeoTORA and GeoOLSR. If we interpret the 10 kByte of
Figure 14. Position Deviation of GeoOLSR depending on varying moving
speeds and parameter sets regarding 1 moving node
Payload as a 5 s speech packet (16 kBit/s sampling rate and
G.726 voice codec), we see that GeoTORA and GeoOLSR
need 2.5 s and 2.4 s respectively to forward this voice alarm
12
FH Ival = 0.3 s
message into a certain destination area. In comparison to
Hello Ival = 1 s
10
that LBM and the two GRID derivates show significant
TC Ival = 2 s
higher transmission times than the original speech length
FH Ival = 0.5 s
8
contained in the 10 kByte data packet. Hence, we can
Hello Ival = 1 s
conclude that only the two route maintaining algorithms
TC Ival = 2 s
6
are able to support real time simplex voice transmissions.
FH Ival = 0.3 s
4
Hello Ival = 2 s
Furthermore, GeoTORA and GeoOLSR are able to save
TC Ival = 5 s
battery lifetime significantly as the overall number of packets
2
FH Ival = 0.5 s
needed for the transmission is smaller than the values for
Hello Ival = 2 s
0
LBM, flooding GRID and ticket GRID. Finally, GeoGrid
TC Ival = 5 s
2 m/s
4 m/s
8 m/s
10 m/s 16 m/s
uses 4 Byte for Next Hop, Message Type and Packet Number
signaling whereas GeoOLSR uses only 2 Bytes for packet
Figure 15. Position Deviation of GeoOLSR depending on varying moving
sequence numbering.
speeds and parameter sets regarding 4 moving nodes
Thus, we can postulate that GeoTORA and GeoOLSR are
both suited for an application in Wireless Sensor Networks.
However, we neglected node mobility until now, which
show the same scales for varying motion patterns. In the
is a very important issue for the aimed application in
first experiment, we consider only one node moving around
safety critical scenarios where nodes can exhibit relatively
at different speeds. In the second setup, four nodes move
high mobilities. Nevertheless, GeoOLSR depicts two main
through the scenario (cf. Figure 13). The results of the first
advantages in comparison to GeoTORA. First, GeoOLSR as
experiment are shown in Figure 14. The overall mean value
a proactive MANET algorithm is able to send an alarm mesof position differences increases as expected with higher
sage out immediately form a certain control center, whenever
node mobility. Here, the same phenomenon can be observed
a threatening situation occurs without initiating a previous
with standard deviations, which indicate a successive rise
polling mechanism. Another advantage of GeoOLSR is the
with higher speeds. However, we can conclude that the
simultaneous support of IP-based traffic and location based
ratio of the position deviation to the observed movement
traffic. That means, no additional geocasting algorithm is
speed is always constant. That means, there is a constant
needed and the network management is completely inteaverage time, in which no communication between nodes
grated in ISO-OSI layer 3.
is possible due to route maintenance, disconnections etc.
C. Node Mobility
Furthermore, we do not see an obvious impact of Hello
and TC intervals on position accuracy in contrast to the
The previous section neglected nodes’ mobility. However,
key parameter Fast Hello interval. As a consequence, pothe knowledge of the correct position of each node has a
sition deviation and standard deviation values using equal
high influence on geocast algorithms. As a quality indicator
parameters for Hello and TC interval show nearly the same
we regard the position deviation of all fixed nodes between
∆ positions. In the next step we evaluate the influence of
the routing table entry and the real position. That means
higher node mobility within our scenario. Therefore, we
the difference of the predicted mobile node’s position and
compare position deviations of four moving nodes (Figure
the real location is calculated for 100 seconds in each node.
15) with those of only one moving node (Figure 14). It is
After that, an overall mean value of the position deviations
obvious that the increased number of moving nodes does
of all nodes is computed. To allow easier comparability, we
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not have a significant influence on the position accuracy.
The difference between position deviations caused by one
moving node and four mobile nodes does not exceed 30 %
when the most network load generating parameters (Fast
Hello = 0.3 s, Hello = 1 s and TC = 2 s) are applied at a
node speed of 16 m/s. Furthermore, the average increase of
position deviations between the one moving node scenario
and the four moving nodes scenario is 15.55 %. This leads
to an important question whether higher route maintaining
updates imply higher position accuracies. It is visible that the
application of the parameters Fast Hello = 0.3 s, Hello = 2 s
and TC = 5 s leads to similar position accuracies like using
the parameter set Fast Hello = 0.3 s, Hello = 1 s and TC =
2 s. Due to battery and resource constrains it is advisable to
use the parameter set with lower Hello and TC intervals as
this approach saves battery life and decreases the number of
collisions.
D. Analysis of resulting overheads

Thus, even in the most data rate consuming parameterization
there are still 170.5 kBit/s left for payload traffic.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION IN A R EAL W ORLD
E NVIRONMENT
Industrial scenarios pose a challenging network environment for IEEE802.15.4 networks due to the special fading
conditions. In order to analyze the performance of protocols
and applications, network simulators like OMNeT++ only
apply a deterministic free space loss propagation model. This
model, however, poorly reflects the channel characteristics
of real world conditions. Therefore, a sophisticated ray
tracing tool (Radiowave Propagation Simulator) is used to
represent shadowing effects and multipath propagation. To
increase accuracy of the simulation results, we used a 3D
laser scan for creating a CAD model of the scenario, which
considers every pipe, tube and steel girder included in the
observed basements underneath a batch annealing plant of a
ThyssenKrupp cold rolling mill (cf. Figure 16).

In this section, we will analyze the overhead evoked by
GeoOLSR in comparison to regular OLSR. The test scenario
is the same as shown in Figure 13. As a reference, regular
OLSR is considered without geocasting functionalities. In
this experiment we consider one moving node and four
moving nodes for two different OLSR parameter sets. Here,
we neglect varying speeds as GeoOLSR only uses time
triggered route maintenance packets, which are independent
of different speeds. The results are shown in Table VIII.
Table VIII
R ESULTING OVERHEADS COMPARED TO REGULAR OLSR
regular OLSR with 45 static nodes
OLSR
GeoOLSR

44.42 kBit/s

Fast Hello = 0.3 s

1 moving Node
60.88 kBit/s

4 Moving nodes
79.5 kBit/s

Fast Hello = 0.5 s

51.57 kBit/s

71.94 kBit/s

Hello Interval = 1 s
TC Interval = 2 s

regular OLSR with 45 static nodes
OLSR

25.61 kBit/s

GeoOLSR
Fast Hello = 0.3 s

1 moving Node
51.42 kBit/s

4 Moving nodes
72.69 kBit/s

Fast Hello = 0.5 s

42.29 kBit/s

65.74 kBit/s

Hello Interval = 2 s
TC Interval = 5 s

In contrast to Section III, we did not evaluate goodputs
here, because the use of the random mobility model leads to
fluctuating goodput values and are not comprehensible due
to variable hop distances between source and sink.
We see that even the most accurate parameter set shows
an overhead of 35.08 kBit/s (OLSR compared to GeoOLSR
with Fast Hello Interval = 0.3 s and 4 moving nodes).
Furthermore, the overhead of one moving node compared to
4 moving nodes is in-between 18.62 and 23.45 kBit/s (Fast
Hello Interval = 0.3 s versus Fast Hello Interval = 0.5 s).

it/s
Figure 16. Top: Image of the supply machinery basement underneath the
analyzed cold rolling mill. Bottom: Detailed 3D CAD model of the scenario
shown above.

The combination of a highly detailed CAD model with
ray tracing allows an accurate determination of Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) values as well as Signal
to Noise plus Interference Ratios (SNIR). IEEE802.15.4aCSS, as applied in the gas concentration monitoring scenario
for employee localization in case of emergency, possesses a
minimal RSSI value of -95 dBm and a minimal SNIR of
-17 dB. Hence, we modified the applied OMNeT++ PHY
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Initialization of
simulation model

n

Is this node mobile?

computation of received
power from all other
static nodes (S1)

y
saving data in
intermediate variables

computation of received power from
all nodes (N 1)

−73 dBm

−84 dBm

−95 dBm

y
n

is sending node (s) mobile?

n

calculate received
power of all mobile
nodes (M 1)

y

y

changed position?

−51 dBm

−62 dBm

is packet for
receiving node?

no SNIR needed

is receiving node mobile?

Basement 2

−40 dBm

(RSSI)
Coverage

packet received
n

Basement 1

RPS

OMNeT++

n

SN IR =

s
(S1\{s})∪M 1

SN IR =

s
S1∪(M 1\{s})

calculate received
power of mobile
nodes (M 1\{s})

y
using interim values
(N 1) to calculate SNIR
update interim values
SN IR =

s
N1

recalculation of received power of all
other nodes (N 1)

Figure 17. Simulation Architecture consisting of OMNeT++ and Radiowave Propagation Simulator (RPS) to increase PHY layer modeling
accuracy. For computational time reduction, two intermediate result sets
(S1 and N 1) are applied during initialization period of the OMNeT++
model.

static anchor points (APs)
node receiving packets from mobile node (destination)
master anchor node(s) in basements

layer implementation to discard incoming packets that do
not exhibit these minimum values and extended it with a
direct connection to the ray tracing tool. However, to reduce computational complexity, we perform a special SNIR
computation, in which two different intermediate results are
saved, which may be reused on every SNIR calculation.
The simulation architecture is shown in Figure 17. During
initialization of OMNeT++, the sum of all adjacent stationary nodes is calculated for each non mobile node (S1)
(anchor nodes that are mounted to the wall), whereas the
received power of all adjacent nodes is cumulated for every
mobile node in the scenario (N 1). The intermediate value
of each stationary node remains constant during simulation
process and must be modified by the sum of all mobile nodes
(M 1) that do not participate in the observed communication
process. M 1 must be recomputed every time a SNIR value
is requested by the PHY layer due to the mobility of this
node set and the consecutive changes in RSSI and SNIR
values. To reduce the amount of computational steps once
again, the intermediate result set N 1 is updated every 1 m
only. The applied movement paths are shown in Figure 18.
In this setup, we apply a radio channel, which occupies
80 MHz of bandwidth with a center frequency of 2.45 GHz
as our installed localization tags and anchor nodes use
IEEE802.15.4a-CSS. Furthermore, we use dipole antennas
with 2.2 dB gain and a transmission power of 0 dBm. The
sent traffic profile applies packets encapsulating a payload

mobile node sending packets to destination (source)
moving direction No. 1 of mobile node (2 m/s - 16 m/s)
moving direction No. 2 of mobile node (0.5 m/s)
master anchor backbone connection

Figure 18. Applied moving direction of a mobile node which sends data
to a static anchor point (AP). The other APs depict potential interferers in
the observed positioning system.

of 74 Byte with an interarrival time of 30 ms (as applied
in the evaluations before). First, we analyze the resulting
goodput for different speeds in this scenario (cf. Figure
19) including a basement change (moving direction No. 1)
and an exemplary maintenance of an anchor point (moving direction No. 2). During maintenance of machinery
or stationary anchor points the service employees might
be shadowed by surrounding tubes or pipes. Here, reliable
handover processes must ensure connectivity of the mobile
personnel.
As the scenario omits a very good radio coverage (as
shown in Figure 18), there are only connections with a
maximal 2 hop distance between source and destination.
However, the resulting SNIR affect the radio channel significantly. Hence, the main influencing factor for the resulting
goodputs of the first four measurements (0.5 m/s, 2 m/s,
4 m/s and 8 m/s) is multipath propagation (for both desired
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80

maximal hop count in the real-world scenario compared to
the original measurement in Section VI. Furthermore, the
deviation is still relatively small for low mobility speeds,
which are typical due to the construction type of industrial
environments where fast movements of employees do not
occur frequently. Thus, fast evacuation is ensured as the
resulting position deviations correspond an ”arm’s length”
(for mobility speeds of up to 2 m/s), which enables firemen
to rescue people quickly and reliable even if sight is limited.

70

Goodput [%]

60
50
40
30
20
10

VIII. C ONCLUSION

0
0.5 m/s

2 m/s

4 m/s

8 m/s

16 m/s

moving direction No.2

moving direction No.1

Figure 19. Resulting Goodput of GeoOLSR depending on varying moving
speeds and parameter sets regarding 1 moving node under real-world
channel conditions. (F H Ival = 0.5 s,HI = 2 s, T C Ival = 5 s)
12
10

∆ Pos [m]

8
6
4
2
0
0.5 m/s

2 m/s

moving direction No.1

4 m/s

8 m/s

16 m/s

moving direction No.2

Figure 20. Position Deviation of GeoOLSR depending on varying moving
speeds and parameter sets regarding 1 moving node under real-world
channel conditions. (F H Ival = 0.5 s,HI = 2 s, T C Ival = 5 s)

connections and undesired interference signals). Here, we
only show exemplary results in Figure 19 without declaration of mean values or standard deviations. Compared to the
original OMNeT++ analysis of OLSR (cf. Figure 6), a 20 %
worse result is achieved considering the 1 and 2 hop cases.
The 16 m/s measurement is subject to the increased speed as
well as in the original OMNeT++ simulation. Nevertheless,
the goodputs are still satisfying in such a scenario if low
pedestrian speeds are assumed. Usual movement speeds for
employees would be around 1 m/s up to 2 m/s.
Another important metric for safety critical localization
systems is the position deviation as analyzed in Section V.
The position deviation of GeoOLSR in a real-world scenario
(Figure 20) is nearly equal to the previous scenario setup
(Figure 14). This may be explained by the slightly reduced

We presented a novel peer-to-peer enabled IEEE802.15.4
node design for meshed network topologies and compared
it against the original IEEE802.15.4 solution. We have seen
that the energy consumption of our GeoOLSR nodes is about
3 times higher (3297 minutes) than the energy optimized end
devices of the IEEE802.15.4 standard (10416 minutes), but
the lifetime is enhanced in comparison to IEEE802.11 (55
minutes). The major advantage of the node is the enhanced
fault tolerance against node failures and the autonomous
reconfiguration capability. The routing algorithms provide
good performance in handover processes in terms of switching times and goodput.
Subsequently, we also outlined a geocasting algorithm
based on Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) that is able
to support high mobilities at a reasonable traffic overhead.
Due to the proactive nature of the underlying OLSR protocol
this extension is well suited for real time alarming services
in safety critical scenarios, which do not permit an additional
polling mechanism e.g., if danger zones must be evacuated
immediately.
The deployment of IP in wireless sensor networks enables
an easy integration of sensor nodes into preexisting infrastructures, without the need of special gateways, as well as a
wide variety of services, which are widely accepted within
the Internet community. Finally, GeoOLSR is able to use
IP-based unicast traffic as well as location based services
without the need of an additional geocasting algorithm
beside the applied mesh network algorithm.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks for real time traffic
monitoring in Intelligent Transportation Systems is currently
considered one of the challenging application area for this
emerging technology. The promise of an unmanaged infrastructure, with a continuously decreasing cost per unit, attracts
the attention of both final users and system integrator, opening
new business opportunities. This paper describes a Traffic
Monitoring Wireless Sensor Network system, based on acoustic
arrays and powered by an effective post-processing detection.
A practical case study is presented starting from a real problem
and reaching the best architectural solution with particular focus on hardware implementation and communication protocol
design. Finally, real experience results are shown to highlight
the reliability of the developed system.
Keywords-wireless sensor network; acoustic sensors; traffic
monitoring; cross-layer routing protocol.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-time traffic monitoring and early queue detection
is of paramount importance in Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS). Distributed traffic monitoring on a large
scale based on non intrusive/obtrusive solutions are highly
desirable for traffic monitoring.
Conventional traffic surveillance systems make use of
intrusive sensors such as inductive loop detectors or pressure
sensors, for high accuracy in vehicle detection. However,
these sensors disrupt traffic during installation and repair,
and therefore have high installation and maintenance costs.
These limitations have pushed towards the development of
non-intrusive traffic monitoring technologies, including laser
radars, passive infrareds, ultrasonics, passive acoustic arrays
and video cameras. These systems have high equipment
costs and their accuracy depends on environmental conditions. Moreover video cameras have involved huge data
volume demands for a dedicated wired connection in order
to communicate with the central server. As a result these
solutions are not suitable for large-scale deployment and
hence are restricted to small scale applications, where isolated monitoring points are located many kilometers apart.
Passive acoustic transducer-based surveillance systems
have also been developed, featuring vehicle classification
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and multi-lane resolution capability; this is based on processing the characteristic sounds emitted by vehicles [3] [4].
Acoustic sensors are attractive especially for their low cost
and simple and non-intrusive installation, however they
require a sophisticated post-processing algorithm for extracting useful information.
Another relevant requirement pushing towards the design
of an effective traffic monitoring system is to provide high
spatial density measurements. A viable solution for achieving that purpose is a system based on a Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) infrastructure offering advantages in terms
of flexibility and a significant reduction of installation costs;
therefore making large scale deployment possible.
Several solutions based on wireless sensors have been
investigated, including wireless magnetic sensors [5] [6], and
coherent cross-correlated acoustic transducer [8]. Ding et
al. [5] demonstrated wireless magnetic sensors embedded
in the road sampling the magnetic field at its front and
back ends, and internally processing this data in order to
count vehicles for computing the average speed of passing
vehicles.
The requirements that adopting a WSN are expected
to satisfy in effective traffic monitoring monitoring concern both system level issues (i.e., unattended operation,
maximum network life time, adaptability or even selfreconfigurability of functionalities and protocols) and final
user needs (i.e., communication reliability and robustness,
user friendly, versatile and powerful graphical user interfaces). The most relevant mainly concerns the supply of
stand-alone operations. To this end, the system must be able
to run unattended for a long period also in the absence of
electricity. This calls for an optimal energy management
ensuring that the energy spent is directly related to the
amount of traffic handled and not to the overall working
time.
An additional requirement is robust operative conditions,
which needs fault management, since a node may fail for
several reasons. Other important properties are scalability
and adaptability of the network’s topology, in terms of the
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number of nodes and their density in unexpected events
with a higher degree of responsiveness and reconfigurability.
Finally, several user-oriented attributes, including fairness,
latency, throughput and enhanced data querying schemes
[10] need to be taken into account even if they could
be considered secondary with respect to our application
purposes because the WSN’s cost/performance trade-off.
In this paper, a WSN based on an array of acoustic sensors
that detect and process the sound waves generated by the
traffic flow using a low-cost microprocessor is proposed.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
an outlook on the system’s composition and operation.
Section III and Section IV describe the hardware and the
basic operation of each constitutive element. Section V
discusses the communication protocol. Finally, Section VI
gives the experimental results of a continuous long-term
operation.

MN2

MN1
SN2

SN1

SN9

SN10

SN3

SN8

SN4

SN5

SN7

MN3

SN6

UMTS

LWSN2

Server

Figure 1.

II. TM-WSN D ESCRIPTION
This paper describes a novel traffic monitoring (TM)
system based on a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) infrastructure; the TM-WSN system allows traffic monitoring
and queue detection to be performed in real-time at an
unprecedented space scale with an extremely low investment
in installation and maintenance costs.
A significant characteristic of the system is the WSN
infrastructure that combines, in its basic module, two kinds
of nodes which are both based on acoustic sensors, yet
they employ different operation techniques and hence, have
different hardware characteristics.
The basic module of the system is composed of a Master
Node (MN), which has superior computational and energy
resources and is connected to a remote database via TCP/IP
over UMTS. The MN is wirelessly connected to a number
of regularly spaced Sensor Nodes (SNs) operating on a
low duty-cycle and woken-up on demand. A basic module
infrastructure deployed along the motorway is shown in
Figure 1 . This module can be spatially replicated on both
sides of the motorway to cover a wide area.
The sound signal is detected and processed by the embedded resource of the MN using an original algorithm that
allow to automatically extract traffic parameters on site.
The information is transmitted to a central server and made
available to a remote user.
When a queue or traffic jam is detected at the MN
location the SNs are activated by the MN in order to locate
the position of the queue or traffic jam, thus providing a
real-time picture of the traffic flow sampled at the same
space interval as the SN deployed on the motorway. The
communication between the devices is performed by a crosslayer MAC Routing protocol which will be described in
Section V.

LWSN-segment

LWSN1

Basic system infrastucture.

III. MN D ESIGN AND O PERATION
In this section is first illustrated the MN hardware solution adopted and then, the procedure allowing automatic
extraction on-site of traffic parameters.
A. MN Hardware Design
The MN block diagram is shown in Figure 2. It is
composed of a Sensor Unit which detects the audio signal
coming from the road and a Computational Unit which
performs the signal processing and vehicle detection while
it simultaneously supports communication with both the
associated SNs by the RF Unit and with the central server
by the UMTS modem.

RF UNIT

MIC 1
PROCESSING AND
CONTROL UNIT
MIC 2

UMTS MODEM

Sensor Unit

Figure 2.

MN hardware block diagrams.

The computational unit consists of a commercial computer
on module GUMSTIX VERDEX PRO XM-4 with a Marvell
PXA270 400 M Hz processor equipped with 64 M B RAM
and 16 M B flash memory, and operating with a Linux
OS. The audio signals detected by the acoustic sensors
are sampled at 16 KHz and quantized at 16 bit, then
processed with a real-time algorithm based on FFT routines
for estimating the time delay via a coherent cross-correlation
method.
A TCP-IP over UMTS Modem provides a bidirectional
connectivity to the central server thus enabling a remote
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control of the MN operative parameters and creating an
upgrade of the systems. The RF unit is based on Texas
Instrument CC1000 low power transceiver operating in the
UHF ISM band, implementing an FSK Manchester coding.
The setup of the MN is packaged into a compact
lightweight panel which can be easy installed on the motorway’s guardrail.
B. MN Operation and Parameters Extraction Procedure
All vehicles emit characteristic sounds when moving on
the road. The sound signal is connected to the source’s
position therefore, in reference to [4] [8] traffic sensing and
vehicle detection can be achieved by processing the signal
detected by the acoustic sensor.
The sensor unit consists in a pair of microphones (MIC1
and MIC2) arranged in a characteristic setup and deployed
along the roadside, with the baseline parallel to the moving
direction of the source, as shown in Figure 3.
L

V

X2

O

MIC1

MIC1

X1
x-direction

Figure 3.

MN sensor unit setup.

The sound wave generated by a passing vehicle reaches
the two microphones at slightly different times due to the
difference in the air path; on the two signals a crosscorrelation method is applied to estimate the time delay
according to [4] [7].
The signal detected by the MIC1 and the MIC2 are
respectively:
s1 (t) = s(t)

(1)

s2 (t) = s(t − ∆t)

(2)

and

where s(t) is the sound wave generated by the source
(vehicle) and ∆t represents the time delay between the two
signals arriving at the two microphones.
The cross-correlation function of the two signals, R12 (τ )
is formulated by:
R12 (τ ) = s1 ∗ s2 (τ ) = s ∗ s(τ − ∆t) = R(τ − ∆t)

(3)

where ∗ denotes the convolution and R(τ ) the autocorrelation function of s(t).

According to [9], the signal produced by vehicles is
a broad band, random-noise signal providing a crosscorrelation function with a distinct peak at |t − ∆t|.
In the cross-correlation domain, the position of the peak
represents the source’s time delay and changes with its
position. Mapping the position of the peak in a time interval
results in a digital Sound Map, which represents the source
motion along a predefined track. A typical sound map is
shown in Figure 4(a); the x-axis represents the observation
time and the y-axis represents the time delay τ .
If further traveling speed is assumed as constant, the
detected sound trace could be described by an analytic
solution, accordingly with [], and could derive from the
sound path difference in the air and expressed by:
q

2 2 2 q
2 2 2
d
−
(4)
x+ d
+
z
x
−
+
z
+
y
+
y
τ (t) = V1s
2
2
0
0
0
0
where, Vs is the speed of the sound in air, d is the
microphones spacing, x is the vehicle position in the xdirection, y0 is the distance between mics and vehicle, z0 is
the height of the mics above the ground.
Owing to the linearity of the cross-correlation, multiple
sound sources can be processed, and thus they could appear
in the Sound Map. Unwanted sound sources derive from
background noises, typical of each complex outdoor environment, and vehicles moving in the opposite carriageway.
As Figure 4(a) shows, the vehicles in the Sound Map appear
as traces with an opposite slope whereas background noises
appear as isolated points.
To enable an automatic reading of the map in an embedded environment, it is necessary to develop an effective
post-processing algorithm. For that purpose very clear sound
maps are required, where unwanted traces and surrender
noises are both removed. Therefore a ”cleaning” procedure
has been implemented during the making of the sound
map. As the energy associated with vehicles traveling in
the opposite carriageway suffers from attenuation due to
propagation effects, the related correlation peaks exhibit a
much lower amplitude with respect to those coming from
the nearest carriageway. Therefore a dynamic threshold,
estimated on the average energy value, is applied at the
front-end of the process. Furthermore, a reduction of the
background noise has been attained, by limiting the time
delay range of the correlation peak, consistently with the
set up geometry.
As result of the procedure described, a Sound Map is
given in Figure 4(b) and can be compared with the sound
map shown in Figure 4(a). An automatic traffic parameters
extraction can now be performed.
A Sound Map corresponding to a single vehicle transit is
shown in Figure 5. We can observe that when the vehicle
crosses the orthogonal axis of the setup, corresponding to
the point ”O” in Figure 3, the time difference is zero.
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As demonstrated in [8], the trace slope in this point is
proportional to the vehicle speed.
As mentioned before, multiple sound sources could appear
in the sound map. As in a vehicle the main acoustic source
is represented by vehicle tyres; each sound map for a
single vehicle, would consist of a two or more traces, each
corresponding to a vehicle axle. This phenomenon can be
observed in Figure 5.
To detect a vehicle transit, two symmetrical points corresponding to the positive time delay τ1 and the negative
time delay τ2 = −τ1 are positioned on the y-axis of the
Sound Map (see Figure 5). Those time delays correspond to
two symmetrical position, X1 and X2, of the vehicle along
the traveling path, whose spacing is L (see Figure 3 for
reference). A vehicle transit is detected if the sound trace
intercepts the values τ1 and τ2 in a sequence that occurs
when a vehicle pass through the two virtual positions X1
and X2. Therefore as τ1 and τ2 are selected in the linear
portion of the trace, the vehicle traveling speed, Vv , can be
easy calculated, according to the following expression:

(5)

where k is a scale factor taking into account the vehicle
axle tracks, Daxle , and t2 − t1 is the time interval taken by
the vehicle to cover the distance L, as shown in Figure 5.
The scale factor k is used to compensate the asymmetrical behavior of a generic vehicle trace, due to the above
mentioned fact that there are two sound sources in the
vehicle’s front and back axle. Accordingly k is expressed
by L + Daxle /L and was estimated on a statistical basis.
The resulting approximation in estimating vehicle traveling
speed is consistent in our case, however, the system aims
at evaluating the average traffic parameters, rather than the
vehicle parameters. Square and circle markers in Figure 5,
thus, represent the sequence associated with the transit of
a vehicle, while the vehicle speed is evaluated according
to (5).
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In Figure 6, a Sound Map is reported, showing the
sequence of square and circle markers associated to multiple
vehicle detection obtained from the previously described
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automatic procedure. As it can be observed all the passing
vehicles are successfully detected in this case.
The output of the traffic parameters extraction routines is
represented by some traffic parameters which indicate the
traffic conditions at the MN location. These parameters are
included in a summary report and sent to the central server.
The previously described method for traffic parameter
extraction was extensively tested during a long period of
continuous operation. In Section VI, we present the results
of the long-term system operation.
IV. SN D ESIGN AND O PERATION
In this section is illustrated the hardware design of the SN
along with the SN operation.
A. SN Hardware Design
According to the proposed architecture, the sensor network also includes SN with limited computational capability,
only relying on autonomous energy resources. The block
diagram of the SNs is represented in Figure 7.

MIC 1

PROCESSING AND
CONTROL UNIT

RF UNIT

The MN reports the information to the central server
about the traffic conditions at each individual SN; as a
consequence, the traffic flow distribution is sampled at the
same spacing interval as the SNs deployed on the motorway,
thus a complete real-time picture of traffic flow is provided
to the user/customer.
The SNs are able to estimate the acoustic energy generated
by the traffic. The acoustic signal sensed by the microphone
is first high-pass filtered at 1 KHz to cut-off background
and wind noise components present in the environment.
High-pass filtering is also useful to remove unwanted lowfrequency contributions generated by vehicles traveling in
the opposite carriageway, for instance, the sound generated
by the air-stream of trucks; high frequency (above 1 KHz)
energy components, mainly generated by the tyre noise of
vehicles traveling in the opposite carriageway, are greatly
attenuated by propagation effects. The energy detected by
the SN is dominated by the sound sources in the nearer carriageway result in a well defined and space-limited acoustic
footprint.
In Figure 8, an energy distribution associated with a
traffic flow is presented. In the left side is a distinct peak
corresponding to a passing vehicle; in the center of the trace
a smoother energy distribution can be observed, representing
the standing vehicles.
0.25

Sensor Unit

SN hardware block.

The main components of a SN are: the Sensor Unit, which
consists of a single microphone, the Processing Unit ARM
CORTEX M3 72 M Hz, the RF Unit which has a Texas
Instrument CC1000 low power transceiver operating in the
UHF ISM band, implementing an FSK Manchester code.
The SN primary energy source consists of a 3 V Li-Ion
rechargeable battery assisted by a 5 W solar panel as a
secondary source. To preserve the battery life, the SNs are
duty-cycled at an appropriate low rate.
B. SN Operation and Queue Detection Algorithm
As previously mentioned, the main job of the SNs is to
produce traffic reports on-demand for dynamically locating
the position of a queue or traffic jam. When a traffic queue or
jam is detected at the MN location, the SNs associated with
the MN are switched to operative mode, the detection of
traffic conditions (fluid flow or queue) is performed through
an analysis of the energy distribution features. As long as
the SNs stay in the operative mode, they regularly produce
a traffic report containing traffic conditions information
that is passed to the MN according to a scheduling time
interval. Communication between the devices is performed
by a cross-layer MAC Routing protocol as described in
Section V.
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In fact, at vehicle speed in excess to some 30 Km/h,
the dominant acoustic energy source is represented by tyres,
featuring well defined energy peaks in the time domain;
for standing vehicles, however, the dominant acoustic energy source is represented by motor noise, featuring a
smoother energy distribution, with a much lower associated
energy average. The conditions of regular traffic flow and
queues/traffic jams in the nearer carriageway can be classified accordingly.
In fact, a fluid traffic condition is associated to the
presence of isolated energy peaks, whereas a queue or traffic
jam condition is associated to an energy floor, with a much
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lower associated energy average.
The processing unit computes the energy distribution in
the time domain and an algorithm based on a state machine
detects the passing vehicle. An adaptive threshold estimated
on the energy value’s moving average is on the basis of the
state machine. A block diagram of the processing is shown
in Figure 9.
s(n)
Energy
Distribution

HP Filter

Figure 9.

Adaptive
Threshold

State Machine
Decison

vehicle
state

Block diagram of SN operation.

Figure 10 shows the result of this process compared with
the sound map generated by the MN. It can be seen that in
this case the implemented algorithm is capable of detecting
all the peaks in the energy’s distribution, as the vehicles are
spaced a good distance apart. In heavier traffic conditions,
however, the vehicle counting could be underestimated but,
in any case, the energy distribution represents a useful
indicator for estimating the traffic flow in the carriageway.
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V. P ROTOCOL D ESIGN
The most relevant system requirements, which lead in
the design of an efficient Medium Access Control (MAC)
and Routing protocol for WSNs, mainly concern power
consumption issues and the possibility of a quick set-up
and end-to-end communication infrastructure. This calls for
optimal energy management since a limited resources and
node failure may compromise WSN connectivity. Therefore,
the MAC and the network layer must be perfected ensuring
that the energy used is directly related to the amount of
handled traffic and not to the overall working time.
Other important properties are the scalability and adaptability of network topology, in terms of number of nodes and

their density. As a matter of fact, some nodes may either be
turned off or may join the network afterward.
Taking these requirements into account, a MAC protocol
and a multi-hop routing protocol were implemented. A
multi-hop approach was preferred as opposed to a star
topology because it also helps to realize an end-to-end
communication in the presence of obstacles (i.e., flyovers,
trees, curves) that would otherwise prevent the establishment
of a direct link between the SNs and the MNs.
Let us start our analysis by considering the wireless network architecture shown in Figure 1. It is comprised of two
opposite Line Wireless Sensor Networks (LWSNs) deployed
opposite each other (i.e., along the opposite carriageway of
a motorway). Each LWSN is composed by at least one MN
and a variable number of SNs. Let a segment be an array
of regularly spaced adjacent SNs of the same LWSN. Each
segment is associated with one or at most two MNs, the
right and the left one.
The proposed MAC and routing protocol are described
and the performance are presented in the following sections.
A. MAC Layer Protocol
The proposed MAC protocol is characterized by the state
diagram shown in Figure 11(a).
According to it, each node (master/sensor node) wakes
up independently, entering an initial idle state (init state) in
which it remains for the time interval necessary for performing the elementary CPU operations and to be completely
switched on (Tinit ). Moreover, before entering the set-up
state, each node starts to organize the time into frames whose
durations are Tf .
In the set-up state each node tries to identify its neighbors
and to establish a time synchronization with them. To this
purpose it remains in a listening mode for a time interval
equal to Tset−up ≥ 2Tf and begins to periodically broadcast
a HELLO message sending its ID and its phase. The phase
is the time interval after which the sender exits from the setup state and enters the regime state. A node that receives a
HELLO message adds the source node to the list of its own
active neighbors and transmits an acknowledgement.
Once the set-up state has expired, each node enters the
regime state. Within this state the operation mode is duty
cycled with a periodic alternation of listening and sleeping
sub-periods whose time intervals are Tl and Ts respectively.
The duty cycle function is given by the following formula:
d=

Tl
Tl
=
Tf
Tl + Ts

(6)

In the regime state each node is updated and tries to
preserve the synchronization with its neighbors. To this
purpose, as Figure 11(b) shows, it sends a frame-by-frame
HELLO message in a unicast way to the active nodes in its
list according to the phase transmitted by them in previous
HELLO messages. As in the set-up state, the HELLO
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(a) Finite state machine description of the proposed MAC
protocol, involving the transitions occurring among init, setup, regime and off states.

MAC protocol description

C = crx dTf + csleep [Tf (1 − d) − N Tpkt ] + N Ctx

[mAs]

(9)

where csleep and crx represent the sleeping and the receiving
costs [mA] and Ctx is the single packet transmission costs
[mAs], Tpkt is the HELLO packet time length [s] and finally
N is the number of neighbors.
In Figure 12, the energy cost per frame interval is shown
of each single node as a function of the number of its neighbors. The considered parameters, summarized in Table I, are
those relative to the real hardware platform. Moreover, in
Figure 12 the accuracy of (9) is highlighted: the analytical
results are similar to those obtained with the simulation

model developed through the network protocol simulator
NePSing [14].
16,600
16,400
16 200
16,200
16,000
15,800

Analytical results
Simulation results

443
16,443

The channel access is managed using the Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with the Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
scheme, as specified in [11]. This mechanism is very effective in reducing collisions, while the problem of hidden
nodes [12] is still partially unsolved.
Each node remains in the regime state until there are at
least two neighbors, otherwise it reenters the set-up state in
search of connectivity.
To complete the protocol characterization, whenever a
node battery is depleted, this node turns off entering the
off state.
In order to fully characterize the proposed MAC approach,
the energy cost per frame interval of a single node (master/sensor node) can be evaluated as follows:

Value
30 s
500 ms
1.6 %
100 µA
25 mA
0.148 mAs

16,190

(8)

2
16,242

φ2 = τ + Ts

6,042
16,042

if the node is in the sleeping mode, where τ is the time
remaining to the beginning of the next frame. Conversely, if
the node is in the listening status, φ is computed as:

Symbol
Tf
Tl
d
csleep
crx
Ctx

969
15,969

(7)

Parameter
Frame interval
Listening interval
Duty cycle
Sleeping cost
Receiving cost
Packet transmission cost

4
15,894

φ1 = τ − Tl

Table I
DATA SHEET PARAMETERS OF THE CONSIDERED HARDWARE PLATFORM

15,850

message contains the ID and the phase that, in this case, is
the time interval after which the sender claims to be again
in the listening status waiting for the HELLO message. The
phase φ is evaluated according to the following rule:

15,746
5,746

Figure 11.

(b) MAC protocol HELLO messages exchange.
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Single node energy cost per frame interval

Finally the protocol is compared with S-MAC and Wise
MAC in terms of current consumption as the number of
neighbour nodes changes. The Figure 13 highlights the
computed performance.
B. Routing Layer Protocol
In order to evaluate the capability of the proposed MAC
scheme in establishing effective end-to-end communications
within each LWSN, a routing protocol was introduced and
integrated according to the cross layer design principle [13].
Periodical information is sent which is needed for building
and maintaining the local routing tables depicted in Table II.
It resorts to the signaling introduced by the MAC layer
with the aim of minimizing the overhead and making the
system more adaptable in a cross layer fashion. In particular,
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Table II
ROUTING TABLE GENERAL STRUCTURE
Master Node
M N1
M N1
M N2

Next Hop
SN1
SN2
SN3

Hop Count
ηA
ηB
ηC

Loop Flag
false
true
true

the parameters transmitted along a MAC HELLO message,
with period Tf , are the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Next Hop 2 (N H2 ). If the sender node is a SN, the
N H2 will be the ID of the next hop neighbor used by
the SN to reach the M N2 with the minimum number
of hops; otherwise if the sender node is a MN, it will
be set at 0.
• Hop Count 2 (HC2 ). If the sender is a SN, the
HC2 will be the distance from the M N2 in terms
of minimum number of needed hop; otherwise if the
sender node is a MN, it will be set at 0.
In the init state, each SN sets N H1 and N H2 at 0 and
HC1 and HC2 at a high value chosen a priori.
In the set-up state, each LWNS begins to self-organize.
Starting from the MNs, the routing information is flooded
through the network by each SN.
The routing table is filled up or updated by each node
according to the following rules.
As an SN receives a HELLO message from an MN it
is associated with, it inserts a row in its routing table (or
updates an existing one) assigning the ID source to the
”Master Node” and the ”Next Hop” fields, a value equal
to 1 to the ”Hop Count” field and the false value to the
”Loop Flag” field.
As an SN receives a HELLO message from an SN
belonging to the same segment.
1) it inserts a row in its routing table (or updates an
existing one) assigning ID M N1 to the ”Master
Node” field, the ID source to the ”Next Hop” field
and HC1 to the ”Count Hop” field;
2) if N H1 parameter contains its own ID, it will assign
the true value to the ”Loop Flag” field; otherwise it
increments by 1 the ”Hop Count” field and assigns the
false value to the ”Loop Flag” field.
The same procedure is ran for the ID M N2 , N H2 and
HC2 parameters.
As an SN receives a HELLO message from an SN belonging to an adjacent segment, it discards the information.
As an MN receives a HELLO message from an SN
belonging to the left or the right segment, it discards the
information concerning itself and stores the other ones in its
routing table.
As a node receives a HELLO message from a node
belonging to the opposite LWSN, it stores the information
in its routing table without any control or preprocessing.
Finally, in the regime state each node updates its routing
table frame by frame thanks to the reception of HELLO
messages from its neighbors. A node deletes an active
neighbor from its routing table if it does not receive any
acknowledgment for three consecutive frames after the transmission of HELLO messages.
Figure 14 graphically shows the procedure described
above for a simple LWSN composed by one segment. In
this example it is suppose that each node communicates
only with the two adjacent nodes. Let us consider the node
•

ID destination. If the sender node is in the set-up state,
the ID destination will be the broadcast one; otherwise,
it will be the ID of the receiver node.
ID source. The ID source is the ID of the sender node.
phase. If the sender node is in the set-up state, the phase
will be the time interval after which the sender node
exits from the set-up state and enters the regime state;
otherwise, it will be the schedule time at which the
sender node enters in listening mode according to (7)
and (8).
ID M N1 . If the sender node is a SN, the ID M N1 will
be the ID of the first MN which the SN is associated
with; otherwise if the sender node is a MN, it will be
set at 0.
Next Hop 1 (N H1 ). If the sender node is a SN, the
N H1 will be the ID of the next hop neighbor used by
the SN to reach the M N1 with the minimum number
of hops; otherwise if the sender node is a MN, it will
be set at 0.
Hop Count 1 (HC1 ). If the sender is a SN, the
HC1 will be the distance from the M N1 in terms
of minimum number of needed hop; otherwise if the
sender node is a MN, it will be set at 0.
ID M N2 . If the sender node is a SN, the ID M N2
will be the ID of second MN which the SN is associated
with; otherwise if the sender node is a MN, it will be
set at 0.
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labeled SN1 . During the first frame it receives two HELLO
messages, one from M N1 and the other from SN2 (see
Figure 15). Then it updates its routing table. Only the first
row contains useful information. According to the network
topology taken into the account, SN1 has to wait the second
frame to complete its routing table and know the next hop
to reach the M N2 . During the third frame a loop is verified.
From MN1
ID dest ID source

0

MN1

phase

ID MN1

NH1

HC1

ID MN2

NH2

HC2

5

0

0

0

0

0

0
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ID MN2
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2
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SN2

infty

MN2

SN2

infty

From SN2
ID dest ID source

0

SN2

Figure 16.
Figure 15.
frame

Prototype system photograph.

HELLO messages sent by M N1 and SN2 during the first

Once the routing table has been filled, each node may
derive the proper metric depending on the type of the
application message that it has to manage. The application
messages are subdivided into two categories: query messages, sent by the MNs to query the SNs, and response
messages, sent by the SNs in response to a query message.
If an SN has to send a response message, it will select from
its routing table the next hop neighbor that has the ”Master
Node” field equal to the ID of the destination MN, the
minimum ”Hop Count” value and the ”Loop Flag” field set
at false. Then it forwards the message to it. This procedure
is performed by every SN received. If an SN receives a
query message sent by an MN it is associated with, it will
send the message to every neighbor that belongs to the same
segment and has the ”Master Node” field equal to the ID of
the sender MN, the ”Loop Flag” set to true and the ”Hop
Count” value higher than its own MN distance value.
A recovery state is introduced to provide a fault-tolerant
communication. If an SN does not find any neighbor of the
same segment for establishing an end-to-end communication
with one of the MNs it is associated with, it will send a
HELP message to all the active neighbors of the opposite
LWSN. Therefore they look for an alternative path to reach
the involved MN, trying to establish a link with a node
located in the same segment of the calling-for-help node.

and transmitting traffic flow reports for the central server
at a 60 second rate. Various data typologies were collected
by the system to monitor the traffic flow, jams or queues.
Some results are provided in the following figures.
In Figure 17, a weekly data collection of vehicle transit
and average speeds is shown, highlighting the periodicity
of the traffic flow with different behavior depending on the
day and hours. The MN yield is validated by the comparison
with the loop detector (Figure 18). As it is shown, the two
systems have collected the same results in terms of shape
and vehicle transit; only slightly differences can be evaluated
comparing the two graph. During the night, in fact, there is
an overestimation of the vehicle transit due to a preliminary
setup of the system related to the noise floor site.
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VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
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A prototype, composed of a basic unit of the system
has been deployed near Florence, along the A11 highway
operated by Autostrade per l’Italia SpA (ASPI) in order
to obtain on-field testing and evaluation (Figure 16). The
system has been placed closely to a loop detector to test the
MN functionality.
The MN unit was first deployed on May 2009; since then
it has undergone extensive operation, regularly collecting
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Vehicle transit and average speed for a weekly observation

As a consequence, the MN information is now fully
integrated into the ASPI information system; Figure VI
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(b) Audio System.
Comparison between audio sensor and loop detector results.

shows the ASPI public user interface where information
from various sensors typologies are available. In particular, a
summary report obtained by the MN is presented. Currently
the ASPI interface is not able to present SN reports in
graphic format; this work is still in progress.
Extensive tests during the period of operation have provided the motorway practitioners with a complete report on
traffic trends. Due to the yield and easy deployment of the
system, a 50 km, dual carriageway complete installation is

planned by ASPI to fully exploit the potential of the system
in the A1 motorway, between Florence and Arezzo.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel sensor network architecture and
communication protocol for traffic surveillance has been
proposed, exhibiting the unique feature of providing a complete and immediate traffic flow status in real-time at an
unprecedented scale. The main features are low installation
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Daily report.

and maintenance costs due to the sensing elements based on
the use of passive acoustic transducers. Experimental results,
coming from long-term testing performed on a motorway,
have demonstrated the effectiveness and yielding of the
approach for providing traffic authorities with detailed information about traffic parameters. Thanks to the promising
results obtained by the pilot site, ASPI has approved an
extensive system installation along the A1 motorway.
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the resiliency of wireless
sensor network routing protocols against selective forwarding
attacks by compromised nodes. Informally, resiliency should
be understood as the capacity of the routing protocol to
endure and mitigate the presence of a certain number of
compromised nodes seeking to disturb the routing process.
To provide for security when nodes may be compromised,
cryptographic solutions must be completed by algorithmic
solutions considering “beyond cryptography” approaches. In
this article, after discussing the shortcomings of existing routing
protocols against packet-dropping malicious nodes we describe
some protocol behaviors enhancing routing resiliency under
several combined routing attacks. These behaviors are mainly
based on traffic redundancy and probabilistic selection for the
next hop candidates, which permit to exploit and benefit from
the inherent structural redundancy of densely deployed sensor
networks. We consider the case that compromised nodes, prior
to selective forwarding, and seeking to increase its impact, may
perform several well known routing attacks such as Sinkhole,
Sybil and Wormhole. Several variants of the well known
gradient-based routing protocol were tested and simulation
results show that using the proposed techniques resiliency can
be improved. Nevertheless, as expected, resiliency comes at a
cost and our results also shed some light on the resiliencyenergy consumption trade-off. We propose in this paper the
behaviors enhancing the resiliency of routing protocols under
several combined routing attacks.
Keywords-wireless sensor networks, routing, security, attacks, resiliency, reliability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications,
a large number of resource constrained sensor nodes are
deployed over a geographic area in order to collect physical
world data and route them towards one or few destinations
(data sinks). The rapid deployment capabilities, due to
the lack of infrastructure, as well as the self organized
and potentially fault-tolerant nature of WSNs make them
attractive for multiple applications spanning from environmental monitoring (temperature, pollution, etc.) to buildingindustrial automation (electricity/gas/water metering, event
detection, home automation etc.). In recent years WSNs have
emerged as a very active as well as challenging research area

Marine Minier, Fabrice Valois
Universite de Lyon, INRIA
INSA-Lyon, CITI
F-69621 Lyon, France
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in search for solutions to the open problems of scalability,
adaptability, low energy consumption and security. In WSNs
the difficulty of all these problems is exacerbated by the
large numbers and the resource constrained nature of sensor
nodes.
Security is particularly challenging in WSNs. Because
of their open and unattended deployment, in possibly hostile environments, adversaries can easily launch Denialof-Service (Dos) attacks, cause physical damage to sensors, or even capture them to extract sensitive information like for instance encryption keys, identities, addresses
etc. Consequently node compromise poses severe security
and reliability concerns since it allows an adversary to be
considered as a legitimate node inside the network. After
node compromise, an adversary can seek to disrupt the
functionality of routing layer by launching attacks such as
node replication, Sybil, Selective forwarding, Sinkhole or
Wormhole. To cope with these “insider” attacks, stemming
from node compromise, “beyond cryptography” algorithmic
solutions must be envisaged to complement the cryptographic solutions for secure routing proposed in [1], [2],
[3], [4]. The work presented in this paper is an extension of
our first exploratory work [5] in this direction.
In the existing literature, papers often focus on a particular
attack proposing ways to detect and to defend against it
mainly by excluding malicious nodes [6], [7], [8], [9]. In
this paper, we have chosen to follow a different path; we
believe the difference is significant enough to justify the
need for further study. Our main goal is not to detect
attacks and eliminate malicious nodes, but rather to make
the routing protocol capable to continue routing packets,
at acceptable success rates, in the presence of malicious
nodes. This routing protocol capability will be referred to
as resiliency. Also, it is worth mentioning that even though
routing resiliency is studied using the Selective forwarding
attack as basis of our attack model, interestingly this attack
is combined with several other well known routing attacks
such as Sinkhole, Sybil and Wormhole. Such combinations represent more realistic attack situations than simply
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considering each attack separately. Finally, since we deal
with “insider” attacks, malicious compromised nodes have
access to the same information as honest nodes in agreement
with Shannon’s maxim: “The enemy knows the system”.
Therefore, malicious nodes, aware of defensive strategies
against attacks, are expected to adapt their own strategies to
optimize the impact of their attacks. From this standpoint our
goal is also to dissuade an adversary from creating adapted
attack strategies and just settle for basic (random) Selective
forwarding.
It should be noted that we believe that if an attacker
has decided to break down the network he will succeed
by assuming the necessary cost. The required investment
depends on cost-benefit analysis considerations quantifying
the adversary’s interest in breaking down the network. Under
such a worst case scenario protocol resilience will not be
effective. However, this is also the case of other approaches,
like for instance detecting and isolating malicious nodes.
Even if a source node is capable of detecting and isolating
malicious neighbors, the packet will not reach the sink if
most of its neighbors are compromised. We also show in our
simulation results that under Sinkhole attacks where most of
the compromised nodes are located around the sink, the sink
becomes almost completely disconnected from the rest of the
network which in practice is equivalent to the sink being
compromised. In what follows we assume that an adversary
can compromise only a limited number of sensor nodes,
since compromising a node has some cost. In other words,
mass attacks, i.e., a large number of both insider and outsider
attackers, are out of the scope of this paper. Our main goal
is to render a network inherently resilient in the presence of
a few malicious nodes, we therefore require that the network
performance degrades gracefully as the number of compromised nodes increases. Numerous business applications such
as periodic monitoring of electricity, gaz, water metering,
and environmental monitoring, manipulate some important
but not highly sensitive data. In these non mission critical
cases, we assume that an adversary has limited power.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II, provides an overview of previous work insisting on
information, which is relevant in the context of this paper;
for instance, routing resiliency and its relationship to other
similar notions such as survivability and robustness are
discussed and it is explained why classical shortest path
routing protocols are not resilient against insider attacks.
In Section III, we illustrate our adversary model including
network assumptions, adversarial definitions and several
routing attacks considered in this paper. We then propose, in
Section IV, several probabilistic node selection and packet
replication strategies, which improve resiliency by making
protocol behavior dynamic and redundant in order to exploit
the inherent structural redundancy in the topology of densely
deployed WSNs. In Section V we present our approach by
mixing and applying these strategies to the well known

Gradient-based routing protocol (GBR) [10]; simulations
were performed for a basic Selective forwarding attack and
for its combination with three other routing attacks, namely
Sinkhole, Sybil and Wormhole attacks. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper and outlines future work directions.
II. S COPE AND RELATED WORK
In this paper, we focus on the Selective forwarding attack
where compromised nodes drop data packets. This attack is
not only simple but it can be very effective as well. When
multi-hop packet routing is considered even a small number
of packet-dropping nodes can significantly deteriorate the
packet delivery rate of the network. Furthermore, when several routing attacks such as Sinkhole, Sybil and Wormhole
are considered in combination with Selective forwarding,
this enables adversary nodes to attract more traffic and so
amplify the impact of malicious packet dropping.
In this Section a rather rapid overview of previous work is
given with the purpose of introducing relevant terminology,
concepts and open issues. The vastness of the literature from
one side and space limitation from the other do not permit
to be more exhaustive but hopefully this brief discussion
will help the reader situate our proposal within this research
context.
A. Routing layer attacks and countermeasures
Attacks at the network layer were summarized in [11] as
follows: (a) spoofed, altered or replayed routing information;
(b) Selective forwarding, node replication, Sybil, Sinkhole or
Wormhole and HELLO packets flooding. HELLO packets are
special control packets sent by each node for neighborhood
discovery. We are mainly interested on the attacks of the
second type targeting the routing layer. After node compromise an adversary can extract all sensitive information
stored in the node. Other attacks such as radio jamming,
exhaustion, collisions, link layer jamming or attacks against
data aggregation are out of the scope of this paper since they
do not directly target the network layer.
In Selective forwarding, malicious nodes simply drop
some packets (Greyhole) or all of them (Blackhole) instead
of forwarding them as they are supposed to. The main
principle of the Sinkhole attack is exactly the same except
that the compromised nodes are, or pretend to be, near the
sink to attract most of the traffic. After a successful Sinkhole
attack the adversary performs Selective forwarding. One
possible solution is to use traffic monitoring to ensure that
neighbor nodes forward the messages. In [7], the authors
propose to use a Watchdog scheme that identifies selfish
nodes and a Pathrater scheme that helps routing protocols
avoid such nodes. The Watchdog scheme is further extended
by a reputation based scheme, [12], where the neighbors
of any single node collectively rate the node according
to how well the node executes the functions requested
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upon it. Alternatively an acknowledgment based scheme was
proposed in [6] to detect maliciously packet dropping nodes.
In the Sybil attack, [8], a malicious device illegitimately
takes on multiple identities. Doing so the malicious nodes
can fill up their neighbors’ buffers with non existing neighbors and thus create a false topology. Another way to exploit
node capture is the node replication/cloning attack [13],
where an adversary replicates several nodes with the same
identity at different places in the network. To defend against
the Sybil attack, the network needs some mechanism to
validate that a particular identity is the only identity being
held by a given physical node. In [8] the authors describe
resource tests and in [13] two distributed algorithms are
proposed: randomized multicast and line-selected multicast
exploiting the birthday “paradox” to defend against node
replication.
Finally, the Wormhole attack, [9], occurs when an attacker
receives packets at one location in the network and tunnels
them to another, via an out-of-band connection, in order
to replay them at this other location. This attack creates
a totally false network topology. A Wormhole detection
mechanism, called packet leashes, is introduced in [9] and
is based on distance estimation; it consists in two mechanisms: geographical leashes and temporal leashes. Another
technique to defend against Wormhole attacks consists in
using directional antennas [14].
As a conclusion it can be said that most of the proposed
solutions strive to defend against a single attack adopting
a two stage approach: first, actively detect malicious nodes
and second defend against the attack by avoiding routing
traffic through the detected malicious nodes. In contrast our
aim is not to detect and defend against a single attack, as
previously done, but rather to limit damages when several
routing attacks are combined together. We propose to do so
by enhancing the resiliency of the routing protocols.
B. Resiliency and related notions
According to Webster [15] in mechanics, resiliency is the
capability of a strained body to recover its size and shape
after deformation caused especially by compressive stress.
Hinging upon the general dictionary definition and after
reviewing the multiple definitions of resiliency and other
similar notions in networking, we define the resiliency in
[16] as the ability of a network to “continue to operate” in
presence of k compromised nodes, or in other words, the capacity of a network to endure and overcome internal attacks.
Simply put, resiliency is a means to achieve a “graceful
degradation” in packet delivery rate with increasing number
of compromised nodes.
In the literature, several conceptually similar properties
such as survivability [17] and robustness [18], have been
discussed but mainly focus on system failures from causes
of pure statistical nature contrary to attacks where there
is some behind-the-scenes entity with malicious intention.

Furthermore, the notion of enduring and overcoming an attack (failure) is not explicitly considered. Finally, resiliency
as discussed in [19], [20], [21] is not applied in secure
routing but in contexts like robust data aggregation, faulttolerant routing and key distribution schemes respectively.
Nevertheless it should be noted that as [19] compares the
resiliency of aggregation functions, our aim is to compare
the resiliency of several versions of a given routing protocol.
C. Deterministic routing and its limitations
Insofar minimizing power consumption has been considered a top priority in WSNs research. For increased
efficiency, most of the routing protocols use a shortest path
criterion to route DATA packets the goal being to reach
the sink as quickly as possible. Reactive routing, such as
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [22], geographical routing,
such as Greedy Forwarding (GF) [23] and gradient-based,
such as Gradient-Based Routing (GBR) [10], all employ a
shortest path principle (with some appropriate definition of
“short”). Unfortunately this underlying shortest-path optimization philosophy is responsible for the severe limitations
of deterministic routing protocols when attacks involving
compromised nodes are considered.
To facilitate discussion lets suppose that some insider
attacker has compromised a number of nodes, which are
uniformly distributed across the network and which drop
all DATA packets they receive. If l denotes the path length
in number of hops from source to destination; pc denotes
the probability that a node is compromised and pn is the
probability that a packet is delivered (i.e., all forwarding
nodes on the route are legitimate), we have pn = (1−pc )l . In
this case, the probability to find a “safe” route exponentially
decreases with route length; essentially the same applies for
Selective forwarding attacks where only part of the traffic is
dropped.
In the presence of such attacks, the routing protocols using
shortest paths have better overall delivery ratio. However,
they are not resilient. First, as the routes are static all DATA
packets from a source node take always the same route to
reach a sink. Therefore, if at least one intermediate node is
compromised along a route, all DATA packets will be lost
and the source node will be completely disconnected from
the sink. Second, if a source node has at least one malicious
neighbor who will try to attract the traffic (best delay, best
gradient, geographically closest to the sink etc.), all DATA
packets will be engulfed by such a compromised node. Thus,
the routing protocol as is will not be able to overcome this
situation since the compromised node will always seem the
best routing choice to make.
In previous work, a configurable secure routing protocol
(SIGF) has been proposed in [24], extending geographical
routing (IGF) [25] with the intention of adding security
and protection against outsider attacks. It advocates for an
incremental approach to security. As a basis SIGF uses
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nondeterminism in neighbor selection, then it adds a reputation scheme and finally it considers cryptography. In a
sense SIGF strives for a layered resistance to attacks. However, reputation schemes cannot defend against colluding
malicious nodes and cryptographic primitives cannot defend
against node compromise. Our aim is to contribute in a
similar way by considering, as in SIGF, nondeterminism
as a basis of protocol behavior but in our case striving for
resiliency, instead of resistance, to several combined attacks,
which is more appropriate when compromised possibly
colluding nodes are considered.
III. N ETWORK ASSUMPTIONS AND A DVERSARY MODELS
In this section we state the network assumptions and several adversarial definitions and we describe the implemented
routing attacks.
A. Network assumptions
In the following two types of network device nodes are
considered: ordinary sensors and data sinks. Sensor nodes
sense and transmit data of the physical world to a single
data collector, the sink. Here we deal with WSNs where all
sensor nodes are physically identical in terms of transmission
range, power, etc. Sensor nodes are densely deployed in a
square region of size N ×N and the physical topology of the
network is represented by a connected graph. The packets
are routed from the source (sensors) to the destination (sink)
on this topology.
A common and practical graph model proposed for modeling WSNs is the fixed radius random graph. Let us consider
a graph G(Ω, E) where Ω is a set of nodes wirelessly
connected pairwise by a set of E of undirected edges to
represent communication links between nodes. In this model,
the nodes are randomly placed in a N × N region according
to a uniform distribution. A link exists between two nodes
i and j if the Euclidean distance between these two nodes
less than the communication range r. We assume that the
wireless links in our graph are bi-directional, i.e., if node i
hears node j then node j also hears node i.
In addition, from the network security standpoint we use
the following, traditionally made, assumptions:
• the “sink” is considered robust, having enough resources in terms of memory, computational power
and battery to support the cryptographic and routing
requirements of the WSN. Thus, adversaries cannot
compromise the sink in limited time.
• the “sensor” has limited resources in terms of memory,
computational power and battery. Thus, sensor nodes
are non trustworthy since they are vulnerable to physical attacks and an adversary can compromise them.
B. Adversarial definitions
According to [26] an attack is an intentional act by which
an entity attempts to evade security services and violate the

security policy of a system; that is, an actual assault on
system security that derives from an intelligent threat.
According to its capabilities an attacker can be characterized as:
• A laptop class attacker: It may have access to powerful
devices with more computational resources, such as
laptops or their equivalent. A single laptop-class attacker might be able to eavesdrop and/or jam the entire
network.
• A mote class attacker: It has access to a few motes
with the same capabilities as other ordinary sensor
nodes. They have no resource advantages over legitimate nodes.
Attacks can also be characterized according to intent as:
• A passive attack: In this attack, the adversary attempts
to learn or make use of information from a system
but does not affect system resources. For example,
passive eavesdropping that simply gathers information,
can compromise privacy and confidentiality.
• An active attack: It attempts to alter system resources
or affect system operations. Compared to the passive
attack, here the goal of the adversary is to produce
DoS attacks to disrupt communication by destroying
links or exhaust available resources such as bandwidth
or energy.
Finally, attacks can be characterized according to point of
initiation as:
• An outsider attack: It is initiated from outside the
security perimeter by an unauthorized or illegitimate
user of the system. Examples are external attacks such
as jamming, eavesdropping as well as injecting replayed
or fabricated messages.
• An insider attack: It is one that is initiated by an
entity inside the security perimeter, i.e., an entity that
is authorized to access system resources but uses them
in a way not approved by the party that granted the
authorization. Selective forwarding, Sybil, Sinkhole or
Wormhole attacks being notable examples.
With respect to this classification and given our network
assumptions our adversary model considers: “mote-class”,
“active”, and, “insider” attackers.
C. Implemented routing attacks
An adversary will try to disrupt communication and
cause as much as possible damage to routing protocols. To
compare the resiliency of the different protocols, firstly, we
modeled the basic Selective forwarding attack, and secondly,
we combined it with three other routing attacks; Sybil,
Wormhole and Sinkhole. In this sense our attack model is a
two-stage combination of simpler attacks. At the first stage,
the attacker will launch some attacks in order to enable
compromised nodes to attract a lot of traffic. Subsequently
at the second stage the compromised nodes will launch the
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Figure 1.

Basic Selective forwarding attack

routing attack per se by performing selective forwarding
on the attracted packets. We have considered the selective
forwarding attack as a basis of our attack model not only
because it is common to all protocols but also because this
simple attack has a direct impact on reliable data delivery,
which characterizes the success of routing protocols.
In the following the main constituents of our attack model
will be described in more detail.
1) Basic attack: In multi-hop routing, messages may
cross many hops before reaching their final destination.
However, a malicious node in the path of data transmission
can refuse to forward messages. Selective forwarding is a
simple and basic routing attack easy for an insider adversary
to launch. After node compromise, malicious nodes instead
of forwarding messages with probability 1 they do so with
some lower probability. For instance, they can drop all
messages (probability to forward = 0) or they can selectively
drop some of them in order to avoid detection of their
malicious activity (Fig. 1).
2) Combined attacks: For more efficiency, an adversary
can exploit its “insider” knowledge to first try to attract
traffic and then drop it. Selective forwarding is effective
when malicious nodes are on the routes of packet transfer so
it is logical to consider it as the final stage of more complex
attack behavior where malicious nodes firstly employ some
other attack to advantageously place themselves on the
routes of heavy traffic and then effect Selective forwarding.
Hence, well known routing attacks such as Sybil, Wormhole,
Sinkhole could be combined with basic Selective forwarding. This type of combined attacks is explicitly considered
within our model.
For instance, to create a Sinkhole, an adversary will try to
compromise nodes closer to the sink, exploiting knowledge
of location information, to attract most of the traffic (Fig.
2). After a successful Sinkhole attack, the adversary will
perform Selective forwarding. The nature of sensor networks
where all the traffic flows towards one (or few) sink node(s)

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Combined Sinkhole attack

Combined Sybil attack

makes this type of attacks highly relevant.
Sybil attack is defined by malicious nodes illegitimately
taking on multiple identities (Fig. 3) thus compromising the
neighborhood discovery process. For instance, a malicious
node taking two or more identities will increase the probability of being selected by legitimate nodes as their next hop
and then produce Selective forwarding to disrupt routing.
In Wormhole, a malicious node receives packets at one
point in the network and tunnels them to another point via
an out-of-band connection (Fig. 4). Thus, two malicious
nodes can make believe that they are neighbors even if
they are physically distant. Well placed Wormholes, for
instance an adversary closer to the sink, make possible to
attract the traffic of the two hop neighborhood. Wormhole
attack is particularly dangerous against routing protocols
not only because it creates false topologies but also it
permits to attract effectively the traffic. It should be noted
that Wormholes is also an effective means to create Sybil
identities using existing identities in case legitimate nodes
can detect fabricated or duplicated identities.
In the remainder of this paper we propose some routing
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Figure 4.

Combined Wormhole attack

behaviors, which could make protocols inherently resilient
to such attacks. Our goal is not to detect and to eliminate
attacks, but rather to enhance the routing protocols resiliency
in order to limit damages.
IV. P ROTOCOL BEHAVIORS ENHANCING RESILIENCY
Deterministic protocol behavior forces traffic to flow on
a subset of “best” routes, in the quest of optimization (see
the discussion in Section II-C). As a result of this, packet
delivery success and failure are not fairly distributed among
the network nodes; some nodes will have a good delivery
ratio and others very bad ones. This is a limitation of the
protocol since the network structural (i.e., network topology)
redundancy is not exploited to benefit from physically existing alternative routes. In this Section, the techniques that
can be employed in order to circumvent this limitation are
described.
In this respect resiliency will permit: first, to avoid complete disconnection of nodes; second, graceful degradation
of the delivery ratio as the number of compromised nodes
increases; and third, obtain packet delivery ratios higher than
those achieved by the standard protocols under the same
conditions.
The complexity (overhead) of our proposal compared to
the deterministic protocol is provided in terms of energy
consumption.
Our goal then is to make resiliency emerge through
modified protocol behavior. To this end, inspired by previous
work, we believe that techniques enabling both dynamic and
redundant behavior at the protocol level are needed.
A. Random selection of the next hop
A dynamic (random) behavior can be introduced in
different ways according to the routing protocol features.
In protocols that require a route discovery process, such
as DSR, multiple routes can be discovered once and for
each DATA packet the source node can each time select
randomly a different route among the discovered ones. In a

protocol without route discovery, such as GF, each node can
determine a subset of direct neighbors that are closest to the
sink compared to itself and choose the next hop randomly
in this subset. Depending on how “greedily” a DATA packet
should be forwarded, several neighborhood subsets can be
constructed. For instance, in a GBR, each node can randomly
choose a next hop among those who have a “height” strictly
less than itself.
Generally speaking implementing this behavior requires
two things. First, the set of selection candidates needs
to be defined; it can be of arbitrary size constrained by
some maximum allowed distance from the sink. Second, a
selection probability law on this set needs to be specified; for
instance, it may be desirable that the network node chooses
neighbors closer to the sink with higher probabilities. The
network node has thus the opportunity to make a random
choice for the next hop with a probability to choose the
nodes more or less close to the sink.
With this method, the structural redundancy of a physical
topology can be effectively exploited in making the protocol
fairer in terms of packet loss per node and thus more
resilient since the overall packet delivery success can be
attributed to a larger population of nodes. Furthermore the
energy dissipation at the network is also fairer since the
most solicited nodes under a deterministic scheme, i.e.,
those along the shortest routes, are relieved. Yet another
advantage is that attacks targeting state information become
less effective since now a single compromised node is not
enough to compromise an entire neighborhood. However,
this method may decrease packet delivery ratio and increase
power consumption due to the lengthening of routes to the
sink. There is thus a resiliency-power trade-off that needs to
be evaluated. It is possible that by varying the parameters, of
candidate set size and selection probability law, this trade-off
can be controlled and kept to acceptable levels.
B. Traffic redundancy
Another means to effectively exploit the structural redundancy of the network is to enforce some degree of replication
of sent packets. Each replica should then follow its own path
to reach the sink.
Here two packet replication schemes to achieve redundancy are considered:
• Nodes replicate their own packets a number of times
and send them to an equal number of appropriately selected neighbors. The forwarding nodes do not replicate
packets and discard duplicates.
• Packets are replicated both at the source and at each
intermediate node along the route. Intermediate nodes
discard duplicates of already forwarded packets.
By construction deterministic protocols such as DSR, GF,
GBR, cannot take advantage of redundant sends to increase
their delivery ratio. If at least one node is compromised
along the route, all redundant packets are lost, as they take
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always the same route. Such protocols need to be modified
to be able to construct alternative shortest routes for each
replica but even then their static nature does not allow them
to be resilient. In this respect the discovery, construction and
maintenance of alternative routes becomes an important consideration. In the literature, most of the multi-path routing
protocols use multiple node (or link) disjoint paths to send
redundant packets as shown in [27], [28] for example. A
packet delivery rate can be increased significantly by using
node disjoint multi-path routing. However, as the protocol
gets more complex the energy required to discover and to
maintain such multiple node disjoint paths is high.
C. Probabilistic routing with traffic redundancy
Finally, we can mix all presented strategies to obtain
a random probabilistic routing with traffic redundancy. In
this case, the structural redundancy of a physical topology
is effectively exploited with some probability to choose
longer routes. It will be shown that the random choice of a
next hop candidate combined to packet replication naturally
implements efficient enough route diversity even though
for protocol simplicity node disjoint multiple paths are not
guaranteed.
V. S IMULATIONS AND R ESULTS
As a first attempt to better understand routing resiliency as
well as the associated cost in terms of power consumption,
these techniques were applied on the conventional GBR
protocol to analyze through extensive simulation if and
how its resiliency to attacks is improved. Simulations were
performed using WSNet [29], an event-driven simulator for
wireless networks.
A. Simulation environment
In our simulations, a unique sink is assumed at the center
of the field. The deployed nodes have fixed positions during
each simulation. The simulations are averaged over 100 trials
for each case with a 95% confidence interval. Table I sums
up the simulation parameters.
At this stage we configure WSNet for ideal MAC/PHY
layers (e.g., no interference, no path-loss and no collisions)
in order to isolate the impact of the defined attacks on
routing and conceptually validate our approach before engaging into more resource consuming simulations and pilot
deployments, which ultimately will be necessary.
B. Protocol under study
GBR [10] is a flooding based routing protocol, which is
suitable for routing DATA packets from all source nodes to a
sink. GBR uses two types of packets: INTEREST and DATA
packets. The sink floods an INTEREST packet in order to
setup a gradient. The INTEREST packet records the number
of hops taken from the sink. Then a node can discover its
minimum number of hops from the sink, called the node

Table I
S UMMARY OF THE SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Number of nodes
Area size
Transmission range
Topology
Traffic generation
Simulation time
Number of packets
Number of runs

Value
300
100 × 100m
20m
uniformly distributed
Poisson distribution λ = 1 p/s
100s
30000
100

Table II
S UMMARY OF NOTATIONS
Notation
s
hs
U (s) = {u1 , u2 , ..., uns }
V (s) = {v1 , v2 , ..., vms }
W (s) = {w1 , w2 , ..., wls }

Description
a network node
height of s
neighbors of s
neighbors of s with height < hs
neighbors of s with height = hs

“height”. The height difference between a node and each
of its neighbors is the gradient on that link. The gradient
setup process is executed only once at the beginning of the
simulation. The following variants of GBR are considered:
1) Deterministic GBR: A given network node s sends
DATA packets to a forwarding candidate with the minimum
“height” in order to make maximum progress toward the
sink. The next hop candidate, vi , is chosen in V (s), 1 6 i 6
ms (Table II). If several neighbors have the same “height”,
we choose the first one registered.
2) Random GBR: A given network node s sends DATA
packets to a randomly chosen forwarding candidate with
strictly lower “height” than itself. The next hop candidate,
vi , is chosen randomly in V (s), 1 6 i 6 ms (Table II).
The nondeterminism introduced by a random selection of
the next hop is conceptually similar to SIGF [24]. However,
we used a gradient value instead of a geographic distance.
3) Random probabilistic GBR: We have considered two
cases according to the probability to select the next hop
candidate. Let pt and p˜t be real numbers such that pt +
p˜t = 1. The considered cases are pt = {0.8, 0.6} and p˜t =
{0.2, 0.4}. For a network node s, pt is the probability to
choose the next hop candidate vi ∈ V (s), 1 6 i 6 ms (Table
II) in the subset of neighbors closer to the sink and p˜t is the
probability to choose the next hop candidate wj ∈ W (s),
1 6 j 6 ls (Table II) in the subset of neighbors with the
same height as itself.
4) Random probabilistic GBR with redundancy: Two
cases of redundancy are considered; DATA packets are
replicated twice (i) at the source node and (ii) by each node
along a full path. In those two cases, duplicate copies of a
packet are dropped by forwarding nodes.
C. Implemented attacks
In the following, we assume a unique trustworthy sink.
Sensor nodes are assumed untrustworthy since they are
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Figure 5.

Compromised nodes randomly placed (uniformly)

vulnerable to physical attacks and can be compromised.
With respect to definition described in Section III-B, malicious nodes may belong to one of the following adversarial
categories: “mote-class”, “active”, and, “insider” attackers.
We implemented Selective forwarding as a basic attack
and further we considered combining this basic attack with
Sybil, Wormhole and Sinkhole attacks.
1) Basic attack: Selective Forwarding. Assuming that
the adversary has no information about the location of the
sink, the k compromised nodes are randomly and uniformly
distributed on a N ×N square field (Fig. 5). For simulations
k varies between 10% and 50% of the node population.
Malicious nodes do not disturb gradient setup phase and
retransmit INTEREST packets with correct hop count. They
drop all DATA packets coming from their neighbors, however, they generate and send their own DATA packets to the
sink.
2) Combined attack #1: Sinkhole with Selective forwarding. Assuming that the adversary has some information
about the location of the sink, the k compromised nodes
are randomly distributed on a M × M (e.g., M = N/2)
square field around the sink (Fig. 6). For simulations k varies
between 10% and 30% of the node population. Malicious
nodes simply drop all DATA packets coming from their
neighbors. However it is assumed that malicious nodes
do not disturb the gradient setup phase, retransmit the
INTEREST packets used for gradient setup with with a
correct hop count and finally, they normally generate and
send their own DATA packets to the sink.
3) Combined attack #2: Sybil with Selective forwarding.
The k compromised nodes are randomly and uniformly
distributed on a N ×N square field (Fig. 5). For simulations
k varies between 10% and 50% of the node population. According to Sybil attack taxonomy [8], our model corresponds
to “direct communication” where Sybil nodes communicate
directly with legitimate nodes, using “fabricated identities”
where an attacker can simply create arbitrary new Sybil
identities (not existing in the network) and it is of the

Figure 6.

Compromised nodes concentrated around the sink

“simultaneous” form where an attacker may participate all
of his Sybil identities simultaneously in the network. In
this adversary model, malicious nodes take two identities.
A compromised node disturbs gradient setup phase by
duplicating INTEREST packets. A malicious node puts a
false identity to the duplicated INTEREST packet to make
believe to their neighbors that there are two nodes, while
physically there is only one node. The probability to be
chosen for the next hop increases for a malicious node and
it can attract more traffic. A malicious node does not lie
about its gradient and the two identities take the same true
gradient. We choose this particular strategy to separate the
impact of Sinkhole attack (which will be the case if the Sybil
node lies on its gradient) and of the Sybil attack itself. The
false identity is chosen randomly in the large interval of non
existing identities to avoid collisions. Once two identities are
created, a malicious node drops all DATA packets coming
from its neighbors for both its own and Sybil identities. We
also assume only one Sybil identity to be convinced that a
Sybil node will not be detected by simple mechanisms such
as node degree comparison even if this strategy limits the
impact of Sybil attack.
4) Combined attack #3: Wormhole with Selective forwarding. Two colluding malicious nodes can make believe
that they are neighbors even if they are physically distant by
tunneling messages via an out-of-band connection. Every
pair of malicious nodes (w1; w2) with a distance greater
than two hops, creates a Wormhole link. An INTEREST
packet received by w1 is directly transmitted to w2 by using
the out of band connection. Thus, tunneled INTEREST
packets arrive sooner than other packets transmitted over
a normal multi-hop route. If w1 is placed near the sink, w2
obtain a gradient lesser than its neighbors and w2 can attract
its neighbors’ traffic. The k malicious nodes are randomly
distributed across the whole network, except in the border.
The total number of Wormhole links is k/2. For simulations
k varies between 10% and 50% of the node population.
Once a Wormhole link is created between two malicious
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nodes (w1; w2), they will drop all DATA packets coming
from their neighbors. A given malicious node only belongs
to one Wormhole link, the case of several Wormhole links
coming from a single Wormhole node is not treated here.The
Wormhole malicious nodes use legitimate traffic to perform
their activity: falsify neighborhood information and attract
traffic; collect node identities and use them as Sybil ones
instead of having to fabricate false ones.
•

D. Evaluation metrics
To gain insight concerning the WSN routing resiliency
some metrics are needed in order to meaningfully summarize
the information collected by simulations. A single such
metric is currently lacking and is an object of ongoing
research. As a provisional substitute we have used the
following metrics:
• Average delivery ratio (ADR):
ADR = Nr /Ns ,

(1)

where Nr , Ns are respectively the total number of
received and sent packets.
ADR is an important metric to evaluate the overall success
of routing functionality, i.e., packet delivery. To refine over
the information provided by ADR, we also measured the
delivery ratio per node and we grouped the measurements
into 5 classes.
• ADR classes:
– Class c1 : nodes with ADR = 100%
all DATA packets from these nodes are received by
the sink
– Class c2 : nodes with ADR ∈ [66%; 100%[
– Class c3 : nodes with ADR ∈ [33%; 66%[
– Class c4 : nodes with ADR ∈]0%; 33%[
– Class c5 : nodes with ADR = 0%
no DATA packet from these nodes is received by
the sink and so they are totally disconnected from
the sink
This measure allows to determine the distribution of
transmission success in the node population and the fracture
of the network connectivity. In our point of view, the higher
the number of connected source nodes (even if with a low
ADR), the more the routing protocol is resilient.
• ADR per distance: The delivery ratio per node is
measured and grouped according to the distance (in
number of hops) of nodes from the sink.
To get the distance in number of hops, we take the geographical distance between the source nodes and the sink,
and we divide it by the transmission range. All source nodes
have the same transmission range. The routing protocols are
more resilient if more distant nodes are able to still reach
the sink and thus successfully transmit packets.
• Average path length (APL): The number of hops
crossed by each received packet.

The end-to-end delay is not explicitly measured in this
paper since for our simulations we configure WSNet for
ideal MAC/PHY layers which implies no retransmission and no propagation delays. However, the average
path length (i.e., hop count) is directly proportional
to the average end-to-end delay of the network (see
Fig. 11a and Fig. 10) and in this sense it provides an
indication of.
Normalized power consumption (NPC):
N P C = Te /T˜e

(2)

where the total energy consumption (Te ) is normalized
by the energy consumption of the deterministic GBR
without attack and without packet replication sent (T˜e ).
N P C allows to objectively compare energy expenditure
under attacks for each case (including redundancy) without
having to enter at this time into low level considerations
requiring power consumption modeling. The energy model
of WSNet as detailed in the WSNet documentation (see in
[30]) is linear: the sleep and idle modes of the MAC layer
are not taken into account whereas the basic model considers
that the cost for one bit sent is 1 and the cost for one bit
received is 2. The total energy is thus computed taking into
account the energy cost of each bit received or sent.
E. Results and analysis
The focus of our simulations is on comparing the four
versions of GBR (Deterministic, Random, Random probabilistic pt = 0.8 and Random probabilistic pt = 0.6) with a
single and two types of redundant DATA packets under four
implemented attacks discussed in Section V-C, in term of
metrics discussed in Section V-D.
An example of the functional flow diagram with traffic
redundancy (double sent full path) under a basic Selective
forwarding attacks is presented in Fig. 7.
1) Results for the basic Selective Forwarding attack:
As expected the average delivery ratio (Fig. 8), the average
path length (Fig. 11) and the total energy consumption (Fig.
12) decrease with increasing number of compromised nodes
under the basic Selective forwarding attack. When a single
DATA packet is considered, Deterministic and Random GBR
have a higher delivery ratio than others (Fig. 8(a)). The
path length is inversely proportional to the average delivery
ratio. With probability pt decreasing, the average path length
(Fig. 11(a)) and the total energy consumption (Fig. 12(a))
increase. However, as the number of the next hop candidates
is increased, the structural redundancy of the network is
better exploited.
As shown in Fig. 9 in Deterministic GBR only two classes
appear. For any source node s either all DATA packets
will be successfully delivered (ADRs = 100%), i.e., no
malicious node is along the route, or all DATA packets
will be lost (ADRs = 0%), i.e., at least one forwarding
node is compromised along the route. In last case, a source
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(a) single DATA packet

Figure 7. Example of the functional flow diagram with traffic redundancy
(double sent full path) under a basic Selective forwarding attack. * The
choice of the next hop depends on the dedicated routing protocol as
described in Section V-B1 for Deterministic GBR, in Section V-B2 for
Random GBR with p = 1, in Section V-B3 for Random GBR with p = 0.8
and in Section V-B4 for Random GBR with p = 0.6.
(b) DATA packets replicated at their source

node s is completely disconnected from the sink. Note also
that the number of disconnected nodes (c5) is significantly
important (15%) for Deterministic GBR. On the contrary
with all variants of Random GBR four classes c1 to c4
appear. With Random GBR a low number of nodes are
completely disconnected from the sink (c5). Note that since
the network saves energy due to dropped packets by the
compromised nodes, this energy gain can then be exploited
by redundant DATA packets to further improve resiliency and
ADR. In this way, the source nodes can reach the sink as
long as possible, thus, enhancing the network connectivity
(Fig. 9).
Resiliency and ADR over Deterministic GBR further
improve when probabilistic behaviors are mixed with DATA
packet replication at the source because DATA packets
may take potentially different routes thanks to the random
selection of next-hop neighbors. As shown in Fig. 8(b), all
random versions exhibit higher delivery ratio performance,
though their average path length is higher (Fig. 11(b)),
than the Deterministic GBR whose performance remains
unchanged. With traffic redundancy, in Fig. 9(b) and (c), we
can observe that the number of nodes with higher delivery
ratio (c1 and c2) is increased and the number of disconnected
nodes from the sink (c5) is decreased for all Random GBR
protocols, while for Deterministic GBR the situation remains
unchanged. Network reliability is thus improved since most

(c) DATA packets replicated by all forw. nodes along the route
Figure 8.

Basic Selective forwarding - Average delivery ratio (ADR)

source nodes remain connected.
As expected (Fig. 9 (a)) with decreasing probability
pt , ADR decreases when the distance from the sink (in
number of hops) increases due to the route length effect.
However, with traffic redundancy, the ADR of distant nodes
is increased for all random versions, while for Deterministic
GBR it remains unchanged (Fig. 9 (b) and (c)). Resiliency
is thus improved since distant nodes have better delivery
ratio. Nevertheless this has a price, as shown in Fig. 12(b)
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(a) single DATA packet

Figure 10. Basic Selective forwarding (single DATA packet) - Average
end-to-end delay (sec)

(b) DATA packets replicated at source

(c) DATA packets replicated by all forw. nodes along the route
Figure 9. Basic Selective forwarding - ADR classes (c1 to c5) with k =
10% of compromised nodes; distribution of distances from the sink in
number of hops (h1 to h4) within each class is shown

all random versions have a higher energy consumption than
Deterministic GBR.
In the last case, where DATA packets are replicated at
each intermediate node along a full path, a significant improvement on delivery ratio is observed (Fig. 8(c)). Sending
redundant DATA packets by each intermediate node on a full
path mixed with a random behavior significantly enhances

the resiliency. It appears that for uniformly distributed
compromised nodes variation of the probability pt does not
influence the delivery ratio. So, we may choose the value
of pt that has lower energy consumption. In this respect
Random GBR (pt = 1) remains the better trade-off in
term of energy-resiliency (Fig. 12(c)). However, it remains
to be confirmed if for more realistic spatially distributed
compromised nodes, the lower probability pt may allow
better delivery rates as it increases the number of next hop
candidates.
2) Results for the combined attacks: In this Section we
illustrate results of four versions of GBR with combined
attacks; Sybil, Wormhole and Sinkhole with traffic
redundancy, where DATA packets are replicated at each
intermediate node along a full path.

Sybil attack results: In Fig. 13(a), we observe that the
impact of combined Sybil attack is more important than with
basic Selective forwarding. When malicious nodes create
two identities, they increase the probability to be chosen as
the next hop by their neighbors, if they have smallest gradient. Once chosen as the next hop, they receive more packets
for retransmission. With traffic redundancy all Random GBR
variants have better delivery ratio than Deterministic GBR.
The number of nodes in classes c1 and c2 is higher than in
other classes for all Random GBR variants (Fig. 14(a)). As
a result, with all Random GBRs, most of source nodes have
ADR greater than 66% with 10% of compromised nodes
and very few nodes are disconnected (c5). In Deterministic
GBR, 20% of source nodes are disconnected from the sink
with 10% of compromised nodes, while with Random GBR
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(a) single DATA packet
(a) single DATA packet

(b) DATA packets replicated at source

(b) DATA packets replicated at source

(c) DATA packets replicated by all forw. nodes along the route
Figure 11.

Basic Selective forwarding - Average path length (APL)

(pt = 1) only 0, 01% are completely disconnected. Network
reliability and resiliency are improved again with Random
GBR, since most of the source nodes remain connected. The
ADR of distant nodes is increased for all random versions,
whereas for Deterministic GBR ADR remains unchanged
(Fig. 14 (a)). Resiliency is improved with Random GBR
under combined Sybil attack, since distant nodes have better
delivery ratio. However, the energy consumption with traffic
redundancy (Fig. 16(a)) is increased about 3 times.
Wormhole attack results: Fig. 13(b) shows that the

(c) DATA packets replicated by all forwarding nodes along the route
Figure 12. Basic Selective forwarding - Norm. Power Consumption (NPC)

impact of combined Wormhole attack is more important
than both basic Selective forwarding and combined Sybil
attacks. If we consider a pair (w1; w2) of malicious nodes
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(a) Sybil k <= 50%

(a) Sybil

(b) Wormhole k <= 50%
(b) Wormhole

(c) Sinkhole k <= 30%
Figure 13.
Combined attacks with DATA packets replicated by all
forwarding nodes along the route - Average delivery ratio (ADR)

and if w1 is placed near the sink, w2 obtains a gradient
lesser than its neighbors and the Wormhole can attract the
traffic. Here again, all Random GBR protocols have better
delivery ratio than Deterministic GBR. In Deterministic
GBR, 25% of source nodes are disconnected from the sink
with 10% of compromised nodes and with Random GBR
(pt = 1) it is 0, 06% (Fig. 14(b)). Network reliability and
resiliency are also improved with all Random GBR variants,
since the majority of source nodes remain connected (Fig.

(c) Sinkhole
Figure 14.
Combined attacks with DATA packets replicated by all
forwarding nodes along the route - ADR classes (c1 to c5) with k = 10%
of compromised nodes; distribution of distances from the sink in number
of hops (h1 to h4) within each class is shown

14(b)) and the ADR of distant nodes is increased (Fig.
14(b)). Resiliency is improved with Random GBR under
combined Wormhole attack and the energy consumption
(Fig. 16(b)) due to traffic redundancy remains almost the
same as combined Sybil attack.
Sinkhole attack results: In Fig. 13(c), we observe that the
impact of combined Sinkhole attack is the most important
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(a) Sybil k <= 50%
(a) Sybil k <= 50%

(b) Wormhole k <= 50%

(b) Wormhole k <= 50%

(c) Sinkhole k <= 30%
Figure 15.
Combined attacks with DATA packets replicated by all
forwarding nodes along the route - Average path length (APL)

(c) Sinkhole k <= 30%

compared to all other attacks. When the compromised nodes
are close to the sink, they receive for retransmission more
packets than other nodes: they naturally attract most of
the traffic. It is worth noting the significant differences in
terms of delivery ratio for all random versions compared to
Deterministic GBR as well as among the different versions
of Random GBR with traffic redundancy. As packets can
take longer routes with Random GBR pt = 0.6 (Fig. 15(c)),

Figure 16.
Combined attacks with DATA packets replicated by all
forwarding nodes along the route - Normalized Power Consumption (NPC)

messages can find “unaffected” routes around the sink if
exist. Hence, distant nodes have more chance to find those
“healthy” routes near the sink. The source nodes close to
the sink have lower ADR because of the important number
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of compromised nodes in their neighborhood (Fig. 14(c)).
When all nodes around the sink are compromised, the sink
receives packets only from these malicious nodes and no
DATA packets are received from the legitimate nodes. That
is why we observe on Fig. 15(c) a path length that tends to
1. Resiliency is improved with a Random GBR under the
combined Sinkhole attack and the energy consumption (Fig.
16(b)) due to traffic redundancy remains almost the same as
with other attacks.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we have considered the case of moteclass/active/insider attacks against WSN multi-hop routing
protocols. In this specific context of node compromise
cryptography needs to be complemented by algorithmic approaches. We have proposed WSN routing strategies enhancing the protocol resiliency in the presence of maliciously
packet-dropping compromised nodes. The basic Selective
forwarding attack as well as its combination with Sinkhole,
Sybil and Wormhole attacks was thoroughly investigated in
the context of the well established GBR.
We have started by analyzing the conditions required for
resiliency at the routing layer. The two main findings were
that, first, the shortest-path optimization principles though
good for energy efficiency are not adapted at all from the
routing layer security (i.e., resiliency to insider attacks)
standpoint and, second, that the structural redundancy in
the network topology should be effectively exploited by
employing some form of redundant protocol behavior.
In accordance with these findings our proposal consists
in combining random next-hop selection and packet replication; both are needed. A random and probabilistic choice
of the next hop candidates allows a dynamic behavior in
route selection exploiting thus the structural redundancy of
the network. However, the packet delivery ratio may suffer
since packets may take longer routes.
With increasing path length (in terms of packet hop
count), the overall delay across the network increases as
well. The overall delay is directly proportional to the average
path length (ideal MAC/PHY layers). However, we observed
that under worst attack scenario such as Sinkhole attacks, the
average path length of successfully delivered packets tends
to one. This can be explained by the fact that with increasing
number of compromised nodes, the sink ends up receiving
packets only from its direct neighbors. Similarly, in the worst
case mass attack scenario (a large number of both insider
and outsider attackers), the observed overall delay across the
network will also decrease since most of the packets from
distant nodes will be lost.
To counterbalance the longer route effect such dynamic
(probabilistic) behavior needs to be combined with some
form of packet replication. To validate our ideas we have
extensively simulated the proposed techniques by modifying
in various ways the well-known routing protocol GBR. The

results show that the resiliency of routing protocols can be
effectively enhanced.
The main merits of our proposal compared to the classical
deterministic protocols are:
• the delivery ratio is improved; “graceful” degradation
of the delivery ratio with increasing number of compromised nodes.
• the delivery success is fairly distributed; more sources
transmit with a high delivery ratio and distant nodes
have better delivery success.
• the connectivity is improved; more sources are remain
connected to the sink with increasing number of compromised nodes.
• the structural redundancy of the physical topology is
better exploited and the energy consumption is fairly
distributed; more nodes participate to the routing.
From simulations, we found that traffic redundancy is
extremely energy consuming when no attack, but energy
efficiency of the protocol is improved when under attack.
Hinging on this observation a future work perspective is
the search of a mechanism to dynamically adapt the degree
of dynamic/redundant behavior to equalize energy cost and
so keep the energy consumption-resiliency trade-off at acceptable levels. It also seems that keeping the routes short
(in terms of hop count) should be sought but there are
some particular cases (e.g., combined Sinkhole attack) where
longer routes should be permitted in order to get around
obstacles. It is worth mentioning that in our simulation
study we have gone beyond the simple Selective forwarding
attack to consider combined attacks (such as Wormhole and
Selective forwarding) concluding that these attacks have
extreme impact on routing especially when Sinkhole and
selected forwarding are combined together.
From our simulation analysis we conclude that an operational definition resiliency, in the context of network routing,
should incorporate the notions of fairness, preservation of
connectivity and graceful degradation of delivery ratio. Thus,
our ongoing research especially concerns the definition of a
metric of resiliency that includes all those notions. Such a
metric will be a valuable tool in analyzing protocol resilience
and will greatly simplify the process of protocol comparison.
Finally, in a near future, we also need to relax the
ideal MAC/PHY assumption to validate the performance of
resilient routing techniques when channel imperfections and
medium access limitations are taken into account; to this end
it would be interesting to consider modeling packet loss due
to MAC/PHY limitations as a form of unintentional Selective
forwarding.
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Abstract—A mobile agent is an agent with the ability to
migrate from one host to another where it can resume its
execution. Mobile agents can be used in wireless and mobile
network applications in order to save bandwidth and time. In
this paper we consider reliability issues that need to be
addressed before mobile agents can be used in a broad range of
applications in Mobile Adhoc Network. We show how a Mobile
Agent based System can be made more reliable despite the
uncertainties introduced by underlying network environment.
Adhoc network brings in new aspects to dependability because
the characteristics of such network affect reliability of the
services offered by the agent system. Here we propose an
algorithm for estimating the task route reliability of a system
of agents that is based on the conditions of the underlying
network. The system consists of independent agent groups,
each group corresponds to a particular application for which
these are deployed. The complexity of mobile agent based
system combined with the underlying dynamic topology of
adhoc network drives us to estimate it using Monte Carlo
simulation. Smooth Random Mobility Model is used to
estimate node location at a particular time. Environmental
factors like multipath propagation that affect the received
signal power are also considered. The results achieved
demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm. This
paper demonstrates a reliability estimation model for mobile
agent based system in mobile adhoc network and shows that
reliability is heavily dependent on the conditions of the
network and on agent heterogeneity.

Keywords- Mobile Ad hoc network; Monte-Carlo; Reliability;
Mobility Model; Fault-tolerance;

I.
INTRODUCTION
A mobile agent is a combination of software program and
data, which migrates from a site to another site to perform
tasks assigned by a user according to a static or dynamic
route [1]. It can be viewed as a distributed abstraction layer
that provides the concepts and mechanisms for mobility and
communication [2]. An agent consists of three components:
the program, which implements it, the execution state of the
program and the data. A mobile agent may migrate in two
ways namely weak migration and strong migration [3]. Weak
migration occurs when only the code of the agent migrates to
its destination, a strong migration occurs when the mobile
agent carries out its migrations between different hosts while
conserving its data, state and code. The platform is the
environment of execution. The platform makes it possible to

create mobile agents; it offers the necessary elements
required by them to perform their tasks such as execution,
migration towards other platforms and so on.
Typical benefits of using mobile agents include
• Bandwidth conservation: sending a complex query
to the database server for processing.
• Reduced latency: a lightweight server can move
closer to its clients
• Load balancing: loads may move from one machine
to the other within a network etc.
The route of the mobile agent can be decided by its
owner or it can decide its next hop destination on the fly.
Here, we assume the underlying network to be a Mobile
Ad Hoc Network (MANET) that typically undergoes
constant topology changes, which disrupt the flow of
information over the existing paths. Mobile agents are
nowadays used in MANETs for various purposes like service
discovery [4], network discovery, automatic network
reconfiguration etc.
Dependability of any computing system may be defined
as the trustworthiness of the system, which allows reliance
to be justifiably placed on the service it delivers [5]. It is an
integrative concept that encompasses attributes like
availability (readiness of usage) and reliability (continuity of
correct service) [5]. In MANET, like in any other mobile
distributed system, mobile nodes access information
through wireless data communication at any time and
everywhere (motion and location independence) [6].
Therefore, this environment itself introduces new features
and aspects to dependability, affecting both availability and
reliability of the services of distributed systems.
Hence the reliability of underlying network becomes a
factor that may affect the performance, availability, and
strategy of mobile agent systems [7] [8].
In this paper, we define a Mobile Agent-based System
(MAS) to be a system consisting of a number of different
groups of agents where each group accomplishes an
independent task.
The connectivity between the nodes is calculated
according to the two-ray model [9] for signal propagation
reflecting multipath propagation effect of radio signals. The
node movements are assumed to be smooth as is the case in
most real life scenario. Smooth Random Mobility Model
(SRMM) [10] is used for this purpose. We propose a
randomized agent planning strategy where an agent selects a
destination almost randomly giving preference to a list of
nodes over the others and the routes are also updated
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dynamically, in order to incorporate node mobility, as agents
roam in the network. We estimate the reliability of such a
mobile agent based system using Monte Carlo simulation
technique. This technique is used to avoid the typical
computational complexity that may arise.
Some contemporary work in this area is discussed in
Section II. Our work in reliability estimation is presented in
details in the subsequent section (III). The simulation results
of our reliability model are summarized in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes with an indication of our
future endeavor in this area.
II.
RELATED WORKS
Reliability analysis of MAS in adhoc network is a
complicated problem for which little attention has been paid.
Most of the work done in this area is related to distributed
systems and distributed applications. But as pointed out in
[8], features like scalability and reliability becomes critical in
challenging environment with wireless networks. However,
the scalability/reliability issue of MAS has been highlighted
in [11], although the work does not focus on MANET. We
did not see any work that considers transient environmental
effects (apart from node mobility) into the reliability
calculation for MANET.
A. Reliability of Distributed Systems
Two reliability measures are introduced in [12],
distributed program reliability and distributed system
reliability. Here graph traversal is used in designing an
efficient method to evaluate the proposed measures.
In [13], a unified algorithm is proposed to efficiently
generate disjoint file spanning trees by cutting different
links, and the distributed program reliability and distributed
system reliability are computed based on a simple and
consistent union operation on the probability space of the file
spanning trees.
In [14], two algorithms are proposed for estimating the
reliability of a distributed computing system with imperfect
nodes. One is called symbolic method (SM), is based on a
symbolic approach that consists of two passes of
computation, and the other algorithm, called factoring
method (FM), and employs a general factoring technique on
both nodes and edges.
B. Mobile Ad Hoc Network
In [15], Toh et al. describes a MANET as a collection of
two or more devices equipped with wireless communications
and networking capability. This definition is expanded
further by explaining the method by which their networking
capability is realized. Like point to point radios, ad-hoc
devices can communicate directly with other devices within
their range. They may also communicate with those outside
their range by using intermediate nodes to relay or forward
the message to the destination node. This second capability,
multi-hop communications without the need for network
infrastructure is what makes MANET unique.
Research on ad-hoc networks generally focuses on the
modification and creation of protocols in the network and
transport
layer,
such
as
Transmission
Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) to accommodate the
mobility of the nodes and make network performance more
robust. In [16], Ye et al. proposed a deployment strategy to
increase probability of a ‘reliable path’. The increase in path
reliability was accomplished through strategic node
placement, limiting the application to instances where node
mobility be directed. In [17], a protocol is proposed to
accommodate the probabilistic reliability of a MANET but it
does not explicitly measure network reliability.
C. Reliability of MANET
Due to the analytical complexity and computational cost
of developing a closed-form solution, simulation methods,
specifically Monte Carlo (MC) simulation are often used to
analyze network reliability. In [18], an approach based on
MC method is used to solve network reliability problems. In
this case graph evolution models are used to increase the
accuracy of the resultant approximation. In [19], a MC
method is designed to estimate network reliability in the
presence of uncertainty about the reliability of both links
and nodes.
But little has been addressed on the reliability estimation
of MANETs. In [20], analytical and MC-based methods are
presented to determine the two-terminal reliability for the
adhoc scenario. Here the existence of links was considered
in a probabilistic manner to account for the unique features
of the MANET. However, there remains a gap in
understanding the exact link between a probability and a
specific mobility profile for a node. In [21], MC-based
methods are presented to determine the two-terminal
reliability for the adhoc scenario. This work is an extension
of that in [21], by including directly, mobility models in
order to allow mobility parameters, such as maximum
velocity, to be varied and therefore analyzed directly. The
methods in this paper will now allow for the determination
of reliability impacts under specific mobility considerations.
As an example, one may consider the different reliability
estimate when the same networking radios are used to create
a network on two different types of vehicles. Here node
mobility is simulated using Random Waypoint mobility
model [22]. But this Random Waypoint model of mobility
being a very simple one often results in unrealistic
conclusions.
D. Reliability of Mobile Agents
Little attention has been given to the reliability analysis
of MAS. In [23], two algorithms have been proposed for
estimating the task route reliability of MAS depending on
the conditions of the underlying computer network. In [24],
which is an extension of the previous work, a third
algorithm based on random walk generation is proposed. It
is used for developing a random static planning strategy for
mobile agents. However, in both the works the agents are
assumed to be independent and the planning strategy
seemed to be static. So this work does not address the
scenario where agents can change their routes dynamically.
Moreover, it does not address the issue of node mobility in
between agent migrations.
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In [1], a preliminary work has been done on estimating
reliability of independent mobile agents roaming around the
nodes of a MANET. The protocol considers independent
agents only. Node and link failure due to mobility or other
factors is predicted according to NHPP. Explicit node
movement according to some mobility model is not
considered. An agent may migrate to any node with equal
probability. This may not be not realistic as some nodes may
provide richer information for a particular agent deployed by
some application. In [25], the MAS is assumed to be
consisting of a number of agent groups demanding for a
minimum link capacity. Thus, each agent group requires
different channel capacity. Hence, different groups perceive
different views of the network. In this scenario the reliability
calculation shows that even with large number of
heterogeneous agent groups with differing demands of link
capacity, the MAS gradually reached a steady state.
III.

OUR WORK

Though mobile agents are recently used in many
applications of MANET, dependability analysis of such
applications is not much explored. However, attributes like
scalability, reliability and availability are affected by the
dynamic network topology of MANET. However the
scalability/reliability issue of MAS has been highlighted in
[11], although the work does not focus on MANET.
However, we have done some work on estimating reliability
of wireless networks (in [26]), where nodes move according
to some mobility model like Smooth Random Mobility
Model [10]. But mobile agents are not considered in [26].
Moreover, we have done some preliminary work [1] [25]
on agent reliability but it does not consider several issues
that are considered in the present work.
A. Terminologies used in this paper
(V,E) the graph (G) representation of our network;
N no. of mobile nodes;
S our mobile agent based system;
M no. of mobile agents that constitutes S and are
deployed in the network; thus, S= {m1, ..mi… mM}
Rs reliability of S;
n no. of nodes successfully visited by an agent;
λi(t) task route reliability of ith agent in a step of
simulation;
λ(t) average reliability of all the agents;
L(t) an array of length NxN
ri(t) the probability that mi is working correctly at time
t that is the individual software reliability of mi;
Gt,Gr transmitter and receiver gain respectively;
ht,hr height of the transmitting and receiving antenna;
dij
the distance between nodes i and j
Q
no. of simulation steps;
B. Problem Definition
In this paper, we assume that our mobile agent-based
system (S) consists of M independent agents deployed by k
owners that may move in the underlying MANET. The
reliability of (S) is defined as the probability that (S) is

operational during a period of time [2]. Consequently S is
said to be fully operational if all its currently existing
mobile agents are functional or operational [3], whereas it is
fully down if all its currently existing mobile agents are
fully non-operational. Moreover, (S) is said to be partially
operational if some of its currently existing mobile agents
are operational. Later, in Section III.C we define reliability
of an individual agent in this context.
1) Modeling MANET: We model the underlying
network as an undirected graph G= (V,E) where V is the set
of mobile nodes and E is the set of edges among them. Let
the network consist of N nodes, thus, |V|=N that may or may
not be connected via bidirectional links (e). The following
assumptions are made ([27] [28]):
1) The network graph has no parallel (or redundant)
links or nodes.
2) The network graph has bi-directional links.
3) There are no self-loops or edges of the type (vj, vj).
4) The states of vertices and links are mutually
statistically independent and can only take one of the
two states: working or failed.
Initial locations of the nodes (vis) are assumed to be
provided. The mobility of nodes in MANET can be
simulated using SRMM [10]. This model is like Random
Waypoint Mobility Model [10] but more realistic as it
prevents the nodes from taking sharp turns or making
sudden stops.
To incorporate SRMM [10] a Poisson event determines
the time instant of change in speed. A new speed is chosen
from the interval [0,Vmax] where 0 and Vmax are given
higher preference and rest of the values are uniformly
distributed. Once a target speed is chosen the current speed
is changed according to the acceleration a(t), which is once
again uniformly distributed in [0, amax]. The values of Vmax
and amax may be different for different users. For example,
for vehicular traffic, these will have higher values than
pedestrians. Thus, as in [10],
vi(t):= vi(t-Δt)+ai(t)*Δt

(1)

A new target direction is chosen only when vi(t)=0. We
simulate here the stop turn and go [10] behavior. The target
direction is uniformly distributed between [-π/2, π/2] with
π/2 and - π/2 having higher priorities [10]. At every time
instant direction (Δφi(t)) changes incrementally (Δφi(t))
unless it attains the target direction. Thus, as in [10],
φi(t)= φi(t-Δt) + Δφi(t)

(2)

Now, using this speed at previous time instant,
acceleration, and direction, we can estimate the position
(xi,yi) of the node at (t+Δt) as
xi(t+∆t)=xi(t)+∆t*vi(t)*cosφi(t)+0.5*ai(t)*cosφi(t)*Δt2 (3)
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yi(t+∆t)=yi(t)+∆t*vi(t)*sinφi(t)+0.5*ai(t)*sinφi(t)*Δt2 (4)
The movement of the nodes is assumed to be bounded
within a specified simulation area as in [10].The distance
between a pair of nodes (dij) can be calculated as follows

(5)

The probability of link existence (Plink) not only depends
on the distance between the nodes but is also very much
dependent on the environmental factors. So, even when two
nodes remain within the transmission range of each other,
but due to factors like signal fading, shadowing, diffraction
etc., the quality of transmission can degrade appreciably
[29]. The average received power (pr) is a function of the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Here we
take the two-ray model for radio propagation in order to
show how the transmitted signal with power (pt) suffers
from multipath propagation while reaching the receiving
end. Thus, pr(d) can be stated as mentioned below [9]:
(6)
In free space, the received power varies inversely to the
square of the distance but here we have assumed the
exponent to be 4 to indicate the presence of a medium.
2) Modeling Mobile Agent Based System: In this
scenario we can think of a mobile agent as a token visiting
one node to another in the network (if the nodes are
connected) based on some strategy as needed by the
underlying applications to accomplish its task.
An agent starts its journey from a given owner and moves
from one node to another at its will. The owner provides a
priority list to the agent, which contains a list of node ids
that are most beneficial migration sites (for the application
that deployed that particular agent). So, an agent will always
try to visit those nodes from the priority list as its first
preference. But this movement is successful if the two nodes
are connected and there is no simultaneous transmission in
the neighborhood of the intended destination. We assume
that cases of collisions (if any) are taken care of by the
underlying MAC protocol. So, we associate a probability
with the movement to indicate transient characteristics of
the environment, since, for example, the routing table may
not be updated properly or the link quality may have
degraded so much (due to increased noise level) that the
agents are unable to migrate. Thus, if an agent residing at
node A decides to move to node B (connected to A) then the
agent successfully moves to B with probability ptr. Here ptr
denotes the problem of unpredictable background noise
level mentioned above. For example, noise level may
increase due to heavy rainfall.

Let us suppose that at an instance t, the MANET consists
of five nodes namely MNA, MNB, MNC, MND and MNE and
their connectivity is as shown in Figure 1.The dotted line
represents an erroneous link. We assume that all the nodes
have appropriate host platform for the agents and the agents
may update their migration policy on the fly. An agent x
(say) residing at node A does the following:
1) It chooses its next destination almost randomly
giving more preference to the nodes in the priority
list. If that destination is not visited before and if
there is a path then x moves to its new location with
probability ptr.

Figure 1. An instance of a network graph at instant t (left)
and t+Δt (right) respectively

2) But when x attempts to move to MNB at (t+Δt) time
instant, the network graph changes (Figure 1) and
MNB becomes an isolated node, which is
unreachable. It may also happen that the capacity of
the link (from MNA to MNB) is lower than that
needed by x. So for the underlying routing
algorithm, a link exists between MNA and MNB but
for agent x, the capacity of the link is not sufficient.
So MNB is unreachable for x.
3) So x will not be able to move to MNB.
4) In the next time instant x may retry or try to choose
its next destination randomly again.
This helps in the improvement in system performance.
This is because of the fact that the agents themselves try to
overcome the transient faults.
3) Modeling Agent Reliability:
In this scenario we study the reliability of MAS with
respect to the network status and its conditions (for
example, connectivity of the links, path loss probability
etc.). We start with a dynamic planning strategy where each
agent is expected to visit N (<=number of nodes in the
network) nodes in the network to accomplish its task. Each
group of agents starts its journey from a given node, which
acts as its owner. We assume that a node can only own a
single group of agents. In other words, a node can only host
one application that will deploy a number of agents. Due to
the constraints of mobile nodes (MN) such assumption is
not absurd at all.
We have taken the failure probability (P) of the mobile
nodes (PNode) to be a variable of Weibull distribution [21].
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Now reliability of MAS (Rs) can be defined as
Rs= {RMAS|RMANET}

(7)

Here reliability of MANET (RMANET) can be treated as
an accumulative factor of (1-PNode) and PLink. PLink can be
treated as a combination of P (pr is at an acceptable level)
and the mobility model. Here pr denotes the received power
at node j after traversing distance dij from sender node i.
Here we calculate individual agent reliability on the
underlying MANET as follows:
If an agent can successfully visit M nodes out of
N(desired) then it has accomplished M/N portion of its task.
Thus, reliability in this case will be M/N.
But if the application requires all N nodes to be visited
in order to fully accomplish the task and in all other cases
the task will not be considered to be done, reliability
calculation will be modified as:
If an agent can successfully visit all N nodes desired
then it has accomplished its task. Thus, reliability in this
case will be 1. In all other cases it will be 0.
Above definitions of agent reliability works only if there
is no software failure of the agent (assumed to follow
Weibull distribution [21]).
Now, the probability that the MAS is operational i.e.,
reliability of MAS (RMAS) can be calculated as the mean of
reliability of all its components, that is, the agents in this
system.
(8)

Finally to calculate Rs in equation 7 an algorithm is
proposed in this paper in the next section.
C. Steps of Reliability calculation of mobile agent with
dynamic route
1) SRMM is used to simulate the effect of node
mobility.
2) The probability of the existence of a link is
calculated according to equation 6 to cover
multipath propagation effect of radio signals.
3) Breadth First Search (BFS) is used iteratively to
identify the connected components (clusters) of the
network and are given unique identifiers (cluster
id).
4) A mobile agent prefers to select a destination,
which is not visited before, from the priority list. If
it finds a route (that is if the source and destination
share the same cluster id) then it moves with a
certain probability and the process continues
otherwise the process halts.
5) Individual node failure is also considered and
Weibull distribution [21] is used to simulate the
same. Weibull distribution takes two parameters,
scale and shape. We have given the values in such

a way that as time passes on the probability of
failure also increases.
6) Finally, Monte Carlo method of simulation is used
to find the overall reliability.
1) Input parameters: M (number of independent mobile
agents in the system), The initial state of the network
(node position, location, speed of the nodes)
2) Detailed Steps:
1. Initialize n (that is the number of mobile nodes
successfully visited by an agent) to 0 and a source for
the mobile agent.
2. List of vertices along with their initial positions is
given.
3. The priority list for each agent group is also formed
and kept with the owners.
4. i. To simulate the effect of node mobility create E’, a
subset of VXV with the same using SRMM as
follows.
a. The vi(t) and φi(t) are calculated using
equation (1) and (2) respectively.
b. The position of each MN is updated for the
next time increment by equation (3) and
(4).
c. Distance between each pair of nodes is
calculated using equation (5) and E’ is
populated according to equation (6).
ii. Some nodes may also fail because of
software/hardware failure or become disconnected
from the network according to NHPP distribution.
Node failure can be simulated by deleting the edges
e from E’ further that are incident on the failed
node
.
5. According to Weibull distribution we find individual
software reliability ri for an agent i.
6. BFS is used unless all connected subgraphs are
assigned a proper cluster id. Thus, an isolated node is
also a cluster.
7. The agents perform their job on this modified graph.
a. An agent will prefer to choose a node to be
its next destination if it is in its priority list
and is not visited already. All other nodes
(not there in the priority list) are equally
likely destinations.
b. If that destination falls in the same cluster
as it is now residing, the agent moves to the
new destination with probability p that
represents the instantaneous background
noise level in the network. If it succeeds, n
is incremented by 1.
c. Despite several attempts that an agent may
make, if an agent fails to move to its next
destination (say nodei), then,
i. the agent tries to move to other
destinations as needed by the
application.
8. Repeat steps 3 to 6 until all nodes are visited or the
new destination falls in a different cluster.
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9. Calculate

(9)

Here the value of n depends heavily on the conditions
of the underlying network.
10.
Reset the value of n.
11. Repeat steps 5-9 for all agents (k) in the system.
12. Calculate

(10)

13. Repeat steps 3 to 11 Q (simulation steps) times.
14. Calculate node reliability

(11)

It is to be mentioned that step 4 is repeated for every
move of the mobile agent. Since in a typical adhoc scenario
we cannot assume the nodes to be static during the entire
tour of the mobile agents so after every single move the
entire network configuration (hence the effect of node
mobility) is recalculated. Moreover in this case E’ does not
have to be a subset of E because with time some nodes may
also move closer to the other nodes and thus, creating a link
between them.
If an agent fails to move because of background noise
level, then it may retry depending on the amount of delay
that the respective application can tolerate.
Here we have assumed that in order to accomplish a task
the agents need to visit all the nodes in the network. So we
have N as the denominator in equation 9. But we can change
this parameter and our algorithm will still work if lesser
number of nodes is needed to be visited. We have also
assumed that the agent can always retract to its owner.
It may be seen in practice that in a network some nodes
have rich information and the agents tend to move to those
nodes as their next destination over the other. That is why,
we prioritize the nodes by providing a priority list rather
TABLE I.
Agent Id

the blackboard model [30]. A mobile agent may leave a
message for another agent at one of the N hosts. Whenever
the dependent agent comes to that host it will receive that
message and act accordingly. So, the node priorities can also
be modified on the fly. This is a possible application of
learning [31] in this system.
D. An Example
We have taken an instance where there are ten nodes in
the network. Four mobile agents are deployed by four
different owners and they start their journey from their
owners. Agents 1, 2, 3 and 4 start their journey from nodes
MN1, MN2, MN3 and MN4 respectively and roam around the
network to accomplish its task. Thus, an application (for
example, service discovery) running on MN1 deploys agent
1. Our job is to find the number of nodes that are
successfully visited by these agents, which indicates the
progress of its task (how many services the agents discover
for a MANET) and consequently the reliability of the agent
group will be calculated. Average reliability of all groups
taken over a certain time period for a number of simulations
represents the reliability of the MAS despite the uncertainties
of MANET. So, for reliability calculation we are giving
equal priority to all nodes. However, our migration policy
gives some nodes higher weight over the others (step 7a in
the algorithm) indicating the fact that all destinations are not
equally likely. The agents are fed with a given priority list by
their respective owners as shown in TableI. For example,
visiting nodes MN2 and MN4 will be most beneficial for
agent 1 and so on.
The nodes are taken close enough (Figure 2) so that they
form an almost connected network. As shown in Figure 3a,
MN9 is isolated from the MANET initially. But eventually it
finds MN10 within its range and hence can connect itself to
the network (Figures 3b, c and d). This strategy of node
distribution sounds realistic as the nodes in a MANET may
not remain connected to each other always due to individual
node movement and environmental characteristics.

PRIORITY LIST OF THE AGENTS
Priority List

Agent 1

MN2,MN4

Agent 2

MN1, MN3

Agent 3

MN4

Agent 4

MN1, MN2

than randomly selecting the next destination in step 7 of the
algorithm. Here we feed the priority list from owners but the
agents may also learn about such rich nodes from their
experience and may share this information also with the
others using some multiagent communication scheme like

Figure 2. Movement of the nodes according to SRMM
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Every 3 seconds the positions of the nodes are updated
according to SRMM. The simulation is carried out for 30
seconds and the positions of the different nodes are given in
Figure 2. The smooth movement of the nodes is obvious
from the figure itself. Connectivity of the nodes is calculated
according to the Two-ray model. For convenience we have
only shown four nodes to be deploying agents. The network
topology at 4 successive time instants is shown in Figure 3(a,

b, c and d). Agents are also shown in Figure 3 by callouts
along with a numeral to indicate agent ids. The dotted ones
(callouts) represent the starting position and the bold ones
(callouts) represent end point of their journey at that time
instant.
Figure 3(a) indicates a disconnected network graph for
the MANET with an isolated node (MN9) and two
components (clusters). Nodes, MN3 and MN8 form one

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 3.
a.

Network graph at time instant t=t0 and the position of the agents

b.

Network graph at time instant t=t0+Δt and the position of the agents

c.

Network graph at time instant t=t0+2Δt and the position of the agents

d.

Network graph at time instant t=t0+3Δt and the position of the agents
e.
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cluster and all other nodes (except MN3, MN8 and MN9) fall
into a different cluster. Here any agent can move to any
destination it wants to within its cluster. The agents start
their journey in such a scenario.
While the nodes move and form a network configuration
as shown in Figure 3(b), the agents also start migrating in the
network. The network connectivity is slightly changed here
as MN9 now comes within the transmission range of MN10
and hence becomes connected to one of the clusters. So our
MANET now contains two clusters, (one containing MN3
and MN8 and the other containing the rest). Since agent1
gives highest priority to MN2 and MN4 over the others so,
agent1 first visits MN4. For similar reasons, agent2 visits
MN1 (from MN2) and agent4 visits MN2 (from MN4)
respectively. But agent3 cannot migrate successfully as node
MN4, the highly beneficial migration site for agent3, lies in a
different cluster.
Network connectivity changes a little in the next 3
seconds as indicated in Figure 3c. So, agents 1 and 4 make
successful migrations to their highly preferred destinations
such as MN2 (from MN4) and MN1 (from MN2) respectively.
However, MN3, a highly beneficial migration site for agent2
falls in a different cluster than MN1 (where agent2 currently
resides). Consequently, agent2 cannot make any migration
but stays at MN1. Moreover due to transient characteristics,
the link between nodes MN3 and MN8 becomes erroneous.
As a result agent3 makes an unsuccessful attempt (step 7b in
the algorithm) to migrate to MN8 (from MN3) but stays at
MN3. As the agents are sent with a given probability, even if
nodes fall in the same cluster, an agent may not be able to
make a successful migration. This scenario indicates the
notable effect of transient errors on the performance of MAS.
Finally in the next 3 seconds the collection of nodes form
a connected graph as MN3 comes within the transmission
range of MN1. Now the agents can migrate to any other node
with a certain probability (step 7 of our algorithm). Thus,
agents 1 and 4 migrate to MN6 (from MN2) and MN5 (from
MN1) respectively. Agents 2 and 3 also finally find their
most beneficial migration sites (MN3 for agent 2 and MN4
for agent 3) reachable and attempt to make successful
migrations.
In this way, the simulation is continued and the nodes in
the MANET continued to form different network

TABLE II.
VARIATION OF RELIABILITY
WITH NO. OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STEPS
Q

Reliability

10

0.539

100

0.5315

500

0.5319

1000

0.5314

2000

0.5312

10000

0.5319

configurations affecting agent migrations. The value for
received power is taken to be 16dBm. In the calculation the
antenna gains are taken to be 2.2dBi, the height is taken to be
2m and the transmitting power is taken to be 20dBm [32].
At the end of the 10th second, agents 1, 2 and 4 finish
migration to 9 nodes each (including their owners) out of all
10 nodes in the MANET accomplishing (9/10 that is) 90%
of their tasks each. However agent3 was only able to cover
7 out of 10 nodes (70%) because its owner MN3 was
disconnected from most nodes of MANET for a while, thus,
accomplishing only 70% of its task. This scenario shows the
effect of MANET configuration on the performance of
MAS. Thus, the overall reliability of MAS comes out to be
(3*0.9+0.7)/4=0.85 that is 85%. If another simulation run is
carried out for the same amount of the time, then the overall
reliability comes out to be 0.825. If we use Monte Carlo
simulation for a number of times (Q=100 onwards) the
overall reliability tends to converge to 0.53 (as shown in
Table II). Thus, with a MANET of 10 nodes moving
according to SRMM, the MAS where the agents almost
randomly choose their neighbor and migrate, will be 53%
reliable.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The simulation is carried out in Java and it can run in any
platform. The initial positions of the MNs are given along
with their initial speeds and the maximum acceleration that
can be attained by them. All agents of the same group start
from the same node, that node are designated to be the
owner. The maximum allowable speed and acceleration of
the MNs are read from a file. These values are needed by
SRMM. The simulation time is taken to be 1 hour. For the
rest of the experiments, the number of nodes is taken to be
40 unless stated otherwise. The other parameters like
received power, antenna gains are kept the same as
mentioned in the example (Section IIID). Unless otherwise
stated the number of agents is taken to be 30 and the number
of groups is taken to be 4. In MANET due to environmental
factors like diffraction, fading along with asynchronies in
movement pattern, some nodes become isolated from the
network. Some of the nodes may rejoin and some remain
disconnected from the network. So, to start with we have
taken such a scenario (of MANET) in terms of initial node
positions and respective speeds.
With four (4) groups and a total of 30 mobile agents, if
we increase the MANET size, the reliability is found to drop
eventually as shown in Figure 4. This result is in concurrence
with the one we get in [1]. Here at every step we add
approximately 10 nodes but almost none of them remain
within the transmission range of any of the disconnected
components of the existing MANET. This is not also
possible in a MANET with an appreciable diameter. So the
number of successful agent migration reduces as more nodes
become unreachable for an agent. Consequently at each step
there is no drastic change in network connectivity as can be
observed in [1], just the size of some disconnected
components increase. This results in the gradual fall in
reliability with increasing N.
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Figure 4. Variation of reliability with increasing network size

Now we look into the matter in more details for MANET
with fast moving nodes. The maximum acceleration of the
nodes is varied to yield different standard deviations for a
given mean. When the average of all the maximum
acceleration that a node can attain is 0.75, we plotted the
reliability value for standard deviation = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and
1. Similar things have been done for average value of 1.5 and
3 as shown in Figure 5. In most cases for a given standard
deviation, higher mean implies lower reliability. So, this
indicates the fact that when all nodes have the same variance
in speed, if the overall MANET nodes are slower then
obviously, the nodes will remain crowded implying higher
reliability. On the contrary, for a given mean, higher the
standard deviation, lesser will be the reliability. This
indicates that when all the nodes move with comparable
speed (lower standard deviation), for example, group
movement in disaster relief or military operations, overall
reliability improves. But when some nodes lag behind the
others, reliability of MAS would get hampered as the
MANET breaks into a number of clusters.
The above mentioned conclusion is valid irrespective of
the MANET nodes being slower or faster. Thus, in Figure 6,
the points at the peak of the curve yield lower standard
deviation. But if the mean goes even higher, that is for faster

Figure 5. Variation of reliability with greater variation of
node accelerations

MANET, the reliability of MAS reduces as shown in Figure
6.
The effect of background noise is observed in Figure 7.
As the environment becomes noisier, such as urban areas,
interference is higher. So the receiver would not be able to
decode the signal if the received signal power is low. Thus, a
weak signal having signal power of 8dBm could not be
decoded in crowded areas. But for environment with lower
interference, such as highways or countryside, the
transmission range increases, enabling weaker signals
(having power of 8-15dBm) to be detected and decoded
properly. Hence network connectivity improves making
MAS more reliable.
We have seen that if node movements are allowed only
at the beginning before the mobile agents start their task
route, then performance of the algorithm does not vary
appreciably with number of mobile agents deployed in the
system. But if the situation is made more realistic by
allowing node movements in between agent migration then
reliability of MAS varies with its size as shown in Figure 8.
As far as the number of agent groups remains fixed
(heterogeneity), the increasing size of MAS (in terms of M)
does not seem to affect reliability greatly. But if the
heterogeneity among agents increases, even for a fixed size
of MAS, reliability improves and slowly reaches a stable

Figure 6. Variation of reliability with faster nodes

Figure 7. Reliability Variation with Noise
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state. This result is significant as it shows that a large
number of applications deploying different types of agents
(having different migration pattern) does not hamper the
reliability of MAS. Rather they cover the different parts of
the network in a better manner and can better exploit the
denser portion of MANET. So, an increasing number of
heterogeneous agents yield better performance than a single
group of homogeneous agents of comparable size. This is
because the homogeneous agents have similar migration
pattern, they start from the same region of MANET and tend
to face similar connectivity problems.
Let us now concentrate in the migration pattern of the
agents. As we know, every agent is provided with a
preferred list of migration sites (priority list of the agents)
by their owner. Longer the priority list wider will be the
agent’s scope to choose its next destination. But still, the
probability of successful agent migration remains highly
dependent on the position and connectivity of the next
destination. Hence as shown in Figure 9, only a little
improvement can be observed for longer priority list.
Keeping all parameters fixed if we increase the
simulation time, the MANET diameter increases, thus,
decreasing the overall reliability of MAS. But after some
time the network connectivity somewhat stabilizes, thus,
reducing any further the rate of change of reliability with
time and the system enters a somewhat stable state (shown
in Figure10).

V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a scalable approach to estimate the
reliability of a mobile agent based system for MANET is
presented. The reliability calculation depends heavily on the
conditions of MANET, like area covered by a node, size of
MANET and of course, node mobility.
A starting point for the agents is provided. However the
agents are not fed with a given route, rather a list of preferred
migration sites are mentioned, which is quite practical. The
agents show slightly better reliability if more nodes are
designated as preferred migration sites, that is, the agent’s
scope becomes a little wider.
SRMM is used to simulate the movement of the nodes.
The protocol is validated and results are shown in Section
IV. It can be observed that for a faster MANET only if all the
nodes move with comparable speeds then MAS is found to
be appreciably reliable. Higher background noise is also
found to hamper the reliability of MAS.
As can be seen, reliability improves heavily if the agent
set is sufficiently heterogeneous, despite the dynamics and
uncertainties associated with MANET. This work does not
consider agents with differing QoS requirements for
migration.
We are planning to include (i) mobile agents designed
specifically for an application like service discovery and (ii)
security characteristics to design a fully dependable system.
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Abstract—Typical wireless sensor network applications in
the domain of environmental monitoring require or profit
from extended system lifetime. However, restrictions in sensor
node resources, especially due to the usage of capacity limited
batteries, forbid these desired lifetimes to be reached. As
opposed to batteries, energy harvesting from ambient energy
sources enables for near-perpetual supply of sensor nodes, as
the utilized energy source is inexhaustible. Nevertheless, the
supply from ambient energy sources is rate-limited, wherein
this supply-rate is mainly defined by the system deployment
location. On the other hand, the attached sensor node has
a consumption-rate, which has to be supplied to guarantee
continuous node operation. In this paper, we address the
matching of supply-rate and consumption-rate in solar energy
harvesting systems at locations with limited insolation. The
focus lies on the reduction of harvester energy overhead, which
in low-duty cycled system easily reaches similar or higher
consumption levels than the load it supplies. We suggest and
present two harvester architectures [1], that have their main
design consideration on simplicity. The individual modules
of the architectures are tested and verified in laboratory
measurements and we evaluate the fully implemented systems
in an outdoor deployment. Based on the laboratory results,
implementation choices for the architecture modules have been
made. Whereas both harvesting architectures continuously
supplied the attached load during the deployment period, we
were able to compare their behavior with each other and
present individual advantages and drawbacks.
Keywords-energy harvesting; environmental monitoring;
wireless sensor networks; energy sources; node lifetime

I. I NTRODUCTION
According to general believe, Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) have the possibility to revolutionize the way we perceive and interact with our environment [2]–[4]. Combining
sensing, control, processing and communication capabilities
in relative small and inexpensive measurement systems,
allows sampling at large-scale with high temporal and spatial
resolution. This in turn offers advantages in a plethora
of different application domains, increasing efficiency of
existing applications and enabling a set of completely new
functions.
In Environmental Monitoring, as one of these application
domains, WSNs offer distributed and autonomous measurements with automatic data acquisition possibilities. Large
areas of interest can be observed with a scalable number of
sensing stations and flexibility in their positioning, while not

Table I
T YPICAL ENERGY HARVESTING SOURCES AND POWER LEVELS
AVAILABLE IN OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENTS [8], [9]
Energy source

Power density

Condition

Solar
Wind
Ambient RF
Thermo-Electric

100 mW cm−2
100 mW cm−2
< 1 µW cm−2
60 µW cm−2

direct sunlight, outdoors
9 m s−1 , 10 m altitude
unless close to emission source
at 5 ◦C temperature difference

demanding increased human interaction. Furthermore, connectivity through the network infrastructure allows sample
transfer from all sensor nodes to a desired gathering point
and remote access and control of these nodes.
Nevertheless, application setup and deployment can require considerable amount of time and money [5]–[7], especially when numerous sensor nodes are involved. Therefore,
lifetime and maintenance demands become an important
issue, defining economical feasibility of this technology. Ideally, system operation should be indefinitely, uninterrupted
and without requiring human involvement.
As an active electronic system, one primal requirement for
system autonomy is the constant supply of power. Due to the
typical inaccessibility of a fixed power infrastructure, energy
storage devices - usually in form of batteries - are used as
power sources. Though, as energy storage capacity of these
devices is limited, autonomous lifetime of the systems these
devices power, is inevitably limited as well.
As a result, energy harvesting attracts increasing attention
in research involving Wireless Sensor Networks. Harnessing
available ambient energy, such as from wind, sun, vibrations or temperature gradients, energy reservoirs in storage
devices of limited capacity can be recharged on a regular
basis. Because these ambient energy sources are not limited
in their energy capacity (i.e., they are inexhaustible), but only
in their supply rate, matching their supply rate with the load
consumption demand enables perpetual energy supply.
Table I provides an overview of expectable power densities for different ambient energy sources, typically available
to outdoor environmental sensor networks. While power
densities can be quite high, it is strongly depending on
deployment location and environment.
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Solar energy harvesting is the most frequently used form
of energy harvesting in outdoor Wireless Sensor Networks,
which might find explanation in several of its properties.
(i) Its conversion technology is rather mature and low-cost,
because of the use in macro-scale energy production. (ii)
Power densities are often sufficiently high. (iii) Available
energy spreads over a wide area and conversion rate is easily
scalable, and (iv) conversion does not require mechanical
parts, leading to higher maintenance requirements.
Nonetheless, also for solar energy harvesting, achievable
conversion rates are highly location specific. This means
while there are locations providing good harvesting possibilities, there are also those where solar radiation is limited
and insolation unequally distributed over the year. Research
targeting micro-solar energy harvesting systems for the
former case is documented plentiful in literature. Opposed
to that, systems addressing low solar radiation environments
are strictly limited.
In this paper, we address the issue of limited irradiation
conditions for solar energy harvesting based outdoor sensor
networks. The general architecture of solar energy harvesting
power supplies is presented and analyzed towards limitations
for use in low irradiance situations. Design considerations
are made to allow the sufficient conversion of light into electricity for powering sensor sample-and-send sensor nodes in
Environmental Wireless Sensor Networks, while at the same
time avoiding lifetime limitations due to battery storage
devices. Herein, the focus of the system lies on providing
sufficient energy levels, guaranteeing uninterrupted operation at all times, opposed to optimization towards efficient
energy conversion at times of strong irradiation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section summarizes a subset of existing related work
in the area of solar energy harvesting systems. After that,
Section III provides theory on general solar energy harvesting system architecture, location influence and application
requirements, leading to the design considerations of solar
power supplies for the intended scenario. Section IV will
present measurement and evaluation setups, followed by
measurement results, resulting system architecture and its
evaluation in Section V. Finally, Section VI will conclude
the results obtained.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Plenty of work has been done in Wireless Sensor Networks for Environmental Monitoring, as typical applications
in this domain gain from measurement capabilities this
technology can provide. To mention only a small subset
of the work presented in this area, applications include
monitoring of bird nesting behavior [2], observations of
glacier movement [10], monitoring of volcano activity [5]
and analysis of rainforest environments [11].
Nonetheless, while usually large-scale deployments with
numerous sensor nodes are expected, most deployments

are at a proof-of-concept stage with limited coverage and
amount of sensing stations. Likely reasons for this are high
cost for system setup and maintenance. In turn, a major
part in maintenance is the replacement of depleting energy
storage devices, limiting the period of unattended sensor
operation.
Energy harvesting has gained more attention, as it can
replenish energy reservoirs from ambient energy sources.
Types of energy sources cover a broad area, including solar,
wind, water flow, vibration, temperature difference and even
pH differences in trees [12]–[15]. While the availability
of the energy source is highly application dependent, in
outdoor environments (i.e., the typical deployment location
for environmental monitoring applications) solar energy is
almost ubiquitous.
Existing solar energy harvesting systems are presented
amongst others in [16]–[19]. Distinction exists between
implemented storage devices, charge circuitry and system
management (i.e., mainly hardware vs. software control).
Typical energy storage devices include Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries, Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) batteries and
Electrochemical Double Layer Capacitors (EDLC), coming
each with their advantages and disadvantages.
Systems embedding NiMH batteries include the ones
introduced in [17], [20], [21], while Li-Ion based systems
are presented in [19], [22]. Due to the limitation of charge
cycles, several solutions resulted, combining rechargeable
batteries with EDLCs (also known as supercapacitors or ultracapacitors), leading to extended system lifetime [16], [23].
A set of systems, purely relying on Electrochemical Double
Layer Capacitors as their storage type, is demonstrated in
[1], [18].
Relating to energy extraction, a topic of discussion is
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for the solar panel.
Reference [24] provides a broad overview of different MPPT
techniques, whereas not all of them are applicable in microsolar energy harvesting systems due to energy overhead
concerns. Most often used are methods such as perturband-observe, hill-climbing, as well as fractional open-circuit
voltage and fractional short-circuit current.
Micro-solar energy harvesting systems comprehending
MPPT techniques are those in [18], [21], [25]. However,
some of the methods used yield only limited performance.
Arguments against the use of Maximum Power Point Trackers, especially in applications with low power output, are
raised in [26].
Work concerning low irradiation conditions is very limited. Reference [11] mentions problems regarding restricted
solar availability due to shading in their deployment. Moreover, in [26] limited power income is a major design
consideration, but the application addressed is indoors and
therefore energy availability is more predictable and constant.
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III. T HEORY
The underlying architecture of micro solar energy harvesting systems contains modules for energy conversion, energy
storage, as well as energy management. While the existence
of these modules is conventional, the way of implementation
and necessity of additional circuitry varies between systems.
Typical differentiation is made between storage types, charge
circuitry, energy conditioning, as well as general system
complexity. These different design considerations are mainly
based on application and location constraints, i.e., expected
conversion and consumption rates.
In this section, we will analyze the general architecture
of micro solar energy harvesting systems and introduce
application and location limitations in our system scenario.
Based on these design constraints, we will suggest two
harvester architectures.

the quality of the solar panel, the more its IV-curve will
match a rectangle. This is described in the fill-factor of a
solar panel, describing its maximum performance in relation
to its theoretical maximum performance. The fill-factor is
defined as
Pmpp
,
(1)
FF =
Voc · Isc
with Pmpp being the maximum extractable power, Voc the
solar panel’s open-circuit voltage and Isc its short-circuit
current. The operating point of maximum extracted power is
the solar panel’s maximum power point (MPP). However, the
maximum power point will change with varying irradiance
levels, thus being an irradiance dependent maximum power
point function. The maximum power points of the solar
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Solar energy harvesting is one of the most common ways
of employing ambient energy sources, supporting or replacing battery power supplies in distributed sensor networks.
Figure 1 depicts the typical modular structure of an energy
harvesting system. While the ambient energy source itself
and the load system can be considered as external modules,
both have a strong influence on system operation. In turn,
energy source availability is depending highly on the system
location, as well as load system demands are based on the
application. As these factors have considerable impact on the
system performance, a more detailed analysis will follow.
The energy harvesting circuitry itself acts as an intermediate module between energy source and load. It contains
a conversion module, an energy buffer, as well as typically
some sort of input and output regulation.
1) Solar Energy Conversion: Solar cells are used to
convert sunlight into direct electrical current, using the
photovoltaic effect. In micro solar energy harvesting for
distributed sensor systems, size and cost are typical constraining factors. Depending on load system consumption,
number of nodes and deployment location, typical solar
panels in use rate between hundreds of milliwatt and a few
watt.
The output current of a photovoltaic cell is mainly dependent on its terminal voltage and the light intensity, irradiating
the cell. This relation is typically described with a solar
panel’s IV-curve, such as depicted in Figure 2a. The higher
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(b)
Figure 2. Typical relationships of (a) – current and voltage (IV-curve)
and (b) – power and voltage (PV-curve) of a small scale solar panel under
different irradiance levels
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Table II
OVERVIEW OF MAIN CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT STORAGE
TYPES ; BASED ON [28]
Type

Voltage
[V]

Energy Density
[W h kg−1 ]

Self-discharge
[%/month]

Cycles
[#]

Toxicity

Lead-Acid
NiCd
NiMH
Li-Ion
DLC1

2
1.2
1.2
3.6
2.5-5.5

30-50
40-80
60-120
100-150
1-5

5
20
30
< 10
several/day

200-300
1500
500
1000
>500000

high
high
low
low
low

panel underlying Figure 2a are marked in its PV-curves in
Figure 2b.
2) Energy Storage: In systems, where the load should be
supplied continuously, an energy buffer is necessary. This is,
to supply the load from a reservoir at times of insufficient
energy income from the ambient energy source. For solar
energy harvesting, this typically occurs in a daily cycle.
However, impact of the daily cycle itself can be depending
on an additional seasonal cycle. The desire is, what in [27]
is called energy-neutral operation. At any moment in time,
available energy should be greater or equal to the required
energy for supplying the load. That is,
Psolar (t) + Pstore (t) ≥ Pload (t) + Ploss (t) ,

(2)

where Psolar is the power extracted from the solar panel,
Pstore the extractable power from the energy storage, Pload
the load power consumption and Ploss represents storage
and conversion losses.
Different types of storage elements have been implemented, with the most common choice being rechargeable
batteries. However, alternatively also electrochemical double
layer capacitors are used. An overview of properties of
typically used technologies is provided in Table II. While
rechargeable batteries offer higher energy densities and
lower self-discharge rates, leading to be more suitable for
long-term storage applications, their overall lifetime and
number of recharge cycles is strictly limited. On the other
hand, DLCs have long lifetimes and can be charged easily
and fast, though their low energy density and high leakage
circumvent long-term storage.
3) Input Regulation: The input regulation module usually
fulfills two tasks in solar energy harvesting. On the one hand,
it adjusts the energy input to meet requirements for further
use. On the other hand, it allows to alter the operating point
of the solar panel, to extract maximum power.
While input adjustment mainly depends on output levels
of the solar panel and the respective storage technology
in use, it can be found to some extend in almost all
system architectures. Typically implemented functions include reverse-current protection, charge management for
the storage device, as well as voltage level adjustments.
Opposed to this, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

is an optional function and its effectiveness in micro solar
energy harvesters is not always clear. This is, due to the
rather high energy consumption of the tracking solution
itself compared to the efficiency gain it will lead to. As the
energy consumption of the tracker does not scale down well,
systems with low energy harvesting might reduce efficiency
when using MPPT [25].
4) Output Regulation: As opposed to the input regulation,
the output regulation usually only provides one function
which is the adjustment of the harvester’s output voltage
to an appropriate level for the attached load system. The
necessity and the form of implementation purely depends
on the energy storage device used in the harvesting system.
While systems based on Li-Ion batteries typically do not
require voltage adjustments, most of the other storage implementations do. In the majority of cases a step-up regulator
which boosts the voltage of the energy buffer is involved.
In some cases, implementation of these regulators can be
avoided by raising the storage voltage due to the series
connection of several storage cells. However, this, in turn,
will lead to an increase in both cost and size of the harvester.
The boost operation of the step-up regulator can be
formulated as
Ibat
·η,
(3)
Vout = Vbat ·
Iout
where Vout , Vbat , Iout and Ibat are the voltages and currents
of the battery and the regulator respectively, and η is the
conversion efficiency which typically is a function of the
previous parameters. Important dimensioning factors for the
use in these applications are, on the one hand, the power
consumption of the regulator itself and, on the other, the
conversion efficiency. As the latter can vary significantly, a
regulator with high efficiencies for the expected input and
output parameters should be selected.
B. Application Considerations
As mentioned previously, the application parameters have
a considerable influence on the energy harvester design. This
is, because energy supply from the ambient source which
is rate-limited and the consumption of the load have to
match to guarantee continuous operation. As the application
determines the sensor nodes tasks and thus their energy
demands, the application has to be considered in the design
of the harvesting system.
The typical applications that are in focus of this work involve Environmental Monitoring Wireless Sensor Networks.
In particular, we consider applications which gather data
from a large-scale area in a time-driven manner. As a result
of this, the sensor nodes in the network follow a periodical
work scheme which is determined by the desired sampling
rate of the gathering application. Therefore, the workload of
the sensor nodes is predictable which allows for relatively
accurate estimation of their power consumption.
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Pavg = δ · Pactive + (1 − δ) · Pinactive ,

(4)

0 < δ < 1.

(5)

In this case δ is the duty-cycle rate and Pavg , Pactive and
Pinactive are the respective power levels in average, in active
state and in inactive state.
Additionally, equation 4 can be broken down to power
levels and time intervals which are typically involved, so
that
Pp · tp + Pc · tc + Ps · ts + Pi · ti
,
(6)
Pavg =
Tsample
where Pp , Pc , Ps , Pi , tp , tc , ts and ti are power levels
and time intervals for processing, communicating, sensing

Figure 3. Possible network architecture of data gathering applications in
environmental wireless sensor networks under scope

600
Average Solar Irradiance [W/m²]

Figure 3 depicts a typical network organization in these
types of applications. The architecture is organized hierarchically in a cluster-star topology. This leads to a great number
of simple sensor nodes, while only a smaller subset of
sensor nodes is involved in a multi-hop backbone network.
These clusterheads, in turn, are usually equipped with more
resources to balance their increased workload. In addition,
the backbone network is connected via a gateway node to a
server which stores the collected data and allows for remote
access to the network. As there is usually a distance between
the deployment site and operator, the communication link
between the gateway and server involves remote communication technology (i.e., typically long-range RF, satellite or
GSM/GPRS).
Because of the large number of sensor nodes that are
expected in these types of applications, maintenance of each
individual sensor node in the network is not feasible. The
sensor node lifetime should thus be as long as possible to
allow for extended data collection periods. Based on the
periodical workload of the sensor nodes, duty-cycling is an
efficient way to reduce their overall power consumption.
The sensor nodes thus follow a defined schedule of active
and inactive periods which enables for estimation of their
average power consumption according to
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Figure 4.
Overview on estimated solar irradiation on top of earth
atmosphere at different latitudes (data obtained from [29])

and when inactive respectively, and Tsample is the sample
interval of the sensor nodes.
Based on the, usually in environmental monitoring found,
low sampling rate and the low power consumption in the idle
state of the system, the resulting average power consumption
is also low.
C. Location Dependency
The second external parameter which influences the harvester operation is the location the final system is deployed
in. This is mainly because of varying availability constraints
of incoming solar irradiation with changing deployment location. Figure 4 shows changes in estimated solar irradiation
over the year at different latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Moving north from the equator, two observations can
be made which have to be considered in the usage of ambient
energy sources at different locations. These observations are
1) With increasing latitude, one typically has to deal with
a decrease in solar intensity (e.g., a decrease in average
yearly solar radiation).
2) With increasing latitude, variation of solar irradiation
during the year increases which leads to periods of
high and low solar radiation.
While the first constraint alone does not pose such a big
problem, the combination with the latter constraint is what
requires an additional design consideration. Certainly, a
reduced average solar radiation leads to a lower supply rate
from the ambient energy source, which limits the permitted
energy demands of the load system. However, for low power
systems, such as Wireless Sensor Nodes, this often is not an
issue. Furthermore, the reduction in the supply rate could
easily be compensated with an increased solar panel.
As opposed to that, the variable solar irradiation over
the year forms some limitations the harvesting system has
to deal with. As there are time intervals with high solar
radiation, as well as intervals with low solar radiation,
ideally an energy balancing is desired. Because of the rather
long timescales involved, this balancing requires long-term
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Simplified circuit diagrams of the suggested solar energy harvesting architectures - (a) direct input coupling and (b) LDO input regulation

storage of energy and requires, thus, typically battery storage
technology. In contrary, if energy balancing is not an option,
the system design is determined by the period of lowest
energy income. This means, the harvesting unit is designed
for the worst case scenario of the deployment location.
In addition to this global location dependency, a local
location dependency can influence the harvesting behavior
and outcome. Typical influences are due to obstacles which
change the intensity and direction of incoming solar irradiation. The amount of influence in these situations is difficult
to predict, but the influence might be classified into generally
open or generally shaded locations. Nonetheless, the effect
of these obstacles usually is an overall reduction of solar
income or short-term variations, as opposed to long-term
variations of global location dependency.
D. Suggested Architectures
In this work, we mainly target systems that should be
capable of operating from solar energy even at locations with
limited solar radiation, as described previously. Furthermore,
the one main design goal is the durable and continuous
energy supply to the load system. Thus, the two solar energy
harvesting architectures presented, are built upon a Double
Layer Capacitor (DLC) energy buffer which allows long
system lifetime, but provides only short-term energy storage
in the order of days.
The two suggested architectures are presented in simplified form in Figure 5. While the basic structure of
the two systems is the same, there is a difference in the
implementation of the input regulation. Because of the usage
of DLCs as the harvesters’ energy buffer and the resulting
low energy storage capacity, these harvesting systems are
vulnerable to short-term variations in irradiation conditions.
This means that the systems have reduced capability of
balancing changes in available ambient energy, compared
to systems using battery buffer technologies. Thus, these
architectures must work sufficiently with the available energy income at any time, except of short bridging periods

covering e.g. nights.
Based on this, the system is designed for the worstcase scenario of solar irradiance during the year. As the
available energy at these irradiance levels is very limited,
harvester simplicity is the key to the successful operation of
the system. The smaller the amount of available energy is,
the more important becomes the own power consumption of
the harvesting module (further referred to as the harvester’s
energy overhead). For continuous operation, the available
energy Ein has to be large enough to supply the load system
at any moment in time, such as
Ein ≥ Eoh + Eload ,

(7)

where Eoh is the energy overhead of the harvester and Eload
the energy demand of the load. Keeping Eoh low allows
to supply the load with less Ein . It should be noted, that
while the load consumption in this application typically is an
average consumption resulting from duty-cycled sensor node
operation, the overhead consumption occurs continuously.
In addition to the common storage technology, the two
presented systems use the same output regulation module.
This module consists of a DC-DC regulator of boost topology. As DLCs typically have a rather low nominal voltage
and this voltage further decreases tremendously with the
discharge of the capacitor, for most sensor nodes a voltage
level adjustment is required. For implementation a Texas
Instruments TPS61070 was chosen, because it has a low
power consumption and offers high conversion efficiencies.
The difference between the two architectures lies in their
input regulation. Figure 5a depicts an architecture with direct
coupling of solar panel and energy buffer, while in the
architecture shown in Figure 5b a Linear Dropout Regulator
(LDO) is integrated for input regulation.
Direct coupling of solar panel and storage element means
that, on the one hand, the solar panel operating point is
determined by the charge state of the DLC, on the other,
the charge voltage of the energy buffer is only limited by
the open-circuit voltage of the solar panel at any time. In
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result, the power output of the solar panel depends on the
current charge state of the storage element. With a double
layer capacitor of the type implemented [30], these operating
points will typically be between 1 V and 2.5 V according to
Figure 2b. Additionally, due to risk of performance reduction
or damage, the DLC has to be protected from over-charging.
Over-charge occurs when the capacitor voltage exceeds its
nominal voltage which can result in reduced lifetime and
eventual destruction [31]. A typical way of over-voltage
protection is the introduction of a Zener diode. However,
as Zener diodes do not have ideal behavior, losses around
the breakdown voltage are immense. The typical behavior
of a Zener diode is depicted against the ideal behavior in
Figure 6. As it can be seen, with this choice, harvesting
losses of tens of milliampere close to the breakdown voltage
have to be accepted. As this is an intolerable level in most
situations, the over-voltage protection in the suggested architecture consists of a combination of hysteresis comparator
and MOSFET. This combination replaces the Zener diode
by implementing an almost ideal Zener diode behavior.
The comparator observes the DLC voltage and triggers the
MOSFET to disconnect the solar panel from the energy
storage device once the nominal voltage is reached. In this
way losses below the breakdown voltage are limited to the
operating consumption of the comparator, while all energy
is diverted from the DLC as soon as the breakdown voltage
is reached. Implementing this protection circuit with a lowpower hysteresis comparator, such as a Maxim MAX9017,
these losses are limited to a few microampere.
In the second architecture, an input regulation based on
an LDO regulator is implemented. As opposed to direct
coupling, this means that solar panel and double layer
capacitor are only indirectly connected with each other. The
implementation of this regulator comes with mainly two

0

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The evaluation of the architectures is divided into two
parts. Firstly, single components and modules of the architectures are analyzed and evaluated in a laboratory environment which describes their behavior and supports the implementation process. Additionally to these measurements,
an outdoor deployment of the final architecture implementations is conducted to verify the system behavior in its real
application environment.

Real
Ideal

-20
Leakage Current [mA]

advantages for the harvester. Firstly, the regulator makes an
over-voltage protection mechanism obsolete, and secondly,
ambient energy availability periods are used more efficiently.
The former originates in the regulated output of the LDO
regulator which, as long as its input is high enough, provides
a constant, predefined voltage at the output. In this case,
this constant voltage should be chosen in accordance to the
nominal voltage of the double layer capacitor. This means
that, the DLC will be charged to its nominal voltage only,
but never higher. Additionally, the regulator will hold the
capacitor at its nominal voltage as long as the input to the
LDO allows this. This results in the second advantage of this
architecture, because the DLC just begins discharging when
ambient energy availability decreases to an insufficient level.
As opposed to that, the directly coupled architecture involves
a second charge/discharge condition, which is caused by
the hysteresis band of the comparator. However, the implementation choice of regulators in this architecture are
limited, based on the internal structure of LDO regulators.
The challenge is, that most LDO regulators do not permit
the voltage level at the output to be considerably higher
than at the input. Because of the energy storage element at
the output and the intermittent energy source at the input,
however, this is a common situation in energy harvesting
applications. This restriction limits the choice of appropriate
regulators tremendously, especially when it comes to power
consumption constraints. We decided on a parallel structure
of two Texas Instruments TPS71525.
In both systems maximum-power-point-tracking is
avoided, as the implied additional energy overhead is too
high for the relatively low amounts of additionally gained
energy extraction in low-irradiance conditions, such as
presented in [26].
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Figure 6. Comparison of ideal and measured current-voltage characteristic
of a Zener Diode in reverse connection

In the laboratory measurements, the single components
and also combinations of modules are analyzed to determine
the behavior of these modules in the final system. Most of
the measurements have been performed on the double layer
capacitor (i.e., the storage module), as this is the module
with most implementation flexibility. The experiments cover
analysis of the capacitor’s energy storage capability, the
influence of its ESR, and the behavior in serial connection
of two DLCs.
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Figure 7. Measurement setups of double layer capacitor experiments - (a) Energy storage time analysis; (b) Charge cycle measurement; (c) Evaluation
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Measurement setups for charge mechanisms - (a) Over-voltage protection measurement; (b) Charge behavior of LDO-based architecture

Additionally to these double layer capacitor tests, evaluation of the charging mechanisms for both architectures
have been conducted. This means, for the directly coupled
architecture, the over-voltage protection mechanism has been
validated, whereas for the LDO-based architecture the whole
charging process is evaluated.
The measurement setups are depicted for the capacitor
and charge management experiments in Figures 7 and 8
respectively. As DC source in all setups a Hameg HM8143
Programmable Power Supply is used. Furthermore, for
voltage measurements in setups 7a and 7b we used an
Agilent 34410A Digital Multimeter, whereas a National
Instruments NI USB-6008 data acquisition tool is integrated
for measurements in 7c, 8a and 8b.
In order to compare the energy storage capabilities of
the double layer capacitors, we use a setup according to
Figure 7a. The boost-regulator in this setup is a Texas Instruments TPS61070 and DLCs with different capacities from
Cooper-Bussmann [30] are implemented as storage device.
As system load we employ a typical bi-modal consumer,
which is programmed on a Sentio-e2 node [32]. Changes
in the consumers duty-cycle allows for analysis of different
load consumptions. In the beginning of this experiment, the
switch number one is closed to charge the capacitor to its
nominal voltage, while the load is disconnected. Once the

DLC is fully charged, the source is disconnected, whereas
the load is connected. The voltage level during discharge
and the discharge time is logged.
With the measurement setup depicted in Figure 7b, the
charging cycle of the double layer capacitor is analyzed.
In particular we evaluate the impact of different equivalent
series resistances (ESR) in this experiment. Thus, we implement two DLCs of same capacity, but different voltage
and ESR ratings. The Hameg HM8143 is used for charging
at constant rate and its integrated electronic dummy load
(EDL) allows for controlled discharge.
The last DLC experiment conducted, evaluates the behavior of double layer capacitors in serial connection and its
setup is shown in Figure 7c. For the measurement two double
layer capacitors of same type and capacity are connected
in series and collectively charged to the double nominal
voltage. Once charged, they are discharged over the EDL
of the Hameg HM8143. This procedure is repeated several
times, while the individual voltages of the capacitors are
logged.
Figure 8a illustrates the experimental setup of verifying
the over-voltage protection mechanism. The protection circuit consists of a MAX9017 hysteresis comparator with
internal voltage reference and a ON Semiconductor Nchannel MOSFET [33]. In the measurement, the double layer
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(a)
Figure 9.

(b)

Implementation of the deployment system - (a) Direct coupling harvester circuit board; (b) Complete system integration

capacitor is charged with a DC source of higher voltage
than the capacitors nominal voltage, while source voltage
and DLC voltage are monitored.
The LDO-based charge mechanism is analyzed with the
setup depicted in Figure 8b. The LDO used in this setup
is a Texas Instruments TPS71525. Furthermore we use a
Fairshild Semiconductor Shottky Diode [34], which protects
the source from reverse currents. During charging in this
experiment voltages at the input and output are logged.
B. Deployment Evaluation
After the evaluation of single modules, the full architectures have been implemented and deployed in an outdoor

environment. The architecture implementation occurred according to Figure 5. For the solar panels a commercially
available 4.5 V-100 mA type was chosen, because this panel
will provide voltages, high enough to fully charge a 2.5 V
DLC, even under low irradiation conditions. The physical
size of this panel is 94 × 61 mm2 , thus comparable to
dimensions chosen in other systems. As storage element
DLCs with capacities of 10 F and 22 F have been chosen.
The load system is implemented with a Sentio-e2 node
platform [32]. This node is designed especially for environmental monitoring applications in mind. It is based on a
Texas Instruments MSP430 microcontroller and a CC1101
low-power radio transceiver operating in the 433 MHz ISMband. The platform consumes less than 7 µA (19.6 µW)
in low-power mode with operating timers, which makes
it highly suitable for low duty-cycling operations, such
as in environmental monitoring. The node operates on a
synchronous TDMA communication protocol, which efficiently reduces active time to a minimum, thus, further
reducing energy consumption. The load is set to a bi-modal
consumption with an average current draw of 20 µA, which
approximately equals one packet transmission per minute.
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Figure 10. Picture of the deployment setup of a solar harvesting sensor
node at the Mid Sweden University campus in Sundsvall, Sweden
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Figure 12. Maximal supply time of fully charged double layer capacitor under bi-modal load - (a) for 20uA average load current; (b) for 100uA average
load current

During the deployment, the node system has the function
of monitoring the implemented architectures, and additionally measures environmental parameters. While the voltage
measurement of the double layer capacitor is performed by
the microcontroller’s internal ADC, the platform is further
equipped with temperature, humidity and solar radiation
sensors. For temperature and humidity a Sensirion SHT15 is
chosen, whereas a Davis 7821 carries out the solar radiation
measurements. The sampling rate of the sensors are 5 min
and a Li-Ion battery is provided to allow data collection
during times of harvester malfunction.
Figure 9 shows a picture of the implemented system. In
9a the harvesting circuit of the directly coupled architecture
is shown, while 9b depicts the complete, deployable system.
The systems have been deployed at the Mid Sweden University campus in Sundsvall, Sweden (62◦ 240 N, 17◦ 190 E).
A picture of the deployment setup of one of the deployed
sensor nodes is given in Figure 10. The deployment location
was chosen to be on a building’s roof, to avoid obstacles
blocking the insolation to the solar panels. The biggest challenge at this location is the great distance from the equator,
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Figure 13.

Close-up of the discharge behavior in Figure 12

3

which leads to a lower solar radiation and large variations in
insolation over the year. A typical solar insolation profile of
this location is given in Figure 11, which clearly indicates
the short daylight period and low irradiance levels in the
winter month. These worst case energy levels will define the
maximal load, the harvester can supply at this location. To
investigate the system operation under these conditions, the
deployment period lasted from November 2009 to January
2010.
V. R ESULTS
Figure 12 shows the results for the first laboratory measurement, depicted in Figure 7a. The graphs show the
discharge from fully charged double layer capacitors of
various capacities. The load for this discharge is bi-modal
and in Figure 12a the average load current is 20 µA, while
the average load current in Figure 12b is 100 µA. The
discharge has been continued until the voltage was too low
to keep the output regulator operating. The discharge time
is a good indicator for how long a dark-period is allowed
to be, without the system failing. It is noticeable that the
1 F double layer capacitor lets the output regulator stop at a
higher input voltage than the 10 F or 22 F capacitor. This is
due to the limited energy stored in the capacitor and the bimodal load. While in Figure 12 the discharge curves appear
constant, the influence of the bi-modal load can be observed
in a close-up, shown in Figure 13. The high current peaks,
occurring periodically every minute, result in a voltage drop
depending on the ESR of the respective DLC. This voltage
breakdown relaxes after the current pulse is over. However,
the low voltage level for a short moment in time, might stop
the output regulator. As the capacitor with smaller capacity
has a higher ESR, also the voltage drops are higher.
The ESR of the double layer capacitors also influence the
charge-discharge behavior of the device. The measurement
of two double layer capacitors of same capacity (i.e., in
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this case 1 F), but different nominal voltages and ESRs, is
depicted in Figure 14.
Figure 15 shows the results of using two double layer
capacitors in a serial connection. In the graph it can be
observed that charging and discharging does not occur at
the exact same rate, even for capacitors of same type. This
results into unequal distribution of voltage for the two DLCs.
As there is no balancing between the two double layer
capacitors, the resulting voltage difference will increase over
time. In turn, this means that although the charging voltage
might not exceed twice the nominal capacitor voltage, a
single capacitor can be charged higher than expected and
thus be damaged. Therefore, even with a series connection
of capacitors, over-voltage protection is needed.
The results of evaluating the presented over-voltage protection mechanism, presented previously, is depicted in
Figure 16. As it can be seen in the graph, the power supply is
disconnected from the storage capacitor when the capacitor
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directly-coupled harvesting architecture
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Figure 17. Charge behavior with the LDO regulated harvesting architecture

voltage reaches its nominal voltage. While the power supply
is then shorted, the double layer capacitor is discharged until
its voltage will cross the lower hysteresis level, connecting
the power supply back to the DLC.
In Figure 17, the analysis of the charge behavior in
the LDO-based harvesting architecture is shown. It can be
observed, that the input voltage is linked to the output
voltage of the regulator. While charging the capacitor the
input voltage is pulled down to a voltage close to the
regulator’s output voltage. Only when the DLC is fully
charged and does not draw a current from the source any
longer, this relation releases and the input voltage raises to
its defined level. This behavior is expected to be based on the
internal architecture of the used linear dropout regulator. For
the solar energy harvesting architecture this means, that the
operating point of the solar panel will be between 2.5 V and
3 V, which provides higher power output then the coupled
operating point in the directly-coupled architecture.
Finally, results from the fully implemented architectures,
obtained in the outdoor deployment, are given in Figure 18.
The graphs show one week of data in the deployment period
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Figure 18. System behavior of two solar energy harvesting architectures during one week of deployment – (a),(b) capacitor voltage levels for directlycoupled architecture (left column) and LDO-based architecture (right column); (c),(d) irradiance conditions during the week; (e),(f) temperature and humidity
during the week

and include the DLC voltages for both architectures with
two different capacity sizes respectively. Additionally, the
temperature, humidity and the solar irradiance during the
period are provided as reference. As visible in Figures 18a
and 18b, the voltage levels in the double layer capacitors
follow the daily insolation variations. An exception to this
is the directly-coupled architecture, which uses a 22 F DLC.
The reason for this is the hysteresis of the over-voltage
protection mechanism in this architecture.
While the LDO-based architecture only has one charging
condition (i.e., the current insolation), the hysteresis band
of the comparator in the directly-coupled architecture adds

a second charging condition. This means, the DLC in the
directly-coupled architecture does only charge when two
conditions are fulfilled. (i) the solar irradiance level is high
enough to lead to charge the capacitor and (ii) the lower
hysteresis level has been crossed at least once since the last
crossing of the higher hysteresis level.
Furthermore, the over-voltage protection leads to a discharge of the double layer capacitor as soon as the comparator voltage (i.e., ideally the nominal voltage) has been
crossed. This is independent of external parameters, which
means that even when enough solar energy is available, the
stored energy will reduce. As opposed to this, the LDO-
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based architecture charges the storage and holds the DLC at
full charge level as long as there is sufficient ambient energy.
In addition, one can observe external influences on the
analog over-voltage protection in Figure 18a. Although
hysteresis levels have been set to fixed levels, these levels
vary depending on the device and external conditions. It is
for example clearly visible, that the higher hysteresis level
(i.e., the over-voltage trigger level) differs from its preset
value. For the 10 F DLC a trigger voltage of 2.45 V was
measured and for the 22 F DLC a voltage of 2.55 V, whereas
both voltages were set to 2.5 V. Due to a measurement range
limitation of the internal ADC of 2.5 V, this is not visible
for the 22 F DLC in the graph.
In Figure 18b the flat tips of the graph do not result
from the same measurement range limitation, but occur,
because current insolation holds the storage at full charge
level. Comparing the discharge rates in Figures 18a and
18b, a higher discharge rate can be observed in the LDObased harvesting architecture, which results from the higher
consumption overhead of this architecture.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Wireless sensor networks offer a number of advantages
in the domain of environmental monitoring applications,
including the autonomous observation of physical, chemical and biological values at large scale. In addition to
area coverage, wireless sensor networks can provide great
resolution within this area and deliver their samples to
a designated collection point. Additional strength of this
technology include the possibility to operate them remotely,
which reduces the amount of human invasiveness to the
monitored site.
On the other hand, environmental monitoring applications
require wireless sensor networks to operate over a long
period of time. This results from the typically slow processes
being observed and the rather high effort of deploying the
network in the environment. In contrast to this requirement,
wireless sensor nodes are traditionally powered by batteries
and thus have a limited energy resource. Reducing the energy consumption leads to more efficient use of the resource,
but cannot alter the fact that the energy capacity is finite.
Energy harvesting provides an alternative supply method,
which has the capability to power sensor nodes indefinitely.
Solar energy harvesting, as one of these supply methods,
offers high availability coverage and generally high energy
levels. Furthermore, the conversion technology used in solar
energy harvesting is low cost and can easily be scaled to
different power level requirements.
However, a problem in solar energy harvesting is the
dependency on external factors, particularly the location the
final system is deployed in. In this paper we addressed the
use of solar energy harvesting at locations with long distance
to the equator. These systems have to deal with two main
influences. (i) Annual solar radiation decreases with distance

to the equator, and (ii) the variation of insolation levels
increases.
We suggested two architectures for solar energy harvesting, which address these challenges by their system
simplicity. This reduces the energy overhead spent by harvesting, which can easily reach similar magnitudes as the
average load consumption of low-duty cycle sensor nodes.
We further analyzed the behavior of these architectures in
laboratory measurements, which resulted in our implementation choices. After that, the fully implemented architectures
have been evaluated in an outdoor deployment in Sundsvall,
Sweden (62◦ 240 N, 17◦ 190 E) during winter 2009/2010.
The laboratory experiments allowed us to get a feeling
of the energy storage capability of double layer capacitors
and thus to choose appropriate devices. We could further
determine that a serial connection of double layer capacitors
can not eliminate the need for an over-voltage protection
circuit, even though the input supply voltage is lower than
the combined nominal voltages of the used double layer
capacitors. Finally, the laboratory measurements also enabled for the verification of the charge mechanisms in both
architectures.
Comparing the two architectures, the system deployment
showed that both architecture were capable of supplying
sufficient power to the load during the whole deployment
period. Nevertheless, there are some differences in their
operation. While the directly-coupled architecture provides
lower energy overhead, and therefore has a slower discharge
period, it is affected by the additional charge/discharge
condition, introduced by the hysteresis of the over-voltage
protection. In addition, the low-power components used in
the over-voltage protection module are easily influenced by
external factors and thus show strong variations. While it
will increase the stress on the double layer capacitor, in
future deployments a lower hysteresis band is recommended,
which should reduce the impact of these restrictions.
In contrast to this, the LDO-based architecture does
not have this additional charge condition, which means
charge/discharge behavior is only dependent on available
ambient energy at any moment in time. While this utilizes
the available energy more effectively, the stress on the
double layer capacitor is larger and the overall energy
overhead of the architecture is increased. Furthermore, the
dimensioning decision for the input regulator, such as the
maximum allowed current, limit flexibility of this architecture. This means that one implementation might not be
usable for various application conditions (e.g., different solar
panel power requirements).
Whereas both architectures come with their individual
advantages and disadvantages and proven themselves in the
outdoor deployment, once a decision has to be made, we see
more advantages in the directly-coupled architecture. While
this harvesting architecture shows some limitations due to
its second charge condition, the influences of this limitations
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can be reduced by reducing the hysteresis of its over-voltage
protection. Moreover, the system is more flexible to changes
in application and location constraints and thus enables for a
greater variety of application cases. Finally, its overall lower
energy overhead allows for operation during longer darkperiods.
In future work, balancing of annual variations in the
ambient energy income is a topic of interest. This can be
addressed both, on the hardware and the software level.
Furthermore, we will look in more detail into the issue
of maximum-power-point-tracking for harvesting from low
ambient energy sources.
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Abstract—In recent years, data gathering has received significant attention as an application of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs). Staggered data tree based protocols have been shown to
be successful in reducing energy consumption in data gathering
scenarios. An important part of staggered protocols is the
process of schedule construction. In order to minimize energy
consumption, this process must be fast. In this paper, we present
TrickleTree, a fast distributed protocol for establishing staggered
and collision free communication schedule. TrickleTree has three
functions: to establish routes, i.e., construct a data gathering tree,
to establish a staggered communication schedule, i.e, assign time
slots to links, and to disseminate the maximal tree depth in the
network. To minimize network setup time, TrickleTree combines
neighborhood discovery and schedule construction into one step.
To ensure that good neighbors are discovered before a node joins
the network, TrickleTree uses a rating mechanism. Collisions
during node association are reduced by using association slots. To
increase the message delivery rate with small message overhead,
TrickleTree uses adaptive gossiping. We provide a formal analysis
of the protocol properties i.e., collision free scheduling and
termination. The behavior of the proposed approach is evaluated
in simulation. The results show up to 90% in a reduction in
schedule setup time and a 50% reduction of duty cycle compared
to a flooding approach.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, staggered schedule,
schedule construction, fast association, collisions reduction, association ranking

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper is an extended version of [1]. It contains a
modified version of the previously proposed algorithm. It
contains analysis of the algorithm with proofs of termination
and collision free slot assignment. Additional simulations were
added for in-depth evaluation of the algorithm.
The promise of cheap sensors deployed at large scale is
attractive for areas such us microclimate research [1], and
habitat monitoring [2]. Precise observations produce large
quantities of data, that must be transmitted via the network.
In addition, these networks are often expected to operate for
long periods of time. Although various methods of energy
harvesting have been proposed [3], so far using a battery
is the most common method of powering nodes. Dutta et
al. [4] have shown that radio operation is the main cause
of power consumption. Therefore, communication protocols
which reduce radio on-time are crucial for achieving the goal
of long network lifetime.

Data gathering networks are characterized by a many to one
traffic pattern. A common approach to routing in this class of
networks is tree based routing. In tree base routing, a node
selects a node closer to the sink as its parent. All messages
are forwarded only to this node. In order to improve energyefficiency and data latency a staggered approach has been
proposed. In this approach, communication between nodes is
scheduled according to their level in the tree (i.e., hop count
from the root). Only two consecutive levels off the tree are
active at any given time. Hence all nodes in the network must
be aware of the maximal tree depth in order to schedule their
communication correctly. The quality of wireless links can
change considerably in a short amount of time [5]. This means
a new schedule must be established each time the network
topology changes. Therefore it is important that a staggered
schedule is established quickly, so that the cost of control
does not exceed the cost of data transmission. We address
this problem by proposing TrickleTree, a protocol designed to
establish staggered schedule quickly, yet with a small message
overhead.
TrickleTree differs from existing protocols, in that it combines neighborhood discovery and schedule construction into
one step. This reduces the number of messages which must be
exchanged. To ensure that a balanced schedule is constructed,
TrickleTree carefully selects the time at which a node starts its
association process. This is done by delaying the association
process accordingly to a ranking function. The function takes
into consideration link quality and the number of potential
parents. To reduce the likelihood of a node becoming an
orphan these factors are weighted accordingly to the number
of messages received by the node.
TrickleTree is based on gossiping, which is a simple but
robust and reliable technique of information dissemination.
We show how this technique can be applied to establish a
staggered schedule. Thanks to adaptive mechanisms derived
from the gossiping approach, we are able to balance the delay
and communication overhead (energy consumption) required
to establish the network tree and communication schedule.
TrickleTree is able to derive a collision free schedule, therefore
energy is not wasted resolving collisions during the data
gathering phase. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first
protocol for establishing staggered communication schedules.
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The contribution of the work is a novel algorithm which
has three functions: 1) to establish communication routes, i.e,
construct data gathering tree, 2) to establish a collision free
staggered communication schedule, i.e., assign time slots to
nodes, 3) and to disseminate the maximal tree depth in the
network.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II
we discuss related work. Section III, describes the proposed
protocol. In Section IV we provide proof of collision free
scheduling and algorithm termination. Section V presents
simulation results. We conclude the paper with Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss two categories of protocols
related to TrickleTree. The first category are protocols which
can be used to create staggered schedule. The second, is
a category of protocols used to disseminate information in
Wireless Sensor Networks.
A. Staggered scheduling protocols
Staggered scheduling was first introduced in D-MAC by
Lu [7]. In D-MAC, transmission times are staggered in very
short time slots. This reduces latency and end-to-end delivery
time because the receiver is guaranteed to be awake at the
time of the sender’s transmission. Because nodes with at same
network depth have the same transmission time offset they
must to compete for the channel. A CSMA scheme is used to
deal with collisions. The authors do not discuss many practical
issues related to the protocol. For example, how nodes learn
the maximal routing tree depth in order to calculate their wakeup offset.
A similar concept is used in Merlin [8], a cross-layer
protocol integrating MAC and routing. In Merlin staggered
scheduling is used for up- and down-link traffic.
TIGRA [9] is a protocol designed for periodic collection of
raw data from the network. The authors focus on minimization
of the time required to collect the data from the entire network.
The collection time is reduced by two techniques. Firstly,
data from separate packets is merged into one packet. Note,
this is different from data aggregation, where a single value
is calculated to represent data from a number of sources.
Secondly, collisions are eliminated by ensuring interferencefree transmission scheduling.
ASLEEP [10] is a data gathering protocol focusing on
reducing message latency. ASLEEP, like TIGRA, uses staggered data gathering to reduce latency. The protocol is able to
adapt to varying bandwidth requirements by run-time schedule
adjustment. ASLEEP adjusts the active radio time at each level
of the tree. Schedule modification is made based on previous
traffic trends. If bandwidth requirements are increasing over
a certain period of time, then the active period is extended,
otherwise the active period is decreased.
In [6], staggered scheduling was combined with synchronous low power listening to reduce energy consumption
in low rate data collection networks. Figure1 illustrates the
concept of a staggered schedule implemented in Bailigh [6].

The network is organized as a tree. Each node has exactly
one parent, which forwards data to the tree root (the sink).
Nodes at the same distance from the sink (hop count) are at
the same level. At any time only two consecutive levels of the
tree are active. In the example, nodes A, B and C, at Level
2 transmit data to nodes D and E, at Level 1, using links
1, 2, and 4. This approach reduces delivery latency because
messages are almost immediately forwarded. When the slots
are guaranteed to be collision and contention free there is no
delay due to backoff, as would occur in a CSMA protocol.
However, in the case of distributed scheduling, links 1 and 4
sometimes might use the same time slot. If nodes C and D
are in radio communication range this may lead to collision.
This is an example of the hidden terminal problem in present
in networks using staggered scheduling.
B. Dissemination protocols
When all nodes in the network must share common information, message dissemination is necessary. Early systems
used packet floods to disseminate common information such
as parameters or commands. Flooding protocols rebroadcast
packets they receive [11]. This is a very simple method,
which has many disadvantages. Firstly, flooding is unreliable.
Due to collisions, some nodes do not receive the information,
so typically flooding is repeated. This leads to excessive rebroadcasting and is energy inefficient. To overcome this problem, adaptive protocols have been introduced. They modify
node behavior depending on the information they receive.
Dissemination protocols which have proven to work reliably
in Wireless Sensor Networks are based on gossiping. Trickle
[12] was the first proof of concept implementation designed for
code dissemination. Trickle is an adaptive gossiping protocol.
When nodes detect inconsistent information in the network,
they broadcast new information quickly. When nodes agree,
they slow down their communication rate exponentially, such
that, when in a stable state, they transmit infrequently. Based
on this concept, dissemination protocols have been proposed
for various applications [13], [14]. TrickleTree is a modification of Trickle used to construct a staggered scheduling tree.
We use adaptive beaconing for neighborhood discovery and
tree depth dissemination.
TrickleTree is able to minimize collisions between nodes in
the tree by scheduling individual transmission slots. We use
2-hop neighborhood information about scheduled time slots
to reduce collisions. This technique is often used in TDMA
MAC protocols [15]. Fang-Jing Wu [16] shows how collisionfree scheduling can be taken advantage of tree based networks.
III. T RICKLE T REE PROTOCOL
TrickleTree uses three types of packets Beacon (BCN), Join
Request (JREQ) and Join Reply (JREP). Each packet contains
a source and destination address. A BCN packet contains the
sender’s distance from the sink (hop count), parent address,
slot number, and the maximal tree depth known to the node,
and number of free slots. A JREQ packet contains the same
fields. JREP contains the slot number assigned by the parent
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Figure 1: Staggered communication scheme used in [6].

to the child. Note that the purpose of TrickeTree is to quickly
create a short living data gathering tree. We assume, that
during the tree lifetime (tens of seconds), the network topology
remains stable. Therefore, TrickleTree lacks functions typical
for routing protocols, i.e., route maintenance. If required, this
can be achieved by running TrickleTree periodically.
A node can be in one of six states: Suspended, Listening,
Joining, Collision, Gossiping or Connected. Initially a node
starts in a Listening state and waits for BCN packets. Upon
receiving a BCN packet the node compute value of the ranking
function R. After that it delays the start of its association
process accordingly to the function value. In general, the
lower the value of the function the delay is longer. Each
time a BCN packet is received, the ranking function R is
computed. If a BCN from a better candidate is received the
association process delay is set accordingly to the new value.
This means that a node waits for a better candidates for
parent before starting association. This is necessary because
the neighborhood is discovered during schedule construction.
TrickleTree uses a Shortest Path with threshold (SP (x))
metric to select the best parent. This metric selects a node with
the smallest distance from the sink among neighbors with link
quality exceeding x. The SP (x) metric is used for simplicity.
More complicated metrics like MintRoute [17] can be used.
A. Beacon Dissemination
Beacon dissemination based on gossiping is key to the
proposed approach, serving multiple purposes. In principle,
Trickle adjusts the frequency of information dissemination
depending on consistency. When information in the network
is consistent (e.g., a version of binary code) beacons are
broadcasted infrequently. In contrast, when a node detects
inconsistent information, the frequency of beaconing is increased. Consistency in the network is determined by overTable I: S UMMARY OF SYMBOL DEFINITIONS
Symbol
t
τl
τh
js
jmax
l
d

Description
beacon timer
low gossiping period
high gossiping period
join slot
max # of join slots
node level
tree depth

Symbol
td
tg
sa
tpkt
tack
jdly

Description
discovery timer
gossiping timer
# of available slots
packet duration
ack duration
join delay

Table II: TrickleTree dissemination algorithm pseudocode.
Event
τ expires
t expires
Receive BCN and
BCN (d) = d
Join network; change level;
Receive BCN and
BCN (d) = d
1

Action
If c > 0 double τ , up to τh .
Set c = 0, pick a new t1.
If c < k or c = 0, transmit.
Increment c.
Set τ to τl ,
Set c = 0, pick a new t1.

t is a random value from the range [ τ2 , τ )

hearing beacons from other nodes. In Trickle dissemination,
information is divided into metadata and the data itself. This
allows separate transmission of large data (e.g., binary code)
from version information. In TrickleTree only small beacons
are broadcasted thus there is no separation between metadata
and data.
The symbol definitions used in TrickleTree are described
in Table I. TrickleTree uses a modified version of the Trickle
algorithm. In the original algorithm, the gossiping period τ
is doubled whenever the previous gossiping period expires.
In TrickleTree τ is doubled only if in the previous gossiping
period a beacon with consistent tree depth (d) was received
(c > 0). This is a simple method of detecting collision due to
a hidden terminal: if the node broadcasts a beacon, it should
receive at least one from one of its neighbors. For the same
reason, a beacon is transmitted whenever the beacon period t
expires and no beacon with the same tree depth is received
(c = 0). This is different from the original Trickle algorithm.
We have also extended the list of events on which the gossiping
period is set to its lowest value. Table II presents pseudocode
for the TrickleTree algorithm.
Upon receiving a BCN packet, a node performs a set of
actions. Information from the packet is used to construct a
neighbor table. Each record of the table consists of a node
address, distance from the sink, assigned slot number, received
signal strength, and time synchronization data. Every time a
node receives a BCN packet from a node which is already in
the table, the information is updated.
Because staggered data gathering requires maximal tree
depth for timing offset calculation, all nodes in the network
must agree on a common value. Each node connected to the
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network disseminates the maximal tree depth it currently holds
in the BCN packet. If a node overhears a BCN packet which
has a maximal tree depth field value greater than its current
tree depth value, the node updates its current tree depth to the
received value. It then resets the counter c, sets τ to τ l and
picks up a new t value. This allows for fast dissemination
of a new tree depth in the network. TrickleTree does not
have explicit mechanisms to check the consistency of the tree
depth value. We rely on the general convergence property of
dissemination protocols based on gossiping.
Note that a node is allowed to participate in gossiping only
when it is in the Gossiping or Connected state, i.e., after
joining the network. Initially only the sink node is able to
disseminate beacons.
B. Node association
Most schedule based data gathering protocols build schedules based on data gathering tree. To build such a schedule,
a parent - child relationship must be established between
nodes. To establish this relationship a node associates with
a node closer to the sink. This node becomes the node’s
parent. In the simplest case, a node starts the association
procedure immediately or shortly after receiving a beacon
from a potential parent. This method, used in [9], [18], is
shown in Figure 2b. Although simple, there are two main
drawbacks of this method. Firstly, it relies on the MAC to
resolve collisions. These collisions are caused by multiple
nodes requesting association to the same node. Secondly, it
does not take into consideration the quality of the link to a
selected node. To address this issue, a threshold T h on the
link quality is often introduced. In this case, the association
process is started only when the link quality is above minimal
threshold. To address the former issue a method based on
association slots was proposed in [19]. In this method, nodes
use time slots to perform the association process (Figure2b).
Whenever a node wants to join the network, it selects a random
slot and starts the association process. Because the length of
the slot is sufficient for the whole association process, i.e.,
exchange of request and reply packets, collisions at the MAC
layer are reduced. As in the previous methods, a threshold on
link quality is used to ensure that only good links are used.
The method proposed herein improves on the method proposed
in [19]. Instead of using a random slot, a node selects a slot
according to a ranking function (1). The value of the function
is computed each time a BCN packet from a neighboring node
is received. The function takes into consideration the signal
quality σ, the degree of a node δ (defined as a number of
potential parents), and the total number of beacons received
β. The aim of the function is to assign a higher rank i.e.,
earlier join slot, to nodes which have a better link to the node
broadcasting a beacon. It also takes into consideration how
many potential parents a node has, e.g., if a node has only
one potential parent in its neighborhood its priority will be
higher than a node with more potential parents, even if the
link quality is worse. The function uses the number of beacons
received from neighboring nodes as a weight for both factors.

As the number of beacons increases, degree of a node δ gains
on significance. This is to reduce the number of orphan nodes
and forced associations.
qσ =

(σ − σL )
(δ − δh )
(β − βL )
, qδ =
qβ =
σH − σL
δL − δH
βH − βL
R(σ, δ, β) = (1 − qβ )qσ + qβ qδ

(1)

Based on the value of the ranking function, a node calculates
association delay (2) and (3).
js = jmax (1 − R)

(2)

jd = 2(tpkt + tack )js

(3)

Each BCN received by a node is an implicit synchronization
point. Each join slot is long enough to allow for JREQ and
JREP exchange as well to mitigate for clock drift. If the JREQ
packet is delivered successfully, the node will set up a JREP
timeout. Setting a timeout on the JREP prevents the node from
infinite waiting in the case that the selected node does not
reply. This might happen when the potential parent fails before
it manages to send a JREP. In the case of delivery failure, JREP
timeout, or join rejection, the node will return to the Listening
state. It might happen, however, that two nodes will request
association in the same slot. This is more probable when node
density is high and the value of j max is low. If both nodes are
in the radio range, a node will detect an on going transmission.
In this case the node will repeat the association procedure
after receiving the next beacon. If both nodes are not in the
radio range, most likely their JREQ packet will collide. This is
reported by the MAC layer. A node switches to Random mode
and repeats the association procedure after receiving the next
beacon.
A node accepts JREQ packets only when it is in the
Gossiping state. A parent node which receives a JREQ packet
from a node selects an slot using Algorithm 1. The slot is
marked as used by the node which requests the join and a
JREP packet is sent back. In the case that there are no free
slots left, the node will refuse to accept the join request and
send a JREP packet with the REFUSED flag set.
Upon receiving the JREP packet, the node cancels the JREP
timeout. If Collision Free (CF) mode is enabled, the node
compares the assigned slot number with the slot numbers
assigned to nodes stored in its neighbor table. If a node with
the same slot number at the same level exists, it indicates a slot
collision. In this case, the node enters the Collision state and
initiates a collision resolution procedure (see Section III-E).
If a node with the same slot number does not exist or CF
mode is disabled, the node stores the slot number and enters
the Gossiping state. Once connected, the node enables BCN
packet dissemination as described in Section III-A. It also sets
a gossiping timer t g . This timer determines how long a node
maintains in the Gossiping state. After the timer expires the
node enters the Connected state.
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(a) Association procedure based on MAC layer.
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Figure 2: Comparison of association procedures. (P) denotes a potential parent node, whereas (C1) and (C2) denote child
nodes.

C. Forcing association
Occasionally a node has only one potential parent in its
neighborhood. In this case, the node can force association with
the selected node. The node sends a JREQ with the FORCE
flag set. Upon receiving this packet, the parent will select the
child with the highest degree d and remove it by sending JREP
with the REFUSED flag set. The slot released in this way will
be assigned to the node forcing join by sending a JREP packet.
The node which was removed will attempt to join a different
parent, as described in the previous section. Forced association
ensures that the whole network is connected as long as good
quality links are available.
D. Detecting collisions
As mentioned previously, TrickleTree can work in Collision
Free (CF) mode. If CF mode is enabled, TrickleTree ensures
that all nodes have individual transmission slots. To achieve
this, once in Gossiping state, a node constantly monitors
received BCN packets in order to detect potential collisions.
This is done by comparing its level and slot number with the
received values. Equal values indicate slot collision. In this
case, the node will change its state to Collision and request a
new slot from its parent as described in Section III-E. If a node
is a parent and the level of the node in the received BCN packet
is equal to the level of its children then the node will check if
there is a child node assigned to the same slot number. If so,
the node will use a collision resolution procedure to assign a
new slot to its child. A node will always invalidate a given slot,
so that it cannot be used to schedule children. It is possible that
a BCN packet indicating collision is received by the parent
and child at the same time. In order to prevent both nodes
from requesting a new slot at the same time, join requests sent
by children are delayed. This allows the parent to solve the
collision first, which is preferred since it requires transmission
of only one packet. The method used in TrickleTree to detect
collisions uses two hop neighborhood information to assign
individual slots. This method is often used by TDMA MAC
protocols [15] to handle collisions from hidden terminals. In
TrickleTree collisions from hidden terminals are detected and
resolved by either the parent or child, as described in detail
in the next section.

Algorithm 1 Slot selection algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

if sl > 0 then
sr ← random(sc )
if sr < sc − 1 then
si ← sr + 1
else
si ← 0
end if
while si <> sr AND (si is Free OR si is Valid) do
if si < sc − 1 then
si ← si + 1
else
si ← 0
end if
end while
sl ← sl − 1
return si
else
return N ON E
end if

E. Resolving collisions
The method of resolving a detected collision depends on the
node’s role. A node can solve a collision as a parent, child,
or intermediate node.
1) Parent collision resolving procedure:
•

•

A beacon from an unrelated child node is received: the
collision is solved by assigning a new slot to the child
node. The parent invalidates the collided slot and selects a
different slot. Next, the parent sends a JREP packet to its
child node with the new slot. If slot cannot be assigned,
the child node is disconnected from the parent and a JREP
packet with REFUSED flag is send back. This forces the
child node to connect to a other parent. If a node which is
a parent for different nodes cannot connect to the network
it will send a JREP to all its children with the REFUSED
flag set.
A beacon from an unrelated parent node is received: in
this case, a node compares s a with BCN (sa ). If sa >
BCN (sa ) then the node changes its own child slot, as
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Figure 3: Classification of nodes with respect to v i
described previously. If s a < BCN (sa ) then the node
requests the other node to change slot.
2) Child collision resolving procedure: As a child node, the
collision is resolved by requesting a new slot from its parent.
This is done by sending a JREQ packet to the current parent.
IV. A NALYSIS OF THE T RICKLE T REE ALGORITHM
In this section we provide formal analysis of TrickleTree
algorithm, which is the core of the TrickleTree protocol presented in Section III. Formally we consider a network modeled
as an unidirected graph G = (V, E), where V contains all
nodes and E contains all communication links. The goal is to
construct a tree T and a communication schedule S from G
rooted at the sink. The communication schedule uses a timedivision model, where time is divided into fixed length slots.
The slots are grouped in a frame, which has a fixed length. The
communication schedule is constructed by assigning a slot s i
to each node v i ∈ V.
Definition 1. Given a node v i and a data collection tree
T in G, we define level(vi ) as the distance in hops of v i
from the sink, P (vi ) as vi s parent, Nn (vi ) as the set of vi ’s
n-hop neighbors, L n (vi ) as the set of vi s n-hop neighbors
where ∀ vj ∈ Ln (vi ) : level(vj ) = level(vi ). We define vi ’s
interference set as I(vi ) = L1 (vi ) ∪ L2 (vi ).
Note, that TrickleTree uses a dynamic interference set, i.e.
as nodes join the data gathering tree, new nodes whose slot
assignment might collide will appear in the interference set.
Theorem 1. TrickleTree ensures collision free collection
schedule.
Proof: By definition for each pair of v i and vj where
level(vi ) = level(vj ) the schedule is interference free even if
si = sj as the transmission is separated temporally. Therefore
collision is possible only if a node v j ∈ I(vi ). We prove
Theorem 1, by showing that TrickleTree provides a collision
free assignment for all cases where v j ∈ I(vi ).
1) A node vj ∈ L1 (vi ) ∧ P (vj ) = P (vi ), in this case a
node vj is vi s sibling and collision is not possible as

Figure 4: TrickleTree finite state machine diagram.
PACKET<FLAG> notation is used to denote a flag
which must be set in a packet for a transition to occur.
Expired() notation is used for timers.

the parent assigns different slots to its children.
2) A node vj ∈ L1 (vi ) ∧ P (vj ) ∈
/ N1 (vi ), in this case
assignment si = sj is detected by overhearing BCN
packets by either node v j or vi . The collision is then
resolved using the child collision resolution procedure.
3) A node vj ∈ L1 (vi ) ∧ P (vj ) ∈ N1 (vi ), in this case
assignment si = sj might be detected by overhearing
by node vj and P (vj ) simultaneously. The procedure
parent collision resolution procedure takes precedence
over the child collision resolution procedure. Thus, the
collision is resolved.
4) A node vj ∈ L2 (vi ) ∧ P (vj ) ∈ N1 (vi ), in this case
assignment si = sj is detected by overhearing by
node P (vj ). The collision is resolved using the parent
collision resolution procedure.
/ N1 (vi ), in this case
5) A node vj ∈ L2 (vi ) ∧ P (vj ) ∈
assignment si = sj is detected by intermediate node
mij . The node m ij sends a unicast message either to
node vi or vj accordingly to the intermediate node
collision resolution procedure.
Definition 2. We define C(v i ) as the set of potential parents
where ∀ vj ∈ C(vi ) : vj ∈ N1 (vi ) ∧ q(vj ) > q0 and q(vi )
is a function which allows for assessing quality of the link
to a node vi . We define A → B as transition from state A
t
to state B, and A → B as timeout transition from state A to
state B i.e., transition which happens after time t unless other
condition occurs earlier.
Theorem 2. TrickleTree terminates.
Proof: The finite state machine of TrickleTree is shown in
Figure 4. We prove Theorem 2 by showing that, for each node
vi participating in schedule, a transition to the Connected or
Suspend states occurs.
1) All nodes, apart from the sink, start in the Listen state.
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Table III: S IMULATION PARAMETERS .
Parameter
∗
Ptx
∗
Prx
∗
Psleep
∗
Ppoll
tpoll
tcca
Data Rate
Voltage

TelosB
58.5
65.4
0.015
14.1
2.5
2
250
3

Unit
mW
mW
mW
mW
ms
ms
kbps
V

Parameter
Retransmission #
Slot Count
Buffer Size
Clock drift
Initial Backoff
Packet Size

Tigra
10
10
20 packets
100 ppm
16
48 bytes

20

TT
3

1:
5
15

1:0
1:
1:

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Each node vi sets a discover timer td . During time td a
node vi constructs set C(vi ).
td
If |C(vi )| = 0 after td , transition Listen →
Suspend
occurs. Hence, the algorithm terminates because there
are no potential parents.
td
Joining
If |C(vi )| = 0 after td , transition Listen →
occurs. A node v i selects the first node vj ∈ C(vi ) as
P (vi ). The join procedure is started.
A node may go through a number of transitions
Joining → Collision, Collision → Gossiping, and
Gossiping → Collision.
Each time a node v i enters the Collision state, vi is
assigned a new slot si by P (vi ). If P (vi ) cannot assign
a new slot to vi the node vj is moved from C(v i ) to
C(vi ). The next node v j ∈ C(vi ) is selected as P (vi ).
The join procedure is repeated.
Since C(vi ) is finite, a node vi can enter the Collision
state a limited number of times. In this case, a node
vi selects a node vj from C(vi ) and forces join. Due
to this, the transition Collision → Connected is made
and the algorithm terminates.
Each time a node v i enters the Gossiping state a timer
tg
tg is set. Transition Gossiping → Connected occurs
after tg . The algorithm terminates.
V. E VALUATION

A. Simulation Model
In order to verify the behavior of the proposed algorithm,
a set of simulations were performed using the OMNeT++
[20] simulator. The simulations were performed using 1050 randomly deployed nodes. In the two first scenarios the
simulation area was 35×35 m 2 , whereas in the last the area
was 65×65 m2 . In each case, the sink was placed in the center
of the simulated area.
The simulation uses the Log-Normal Shadowing Model [21]
for wireless signal propagation. The model takes into consideration the effects of wireless signal fading and shadowing.
These effects, common in wireless transmissions, are modeled
by adding a perturbation factor to the reception power. This
factor follows a normal distribution, with a standard deviation
σ which can be defined for each simulation run. In addition,
the asymmetry of links is modeled. To capture the effects of
wireless interference, the simulation uses an physical (additive)
interference model [22]. In this model, reception probability

1:

:
0

10

1:
1
5
1:5

0

0

1:
2

5

10

15

20

Figure 5: Example of node placement in association experiment.

is determined by signal-to-noise ratio. The sum of power from
multiple concurrent transmissions may cause interference at a
given node, even though separately each is below the receiver
sensitivity.
A model of the Chipcon CC2420 [23] transceiver, which
conforms to the IEEE 802.15.4 specification, was used in the
simulation. The transceiver is modeled as a finite state machine
consisting of tree states: sleep, receive, and transmit. Delays
in transition between respective states were modeled, which
allows for precise calculation of the duty cycle and energy
consumption. In addition, the radio model includes properties
such as, modulation type (PSK), sensitivity, and bit error rate.
These properties influence the signal propagation of the model.
Each simulation was repeated 100 times and a 0.05 confidence level was used to calculate respective confidence
intervals. For each simulation, nodes were uniformly distributed in the simulation field. Motes boot up with startup times randomized according to a uniform distribution. In
all simulations we measured the time required to establish a
network schedule. We considered the network topology to be
established when all nodes were connected, have the same
maximal tree depth value, and no schedule collisions exist.
TrickleTree can use any MAC protocol. Herein, the protocol
is evaluated with B-MAC [24].
B. Results
1) Association time: The first set of experiments was
performed to assess the impact of the association scheme
on the number of collisions and on association time. In the
experiment, the sink was placed in the center of the field. A
number of nodes within radio range were placed around the
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Figure 8: Avg. association time for TrickleTree-Rank scheme.
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Figure 9: Comparison of avg. association time.

sink. The distance between each child and the sink was varied,
so that a different RSSI value was achieved for each child. An
example scenario is shown in Figure 5. Note that, association
time is different from schedule construction time. The later
includes the time required to resolve schedule collisions and
disseminate the tree value, whereas the former denotes how
fast a node associates with its parent. We compare four
different association schemes. Two schemes are based on
Medium Access Control: random backoff offset (MAC-Rnd)
and exponential backoff offset (MAC-Exp). We compare these
MAC based schemes with two schemes based on join slots:
slot calculation based on rank (JS-Rank) and randomly chosen
slot (JS-Random). In all cases, the protocols use TrickleTree’s
beacon dissemination method and the low gossiping period
was τl = 0.5s. The initial beacon was broadcasted at time
randomly chosen between 0.25s-0.5s. For this reason, the
average association time is greater than 0.35s. We disabled
LPL in order to eliminate additional delay. Figure 6 shows
the average association time for the MAC-Exp scheme. It can
be seen that association based on exponential backoff has an
optimum near backoff exponent 4-5. This corresponds to a
backoff limit of 16-32ms. A similar observation, although the

effect is less pronounced, can be made with MAC-Rnd (Figure
7). The optimal value for the MAC-Rnd scheme is close to
15ms. The results can be interpreted as follows: too small
backoff value can cause high contention and a large number
of collisions. This increases association time as nodes have to
backoff multiple times (in the case of contention) or repeat
the association process (in the case of collision). When a
large backoff duration is used, delay is not increased due to
contention or collision, but due to the duration of the initial
backoff.
Figure 8 shows an average association time for the JS-Rank
scheme. For this scheme, we varied the maximal number of
join slots jmax . The optimal value of j max should be close
to the average neighborhood size of a node. This ensures that
association requests are spread equally in time. When j max
is too low, a higher association time is needed due to the
increased number of collisions. With high j max , the ranking
function has more impact on association delay. This can be
seen clearly in the case of a single child. Since no collisions or
contentions are involved, the association time depends solely
on the outcome of the ranking function. Hence it increases
with jmax . In Figure 9, we compare the association time of all
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schemes. For each scheme, we selected the lowest association
time for a given number of children i.e., the one with optimal
backoff duration or number of slots. It can be seen that for a
small number of children (less than 3), all schemes perform
similarly. As the number of contending nodes increases, the
time required to complete association differs. For number of
children greater than 3, the JS-Rank scheme performs better
than both MAC-Rnd and MAC-Exp. On average, JS-Rank
is faster than MAC-Rnd and MAC-Exp by 17% and 12%,
respectively. The JS-Random scheme achieves slightly faster
association time. This is because there is no delay introduced
by the ranking function. On average, the JS-Random scheme
is faster than MAC-Rnd and MAC-Exp by 21% and 17%,
respectively.
2) Schedule construction time: The main goal of TrickleTree is to quickly establish a staggered data gathering tree
with minimal energy overhead. TrickleTree uses join slots to
reduce collisions and improve setup time. Adaptive gossiping
is used to reduce message overhead and ensure that changes
in tree depth are disseminated quickly. To verify TrickleTree

performance it was compared with a flooding approach, similar
to that used in [25], and Tigra [9].
In the flooding approach, the sink periodically broadcasts
a tree setup beacon. Upon receiving the beacon, unconnected
nodes attempt to join a selected parent. Nodes which are connected to the tree rebroadcast received beacons. The flooding
approach relies on the MAC protocol to resolve collisions. If
not all nodes can join the network in given simulation run, the
results were rejected and not included in calculations.
Tigra is a state-of-the art data gathering protocol. It is one
of a few protocols which discuss the process of staggered
schedule construction. We implemented a slightly modified
version of the algorithm described in [9]. The first modification
was necessary because the original algorithm is designed
to assign a round to a node based on the number of its
descendants. In TrickleTree the round is the same as the level
of a node in the tree. The modification does not change the
number of exchanged messages nor the exchange procedure.
We simply changed the contents of the packets. Instead of
number of descendants the RESPONSE packet contains level
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of a leaf node. When all response packets get to the sink, the
sink is able to determine the maximal tree depth. After that
the INIT2 packet is sent down the tree, to inform all nodes
about the maximal tree depth.
Figure 10 shows the setup time and average neighborhood
size. It can be seen that as the average number of neighbors grows, the performance of the flooding approach (F+J)
deteriorates considerably. This is due to the high number
of collisions which must be resolved by the MAC layer.
Moreover, nodes ignore information contained in the received
beacons and rebroadcast them, even though the network state
is consistent. This causes additional collisions due to the
hidden terminal problem. TrickleTree (TT) on the other hand,
performs more consistently. Collisions are reduced, due to the
fact that nodes calculate distinctive join slots, therefore the
number of collisions which must be resolved at the MAC layer
is reduced. When collision free scheduling is enabled (TT CF),
Trickle Tree requires more time to establish the schedule. This
is clearly seen in Figure 13, which shows the average number
of beacons sent and received. It can be seen that the collision
free version of TrickleTree requires up to 65% more beacons
to be sent. This is because each change in a schedule (e.g.,
slot change) resets the gossiping period to the lowest value,
therefore beacons are sent more frequently. Figure 13 shows
the advantage of adaptive gossiping as used in TrickleTree,
over the flooding approach. Adaptive gossiping reduces the
average number of beacons from 4000 in the flooding approach
to 145 and 223 for regular and collision free TrickleTree,
respectively. Figure 11 shows the time reduction achieved
using the regular and collision free versions of TrickleTree
with respect to the flooding approach. The advantage of
TrickleTree is increases with the network size. In the flooding
approach large numbers of nodes produce more of collisions
slowing down schedule setup. As indicated previously, the
collision free version of TrickleTree requires more time to
setup the network. There is a tradeoff between fast schedule
setup time and possible collisions during data gathering and
slower schedule setup and collision free transmissions. The

decision as to which version of TrickleTree should be used
depends on the application requirement and network stability.
For unstable networks, low setup time is important as the
network might be rescheduled frequently. Therefore control
overhead should be reduced. In stable networks, higher control
overhead for setting up collision free schedule will be balanced
in the long run by a collision free data gathering phase.
Figure 14 shows a comparision of initialization time of
TrickleTree and Tigra. As it can be seen Tigra, on average,
is 15% faster than TrickleTree. This is because TrickleTree
introduces a delay in the association in order to find good
links. In Tigra nodes connect to a node from which the first
beacon is received. However, Tigra was not able to complete
schedule construction in most of the cases i.e., connect 100%
of the nodes and agree on a common depth of the tree. This
is because the Tigra assumes lossless links and reliable packet
delivery by the MAC layer. In this regards results obtained in
herein confirm results obtained by the authors in a testbed [26].
TrickleTree completed schedule construction in all simulated
cases.
3) Duty cycle: In Figure 12, the duty cycle of both
protocols is shown. The average duty cycle of TrickleTree
over different network sizes is 12%, whereas the duty cycle
of flooding is 32%. The duty cycle is reduced by adaptive
gossiping. Although, the duty cycle of the flooding approach
can be reduced by increasing the sink broadcast period it
results in a longer network setup time. Fairness of both
protocols is also shown in Figure 12 confirms that the main
reason for TrickleTree’s performance is reduction in collisions.
In general, the improvement in network setup time depends
on network size. TrickleTree reduces setup time by 68% for
networks of 10 nodes, to nearly 90% for networks of 50 nodes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Data gathering is one of the most recognized applications
of wireless sensor networks. As available network energy is
a very limited resource and radio communication exploits
this resource the most, developing efficient communication
protocols is an important task. In this work, we proposed a
practical approach to scheduling staggered networks based on
gossiping. To validate the behavior of the proposed approach
we performed a number of simulations and the results show up
to 90% reduction of schedule setup time and 50% reduction
duty cycle compared to the conventional flooding approach.
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Abstract—The KU Leuven- and Stellenbosch Universities are
jointly developing an electronically beam steerable phased antenna array for satellite applications, including all the peripheral
ground- and space segment subsystems. This paper covers the
development of an Aircraft based Satellite Emulator to facilitate
convenient aircraft based testing of an antenna array, intended
for Low Earth Orbit satellite deployment. A flight strategy is
developed to emulate such a satellite as best possible, with the
strategy subsequently implemented in software on in-flight PC
hardware. The emulator acts as a full interface between the
aircraft avionics and satellite bus system, to enable generation of
the required antenna steering commands and to create a satellite
bus image to the payload. The emulator provides in-flight systems
information to the satellite payload, as it would get from an actual
satellite bus during spaceflight. The emulator ensures indifference
to the payload, regardless of the fact that testing is aircraft based.
An embedded control algorithm for the steerable antenna has
also been developed and resides in the onboard computer of the
payload. Excellent initial test results have been obtained from the
aircraft flight simulator and actual flight telemetry data, proving
the viability and cost-effectiveness of the approach. The system
tests as reported on here, stopped just short of full equipment
flight testing, as scheduled for in the near future. This is awaited
with keen interest, as all results up to the present have been
positive and in line with expectations.
Index Terms—Satellite Emulator; Phase Array Antenna; Beam
Steering; Orbital Calculations; Link Budgets;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The feasibility of utilising electronically beam steerable
antenna arrays (SAA) in space, is currently jointly being
investigated by the ESAT-TELEMIC division of the Department of Electrical Engineering, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, (KUL) Flanders, in partnership with the Department of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Stellenbosch University,
South Africa. Successful space implementation of such an
antenna array promises a number of significant benefits and
the development of advanced techniques therefor, has been
the subject of our joint research and development for some
time [1], [2]. Amongst others, it will reduce the cost of
ground stations by eliminating tracking antennas and reducing
RF chain complexity, while still retaining an acceptable link
budget. By introducing beam steered satellite antenna tracking
of ground stations during overflight, the link budget could be
improved and ground station complexity reduced, particularly
with regard to antenna design and the RF chain. These ground

nodes are typically used for environmental and agricultural
data acquisition and any improvement regarding the above
are always beneficial. The Stellenbosch University member of
this partnership, is responsible for development of the satellite
platform hosting the SAA, ground station and accompanying
ground-space communications link. The payload would be
deployed on a next South African low earth orbit (LEO)
satellite. Development and construction of any form of space
borne system is normally expensive and associated with many
risks. It was, therefore, decided to introduce an interim testing
phase prior to actual space flight, by using a light aircraft as
a pseudosatellite test platform. This will offer the obvious advantages of convenient and relatively cheap closed loop system
testing and debugging. This must, without doubt, enhance the
chances of eventual in-flight success. The aircraft itself has
been fitted out for experimental use and will house the SAA,
the entire satellite payload containing the On Board Computer
(OBC), communications link component chain, steerable antenna control/status interface, power supplies, as well as an
Aircraft Satellite Emulator (ASE). In actual deployment, all
interaction with the rest of the satellite is via a system bus for
purposes of telecommand, telemetry and attitude/positioning
information. The ASE is obviously required to act as translator
and emulator between the payload and aircraft, the latter acting
as pseudo-satellite. As far as the payload is concerned, it
should behave as if connected to the actual satellite bus. The
ASE and developed emulation strategy can be adapted to
various LEO satellite payloads and thus provides a general
low cost test platform prior to space deployment. The purpose
of this paper is to report on the development of the emulation
platform and SAA control subsystems. Some very encouraging
results have been presented elsewhere [1], which have since
been confirmed and expanded by continued pre-flight testing.
The paper will describe the required flight path mechanics,
the feasibility of an emulation strategy, a brief description of
the implementation and test results obtained from an aircraft
simulator and aircraft flight telemetry data. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows: An overview of the relevant
orbital mechanics in Section II, is followed by the discussion
of the required emulation strategy in Section III. Calculation
of the aircraft flight path parameters in order to satisfy the
emulation strategy, is covered in Section IV. These basic
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operational requirements are then utilised for the systems
design as set out in Section V. Evaluation and test results were
obtained from simulations, a flight simulator and actual flight
telemetry data. These are presented in Section VI. Section VII
contains a summary of the work performed, results obtained
and a view of the way forward.

1) Satellite coordinates: The satellite position is first described by the (xs , ys , zs ) coordinate system (Figure 1). The
x-axis is directed to the intersection of the satellite orbital
path and the equatorial plane. The satellite coordinates in this
coordinate frame are:

II. O RBITAL C ALCULATIONS
Before discussing the emulation strategy as developed, it
might be useful to present a brief refresher on satellite orbital
mechanics, as these are fundamental to the system design. The
calculations presented in this section are based on a spherical
earth model, which is adequate for this particular type of
application [3]. The oblateness of the earth and the varying
topography on the surface, are treated as coordinates above or
below the spherical surface of the earth.
A. Angular velocity
The angular velocity of a satellite in orbit can be calculated
by:
r
ω

=

GME
r3

(s−1 )

(1)

where r (m) is the circular orbit radius, the universal
gravitation constant G = 6.672 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 , and the
earth mass ME = 5.974 × 1024 kg[4].

xs

= R cos(θs )

(2)

ys

= R sin(θs ) cos(i)

(3)

zs

= R sin(θs ) sin(i)

(4)

where i is the inclination angle and θs = θ0 + (ωsat )(t) the
orbit angle. The initial orbit angle can be calculated by:


sin(φ0 )
θ0 = arcsin
(5)
sin(i)
(6)
where φ0 is the initial latitude coordinate of the satellite and
ωsat the angular velocity.
A transformation is required to describe the (xs , ys , zs ) coordinates in a celestial coordinate system. The transformation
is presented in the following matrix notation:

 


xSat
cos(ξ) sin(ξ) 0
xs
 ySat  =  − sin(ξ) cos(ξ) 0   ys 
(7)
zSat
0
0
1
zs
The ξ angle is obtained as ξ = α − λSat,0 where λSat,0 is the
initial longitude coordinate of the satellite. α can be calculated
as:


cos(θ0 )
(8)
α = arccos
cos(φ0 )
Thus, the satellite coordinates are given by:

B. Coordinates

xSat

= R cos(θs ) cos(ξ) + R sin(θs ) cos(i) sin(ξ) (9)

The locations of the satellite and ground stations are specified in latitude, longitude and radius coordinates, and can
be expressed in celestial coordinates originating at the earth’s
centre, as per Figure 1.

ySat

= −R cos(θs ) sin(ξ) +

z zs

ys
φ

θs

y

α

ξ

λ

xs

x

Fig. 1.

Celestial coordinate structure

zSat

= R sin(θs ) cos(i) cos(ξ)

(10)

= R sin(θs ) sin(i)

(11)

2) Ground station coordinates: From Figure 1, the ground
station coordinates transformed to the celestial coordinate
system, are defined by:
xGS

= RGS cos(φGS ) cos(λGS )

(12)

yGS

= RGS cos(φGS ) sin(λGS )

(13)

zGS

= RGS sin(φGS )

(14)

with λGS (t) = λGS,0 + (ωGS )(t), where λGS,0 is the initial
longitude coordinate of the ground station and ωGS the angular
velocity of the Earth. [5]
C. Distance to satellite
If the coordinates of the satellite and ground station are
known, the varying distance D between the ground station
and the satellite can be obtained quite simply by Pythagorean
geometry.
p
D = (xSat − xGS )2 + (ySat − yGS )2 + (zSat − zGS )2
(15)
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D. Geocentric angle
The geocentric angle (ψ) between the satellite nadir point
and a ground station placed at the centre of the earth, can be
determined by the cosine rule.
 2

2
RGS + Rsat
− D2
ψ = arccos
(16)
2 · RGS · Rsat
E. Elevation angle
The elevation angle (E) is the angle between the horizon
and the satellite.


sin(ψ)
(17)
− π2
E = arcsin Rsat D
F. Azimuth angle

(point T in Figure 2) relative to the ground station (point P in
Figure 2). The various cases can be summarised as follows:

180◦ − a



a
A=
◦
180
+a



◦
360 − a

X

body > 0 and φ
if λGS (t) − λsat (t)
GS (t) − φsat (t) < 0

if λGS (t) − λsat (t) > 0 and φGS (t) − φsat (t) > 0

(23)

φ

if λGS (t) − λsat (t) < 0 and φGS (t) − φsat (t) < 0
if λGS (t) − λsat (t) < 0 and φGS (t) − φsat (t) > 0

G. Steering angles
This section will describe the basic strategy to calculate
the φ (phi) and θ (theta) angles. These angles
will enable the
Y
airborne object to track the specified
ground
station. The φ
θ
angle is measured from the positive x-axis of the body frame
Z
toward the positive y-axis,
in the x-y plane. The θ angle is
measured from the positive z-axis of the body frame, towards
the position vector. Figure 3 defines the parameters used to
calculate these angles.
body

body

The azimuth angle is the angle measured Eastward from
North, to the nadir point at the ground station, as per angle
NPT in Figure 2.

Wx

X body

φ

ψ

t

φ GS

φsat
ξ

Wy

Wz

Y body

θ
Z body

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Earth satellite geometry (reproduced from [6])

For the spherical triangle NPT of Figure 2:
sin(N P T )
sin(N P T )
sin(P N T )
=
=
sin(90◦ − φsat )
cos(φsat )
sin(ψ)

(18)

For the spherical triangle NBA the angle BAN and AON is
equal to 90◦ , therefore
sin(BN A)
sin(BAN )
=
=1
sin(L)
sin(AON )

(19)

Because angle BNA = PNT, equation 19 can be substituted
into equation 18 with the result:
sin(N P T )

=

a =

sin(L) cos(φsat )
(20)
sin(ψ)
sin(L) cos(φsat )
N P T = arcsin(
) (21)
sin(ψ)

where ψ is the geocentric angle, φsat the latitude coordinate
of the satellite and
L =

|λGS − λsat |

(22)

the difference between the longitude coordinates of the ground
station and the satellite. To obtain the true azimuth angle (A),
we need to consider the position of the nadir,

Defining parameters used to calculate the θ and φ angles.

The coordinates (LLA), specified as latitude, longitude and
altitude, are known for both the airborne object and ground
station. The first step is to convert these coordinates from the
LLA system to the ECEF frame, by making use of the World
Geodetic System 1984 standard. (WGS-84)[7]. The results can
be written as follows:

T
~ Sat =
XSat YSat ZSat
R
and
(24)

T
~ GS =
XGS YGS ZGS
R
(25)
The airborne object to ground station position vector is then
calculated as
~ pos
R

~ GS − R
~ Sat
= R

(26)

The position vector can now be converted from the ECEF
frame to the NED frame situated at the airborne object.
~ =K·R
~ pos
B

(27)

where K is the transformation matrix [8].
It is necessary to take the attitude of the object into account
by describing the object in terms of its pitch, roll and yaw
Euler angles. By using an Euler 123 rotation [9] to transform
the position vector from the NED frame to the body frame of
the object, it is possible to describe the position vector from the
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object to the ground station in terms of the orientation of the
object. The θ and φ angles can be calculated after accounting
for the attitude of the object.
~ =A·B
~
W

(28)

The θ and φ angles are relative to the body frame of the
object. These angles direct the position vector to the target
or ground station and can be calculated by means of simple
trigonometry.
The theta θ angle is calculated as:
q
Wx2 + Wy2
(29)
t =


Wz
π
− arctan
(30)
θ =
2
t


π
Wz

=
(31)
− arctan  q
2
W2 + W2
x

y

The φ angle is calculated as:

φ

=

arctan

Wy
Wx


(32)

III. E MULATION S TRATEGY
This section presents a few emulation strategies as considered and the reasons for selecting a particular one.
Two main emulation approaches were considered. The first
approach was to emulate the satellite position relative to a
ground station and the second to emulate the ground station
position relative to a satellite. It is clear that for the first
case the position could be described by elevation and azimuth
angles [10]. The second approach describes the position of a
ground station from the perspective of a satellite using the φ
and θ angles. These angles are, in both cases, time dependent
for LEO satellites. The function of the emulator is to calculate
a flight route for an aircraft that would approximate these
orbital characteristics as closely as possible.
A. Flight Strategy
1) The first emulation flight strategy considered was to fly
in ascending concentric circles around a ground station.
This strategy covers all the azimuth and φ angles for a
specific elevation or θ angle. By spiralling upwards it
is possible to cover many elevation and θ angles. The
implementation of this strategy is however arduous. It is
difficult for an aircraft to fly at a constant speed in an
accurate, circular, upwards path around a ground station.
However, the main disadvantage of this option is that the
specific time variant behaviour of practical elevationazimuth and φ-θ angles are not taken into account.
2) The second strategy entailed flying past a ground station
in a straight path parallel to the earth surface at a
constant speed and altitude. It is easier for a pilot to
implement this strategy than the previous one and he
will be able to maintain a more stable attitude. Because
of this and with the aircraft flying parallel to the surface,
the orientation of the antenna on the aircraft will match

the predicted orientation of the antenna on the satellite
more closely. The orientation of the antenna will enable
the steering angles of the antenna to approach that of
the actual satellite implementation, providing a more
realistic scenario. The orientation will also facilitate
the calculation of a more accurate linkbudget for a
flight path. The linkbudget can then be emulated by
compensating for the LF S losses by attenuating the
transmitting or receiving signal. The further advantage
of this strategy is that the specific time variant behaviour
of the elevation-azimuth and φ-θ angles of a LEO
satellite are taken into account. This will also enable
the relationship between the antenna steering angles and
time to match that of the satellite application. For these
reasons the second strategy is clearly the better one and
was selected for actual implementation.
B. Transmission Link Strategy
With the aircraft based flight test, the direct LOS distance
to a ground station is clearly much shorter than in the case of
a real satellite. In order to emulate the satellite link budget, the
free space loss (FSL) must be compensated for. The calculated
FSL is shown in Figure 20. The aircraft link must, therefore,
be attenuated to achieve the FSL of a satellite link. This could
be simply done by adjustment of the transmit power for both
the up- and down links.
Doppler shift is not a consideration for the aircraft flight test
due to the low speed, but certainly affects the satellite link.
The amount of required compensation will be determined by
final orbit and receiver front-end selectivity bandwidth. For
this project, Doppler compensation will probably be performed
at the ground station and therefore, no compensation has been
implemented on the emulator platform.
To minimise the affect of terrain scattering, the emulation
flight tests are planned for a wide open semi-desert area.
Table I shows the losses caused by the distance between the
ground station and the aircraft at various maximum elevation
angles. Losses between the ground station and the satellite
is displayed in the last column of Table I. The amount of
attenuation can thus be calculated by subtracting the satellite
free space losses from those of the aircraft at a specific altitude
and maximum elevation angle.
IV. C ALCULATION OF A IRCRAFT PARAMETERS
In order to implement the chosen strategy as discussed in
the previous section, it is necessary that the aircraft flight
parameters be calculated in terms of the required trajectory.
This calculation was done by means of a suitable script, based
on the elevation-azimuth approach, as explained in Section III.
The script is fed with the maximum elevation angle as an
input parameter. The maximum elevation angle occurs when
the object is closest to the ground station. The script then
calculates the time values for a LEO satellite in orbit, as
it transits from minimum- to maximum elevation angle. An
iterative method is implemented to calculate the parameters
for the aircraft flight path, emulating the satellite elevation
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Altitude (km)
0 deg elevation
10 deg elevation
20 deg elevation
30 deg elevation
40 deg elevation
50 deg elevation
60 deg elevation
70 deg elevation
80 deg elevation
90 deg elevation

0.05
128.09
89.231
83.344
80.046
77.864
76.34
75.275
74.566
74.158
74.025

0.345
136.48
106
100.12
96.822
94.641
93.117
92.052
91.343
90.935
90.802

0.64
139.16
111.36
105.49
102.19
100.01
98.484
97.419
96.71
96.303
96.17

0.935
140.81
114.65
108.78
105.48
103.3
101.78
100.71
100
99.595
99.462

Free space
1.23
142
117.02
111.16
107.86
105.68
104.16
103.09
102.38
101.98
101.84

loss (dB)
1.525
142.93
118.88
113.02
109.73
107.55
106.03
104.96
104.25
103.84
103.71

1.82
143.7
120.41
114.56
111.26
109.08
107.56
106.5
105.79
105.38
105.25

2.115
144.35
121.71
115.86
112.57
110.39
108.87
107.8
107.09
106.69
106.55

2.41
144.92
122.84
116.99
113.7
111.52
110
108.94
108.23
107.82
107.69

2.705
145.42
123.84
117.99
114.7
112.53
111
109.94
109.23
108.82
108.69

3
145.87
124.73
118.89
115.6
113.42
111.9
110.84
110.13
109.72
109.59

500
168.26
164.63
161.58
159.22
157.45
156.13
155.17
154.52
154.15
154.03

TABLE I
F REE SPACE LOSS CALCULATIONS

time window. An elevation time window is calculated for each
combination of aircraft altitude and speed. It should be noted
that if the altitude changes, so does the minimum distance
to the ground station, which is the distance from the ground
station to the satellite nadir point, when the aircraft is closest
to the ground station.
70
Satellite
Aircraft

altitude of the aircraft best conform to the emulated elevation
and azimuth angles. Figure 6 shows the distance for different
altitudes from the aircraft’s nadir point to the ground station
at the point when the aircraft is closest to the ground station.
Figures 5 and 6 enable us to choose either the desired speed,
altitude or distance from the ground station and then use the
figures to calculate the other parameters. Therefore, using the
results from Figures 5 and 6, will allow us to specify the final
flight route as required.

60
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40
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20
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0

0

20

40

60

Fig. 4.

80
100
Time (min)

120

140

160

180

Elevation angle versus time

Figure 4 compares the satellite and aircraft elevation angles
versus time, for a chosen flight path. It is clear from Figure
4 that only a small interval of the visibility time period of
an aircraft is suitable to emulate the behaviour of the time
varying elevation angles of a satellite. For this reason the graph
of the aircraft flight path is shifted to the left, to align the
maximum elevation angles. The optimisation of the elevation
time graph is achieved by calculating the area under each graph
for a specified time window and subtracting the results. The
smaller the result after the subtraction, the better the match
between the two graphs. The results of these calculations are
obtained from the script in the form of two figures. The dark
blue areas in Figure 5 specify the areas where the speed and

Fig. 5.

Speed versus altitude of aircraft

It is thus possible to calculate aircraft flight path parameters
of speed, altitude and distance from the ground station to
satisfy the elevation and azimuth angles as related to the
satellite’s orbital flight. Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate this
conformity between the elevation and azimuth angles of the
satellite and the aircraft for the visibility time period of
the satellite. Although deviations will occur at low elevation
angles, a very useful time window for testing purposes can
still be obtained.
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V. S YSTEM D ESIGN
The system design is comprised of two sections, the emulator and the satellite payload modules. Only the components
indicated in the system diagram as per Figure 9, have a
direct influence on the system design. Components not directly
affecting the system, are not shown.

•

•

•

A. Satellite Payload Module
The following components on the payload are applicable to
the system design:
•
•

System diagram

Steerable antenna developed by KUL.
The OBC, an SH4 processor with a 32-bit RISC architecture.

•
•

A QNX operating system is run on the OBC. This
UNIX based real-time operating system was provided by
SunSpace, with additional software components.
The scheduling module comprises software that schedules the communication times between the satellite and
various ground stations.
An SAA control module electronically controls the steerable antenna array. The required control algorithm was
developed in the course of this project. The module uses
the φ and θ steering angles to direct the antenna beam,
according to the strategy to calculate these angles as
discussed earlier. The SAA module is housed in the OBC
of the payload.
The CAN node, which allows devices to connect to the
CAN network.
A virtual CAN node enables the SAA control software
to use the hardware of the exsisting CAN node on the
OBC to communicate over the CAN bus.
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B. Emulator Module
Instead of connecting the payload to a satellite through
the CAN bus, the payload is connected to the emulator
module, which mimics the behaviour of an actual satellite. The
emulator module comprises an industrial PC with emulator
software, known as the ASE, which provides an interface
for the user to construct a flight path for an airborne object
emulating the orbital characteristics of a satellite pass as
closely as possible. As the emulation strategy is to fly the
payload with the emulator module on an aircraft, the emulator
module connects to the aircraft avionics equipment. Just as
the satellite would provide data to the payload in flight, the
emulator will provide the necessary data.
The aircraft satellite emulator design is divided into three
sections, i.e., the aircraft avionics equipment interface, the
ASE - payload interface and the satellite emulator software
running on the industrial PC.
The ASE is connected to the aircraft avionics equipment
via a RS232 port and to the payload CAN bus, via a USB to
CAN module. The ASE software functions as implemented,
can be summarised as follows:
1) One of the main tasks of the satellite emulator software,
is to provide a GUI that will allow the user to construct
a flight path for an aircraft to emulate a satellite, store
flight data and display results. A GUI constructed flight
path, with way points indicating the start- and end of
the path, is shown in Figure 10. A GUI will allow a
user to specify the ground station coordinates, maximum
elevation angle and aircraft speed. The application will
then calculate the speed, altitude and distance from
the ground station required from the aircraft flight to
satisfy the elevation and azimuth angles. The elevation
and azimuth angles for the visibility time period as
calculated, are displayed to the user, assisting with flight
path definition.
2) The ASE software also calculates all the line-of-sight
(LOS) link margins, elevation and azimuth angles of a
satellite with specific parameters, for a specified amount
of time.
3) The ASE software accepts the aircraft avionics inputs
and does the necessary in-flight realtime translation to
provide emulated data to the payload OBC via CAN
bus. Flight data are recorded and used to calculate the
aircraft LOS link margins, elevation and azimuth angles.
The results of these calculations will be displayed to the
user (typically an aircraft engineer/passenger), enabling
him to to evaluate the flight continuously.
The free space loss (FSL) parameter needs to be compensated for to emulate the satellite linkbudget. Figure
20 shows the calculated FSL over flight time. The
aircraft link must thus be attenuated to obtain the correct
satellite link FSL.
4) All the data received and sent by the ASE are logged by
a script written in C. The SAA steering angles calculated
by the control algorithm are also logged. This will enable

the evaluation of the system performance after a flight.
The SAA control can be thus be evaluated by perusing
the logged data.
5) Close coordination was kept with the software developers of the OBC payload software, to ensure data/file
compatibility and realtime data packet synchronisation
between ASE and OBC/CAN bus.

Fig. 10.

Screenshot of the flight route tab of the GUI

C. Functional analysis
An understanding of the system can be achieved by discussing the various hardware and software modules, as per
the system’s functional block diagram of Figure 11.
D. Concept of Execution
1) Use Cases: All the entities that interact with this system
and their corresponding use cases are shown in Figure 12.
The emulation scenario is set up in the first use case. This is
done by the user creating a flight route. A map with the flight
route scenario is then displayed to the user. The second use
case demonstrates the peripheral devices of the emulator being
initialised by the user. These peripheral devices include the
interface of ASE with the aircraft avionics equipment and the
payload. In use case three data is received by the system from
the aircraft avionics equipment. The data received describes
the attitude and position of the aircraft. The system switches
the payload ”on” when the aircraft reaches the start of the
flight route and ”off” when the aircraft reaches the end of
the flight route. This is illustrated by use case four, which
simulates the situations as the satellite switches the payload
”on” when communication with a ground station should start
and ”off” when communication ends. In use case five, QNX
starts the execution of the antenna control software on board
the SH4. This will occur each time the payload is switched
on and the SH4 boots. In use case six the scheduling software
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E. Transmission Link
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Functional block diagram of the system

Subsection III-B describes the transmission link strategy
adopted. The main concepts of this strategy are that:
• FSL should be compensated for to emulate the transmission link.
• The FSL compensation is achieved by attenuation of the
received or transmitted signal.
• The attenuation will be applied at the ground station.
• For reasons mentioned in Section III-B, Doppler compensation is not considered. Doppler compensation will,
however, be applied at the ground station when the system
is implemented on an actual satellite.
• Flight tests will be performed in wide-open areas to
minimise the effect of terrain scattering.
VI. E VALUATION

provides the coordinates of the target ground station to the
system. The steering angles of the antenna are then calculated
and the corresponding commands sent to the steerable antenna.
2) Sequencing: The sequential interaction of the various
components defined by the use cases are illustrated by the
sequence diagram of Figure 13. Note the following:
• The ASE continuously receives aircraft data from the
aircraft avionics equipment.
• The ASE switches the payload on once the aircraft is
at the start of the flight path. By switching the payload
on, the steerable antenna will activate and QNX on the
SH4 will boot. QNX will then start the execution of
the scheduling and SAA control software. However, note
that when the aircraft reaches the end of its flight path
the ASE will switch the payload off. This will power
down the steerable antenna, as well as QNX and the

In order to verify the design and subsequent usability
of the system, some preliminary tests were performed to
evaluate the emulator system performance before an actual
flight test. The overall system performance was evaluated in
four different ways, first with an aircraft avionics equipment
emulator (AAEE), which was specifically developed for the
evaluation of this system. The emulator serves as a substitute
for an actual aircraft. Secondly, performance is evaluated with
an aircraft simulator. The aircraft simulator closely models the
light aircraft for which this system was developed. The aircraft
simulator has input interfaces, such as a joystick and pedals,
that contribute unknown factors such as pilot skill to the
system evaluation. The third preliminary test used the aircraft
simulator in conjunction with a prototype SAA to evaluate
the system performance. The final ground based system test
performed last, used actual aircraft telemetry data. This data
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System sequence diagram

was captured on a flight of the light aircraft for which this
system has been developed. The tests were performed as
follows:
1) During the course of the project, the AAEE software
was specifically developed as part of the research. The
software provides realistic aircraft avionics data with
the correct protocol to the system, thereby providing a
means to test the system without an actual flight test.
The user can specify a chosen flight path by specifying
the flight start-and-end coordinates as well as aircraft
parameters such as velocity, altitude and attitude. The
AAEE software uses this information to provide aircraft

avionics data to simulate an aircraft flight.
As a first attempt, the AAEE was used to produce
realistic avionics flight data, as for an envisaged test
flight. This was run on a separate CPU and the data
was serially fed into the ASE in real time. The ASE
output, in reaction to the flight path as configured and
simulated data as received, was fed onto the payload
CAN bus for processing by the OBC. The latter was
to produce the required steering commands for the
SAA. The required steering angles, and commensurate
commands, were calculated in advance using the orbital
calculations as discussed earlier. The entire process was
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logged by means of suitable scripts and the output of
the payload to the SAA was captured on a separate PC.
2) As a second round of more stringent tests, approaching
practical flight, a hardware based, standalone aircraft
flight simulator was coupled to the ASE. The simulator
is used for training and automatic pilot development.
It is controlled by a joystick, pedals and other realistic
hard interfaces, thus contributing the unknown quantity
of pilot skill. Because the simulator closely models the
light aircraft on which this system will be flown, the
simulation will react in much the same way as the actual
aircraft in flight. The simulator thus presents an extra
dimension to the evaluation, without an actual flight test.
Figure 14 shows a screen shot of the simulator GUI.
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Fig. 15.

Measured aircraft simulator flight test roll, pitch and yaw data
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Screen shot of the aircraft simulator software GUI
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The ASE software was used to construct a flight route
with a maximum elevation angle of 60◦ . An above
ground station altitude of 1.869 km is necessary for
an aircraft cruising speed of 120 km/h. As mentioned
in Section III, the flight strategy would be to fly at a
constant speed and altitude past a ground station, thereby
emulating a LEO satellite pass. The results of this test
are shown in Figures 15 to 20.
These figures present three sets of data. (For sake of
clarity, some smaller portions of the graphs are magnified) The first two sets contain the predicted satellite
and aircraft data. These were calculated with the help of
calculations derived in Section II. The third set shows the
aircraft flight data as generated by a simulated aircraft
flight.
The attitude of the aircraft is described by Figure 15. The
figure indicates the difficulty experienced in this case, in
maintaining a constant attitude. It should be mentioned
that the simulator was not flown on autopilot.
Figures 16 and 17 show the calculated elevation and
azimuth angles. As can be seen from these two figures,
the simulated flight data closely resembles that of the
predicted aircraft flight. The elevation and azimuth angles are not that affected by the attitude, which is in line
with the theoretical findings as presented earlier.
The calculated θ and φ angles are shown in Figures 18
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Fig. 16.
Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft
simulator flight test elevation data

and 19. A slight deviation is seen from the predicted
aircraft data, which is attributed to the varying attitude
of the aircraft. It is because of this expected deviation
that the first approach mentioned in Section III was not
chosen. A better approach is to emulate the elevationazimuth angles more closely than the θ-φ angles, which
will vary in any case. The antenna control algorithm uses
these θ and φ angles to beam steer when the antenna
steering control algorithm compensates for this varying
attitude, as it should. The varying attitude should not
affect the link budget significantly.
3) The following test was performed to evaluate the performance of the developed system with a prototype
SAA, where the main focus was to see whether the two
systems communicated correctly with each other. The
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Fig. 17.
Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft
simulator flight test azimuth data
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Fig. 19.
Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft
simulator flight test φ angle data
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Fig. 18.
Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft
simulator flight test θ angle data

Fig. 20. Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and flight simulator test FSL
data

tests were performed in conjunction with KUL who, as
mentioned earlier, developed the SAA.
The objective of the final test was first to confirm that the
SAA control software on the payload can communicate
with the SAA, then to verify that the SAA control
software steers the SAA in the correct direction. To
confirm the latter, the aircraft simulator was coupled
to the system, a ground station was selected and the
specified flight route flown.
A signal generator placed directly in front of the SAA
provided a constant signal source to the SAA. A reduction of the received signal occurs when the SAA
is steered. The SAA is steered according to the ASE
indication of the aircraft on the flight route. Therefore,

if the aircraft is directly above the ground station, no
phase shift will be applied and the received signal will
be at its strongest.
Data captured from the SAA confirmed that the SAA
was indeed steered correctly. The SAA control module
on the payload controlled the SAA as expected to enable
the SAA to phase shift the signal correctly in order to
direct the antenna beam to a specific ground station.
KUL reviewed the data captured from the SAA and
also concluded that the SAA was steered according to
the specified flight path, confirming that communication
between the payload and SAA was correct.
4) The final system test once more increased the level
of realism, before an actual flight test. The system
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test utilised captured telemetry data from a flight of
the light aircraft test vehicle. Actual telemetry data
introduces another unknown factor into the evaluation
process, in the form of wind disturbances and other
flight perturbations. The data generated by the system
was captured and evaluated, as with the previous tests.
The test proceeded as follows:
A flight path was first constructed with the help of the
ASE software. The path past a ground station had a maximum elevation angle of 50◦ , an altitude of 1.985 km
above the ground station and required a cruising speed
of 130 km/h. The flight path was then flown with a
light aircraft. The aircraft telemetry data was captured
in flight and retrieved afterwards. Note however, that
only half of the flight path constructed by the ASE, was
flown. The reason for this is that the data for the second
half of the flight path would be a mirror image of the
first, which was therefore, considered adequate for these
initial system tests. The light aircraft used for the flight,
is depicted in Figure 21.
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The Jora flight test aircraft
1.8

The following four figures describe the telemetry data
captured from the flight. The first set of data illustrated
in Figure 22 shows the aircraft flight route as the aircraft
flew in a North-Westerly direction past the ground
station. Figure 23 shows the aircraft altitude above the
ground station, Figure 24 the aircraft airspeed and Figure
25 the attitude. Note that Figure 24 illustrates the speed
of the aircraft through the air and not the speed relative
to the ground. Factors such as the wind needs to be taken
into account when calculating the aircraft ground speed.
As depicted by the figures regarding the aircraft simulator based system test, these figures illustrate the difficulty experienced by the pilot in maintaining a constant
heading, altitude, speed and attitude. These deviations
can also partly be attributed to external factors such as
wind disturbances. However, note that the attitude with
these wind disturbances are more or less the same as
the attitude obtained earlier with the aircraft simulator
in Figure 15. These disturbances could possibly be
minimised by an experienced pilot flying in a relatively
calm day.
After the telemetry data was retrieved, the flight data was
fed to the ground based system test setup. This setup is
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Fig. 23.

Aircraft altitude above ground station

exactly the same as for the previous system tests, except
that the input data is sourced from the actual aircraft
flight telemetry record. The results of this test are shown
in Figures 26 to 29.
The elevation and azimuth angles are shown in Figure
26 and 27. It is clear from these results that the actual elevation and azimuth angles closely follow the predicted
values, as in the case using the aircraft simulator. This
is in line with the results from previous system tests and
a gratifying confirmation thereof.
Figure 28 and 29 shows the θ and φ steering angles.
These angles are also in line with the results obtained by
the earlier system test. Similar to the indications of the
earlier test, small deviations from the predicted aircraft
data can be seen, attributed to varying altitude, speed
and attitude. This data however, also shows that these
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Fig. 26. Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft flight
test elevation data
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test azimuth data

deviations are more or less the same as experienced with
the earlier aircraft simulator based tests. It also serves
to further confirm the soundness of concept using an
appropriate aircraft based emulator as an interim test
bed for this type of satellite system.
Figure 30 shows the calculated FSL. The losses resemble
the predicted figures and the link budget will not be
significantly affected by the aircraft attitude, due to the
steerability of the antenna.
The tests as abovementioned, have proved the functionality
of the design and no reason that the design should not perform
as expected in the actual flight test, has been uncovered. The
results obtained by using actual aircraft telemetry data confirmed those obtained previously with the aircraft simulator. At
the time of of writing, an actual flight test with fully integrated
system was scheduled for the second half of 2011. Equipment

racks in the aircraft have already been prepared to receive the
ASA, SAA and test platform hardware.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The initial results obtained by means of an aircraft simulator and flight telemetry, confirm the requirement to follow
an exact flight route while maintaining a constant attitude.
Any deviation will affect the performance of the emulation.
However, the elevation and azimuth angles are less affected
than the θ and φ angles by small aircraft attitude fluctuations,
for reason that the elevation and azimuth angles are measured
from the perspective of the ground station and θ and φ from
the aircraft.
Attitude changes obviously also change the orientation of
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Fig. 28. Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft flight
test θ angle data
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Fig. 29. Calculated satellite-, predicted aircraft- and measured aircraft flight
test φ angle data

the antenna on the aircraft. This, however, will be compensated
for by the antenna control algorithm in correcting the θ and
φ steering angles (Figures 18, 28 and 19, 29). The effect on
the transmission link is, therefore, relatively small, apart from
some required change in the induced FSL (Figure 20).
Maintaining an exact flight path presented a challenge to
the pilots flying the aircraft simulator and the actual light
aircraft. An experienced pilot is essential for the successful
implementation of the flight strategy. This was even more
evident in the actual flight where external factors such as
wind disturbances played a role. These external influences
can be minimised by flying in good weather conditions and
augmenting the flight operations with an autopilot.
Furthermore, results from the previous sections indicate that

5

deviations occur at low elevation angles. A flight path with a
higher maximum elevation angle will, therefore, emulate the
satellite more accurately. This is not seen as a major drawback,
as the emulation time window is still adequate.
Test logs from the performed tests also indicate that the
beam steering commands were correctly generated by the OBC
in response to the ASE inputs, in response to the ASE inputs
as processed from the aircraft avionics parameters, flight path
data as defined and ground station coordinates.
The initial results clearly indicate that it is quite feasible
to use a light aircraft equipped with a suitable emulator,
to act as an initial flight test platform, in order to evaluate
the performance of the beam steerable satellite antenna and
peripheral associated payload components. Although many
other factors, such as overall hardware configuration, space
endurance etc., enter into the design of actual space flight
hardware, the economics and convenience of the approach as
set out, are beyond question. It was also proved that an actual
LEO satellite flight path could be emulated to an acceptable
degree. The ASE with incumbent software as developed, will
furthermore act as a realistic and flexible interface between
the aircraft and the satellite payload under development. The
set of results obtained thus far using actual hardware and very
realistic flight data, confirmed the accuracy and functionality
of the ASE. The tests performed with the prototype SAA
further proved the functionality of the interface between the
two systems and the correct operation of the OBC-SAA
control software. This paper described the implementation and
intermediate testing of a practical and quite general, LEO
aircraft based emulation platform. This development is not
only suitable for the SAA payload in question, but can be
adapted for interim testing of various satellite payloads. Such
an approach is a flexible and clearly cost effective means of
actual preflight system testing. The system tests as documented
stopped just short of full airborne equipment flight testing, as
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scheduled for in the near future. However, as results up to the
present have been very positive and in line with expectations,
we look forward to that final step.
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Abstract—The concept of randomness is fundamental in
many domains and in particular in cryptography. Intuitively,
a system, which is unpredictable is more difficult to attack
and as a consequence, creating sequences that look like
random represents a major issue. In this paper, we first study
theoretically how a source of symbols with positive entropy can
be turned into a true random generator called Bernoulli. We
concentrate on a special type of generators, which consists in
randomly choosing k elements out of n elements. After studying
some existing algorithms, which are of Las Vegas type, we
introduce new constructions from a binary generator taken
as a primary random source of symbols. Our method is based
on combinatorial block designs and we construct algorithms of
Monte Carlo type involving random walks. We analyze in detail
properties of our general method. Several explicit constructions
of k-out-of-n generators are given. We show that the speed
of convergence to the uniform distribution is better than any
known method using algorithms with bounded running times.
Keywords-Random Generator; Design; k-out-of-n Algorithms; Markov Chain; Random Algorithms;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Random or pseudo-random generators of numbers are
omnipresent in cryptography. The concept of randomness
is used for various purposes. Salt and nonce are well known
examples of random values. A nonce (number used once)
is used to check the freshness of a message or as an
initialization vector. In conjunction with password, salt is
frequently used in order to complicate a dictionary attack.
Many cryptographic primitives also require random or pseudorandom inputs like keys or values to make algorithms
probabilistic. It is well known that digital signatures or challenges in authentication protocols require the use of random
quantities. For these reasons, finding of good pseudo-random
generator is a stake in first importance. There exist in the
literature lots of pseudo-random generators, which imitate
in some sense a sequence of independent random variables
Xn , uniformly distributed like, for example, the Blum Blum
Shub generator (BBS) [5].
However, some applications require more complex generators, called k-out-of-n generators. They consist in picking
randomly k elements in a set of n elements. The need
for such generators is multifarious. They help to reach
load balancing in certain distributed systems like high-
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availability clusters for example. They are also useful in
security protocols, like threshold signatures [27] or timestamping schemes [6], [7]. Suppose we decide to create a
service of authentication (signatures and time-stamps). Most
of protocols use the concept of trusted third party even
though it may be difficult to build a third party server that
can be trusted. Indeed a server may be corrupted or victim of
Denial of Service attacks (DoS). Moreover, the problem may
not have a malicious origin but a hardware or software one.
An important requirement of existing protocols is to prevent
the server from failing. In fact, schemes relying on a unique
third party server cannot be fully trusted. Therefore, such a
scheme should use a multi-server architecture that could be
described as follows: the protocol uses n third party servers.
For each request to the system, k servers out of the n servers
are randomly chosen to process the request. These k servers
are said to be the active servers. In this configuration, an
attacker does not know a priori what are the active servers
for a given request. The attack is then much more difficult to
operate. Moreover, the randomness of the generator allows
the system to be load balancing.
The above example is at the origin of this work as
we noticed that the construction of a uniform k-out-of-n
generator from a unbiased (or not) 0-1 valued Bernoulli
generator were not so much studied in the literature where
uniform random number generators in the unit interval are
commonly used. The underlying general problem is in fact
to construct unbiased Bernoulli generators from a binary
Bernoulli one, supporting a possible bias.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II recalls
necessary background, regarding (true) random generators
from a theoretical point of view. To this aim, basic properties
of symbolic Bernoulli dynamical systems are given. They
serve as theoretical models of random sources of symbols
with positive entropies. Section III reviews some existing
solutions of the k-out-of-n problem. Both first ones are
very simple and of classical conception, while the third
one called RANKSB algorithm in [17] is due to Nijenhuis
and Wilf. This former algorithm leads to important bias in
comparison to the uniform distribution. Most of them are Las
Vegas algorithms. Section IV is devoted to our constructions
that are supported by Monte Carlo algorithms, hence with
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a bounded running times. Such algorithms approach the
uniform distribution exponentially fast. We first propose a
generator based on the existence of some special combinatorial objects, namely block t-designs or including some
Steiner systems. This construction generates k elements
from a set of n elements in a uniform fashion from a binary
generator. It consists in randomly picking a block, called
word, from the blocks of the design. This word is then
modified in order to obtain a vector of weight k and length
n with the desired property. We will see that it can be useful
to introduce the notion of block codes, since codewords of
a fixed Hamming weight in some codes hold a design.
The second type of constructions is based on random
walks on a finite set following the action of a finite number of generators of a group acting transitively. The first
construction uses the permutation group Sn . The second
construction is very related to the method based on block
designs. The main difference is in the way of randomly
picking a word in the appropriate set. The algorithm makes
use of the automorphism group of the design and executes
a random walk on its blocks.
This article is an extended version of [1]. We present
in detail our methods, including mathematical foundations.
Compare to the conference version, our construction makes
use of block designs and not just Steiner systems. Indeed,
block designs are widespread and, as a consequence, our
construction can be applied for a wide range of parameters
k and n. In order to illustrate our methods, we give several
explicit constructions. For each chosen couple of parameters
k and n, we exhibit a correct design and calculate the speed
of convergence of the generator.
II. R ANDOMNESS AND MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS
A. From a binary random number generator to a q-ary one
In [18], the NIST defines a random bit sequence as
follows. “A random bit sequence could be interpreted as the
result of the flips of an unbiased fair coin with sides that are
labeled “0" and “1," with each flip having a probability of
exactly 1/2 of producing a “0" or “1." Furthermore, the flips
are independent of each other: the result of any previous coin
flip does not affect future coin flips". Similarly, replacing the
set of issues {0, 1} by a given finite set A, one can define a
random A-valued sequence as an A-valued independent and
identically distributed random variables Xn (·) with common
law the uniform distribution on A. For our purpose, it is
convenient to translate these notions in term of Bernoulli
dynamical systems. To this aim, we recall basic definitions
and general results related to symbolic dynamical systems
and entropy.
Assume that A, also called alphabet, is equipped with the
discrete topology, has q elements (or letters) with q ≥ 2, and
set Ω(A) = AZ the product space endowed with the usual
compact product topology. Elements ω of Ω(A) are infinite

bilateral sequences
ω = (. . . , ω−3 , ω−2 , ω−1 ; ω0 , ω1 , ω2 , . . . )
with origin pointed at ω0 . The alphabet A is usually
endowed with the uniform distribution denoted by U (A)
but we also consider other distributions. The space Ω(A)
is equipped with the σ-algebra of its Borel subsets. Any
probability µ on A, induces the infinite product probability
µ∞ on Ω(A), which is defined from cylinder sets. More
precisely, for any a := a0 . . . an−1 in An , let
[a] := {ω ∈ Ω ; ∀ i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, ωi = ai }
be the cylinder set of base a, then
µ∞ (σ k [a]) = µ({a0 }) . . . µ({an−1 })
for any k ∈ Z. The shift σ : Ω(A) → Ω(A) is defined by
σ(ω)n = ωn+1 . Now, the triplet B(A, µ) := (Ω(A), σ, µ∞ )
is by definition the Bernoulli (random generator) on A with
source distribution µ. In case µ = U (A) we set U ∞ (A)
for µ∞ and B(A, U (A)) is simply denoted by B(A). Let
π0 : Ω(A) → A be the central projection (π0 (ω) = ω0 ), then
the maps B(A)n := π0 ◦σ n defined on the probability space
(Ω(A), U ∞ (A)) form an A-valued sequence of independent
random variables identically distributed with distribution law
U (A). This corresponds to a q-ary random number generator
for q = #A.
B. Symbolic random sources, entropy and factors
To fix some notations and for convenience of the reader,
we recall basic definitions and facts from ergodic theory. For
more details and proofs we refer to the monographs [32]
and [25], and specific references below. Our mathematical
model of random source of letters in A should be identified
to a symbolic dynamical system (SDS) with symbols in A,
that is to say a triple (Ω(A), σ, ν) where ν is a Borel measure
on Ω(A), which is σ-invariant, i.e., ν = ν ◦ σ −1 . The
entropy of such a system is, by the classical KolmogorovSinai Theorem or by definition,
1 X
ν([a]) log ν([a])
H(σ, ν) := − lim
N N
N
a∈A

with the convention 0. log(0) = 0.
Let Ω0 := (Ω(A0 ), σ 0 , ν 0 ) and Ω := (Ω(A), σ, ν) be
symbolic dynamical systems. Their direct product is the
SDS Ω × Ω0 = (Ω(A × A0 ), σ × σ 0 , ν ⊗ ν 0 ) and so
H(σ × σ 0 , ν × ν 0 ) = H(σ, ν) + H(σ 0 , ν 0 ). This construction
means that the source corresponding to Ω and Ω0 are independent. If there is a measure preserving map f : Ω0 → Ω
commuting with the shifts, i.e.,

ν = ν 0 ◦ f −1 ,
(1)
σ ◦ f = f ◦ σ 0 (ν-almost everywhere) ,
then Ω is said to be a factor of Ω0 with factor map f . In
that case H(σ, ν) ≤ H(σ 0 , ν 0 ). In the following, the value
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H(σ,ν)
H(σ 0 ,ν 0 )

will be called entropy rate and denoted by τ (ν, ν 0 )
or simply by τ . If f is invertible (up to negligible sets),
with measure preserving inverse map, then Ω is said to
be isomorphic to Ω0 with conjugate map f and if Ω0 is
a Bernoulli random generator, then by extension Ω is also
called a Bernoulli SDS.
We have H(σ −1 , ν) = H(σ, ν) and more generally
H(σ ±k , µ) = kH(σ, ν) for any natural number k. In fact the
k-th iterate (Ω(A), σ k , ν), k 6= 0, is canonically identified
with (Ω(Ak ), σ (k) , ν (k) ), where σ (k) is the shift on Ω(Ak )
and ν (k) is induced by ν restricted to cylinder sets of Ω(Ak )
viewed as particular cylinder sets from Ω(A). Therefore
H(σ (k) , ν (k) ) = kH(σ, ν).
This construction has the following important consequence. Assume that we have got a binary source with
positive entropy h, for example a source extracting from
random jitter in an electrical circuit or quantum effects in
semiconductors or timing of running current process, or a
combination of these sources. Then, we derive a source of
binary blocks of length k having entropy kh.
In case of a Bernoulli system B(A, µ) (hence ν = µ∞
with the above definition), its entropy is easy to compute:
X
H(σ, µ∞ ) = −
λ({a}) log λ({a}).
a∈A
∞

In particular H(σ, U (A)) = log(#A).
As a consequence of a deep result of Y. Sinai (see
[28]), if the entropy H(σ 0 , ν 0 ) of Ω0 = (Ω(A0 ), σ 0 , µ0 ) is
greater than or equal to log #A then there exists a factor f
from (Ω(A0 ), σ 0 , µ0 ) onto the uniform Bernoulli generator
B(A). Properties (1) shows that f is determined by the
central coordinate map f0 = π0 ◦ f since we have f =
(. . . , f−2 , f−1 ; f0 , f1 , f2 , . . . ) with fk = f0 ◦ σ k (k ∈ Z).
In particular f0 is constant equal to a on Ca := f −1 ([a]).
Moreover, all partitions {σ 0m (Ca ) ; a ∈ A} (m ∈ Z) are
independent in between. Hence, building such a partition is
usually intractable by computer except in particular cases
pointed out below. Another consequence of the above construction and Sinai’s theorem is that, from any given random
binary source of positive entropy, theoretically there exists a
factor built from of a suitable power of this source, which is
B({0, 1}), the factor map consisting in distributing binary
sequences in two parts equally likely and independently in
the time. This is the most hard problem to be solved in
practice for constructing, from a suitable physical random
source, a binary random generator according to the NIST
definition.
Following results of D. S. Ornstein [19], we recall that the
family of Bernoulli dynamical systems is remarkably stable.
In particular, they are characterized by their entropy (two
such systems of equal entropy are isomorphic), any direct
product of Bernoulli systems and any non trivial iterate (and
also any root) of a Bernoulli system are Bernoulli. Moreover
any factor of a Bernoulli system is also Bernoulli. These

properties imply that any probability algorithm that takes
in input a Bernoulli source and output a random source of
symbols always gives rise to a Bernoulli SDS, isomorphic
to some B(A, µ). In this paper we propose algorithms that
take as inputs the outcomes of an appropriated Bernoulli
source B({0, 1}k ) and output a random source of letters in
a given alphabet A whose distribution of letters is exactly
or approximate accurately the uniform distribution. We may
distinguish three sorts of such random algorithms.
(A1) Algorithms that output the uniform distribution on
A in a bounded running time.
(A2) Las Vegas algorithms: they output the uniform
distribution on letters with unbounded running time but with
a finite expectation.
(A3) Monte Carlo algorithms: they end in a bounded
running time, output a distribution usually distinct to the
uniform distribution but arbitrarily closed to it in term of
total variation.
The following theorem depicts the first case.
Theorem 1: If an algorithm of type (A1) takes input from
issues of the source B({0, 1}k ) and produce a uniform
Bernoulli source of entropy log2 q, then q = 2s with s ≤ k.
Proof: By assumption, the algorithm can be identified to a factor maps f with central coordinate map f0
having its values in {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}. That leads to the
partition {f0−1 ({j}) ; 0 ≤ j < q} of Ω({0, 1}k ) with
U (Ak )(f0−1 ({j}) = 1/q and there exists an integer L ≥ 1
such that each f0−1 ({j}) is the union of some cylinder sets of
the form CL (a) := {ω ∈ Ω({0, 1}k ) ; (∀i)(|i| > L or ωi =
ai+L )}, a0 · · · a2L ∈ ({0, 1}k )2L+1 . This implies that q
divides 2kL and since log q ≤ k one has q = 2s with s ≤ k.
Obviously, having in hands a uniform binary source, like
tossing an unbiased coin, for cryptographic applications is
impractical. But such an abstract uniform Bernoulli generator of binary sequences serves as a benchmark for evaluation
of random generators and pseudo-random generators. In
fact, security of most cryptographic algorithms and protocols
using pseudo-random generators is based on the assumption
that it is infeasible to distinguish use of a suitable binary
pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) from use of a
(truly) random number generator (RNG) defined as the SDS
B({0, 1}). As an example, the pseudorandom generator BBS
has been proven secure in the sense that an attacker cannot
predict, in a reasonable time, the next bit of the outcome
with a probability greater than 1/2 (see [5]).
Putting apart the independency, the first major problem is
then to construct generators Gn of elements (called states
or symbols) of a finite set A, such that the distribution law
Pn of Gn converges to the uniform distribution U (A) on A
as n tends to infinity. In order to quantify this convergence,
we use the total variation distance between Pn and U (A).
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This distance is defined by
d(Pn , U (A)) =

1
1X
Pn (a) −
2
#A
a∈A

where Pn (a) is the probability that the generator Gn outcomes the state a.
A classical method to solve this problem is to introduce a
transitive and irreducible Markov chain of transition matrix
T , with space of states A, such that the uniform distribution
on A is the stationary distribution of the chain. Constraints
of the problem are essentially on the incidence matrix of the
chain since each state a can only transit on a number τ (a)
of states such that 0 < τ (a) ≤ τmax where τmax is a small
constant compare to #A. The stationary distribution is then
approached by considering Markov random walk on a finite
graph. In fact, the general theory of finite Markov chains
shows that (by Perron-Frobenius’s theorem) there exist two
constants C > 0 and ρ ∈]0, 1[ such that for every pair of
states (i, j), one has
(T n )ij −

1
≤ Cρn .
#A

(2)

When #A is big, computation of constants C and ρ satisfying (2) is generally not effective, even if we assume that
n is large enough. In fact, if m0 is an integer such that for
1
a constant c ∈]0, 1] we have (T m0 )ij ≥ c #A
for all pairs
of states (i, j), then inequality (2) becomes
(T n )ij −

1
≤ (1 − c)bn/m0 c .
#A

(3)

More details concerning finite Markov chains can be found
in [26] or [13]. Random walks on groups or finite graphs is
treated in [23], [10] and a survey on recent results on the
subject can be found in [24].
III. E XISTING ALGORITHMS
Construction of a k-out-of-n generator greatly depends on
the requirements of the applications. They could involve the
level of security, the amount of resources (CPU, memory,
etc.) needed or the generators used as a primary source of
randomness. In this former case, our reference, the generator
BBS, corresponds to the abstract model B({0, 1}). Given
the set Pkn := {F ⊂ E ; #F = k} endowed with the
uniform distribution, the ultimate goal is then to construct
from B({0, 1}) a sequence of independent random variables
Xm of distribution Pm such that d(Pm , U (Pkn )) ≤ Ce−cm
for m ≥ m0 , where C, c and m0 are explicit constants
that can be used in practice. Now we review some standard
k-out-of-n generators according to above classification A1–
A3.

(1) An algorithm of type (A1) exists if and only if nk
is a power of 2. This implies that n = 2s and k = 1. In
that case, the algorithm is just the identity map: the output

is equal to the input given by the generator B({0, 1}s ) or
by iterating B({0, 1}) s times.
(2) The most obvious algorithm is based on the construction of a set of k elements by randomly picking an integer
between 1 and n, then renew the process to obtain an other
element between 1 and n but distinct from the first one
and so on. It is typically a Las Vegas algorithm. From a
probabilistic
point of view, this
 process needs an average

1
1
1
of n n + n−1 + · · · + n−k+1 random runs (see [14]), an
average, which is O(n) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n/2.
(3) The probably oldest probabilistic algorithm to uniformly and randomly pick k elements among n elements
relies to the Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm for generating
a random permutation σ of En = {1, . . . , n} but stoping
the construction as soon as the values σ(1), . . . , σ(k) are
constructed. The Fisher and Yates original method consists
to randomly pick an element e1 from En with the uniform
distribution then pick an element from En \ {e1 } with the
uniform probability and so on, k times. The underlying
probabilistic model is based on the representation of integers
in factorial basis. More precisely, let Ik := {0, . . . , n − 1} ×
{0, . . . , n − 2} × · · · × {0, . . . , n − k} equipped with the
uniform probability. Any element i := (i1 , i2 , . . . , ik ) of Ik
corresponds univocally to the integer ni ∈ {0, . . . , n! − 1}
given by its expansion in the factorial basis:
ni = ik .(n−k)!+ik−1 .(n−k+1)!+· · ·+i2 .(n−2)!+i1 .(n−1)!
and the corresponding subset Pi = {pi1 , . . . , pik } of En
given by pi1 = i1 + 1, then pi2 is the (i2 + 1)-th
coordinate of the n-tuple M2 deduced from the n-tuple
M1 = (1, 2, . . . , n−1, n) by exchanging the n-th coordinate
with the (i1 + 1)-th one. For 2 ≤ s ≤ k − 1, pis is
constructed by induction as the (is + 1)-th coordinate of
the n-tuple Ms deduced from Ms−1 by exchanging the
(n − s + 2)-th coordinate with the (is−1 + 1)-th coordinate.
Notice that there exist k! integers i, which give the same
subset. The major drawback of this process is that it requires
to have independent uniform generators on s letters, for
n − k < s ≤ n. The given construction leads to a factor
map from B(A0 , µ0 ) onto B(A, µ) with A0 = Ik and A
log (n
k)
.
equal to Pkn . The entropic rate is thus log n!−log(n−k)!
A better version of the Fisher-Yates algorithm was introduced by R. Durstenfeld in [11] and later by D. Knuth
in [14] with his Algorithm P (Shuffing) on page 145.
A random number generator G uniformly distributed in
[0, 1] is used in Algorithm P. It can be formally
P∞ obtained
n−1
from B({0, 1}) by computing G(ω) =
n=0 ωn 2
(ω ∈ Ω({0, 1}). G is applied for computing a random
integer k(ω) = 1 + bjG(ω)c, between 1 and j. In this
way, computation of bjG(ω)c could never stop (but only
for n particular issues of ω). Nevertheless, the algorithm
is of type (A2). Recently, R. Rolland in [22] proposed
an algorithm of Las-Vegas type, which is analogous to
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Fisher-Yates algorithm. This algorithm constructs a k-outof-n random generator involving only a uniform Bernoulli
random generator B({0, 1}` ) with n ≤ 2` .
(4) RANKSB algorithm proposed in [17] takes into account some algorithmic constraints (in particular in terms
of CPU and execution time), which are not verified by
the preceding methods. We give a simplified version of
RANKSB. It consists in subdividing the interval [1, n] in
k sub-intervals Rj with approximately the same length,
and randomly choose the number rj of elements to be
selected in each Rj . If we don’t take into account that
rj ≤ #Rj , the k-tuple (r1 , . . . , rk ) of integers rj ≥ 0 such
that r1 + · · · + rk = k follows binomial law constructed
from k independent runs of integers in {0, . . . , n}, with
the uniform law. In order to avoid that rj be greater than
#Rj , we recompute the subdivision in sub-intervals Rj
then in each Rj we select rj elements using method (2),
(3) or any others. The algorithm uses a source of entropy
k log n corresponding to B({1, ..., n}k ), to obtain the factor
corresponding to a shift of Bernoulli on the set of k-tuples
(r1 , . . . , rk ) as above (distributed according to the binomial
law), which is of entropy



1
X
k
k
1
.
log
Hk := −
k k r1 , . . . , rk
k k r1 , . . . , rk
r1 +···+rk =k

When k is small, let us use (2) to pick the rj elements in
Rj so that the corresponding entropy rate is (in average)
assumed closed to 1. The entropy rate of the algorithm is
then Hk /k log n. Since Hk is less than log k k , this entropy
rate is then less than log k/ log n. Notice that if n/k is small,
the output distribution has a non negligible bias.
In the sequel we describe k-out-of-n generators, which
are of Monte Carlo type.
IV. P ROPOSED ALGORITHMS
In this section, we propose two types of constructions.
The first one is based on some remarkable configurations
of points in binary vectors spaces, namely, block designs
[15]. It leads to optimal uniform generators and exists for a
wide range of parameter values k and n since designs are
very common. The second type of constructions is based on
random walks on some groups or finite sets.
A. Block t-design based constructions
A combinatorial block t-design D with parameters t(v, k, λ) is an incidence structure (P, B) (where elements of
B, called blocks, are subsets of P) satisfying the following
conditions:
•
•
•

#P = v,
∀ B ∈ B, #B = k,
∀ S ⊂ P such that #S = t, #{B ∈ B ; S ⊂ B} = λ.

It is known that a necessary condition for the existence
of a t-design is that

v−s
bs = λ

t−s
,
k−s
t−s

for all s satisfying 0 ≤ s < t,

and where bs corresponds to the number of blocks that
contain any s-set (i.e., set of s elements) of points from
P. The Web site [9], maintained and regularly updated by
Dan Gordon, gives a database of known t-designs.
A Steiner system is a particular case of a block design. It
is simply a block design with parameters t-(v, k, 1) and is
currently denoted by S(t, k, v). A Steiner system for t = 2
is called balanced incomplete block design and for v = s2 +
s+1, k = s+1, the system corresponds to the combinatorial
notion of finite projective plane. A necessary condition for
the existence of a Steiner system is that the number

v−s
t−s

k−s
t−s

is an integer for all s satisfying 0 ≤ s < t. This condition
is not sufficient and there is no Steiner system with, for
example, parameters (2, 6, 36), (3, 7, 37) or (5, 6, 18). In
fact, there is no known general sufficient condition on the
existence of Steiner systems. For t = 2 and 3, there exist
infinitely many families of Steiner systems and for t ≥ 4,
we refer to [8] or [31].
There exist many ways to construct a design. The easiest
one is probably to consider an error correcting code. Indeed,
there exist codes whose words of a fixed weight hold designs. For example, words of weight 3 in the Hamming codes
yield 2-designs and 5-designs can be constructed from Golay
codes. Quadratic residue codes constitute another example of
family of codes that yield designs. An other way to obtain
designs is to consider Hadamard matrices. In this article,
examples of such constructions are given. Finally, there
exist many other constructions like, for example, recursive
methods [20].
For any design D, its group of automorphisms, denoted
by Aut(D), plays a fundamental role to understand the
geometrical structure of D. Elements σ of this group belong
to the permutation group S(P) of P and verifies the
following condition
Bσ = B
where B σ denotes the set of σ(B) with B ∈ B.
A brief description of our construction of a k-out-of-n
generator from a design can be expressed as follows. First,
consider a k-(n, b, λ) design (P, B) and after indexing P
by i, 1 ≤ i ≤ #P identify each block B in B with a
binary string of length #P, the place of 1’s indicating the
elements of B. Now, choose randomly a block m from
the blocks of the design. By construction, the Hamming
weight of m is b. Then, randomly choose b − k coordinate
positions of 1 in m, replace the corresponding 1 by 0. We
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get the output m0 . Since we are only concerned by the set
of positions of the 1’s, we may identify it to {1, . . . , b} so
that the elimination of b − k digits 1 is done by selecting at
random, independently of the random choice of m, a subset
of b − k elements in {1, . . . , b}, issuing m0 independently of
the possible λ-blocks m that cover m0 . Hence, the algorithm
outputs a random word of length n with Hamming weight
k. Notice that finding a k-out-of-n generator is equivalent to
finding a n − k-out-of-n generator. Of course this algorithm
needs uniform random generators on sets of symbols, which
are not necessarily of cardinality a power of 2, hence it is
usually of type (A2).
Example 1: As an example, we explain in detail the
construction of a 5-out-of-24 generator, which is based on
a S(5, 8, 24). In this case, the blocks of the design can be
represented as the words of weight 8 in the extended binary
Golay code G24 . Our construction is based on the following
property [16, page 67]: every binary vector of Hamming
weight 5 and length 24 is covered by exactly one word of
G24 of weight 8. It turns out that a random generator in P524
is easily obtained from a random generator of the words of
weight 8 of the Golay code (and vice versa).
We recall the main combinatorial properties of G24 . In
the sequel W (m) denotes the Hamming weight of a binary
string m (also called vector as element of the underlying
vector space); the weight distribution of G24 is classical and
given by the following table:
weights
number of words

0
1

8
759

12
2576

16
759

24
1

Table 1: Weight distribution of the words of the Golay code G24

A remarkable property of this code is that the set of words
of a given weight forms the blocks of a design. Hence, the
words of weight 8, called octads, form the blocks of a 5(24, 8, 1) design and words of weights 12 form the blocks
of a 5-(24, 12, 48) design. It is worth noticing that, in the
case of octads, the parameter λ of the design is equal to 1.
This means that a vector of length 24 and Hamming weight
5 is covered by exactly one octad of the code. Thus, octads
form a Steiner system with parameters S(5, 8, 24). Note that
there exist in G24 other Steiner systems like S(4, 7, 23),
S(3, 6, 22) or S(2, 5, 21), leading to similar constructions
of generators.
Since G24 decode at most three errors, it happens that
when changing three bits from the value 1 to the value 0
in an octad, one can construct 85 vectors of weight five.
If we repeatthis process
for every octad, we obtain a total

of 759 × 85 = 24
vectors
of weights five, which is the
5
cardinal of P824 .
This leads to the following construction:
(a) choose a base {b1 , . . . , b12 } of G24 ;
(b) choose a random generator G on 12 bits (corresponding to a 12 iterations of a binary Bernoulli);

(c) pick a binary vector g := g1 · · · g12 from the random
generator G;
L12
(d) compute the word m(g) := j=1 gj bj ;
a1
(e) if W (m) = 8 then m = 0 10a2 1 . . . 0a8 10a9 and
do
(e1) randomly pick a vector x = x1 . . . x8 of
weight three and length eight (there exist 83 = 56
such vectors. They can be kept in memory);
(e2) compute
m00 := 0a1 (1 ⊕ x1 )0a2 (1 ⊕ x2 ) . . . 0a8 (1 ⊕ x8 )0a9 ;
(f) if W (m) = 16, then m := m ⊕ 124 and go to (e);
(g) if W (m) = 0 or W (m) = 24, then go to (c);
(h) if W (m) = 12, then ask G a binary vector g 0 :=
0
g10 · · · g12
and compute m0 := m(g 0 )
0
if W (m ) = 8 then m := m0 and go to (e)
else if W (m0 ⊕ m) = 8 then m := m0 ⊕ m and go to
(e)
else go to (c);
(i) output m00 .
This algorithm makes use of the generator Γ = B8 ×
B({1, . . . , 56}) where B8 is the generator induced by
B({0, 1}12 ) on the set P8 of words of weight eight or
sixteen. Since the counting probability of P8 is µ(P8 ) =
2×759
= 0, 37 . . . , the entropy of Γ is equal to h(Γ) =
212
(12 log 2 + log 56)/µ(P8 ) = 33.30 . . . . It gives in
 output the
uniform generator B(P524 ) with entropy log 24
5 . Hence we
obtain the entropy rate

log 24
5
= 0, 319 . . . .
h(Γ)
In this example, we obtained the blocks of the design by
considering the words of a fixed weight in the Golay code.
This is not the only method as we will show later.
B. Random walks methods
In this section, we show how random walks can lead
to a distribution as closed as desired to the uniform kout-of-n generator. The first construction applies random
walk on a finite group and in particular on the symmetric
group Sn . However, this method is not practical for large
values of n since the size of the group becomes huge. The
second construction makes use of a Markov walk on the
set of blocks of a k-design. In both case the convergence
to the uniform distribution is exponential. We illustrate
our method by some examples. We consider codes, like
Hamming, Golay, or quadratic residue codes, in order to
obtain the appropriate design. We also give an example
related to Hadamard matrices.
1) Random walk on a finite group, generalities: this topic
in cryptographic context was investigated by Sloane in a nice
survey [29]. Let us introduce objects and notations necessary
for our study.
A random walk on a finite group G is currently defined
by a probability Q on G and a homogeneous Markov chain
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Γn , of space of states G, of transition matrix T given by
Tg,h = Q(gh−1 ) = P (Γn+1 = g|Γn = h). If the support
of Q generates G, the chain is irreducible and its stationary
distribution is the uniform distribution U (G) on G. From the
identity (Γ0 = {e}), and a sequence of independent random
variables Xn , the walk can be described inductively by Γ1 =
X1 , Γn = Xn Γn−1 , the law of Γn being given by Q(1) = Q
for
convolution product Q(m) (g) = Q∗Q(m−1) (g) =
P Γ1 and(m−1)
Q
(gh−1 )Q(h) for Γm (≥ 2). Here, we suppose
h∈G
that the chain is irreducible and aperiodic. Hence there exist
m0
1
an integer m0 and a constant c > 0 such that Tg,h
≥ c #G
and then inequality (3) can be applied. This inequality can
be translated in terms of distance (2), and can be improved
in the case of symmetric walks (Q(g) = Q(g −1 )) or for
particular groups previously analyzed in a probabilistic way.
For more details, see [2], [3], [10], [23], [24].
One application in cryptography is the popular stream parity de-skewer. Here G is the additive group {0, 1} := Z/2Z
and Q(0) = 12 − β, Q(1) = 12 + β with 0 ≤ 2β < 1. Then
1 1 
−1 1 
and S :=
.
T = 12 J + βS with J :=
1

1

1

−1

Using JS = SJ = 0, J 2 = 2J and S 2 = 2S we get the
explicit formula
Tn =

d(Qn , U ({0, 1})) = e−n log(1/2β) .
Moreover, for k ≥ 1 fixed, the sequence of random variables
(Γkn )n≥1 defines the Bernoulli SDS B({0, 1}, Q(k) ) whose
entropy is, after simplification,
=

1
log 2 − (1 + (2β)k ) log(1 + (2β)k )
2


1
1
+ (1 − (2β)k ) log
.
k
2
1 − (2β)

Hence, Hk − log 2 ∼ (2β)2k as k tends to infinity.
2) Random transposition on the symmetric group Sn
and k-out-of-n generators: random walks on the symmetric
group Sn have been intensely studied (see the preceding
references). Consider a uniform Bernoulli generator B(Sn )
on the group of permutations Sn . This generator defines
a sequence of random variables Σn (·) = B(Sn )n . Then
Cn = Σn ({1, . . . , k}) is a sequence of random variables
uniformly distributed in the set Pkn .
An interesting method to construct generators distinct
from Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm is to choose a set E of
generators of Sn and use a Bernoulli B(E). A result of [10]
states that the speed of convergence is in e−γ when the walk
has a sufficiently large number of steps γ: more precisely,
for E = {Id, (1, 2), (1, 2, . . . , n), (n, n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1)}
one has
d(G(36n

3

(log n+γ))

, U (Sn )) ≤ αe−γ ,

σ∈Sn
σ({1,...,k})=A

We observe that #{σ ∈ Sn ; σ({1, . . . , k}) = A} = k!(n−
k)! so that
k!(n − k)!
1 X
(m)
Qk (A) −
d(Γm , U (Sn )) =
2
n!
n
A∈Pk

≤

d(Γm [k], U (Pkn )) .

This last bound validates the construction of Γm [k] with
the same convergence property than that of Γm . However,
this generator is not practical for large value of n, and in
particular for n = 24.
3) Homogeneous symmetric random walk on a finite set:
Let M be a finite set of elements and let E be a set of
bijections of M. We set
µ := #M

1
J + (2β)n S
2

and consequently

Hk

where α > 0 is a universal constant and for all integers
γ ≥ 0. Then, random variables Γm (see above) represent a
generator converging to the Bernoulli generator B(Sn ); it
outputs, at each step, a permutation σ and σ({1, . . . , k}). Let
(m)
Γm [k] denotes this generator. Its distribution Qk on Pkn is
given, for each set A of k elements of En = {1, . . . , n}, by
X
(m)
Q(m) (σ).
Qk (A) =

(4)

and χ := #E.

A general random walk on M with instructions in E is
given by a distribution law L on M and a sequence of Evalued random variables (Xn )n of given distribution Pn . An
outcome x = (xk )k of the random sequence (Xk )k≥1 leads
to a walk on M consisting to start from an initial point
m0 in M, selected according to the law L (step 0) and the
location of the walk after n steps is mn = xn ◦ xn−1 ◦ · · · ◦
x1 (m0 ). In the sequel, we only pay attention to a Markov
symmetric homogeneous and uniform walk, that means a
walk satisfying the following properties:
(j) The initial point m0 is fixed.
(jj) Symmetry: for all Y in E the inverse map Y −1
belongs to E and the identity map belongs to E.
(jjj) The random variables Xn are independent, with
uniform distribution Pn := U (E).
Therefore, the space of states of the corresponding Markov
chain is M and the stochastic transition matrix T is given
by
#{Y ∈ E ; Y (i) = j}
Ti,j :=
((i, j) ∈ M2 ) .
χ
According to property (jj), the matrix T is symmetric and so,
has the uniform distribution on M for stationary probability.
For our applications we assume that
(jv) The chain is mixing.
This assumption is equivalent to the fact that a power of S
has all entries positive. Hence, we may define the following
important parameter of the chain
κ := min{k ≥ 0 ; ∀ (i, j) ∈ M2 , (T k )i,j > 0}.
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In other words κ is the minimum number of necessary steps
to go from any state to any state.
Our next goal is to estimate the so called spectral hole
of S. To this aim we use the symmetry of the chain by
considering appropriated quadratic forms on the vector space
RM equipped
P with the euclidean scalar product denoted by
hξ|ξ 0 i = (i,j)∈M2 ξi ξj0 , with norm || · ||. Each generator
Y in E, acting on M is identified to an automorphism
of RM permuting the canonical basis. It is represented by
an orthogonal matrix, still denoted by Y . The action of Y
applies at i will be denoted by Y ·i. Explicitly, Y is given by
Yi,j = 1 if j = Y ·i and Yi,j = 0 otherwise. The inverse Y −1
of Y corresponds to the transpose matrix Y ∗ . The stochastic
transition matrix T defined above is now given by
1 X
Y.
T :=
χ
Y ∈E

By symmetry of T and Perron-Frobenius’s theorem, T has µ
eigenvalues λν (0 ≤ ν < µ) whose the largest one is equal
to 1, with multiplicity 1. Let ρ be the greater eigenvalue of
T distinct from 1, we ordered real eigenvalues as follows:

For our purpose, choose A = I − T . Then we have
1X
QI−T (ξ) =
(ξi − ξj )2 Ti,j
2 i,j
1 X
(ξi − ξY ·i )2
=
2χ Y ∈E
i∈M

The bound will result from the following main lemma.
Lemma 1: Consider the symmetric matrix B = I −
where J has all its coefficients equal to 1. Then

|Y i,j |−1

X

ξi − ξj =

αν = min{m(F ) ; dim(F ) = ν + 1},
F

0 ≤ ν < µ,

the minimum being calculated over the set of all subspaces
F of RM of dimension ν + 1 and
m(F ) := max{hAξ|ξi ; ||ξ|| = 1, and ξ ∈ F }.
A straightforward consequence of this theorem is
Corollary 1: Let QA and QA0 two quadratic forms on
RM , of symmetric matrices A and A0 and eigenvalues λν , λ0ν
respectively (indexed in decreasing order). If for a constant
C > 0 we have QA0 ≤ CQA , then λ0ν ≤ Cλν for every
index ν, 0 ≤ ν < µ.

(ξ

s=0

i,j
i,j
Ys ···Y0 ·i

−ξ

Y

i,j
i,j
···Y0 ·i
s+1

).

Applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
|Y i,j |−1
2

Proof.
1. The first inequality is easy to prove. By (jj), diagonal
χ
(T − χ1 I)
terms of T are equal to 1/χ, hence the matrix χ−1
χλν −1
is stochastic with eigenvalues χ−1 between −1 and 1. In
χλµ−1 −1
particular −1 ≤ χ−1
, which gives −1 + χ2 ≤ λµ−1 , as
expected.
2. The second inequality is more complex to prove. It
relies on the comparison of two quadratic forms on RM .
To every symmetric matrix A indexed on M we associate the quadratic form QA (ξ) = hAξ|ξi. Eigenvalues
α0 ≤ α1 ≤ · · · ≤ αµ−1 of A are given by Courant-Fisher
theorem (also called mini-max theorem) [12]:

(5)

Proof. For every pair (i, j) of states, let Y i,j =
i,j
· · · Y0i,j with Y0i,j = I be a composition of elements
Yk(i,j)
of E such that j = Y i,j ·i with k(i, j) minimal. Set
|Y i,j | := k(i, j). We have |Y i,j | ≤ κ and

−1 < λµ−1 ≤ · · · ≤ λ1 = ρ < λ0 = 1 .
Theorem 2: With the preceding definitions and notations,
we have
2
4
−1 + ≤ λµ−1 and ρ ≤ 1 −
.
χ
κ(κ + 1)χ

χκ(κ + 1)
QI−T .
4

QB ≤

1
µJ

(ξi − ξj ) = |Y

i,j

|

X

(ξ

s=0

i,j
i,j
Ys ···Y0 ·i

−ξ

Y

i,j
i,j
···Y0 ·i
s+1

)2

|Y i,j |−1

≤ χ|Y i,j |

X

(ξ

s=0

i,j
i,j
Ys ···Y0 ·i

−ξ

i,j
i,j
Y
···Y0 ·i
s+1

)2 Tλijs

i,j
· · · Y0i,j ·i, Ys+1
· · · Y0i,j ·i .
where λijs :=
Multiply these inequalities by 1/µ and add all of them, first
by summing on j and then on i. The summation on the left
side simply gives
1 X
(ξi − ξj )2 = 2QB (ξ).
µ
2

Ysi,j

(i,j)∈M

Hence, the summation on the right side is greater than
2QB (ξ). By collecting all right terms according to the values
taking by |Y i,j | for i fixed we get
κ

(χ/2)

1X
k(2QI−T )
µ
k=1

since by minimality, there is no loop in the path going from
i to j and constructed from Y i,j . Therefore, summing over i
now leads to the desired inequality QB (ξ) ≤ κ(κ+1)χ
QI−T .
4
Eigenvalues of µ1 J being 1 and 0, those of B are then
1 (with multiplicity µ − 1) and 0. Then Corollary 1 gives
1 ≤ κ(κ+1)χ
(1 − ρ), which is the second inequality of
4
theorem 2.
Using Theorem 2 and the fact that T is a symmetric
stochastic matrix of order µ, we get the following inequality

n
1
4
Tn − J 2 ≤ 1 −
,
µ
κ(κ + 1)χ
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where · 2 denotes the quadratic norm of operators. Now
(n)
let Pm be the distribution of the walk obtained from the
state m0 , and set
(n)
d(n) := max d(Pm
, U (M)).
m∈M

Let Im0 be the column vector in RM with all entries
0 except the entry corresponding to m0 . From CauchySchwarz inequality and symmetry of T n ,
1
1 X n
(n)
Ti,m0 −
d(Pm
, U (M)) =
2
µ
j∈M
1√  X  n
1 2 1/2
≤
µ
Ti,m0 −
2
µ
j∈M


1
1√
≤
µ T n − J Im0 .
2
µ
2
Since
1
1
||(T n − J)Im0 ||2 ≤ |||(T n − J)|||2 ||Im0 ||2
µ
µ
n

4
,
≤
1−
κ(κ + 1)χ
we obtain

(b.1) replace m by m0 , replacing the first b − k coordinates
equal to 1 in m by zeros
(b.2) randomly act on m0 the generators of G, N times
(b.3) output the obtained word.
else
(c.1) randomly act on m the generators of G, N times, and
obtain m0
(c.2) randomly choose k coordinates equal to 1 in m0 using
a k-out-of-b generator
(c.3) output the obtained word.
We give in the sequel, examples of constructions for
various parameters k and n.
Example 2: Generator 5-out-of-24 associated to the
Mathieu group M24
Let G24 be the extended binary Golay code. The Mathieu
group, M24 , is the automorphism group of G24 and can be
generated by the following four permutations acting on the
coordinates of the words of the Golay code:
S : i 7→ i + 1,

V : i 7→ 2i,

U : i 7→ −1/i

and

 ∞ 7→ 0, 0 7→ ∞,
i 7→ −(i/2)2 if i is a quadratic residu modulo 23,
W :

i 7→ (2i)2
otherwise.

√ 
n
µ
4
d(n) ≤
1−
2
κ(κ + 1)χ

that can be transformed into
d(dab + bγe) ≤ e−γ .

(6)

G5-24(N) Algorihm
INPUT

with
1
log µ − log 2
2
1

.
b = −
4
log 1 − κ(1+κ)χ

a

=

This inequality exhibits the speed of convergence of the
walk to the uniform distribution.
In the next subsection, we apply this general theory to the
specific case of random walks on the blocks of a design.
4) Random walk using the automorphism group of a
design: We now introduce an efficient uniform k-out-of-n
generator, using a random walk on a block of a k−design.
The walk consists in acting on the block a set E of
appropriate generators of the automorphism group of the
design.
Gk-n(N) Algorithm
INPUT : N
OUTPUT : a binary vector of Hamming weight k and length
n
Choose a block m of weight b among the blocks of a k −
(n, b, λ) design. The automorphism group A of the design
must be transitive on the blocks.
If A is (b − k)-transitive on the blocks,
then

:N
: a binary vector of Hamming weight 5 and length

OUTPUT

24
(a) choose an octad of G24 : m
(b) replace m by m0 , replacing the first three coordinates
equal to 1 in m by zeros
(c) randomly act on m0 the four generators or their inverse
or the identity, N times
(d) output the obtained word.
Note that M24 is 5-transitive on octads. This is why step (b)
can be done before acting the generators.
We have now to explicitly construct the random generator of octads. Since the size of M24 is huge (#M24 =
210.33.5.7.11.23), the speed of convergence of a walk on
the Mathieu group would be mediocre.
Thus we introduce a Markov walk on the set M of octads
by the action of the four aforementioned generators of M24 :
S, V , U et W . Let I be the identity. Now we make the walk
symmetrical by taking the following transition set
E := {I, S, S −1 , U, V, V −1 , W, W −1 },
with the uniform probability.
To show that G5-24(N) Algorihm realizes a uniform 5-outof-24 generator asymptotically with exponential speediness,
we determine equation (6) with the correct parameters.
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We have to calculate the minimal number of times we
have to act elements of E on a given octad in order to obtain
all the octads. Since the walk is symmetric, this number
corresponds to κ. Taking into account that the identity
belongs to E, Table 2 shows that κ = 7.
Number of octads Numbers of steps
683
6
76
7

A2 = (3, 12, 7, 9)(4, 6, 10, 8), of order 4
A3 = (1, 3)(4, 8)(7, 11)(9, 12) of order 2
A4 = (2, 4, 5, 8)(6, 9, 10, 12) of order 4
and we consider
E := {A1, (A1)−1 , A2, (A2)−1 , A3, A4, (A4)−1 , I},
where I represents the identity permutation. We have χ = 8
and κ = 6 from Table 3.

Table 2: number of steps to obtain, during the walk, all octads
from a specific octad

With the above notations, we have µ = 759, χ = 8, and
κ = 7. We obtain
d(292 + 111γ) ≤ e−γ .

Number of blocks Numbers of steps
74
5
58
6
Table 3: number of steps to obtain, during the walk, all blocks
from a specific block

With the appropriate parameters, equation (6) becomes

The following histogram (Fig. 1) gives a statistical view
of what is going on in the case of a very short walk. It
represents the number N (f ) of octads obtained f times
during 7590 walks of length 11 (7590 is equal to ten times
the number of octads). The distribution is rather good.
N (f )

d(146 + 83γ) ≤ e−γ .
Example 4: Generator 2-out-of-31
In this example, we consider a 2-(31, 7, 7) design whose
automorphism group A is not 2-transitive on its blocks.
The number of blocks is 155. The group A is a permutation
group acting on the set of 31 coordinates. It is of order
465 = 3.5.31 and is generated by the following two
permutations
A1 = (1, 16, 15, 13, 9)(2, 18, 19, 21, 25)(3, 20, 23, 29, 10)
(4, 22, 27, 6, 26)(5, 24, 31, 14, 11)(7, 28, 8, 30, 12)
and
A2 = (2, 29, 10, 5, 20, 6, 17, 15, 21, 3, 26, 19, 9, 8, 11)
(4, 23, 28, 13, 27, 16, 18, 12, 30, 7, 14, 24, 25, 22, 31).
Consider the set of generators
E := {A1, (A1)−1 , A2, (A2)−1 , I}

f

Figure 1. Number N (f ) of octads obtained f times during 7590 walks
of length 11

Example 3: Random walk on a ternary Golay code
In the previous example, we focused on the binary Golay
code. There also exists a ternary Golay code with parameters
[12, 6, 6] whose words of Hamming weight equal to 6 yield
a 5-(12, 6, 1) design. The number of blocks of the design
being equal to 132. Thus, with a similar construction, we
can obtain a 5-out-of-12 generator. The automorphism
group of the design is of order 95040 = 26 .33 .5.11 and
is 5-transitive on the blocks of the design. This group is
generated by the following four permutations on the set of
12 coordinates.
A1 = (5, 9, 12, 7)(6, 10, 11, 8) of order 4

and act the elements of E on a block m, N times, in order
to obtain a random block m0 . This block can be represented
by a vector of weight 7 and length 31.
Computation gives κ = 6 and with the appropriate parameters, equation (6) becomes
d(95 + 52γ) ≤ e−γ .
Then we have to randomly choose 2 coordinates equal to
1 in m’ using a 2-out-of-7 generator. To do this we consider
a 2-(7, 3, 1) design. The automorphism group of the design
is P SL(2, 7) and is 2-transitive on its blocks. We just have
to replace the first 1 in m0 by a zero and carry out a walk on
this vector. We then obtain a random vector of weight 2 and
length 31. Notice that generators 2-out-of-31 and 2-out-of-7
can be executed in parallel.
Example 5: 3-out-of-16 generator.
It is important to choose a correct design in order to
carry out the walk. In fact, to obtain a uniform generator,
our method requires to consider designs with automorphism
group that is transitive on the blocks.
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The speed of convergence is given by
We introduce here an example of automorphism group of
a design, which is not transitive on the blocks. The design
d(148 + 83γ) ≤ e−γ .
is constructed from a Hadamard matrix. Recall that the
order of a Hadamard matrix is necessarily a multiple of 4
V. C ONCLUSION
and Sylvester construction shows that there exist Hadamard
In this paper, we introduced a type of generators, which
matrices of order 2i for all positive integer i. Let H be the
has not been deeply studied in the literature. Yet, k-out-offollowing Hadamard matrix of order 16
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  n generators have a wide practical interest, particularly for
developing secure applications. Our constructions make use
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
1
1
1
1
−
−
−
− 
 11 11 −1 −1 −1 −1 −
1
1
−
−
1
1
−
−  of t-designs in order to obtain uniformity and run random
 1 1 − − − 1 −1 −
−
−
1
1 
 1 1 − − 1 − − −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −
 1 1 − − − − 1 1 − − 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1  walks in order to control the accuracy of convergence.
1 − − 1 − − 1 1 1 1 − − 1 − − 1 
We proposed methods to efficiently construct such gen1 − − 1 1 1 − − − − 1 1 1 − − 1 
 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 −  erators and studied in detail special cases. The speed of
1 − 1 − 1 − − 1 1 − − 1 − 1 − 1 
 1 − 1 − − 1 1 − − 1 1 − − 1 − 1  convergence of our generators is better than any known k1 − 1 − − 1 − 1 − 1 − 1 1 − 1 −
 1 − − 1 1 − 1 − − 1 − 1 − 1 1 −  out-of-n generators.
1
1

−
1

−
1

1
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−
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−

−
−

1
−

1
−

−
−

1
−

−
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−
1

1
1

1
1

−
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where the symbol "−" stands for "−1". This matrix yields a
3-(16, 8, 3) design with 30 blocks. The automorphism group
is of order 2688 = 27 .3.7 and is generated by the following
permutations on the set of 16 coordinates:
A1 = (1, 5)(2, 10)(3, 12, 15, 8, 14, 6)(4, 7, 16, 11, 13, 9)
A2 = (2, 3, 4)(6, 8, 7)(9, 12, 10)(13, 16, 15)
A3 = (5, 10)(6, 9)(7, 12)(8, 11).
When acting the generators on the blocks, we obtain 2 orbits.
One of order 28 and the other one of order 2. It means that
from a given block, it is not possible to obtain all other
blocks during the walk.
Let us now consider the design D whose blocks are the
words of weight 12 of the extended Hamming code of
parameters [16, 12, 3]. This is a 3-(16, 12, 55) design with
140 blocks. The automorphism group of D is a permutation
group A acting on a set of cardinality 16. It is of order
322 560 = 210 .32 .5.7 and is generated by the following
automorphisms:
A1 = (5, 13)(6, 10)(7, 16)(9, 15)
A2 = (5, 16)(6, 9)(7, 13)(10, 15)
A3 = (3, 6)(4, 7, 10, 12)(8, 13, 15, 14)(9, 11)
A4 = (1, 5)(3, 6)(7, 12)(8, 15)
A5 = (2, 10, 13, 12, 4)(3, 16, 11, 8, 15)(5, 7, 9, 6, 14).
Consider the set of 8 generators
E := {A1, A2, A3, (A3)−1 , A4, A5, (A5)−1 , I}.
Then, choose a block m of the design and, since Aut(D)
is 3-transitive, just perform a walk on its first 3 coordinates
using the elements of E. Here κ = 6 and so we get a random
word of weight 3 and length 16 as desired.
Number of blocks Numbers of steps
4
4
119
5
19
6
Table 4: number of steps to obtain, during the walk, all blocks
from a specific block
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Abstract—In an Internet of Things (IoT), a plethora of
tiny devices will extend the Internet to the physical world
and allow for a completely new class of applications. Two
possible IoT scenarios are public safety (e.g., surveillance of
areas and borders) and smart cities that offer smart services
to improve the lives of a city’s inhabitants. Both share many
underlying challenges in terms of realization. They comprise
large-scale deployments of sensor nodes and require longterm, battery-driven operation, low-delay reporting of events,
as well as secure and attack-resilient design. However, experiences from real-world trials have shown that decent tradeoffs between these two conflicting goals are hard to find. In
this paper, we show how staggered wake-ups achieve this.
We call this low-delay and low-power duty cycle management
scheme CUPID because its parameterization is based on the
expected communication patterns in the network, duty-cycle
and latency requirements. We show by simulations and realworld experiments with more than 150 nodes that our scheme
significantly reduces the packet delay for low duty cycle
settings, especially in large networks.
Keywords-Wireless Sensor Network, Duty Cycling, Lowdelay event reporting, Attack-resilience, Real-world measurements

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is envisioned that in the future, all kinds of devices
ranging from resource-constraint wireless sensor nodes to
powerful server-class computers will interact to form an
Internet of Things (IoT). In such a setting, tiny devices
will extend the Internet to the physical world and allow
for a completely new class of applications. Since the introduction of the IoT vision over a decade ago, it has
evolved tremendously since the underlying technologies are
maturing. Envisioned application scenarios include environmental monitoring, personal health monitoring, monitoring
and control of industrial processes, public safety, smart
spaces and increasingly smart cities.
In the public safety domain, the surveillance of areas (e.g.,
for trespasser detection) is a typical application domain of
wireless sensor networks. Examples are [2], [3] and the
FleGSens project [4], which realize trespasser detection and
localization systems for borders and critical areas. Smart
cities have recently gained momentum and examples of
smart cities are projects such as CitySense [5], Oulu Smart
City [6], T-City Friedrichshafen [7] and the recently started
EU FP7-funded SmartSantander [8] project. I such city-scale

deployments dozens of thousands devices are being or going
to be deployed and will offer smart services to improve the
lives of a city’s inhabitants.
Despite their differences, both application scenarios share
many underlying challenges in terms of realization. These
networks are comprised of a large number of wireless sensor
nodes that are deployed in a large-scale environment. For the
majority of nodes, mains power supply is not an option due
to cost or unavailability and hence the nodes must operate
on batteries. Another shared property is that in case of an
observed event (e.g., a trespasser or a bus approaching a
station), the event must be reported as fast as required to
a base station that provides access to a backbone network
such as the Internet. Compared to the number of nodes,
the number of base stations will be small and nodes must
forward data in a multi-hop fashion towards the nearest base
station. In addition, both networks operate in a potentially
hostile environment where they are subject to attacks.
In such networks, important factors are network lifetime,
the time to report an event, and resilience. As the replacement of batteries is disproportionately expensive because
of inaccessibility and the large number of nodes, saving
energy is imperative – typically by using an very low
duty cycle (< 1%) – to achieve a long network life time.
Simply decreasing the duty cycle results in high multihop latencies as nodes must wait for their neighbors to
wake up and be ready-to-receive before they can forward
a message but especially for critical messages (e.g., alarms)
low latencies are crucial. To save energy, approaches such as
Low Power Listening (LPL) are frequently used where nodes
periodically sample the radio interface for preambles that
indicate that a packet is to be received and switch to active
mode for reception. Low Power Listening is vulnerable to
so-called sleep deprivation where attackers drain the nodes’
batteries by wasting energy, e.g., by sending messages or
preambles that cause nodes to stay awake.
This goal conflict requires a careful trade-off and is nowadays often custom-tailored for each individual application.
In this paper, we present a novel delay and communication
pattern optimized duty cycle management scheme for sensor
networks called CUPID (CommUnication Pattern Informed
Duty Cycling in Sensor Networks). Its focus is to minimize
the latency in multi-hop networks, which use extremely
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low duty cycles. We picked up the idea of staggered
wakeups [9], [10], [11], [12], which we have extended and
generalized. In this approach, nodes wake up subsequently
in the direction where packets are forwarded. In contrast
to existing work, CUPID copes with unreliable communication links and hardware constraints, no node redundancy,
and with different communication patters (instead of only
allowing network-to-sink communication). In addition to the
aforementioned properties, CUPID is resilient against sleep
deprivation attacks and can therefore be used in security
related applications. The work presented in this paper is an
extended version of [1].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we review related approaches. Following,
Section III introduces CUPID in detail. Then, Section IV
provides a simulative and Section V an experimental evaluation. Section VI concludes the paper with a summary and
future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In general, there are different types of power management
techniques. One of the earliest proposals is Low Power
Listening (e.g., used in Wisemac [13]), in which nodes
are unsynchronized and periodically activate their radio
for a fixed duration. A sender transmits short preambles
before sending the actual message causing all addressed
receivers activating their radio at the respective point in
time. However, this implies vulnerability to sleep deprivation
attacks.
In MAC layer schemes like S-MAC and T-MAC media
access during synchronized active slots is coordinated using
Ready-To-Send/Clear-To-Send mechanisms, which implies
that only unicast communication is possible as well as
vulnerability to sleep deprivation attacks.
K-coverage approaches assume that sensing is only possible when a node is active. We do not consider these
approaches here, since we assume that sensors have the
capability of waking up the node. Also, we don’t compare
to on-demand wakeup radios [14] where ultra-low-power
radio interfaces wake up the main radio interface to receive
a message. The special hardware required for the first radio
significantly increases cost.
Scheduled wakeup schemes do not integrate the duty
cycling into the MAC layer but they organize their sleep cycles using predetermined or random schemes. These can be
further divided into mechanisms with and without time synchronization. Asynchronous wakeup methods (e.g., [15]) do
not require synchronized clocks, but they increase the endto-end delay especially over long distances. It is therefore
common practice to assume (loosely) synchronized clocks.
Examples for this approach are staggered wakeups where
nodes wake up subsequently in the packet forward direction.
Stankovic et al. [10] call it streamlined wakeup, but assume
reliable communication links and high node redundancy.

Moreover, they explain their end-to-end optimization only
in a short overview and focus on minimizing the detection
delay of one sensor event instead.
In [9], Li et al. call the approach fast path algorithm.
Applying additional wake phases they establish a single path
between source and sink, but this is independent from a
global duty cycle and from other paths. As a node can handle
only a few paths their approach is only appropriate if few
nodes send data to few other nodes. In contrast to them we
concentrate on a solution for the whole network to allow for
network-to-sink communication and vice versa.
Bisnik et al. [11] convert the network into a graph, vertices
representing nodes and edges representing communication
links. The goal is now to assign (awake) slots to all nodes
so that the maximum end-to-end communication delay is
minimal. Using the graph-theoretical abstraction the authors
prove that this optimization problem is NP-hard given all
data is available at a central station. They derive an optimal
solution for a rectangular topology where nodes are adjusted
in a grid and have exactly four neighbors. However, such
a topology can hardly be produced in reality and also assumes reliable communication links. Moreover, the smallest
considered duty cycle is 5% if no messages are sent. Nodes
sending a message must have knowledge about the wake
phases of all destination nodes, which are not necessarily at
the same time, and must be additionally awake during these
times. By contrast, we investigated constant duty cycles of
up to 0,1 % while enabling broadcast communication at the
same time.
The authors of [16] describe a wave based communication mechanism to deliver sensor information to and from a
designated node without the need of centralized controls.
However, they do not consider the resulting duty cycle
whereas we meet the requirement of a constant duty cycle. In
addition, they base there results exclusively on simulations.
Keshavarzian et al. propose two methods they call
crossed-ladders and multi-parent scheme [12], where nodes
are divided into groups depending on their hop based
distance to a reference node. Each group is awake during
one slot. But their theoretical considerations also assume
reliable communication links and disregard the hiddenterminal-problem. Additionally, the authors consider only
small networks of at most 4 hops. Their second approach
does not support broadcast communication as the network
is divided into several partitions, which work independently
from each other. Simulation results refer exclusively to the
generation of the network partitions. Experimental results
are not presented.
To summarize, MAC layer schemes are inefficient, vulnerable to sleep-deprivation attacks or do not support broadcast
communication, k-coverage protocols make different assumptions, and on-demand wakeup radios require expensive
additional hardware. The techniques closest to our approach
are scheduled wakeup schemes. Here, we point out that
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other approaches do not scale or do not support periodic or
broadcast communication. Many authors base their work on
unrealistic assumptions and it remains open in which way
varying communication ranges influence their approaches.
In contrast to these, we investigate the influence of medium
access and the hidden terminal problem, which is unavoidable when nodes residing in the same level cannot hear
each other. Moreover, CUPID guarantees that all neighbors
of a sending node are ready-to-receive so that arbitrary
communication patterns are supported and nodes are not
obliged to keep track of forwarding directions or sleep cycles
of parent nodes.
III. CUPID - C OMMUNICATION PATTERN INFORMED
D UTY C YCLING
In this section, we present CUPID, our communication
pattern informed duty cycle management scheme. The major
goals of CUPID are
1) conservation of energy,
2) resilience against sleep deprivation attacks,
3) minimization of end-to-end message delay,
4) support for broadcast communication, and
5) reduction of collision probability.
Depending on the requirements of the application, CUPID
can be parameterized in order to meet them.
The basic idea of our scheme is that groups of adjacent
nodes wake up and enter sleep mode subsequently. The idea
is not completely new, but for practical use, several problems
must be taken into account and the user must be aware of
advantages and disadvantages. All nodes in one group follow
the same sleep/wake-cycle. One after the other group wake
up (depending on their hop-based distance to a reference
node, e.g., a sink), stay awake for the same period of time
and go asleep one after the other again. On a global level,
these wake phases form a wave from the sink to the farthest
nodes and vice versa.
We consider a line-shaped network topology as shown
in Figure 1(a) where nodes are arranged in a 1-dimensional
way and the generalized case shown in Figure 1(b). The lines
limit the hop-based range to the reference node (black dot).
The particular property (discussed in Section IV-B) of the
rectangle topology with regard to CUPID is that not all nodes
of the same group are within each other’s communication
range.
Figure 2 shows three groups from a line-shaped network:
Group n − 1, n and n + 1 where n means n hops away from
the reference node. The boxes indicate different states, e.g.,
Group n + 1 wakes up at T0 and T2 and goes to sleep at T1
and T3 . During a wake period, a node is in receiving mode
(indicated by Rx) and may only transmit during a certain
interval (indicated by Tx). Like this, the nodes from Group
n can transmit to the nodes of both neighboring groups at
the same time.

(a) Line-shape

(b) Rectangle-shape

Figure 1. Considered network topologies and the hop-based distances to
the reference node (black dot)

The major assumption of our scheme is that some kind of
time synchronization makes sure that the difference between
two clocks stays below an upper bound (cf. Section III-A1).
In addition, we assume the presence of at least one reference
node (typically a sink), from which all other nodes calculate
their hop-based distance. For estimating the network diameter another reference node is needed, which is furthest to the
sink or the user must estimate the diameter. The scheme is
based on fixed node positions. A looser assumption is that
data flows from or to a reference node. CUPID is optimized
for this kind of data flow. However, multi-hop communication orthogonal to the wave takes disproportionately more
time.
A. Design
This section introduces our considerations when CUPID
is applied on real network. We assume that application
designers have a fixed application scenario where some
parameters are known a priori (e.g., the network’s diameter)
and some are desired (e.g., maximum end-to-end delay or
duty cycle). Table I lists the parameters relevant to CUPID.
Abbreviation

Unit / Range

Name

ND
EED
DC
dslotlen
dsil
dSF L
dtol

[Hops]
[sec]
∈ [0, 1]
[sec]
[sec]
[sec]
[ms]

Network Diameter
max. End-to-End Delay
Duty Cycle
Slot Length
Silence Length
Super Frame Length
Tolerance Length

Table I
PARAMETERS RELEVANT TO CUPID

The Network Diameter N D[hops] is the maximum number of hops from the reference node. The End-to-End Delay
EED[sec] describes the maximum amount of time messages
need to travel from source to sink. The Duty Cycle DC is
the percentage of time, where nodes are awake, i.e., the radio
interface is active. The remaining parameters are shown in
Figure 3. Each group shares a so-called Sending Slot of
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Group n-1
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n
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Rx Tx Rx
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...

T0
Figure 2.

T1

d TOL = tolerance length

d slotlength

0

0

2
3
4
5

5

Sending slot

t
d SFL
= super frame length

T3

T2

Overview of CUPID’s sleep/wake-cycle scheme

length dslotlen [sec], i.e., during this time they access the
medium via CSMA/CA. The overall number of sending slots
equals the Network Diameter. After the last sending slot,
there is a Silence Period of length dsil [sec] where no node
is awake. In addition, we define the Super Frame Length
dSF L = N D · dslotlen + dsil .
The designer can choose the proportion of waves towards
and away from the reference node to support the expected
data flow. For instance, a data collection application forwards
much data towards a sink, so that the wave towards the sink
should be employed much more often than the other one.
1) Coping with clock drift: Coordinated sleep/wakecycles require synchronized clocks, which can – to a certain
extent – be achieved using an appropriate protocol. However,
between two clock synchronizations, the hardware clocks
of the nodes drift unpredictably, but within known upper
bounds. In order to prevent message loss because of sleeping
neighbors, there are two different approaches: The first one
is to let the nodes wake up dtol ms earlier and go asleep
dtol ms later so that the receivers compensate for possible
clock drift. This Tolerance Length dtol is shown in Figure 3.
The second option is to shorten the duration of each sending
slot so that the senders compensate for clock drift.

Figure 3.

Rx Tx Rx

d SIL
= silence length

CUPID in detail

We decided to use the first option because the overhead

of option two is 3 · 2 · dtol ms in the worst case, where
the tolerance period remains unused. This is three times
larger than the other overhead of 2 · dtol ms. However, we
must keep in mind that this decision results in slots directly
following each other and unsynchronized clocks result in
overlapping slots, which cause additional contention for
medium access. The scheme is adaptable to unsynchronized
clocks by adjusting the duration of the tolerance phase.
2) Mutual Parameter Dependencies: Not all combinations of Network Diameter, Duty Cycle, Slot Length and
Super Frame Length (i.e., end-to-end delay) are possible.
We show, which parameters have mutual dependencies and
which value combinations are feasible.
As each node stays awake three sending slots – its own
sending slot as well as the sending slots of preceding and
succeeding group - the duty cycle DC results to

DC

=

3 · dslotlen + 2 · dtol
· 100.
dSF L

(1)

Imagine a required EED of 300 ms and a Network
Diameter of 30 hops (and therefore 30 sending slots). Then
the maximum value for Slot Length is 10 ms with no Silence
Period (dsil = 0). Hence, dNSFDL is the upper bound for
Slot Length. Reducing the Slot Length for a given Network
Diameter decreases the End-to-End Delay. The lower bound
for Slot Length is the time required to transmit at least
one single message. However, the Slot Length should allow
for sending all desired messages. The more messages nodes
have to send or forward, the longer the slots must be.
In addition, depending on the communication pattern it
may be beneficial not to use equally long Slot Lengths
but to adapt their value depending on the location of a
node. For instance, if every node wants to send data to the
sink without data aggregation, the message density increases
exponentially with the proximity to the reference node.
Hence, it can make sense to prolong sending slots (when
the wave goes back to the sink) the closer the nodes are
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to the sink node, so that they have more time for message
forwarding.
The Network Diameter also limits the maximum possible
value for the Duty Cycle for a given EED. To obtain this,
it is again dsil = 0. In the case of perfectly synchronized
clocks (dtol = 0) using Equation 1 we get:
DC

=
=

3 · dslotlen + 2 · dtol
· 100
N D · dslotlen + dsil
3
· 100.
ND

B

(2)
(3)

For instance, with N D = 5, the maximum value of Duty
Cycle is 60%, while for N D = 100 this upper bound goes
down to 3%. For some applications it might be necessary
to further reduce the Duty Cycle. This can be achieved by
decreasing the Slot Length, which automatically increases
the Silence Period since the Super Frame Length is fixed by
the selected End-to-End Delay.
B. Arbitrary communication patterns
Until now, an implicit assumption has been that data
flows from or to a reference node and therefore along the
directions of the wave. Our scheme is optimized for this
kind of data flow. In the directions of the wave, the delay
for a message scheduled at random point of time is nearly
equal for all nodes in the network and only depends on the
path length to the reference node.
However, if two arbitrary nodes want to exchange messages, CUPID causes additional delay compared to other
schemes (such as synchronous cycling). Consider two neighboring nodes N1 of group 1 and N2 of group 2. N2 sends a
message M SG1 to N1 , which is supposed to respond with
message M SG2 . In the inconvenient case, the wave goes
from group 1 to n and on reception of M SG1 N1 ’s sending
slot is already over. Hence, M SG2 has to wait for the
duration of dSF L until it will reach N2 . CUPID is especially
suited for communication in two (preferred) directions,
towards or from a reference node. Multi-hop communication
orthogonal to the wave takes disproportionately more time.

Figure 4.

Example of a more complex topology

D. Installing CUPID at run-time
CUPID is divided into the start-up phase that is executed
after network deployment and the subsequent operating
phase describe above. We assume that the values for Duty
Cycle and Tolerance Period are known at compile-time.
However, for a node to know the wake-up, transmit and
sleep times, it must determine (during the start-up phase) the
number of groups and its group number. We briefly present
one possibility to obtain the values.
• Group numbers: A way to assign the group number
to each node is to use shortest paths to the reference
node. Therefore, the reference node initiates a tree
construction. If all messages contain their hop based
distance, each node knows its distance to the reference
node. Figure 5 shows an example how S1 initiates a
tree construction, how a possible constructed tree looks
like, and how the nodes assign their respective group
numbers.
S1

S1
Tree:

S1
Group numbers:

0

Figure 5.

0

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Assignment of group numbers

C. Complex network topologies
More complex network topologies, as shown in Figure 4,
lead to waves moving towards each other, which increases
the probability of message loss due to hidden terminals.
Consider the example: Here, two wave fronts moving away
from the sink collide at node A and two wave fronts moving
towards the sink collide at node B.
In complex topologies with vertices and holes CUPID
can be applied, but some settings systematically lead to
collisions. Representing the topology by a graph, we observe
that cycles result in these settings and vertices if the wave
moves towards the sink.

•

Overall number of groups: If the network diameter
cannot be estimated, each node sends a message to
its parent node in the tree containing the maximum
of its own group number and all previously received
group numbers. The parent node forwards the message
if the included value is greater than the actual local
maximum. Like this, the maximum is forwarded to the
reference node. In order to save messages, the further
a node is located from the root of the tree the earlier
it should send. The reference node then increments
the maximum by one to obtain the overall number of
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groups and floods a message containing this number
to inform all nodes. If the diameter is estimated by
the user, the estimation should be greater than the real
diameter by any means to ensure that every node can
use its slot number. An overestimation simply increases
the silence period, but does not invalidate slot numbers.
Forwarding
the maximum:

5 4

Flooding the
S1
number of groups:

Figure 6.

5

S1

5
4

6

6
6

5

5

6

6

4

4
6

6
6 6

5

5

6

6

Detection of the number of groups

Algorithm 1 shows the computation of the slot and silence
lengths during the start-up phase. First, the greatest possible
slot length is determined as well as the resulting duty cycle.
If this duty cycle is greater than the desired duty cycle,
the slot length is recomputed using the desired duty cycle.
Finally, the length of the silence period is computed.
Algorithm 1 Computation of CUPID’s parameters
slot len := (EED – 2*d tol)/ND;
DC := (3*slot len + 2*d tol)*100/EED;
if DC > DC DESIRED then
slot len := EED*DC DESIRED/100;
if slot len > 2*d tol then
slot len := slot len – 2*d tol;
slot len := slot len / 3;
else
//Error: Invalid parameter combination!
slot len := 1;
end if
end if
d sil := EED – slot len*ND – 2*d tol;
In order to switch to the operation phase, the reference
node floods another message containing the switching time
TC . In case of lower densities, but of higher risk of packet
loss, additional broadcasts should increase the probability
of a reliable message distribution. If new nodes join the
network, they can either listen to the messages of their
neighbors to learn their group number or the start-up phase
could be repeated.
IV. S IMULATIVE E VALUATION
To evaluate our approach, we conducted a set of simulations in the simulator Shawn [17] and compared CUPID to two other schemes representing the most commonly employed classes of duty cycling protocols. The first
benchmark scheme called SC-CSMA (Synchronous Cycling
with CSMA) is a simple synchronized duty cycling of all

nodes, which access the medium by CSMA/CA during wake
phases. Directly after waking up and before going to sleep,
there is the same tolerance period like in CUPID to safeguard
against clock drift. We call the second benchmark SC-TDMA
(Synchronous Cycling with TDMA). Here, nodes are awake
synchronously with the same tolerances like in both other
schemes, but access the medium exclusively using a twohop wide unique slot. To establish these slots we used the
DRAND-algorithm [18].
Our goal was to model the real world as good as possible.
The sensor nodes used for the real-world experiments are
iSense nodes [19]. Software written for these nodes can be
compiled for execution in Shawn, which provides also an
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant CSMA/CA transmission model.
To model communication links, we employed the stochastic communication model where the packet reception probability remains constant at pmax up to the distance r1
from the sender and decreases linearly from pmax to 0 for
r1 < d < r2 . We applied the values for pmax = 98%,
r1 = 28 m, and r2 = 37.5 m obtained from a set of realworld outdoor experiments.
The accuracy of the oscillators of iSense nodes is 20 ppm
and by repeating time synchronization every 5 minutes, an
offset of less than 12 milliseconds is guaranteed, so we set
dtol = 12 ms. To obtain statistically sound results, the results
presented here are averaged over 100 simulations using the
same parameter set but different random seeds.
A. Line-shaped topology
For our first simulations, we used a linear simulation
area where nodes were placed in equal distances. We chose
the following parameters of which we varied always one
within each simulation set: N D = 50 hops, DC = 1% and
the density was set to 10 neighbors on average to obtain
a realistic working setup. As the influence caused by the
chosen super frame length is expected to vary for different
schemes, we altered the super frame length and then picked
the best for each scheme.
At opposite ends of the simulation area, we placed two
dedicated sink nodes S1 and S2 whereas S1 triggered
CUPID’s installation as well as the operating phase start.
We measured the EED of a single (flooded) packet from S1
to S2 , which was scheduled at the beginning of one awake
phase of S1 .
1) Influence of super frame length on latency: Figure 7
shows the average EED over the super frame length for
the different duty cycling schemes. The lines indicate how
the latency develops with an increasing super frame length.
The vertical bars indicate minimum and maximum occurring
value. Note that the larger the super frame length is, the
larger is the awake phase, the slot length, and thereby the
time for sending or forwarding a packet.
First, we have a look at the results of CUPID. For super
frames shorter than 8 s, it depends on the random seed how
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many cycles the flooded packet needs to arrive at the end of
the network. At most it takes about 50 s, which corresponds
to 7 cycles. The longer the wake phase is, the more likely it
becomes that the packet is passed through the whole network
within one cycle. 8 s as super frame length is obviously
enough for the network diameter of 50 hops. The packet
forwarding is done in only 942 ms. Increasing the super
frame length leads to larger slot lengths and in particular in
later slots (except the first one). This is why the delay of the
packet slowly rises with an increasing super frame length.
The curve of the SC-CSMA scheme proceeds in stages
because the message needs several awake phase to pass
through the whole network and the longer the awake phase
is the more hops are bypassed within one cycle. For larger
super frame lengths than 40 s, the EED remains low
because one awake phase is long enough to forward the
packet over 50 hops. While CUPID features a delay between
900 ms and 5 s for super frame lengths between 10 s and
40 s, for SC-CSMA it becomes that low not before a super
frame length of 38 s. This is especially harmful if the packet
to be sent is an alarm message, which can be scheduled at
any point in time. Hence, just in the case of an alarm where
a low delay is important such a great super frame length
affects the SC-CSMA in a negative way.
Figure 8 shows the average latency of an alarm message.
Note that the time needed for forwarding the packet can
be relatively short in comparison to the additional latency
caused by waiting until neighbors have woken up. For
CUPID it is 942ms vs. 10 s, which are caused by considering
the random schedule time of an alarm.
SC-TDMA needs significantly more time (at least 260 s)
to deliver the packet to S2 because sending slots are not
ordered in the forwarding direction. Hence, in the worst case
the packet is forwarded only once during one wake phase.
If it is clear, that the principle occurring communication
pattern consists of messages in one direction, it is possible

Figure 8.
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to adapt CUPID, so that the respective cycle is processed
more frequently than the other cycle and the average EED
is reduced further.
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Average latency over diameter

2) Influence of network diameter on latency: Figure 9
illustrates the latency in the average (alarm) case over
different diameters. We chose the optimal super frame length
here for each scheme and each diameter. For CUPID, we
set dSF L = 8 s whereas for the other schemes dSF L =
diameter + 20 s holds.
We notice that in smaller networks with a diameter of
less than 20 hops CUPID and SC-CSMA perform similarly,
while SC-TDMA in contrast does not achieve the same
efficiency. For larger diameters than 20, CUPID outperforms
the other schemes.
3) Influence of density on latency: In contrast to different
network diameters, other densities than 15 neighbors on
average do not influence the latency of the packet very much.
We set the density to 6, 10 and 20, but the results are similar
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we conducted simulations with the scenario shown in Figure 12 comprising different structures. We placed 900 nodes
in equal distances of 15 m in the simulation area so that we
obtained about 10 hops in vertical and 30 hops in horizontal
direction and about 20 neighbors on average.
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Based on the assumption that sending measured data to a
sink is a typical communication pattern in sensor networks,
we let nodes send messages to the sink node in the lower left
corner (using a tree routing). The resulting message density
on each link is indicated through the thickness of the lines
in Figure 12. We let different subsets of nodes (from 1 % to
20 %) of all 900 nodes send packets to the sink during the
same wake phase. Each node of the subset sends one packet
during this special wake phase resulting in 9 to 180 packets.
We counted how many of these arrived at the sink and logged
the delay. The super frame length was again set to 8 s. Along
the tree, single hop acknowledgements are used, where each
message is sent at most three times and is discarded after
three tries. The lack of multi-hop acknowledgements leads
to unreliable multi-hop communication.
The following two sections show the evaluation results
concerning delivery ratio and the latency. We do not consider
the SC-TDMA scheme in this scenario as it yielded in
unacceptable high latencies.

Average latency over duty cycle

4) Influence of duty cycle on latency: Finally, we investigated the influence of the duty cycle. Figure 11 depicts the
latency of the packet for different duty cycles. It becomes
clear that CUPID is beneficial for duty cycles lower than
2%. If energy is not scarce and a higher duty cycle may be
used, it does not make sense to use CUPID, but especially
for even lower duty cycles than 1% CUPID is extremely
advantageous.
The following section presents the performance analysis
of CUPID in the more general case, a two-dimensional
topology.
B. Rectangle-shaped topology
The line-shaped topology may occur at borders or dikes,
but to evaluate the performance of CUPID in other networks

CUPID 1%
CUPID 10%
CUPID 20%

SC−CSMA 1%
SC−CSMA 10%
SC−CSMA 20%

1
0.8
Delivery ratio

Delay to S2 [sec]

for all schemes. This is barely surprising because a higher
density hinders the medium access, but hardly the latency
until a packet is forwarded as always at least one node in
every hop forwards the message.

Rectangle scenario

0.6
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0
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Figure 13.

Delivery ratio
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1) Delivery ratio: Figure 13 shows the receiving rate at
S1 for the different numbers of sent packets. SC-CSMA
provides for all the percentages worse results. When 9
packets are sent, between 90 % and 95 % arrive at their
destination. When 90 or 180 nodes send a packet only
30 % to 40 %, respectively 20 % to 30 %, arrive at S1 . The
reason for this is that nodes that cannot hear each other send
potentially at the same time to the same parent node leading
to systematic collisions.
By contrast, CUPID transports 90 % to 98 % of the
messages to S1 , if 1 % of the nodes send a message and
between 70 % and 80 % if 90 or 180 nodes send a message.
The regulated sending increases the delivery ratio, especially
in case of high traffic volume.

V. R EAL - WORLD E XPERIMENTS
In order to demonstrate the correctness of CUPID we conducted a series of real-world experiments using 156 iSense
sensor nodes. As a comparison scheme we picked the better
one of the benchmark schemes (SC-CSMA).
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Figure 15.

Experimental scenario (Second place)

Average latency

2) Latency: The previous section showed that CUPID
provides a good delivery ratio. Figure 14 shows the corresponding averaged latencies of the successfully delivered
messages. Both schemes provided similar delivery ratios if
only 9 messages are sent, but CUPID provides the shorter
delays. Additionally, in case of a message scheduled at a
random point in time, we must add the half of the super
frame length on average. Moreover, shorter super frames
allow for an earlier sending of another message. Using SCCSMA a slot length of 700 ms is sufficient to transport the
messages to the sink within one wake phase. As soon as the
slot length is smaller the delay increases from 24 to 78 s.
CUPID need only between 9 and 28 s.
The smaller values of the SC-CSMA scheme for 90 and
180 sent messages show that after a short time of traffic
with many collisions no packets are forwarded or delivered
anymore. CUPID delivers messages within up to 180 s,
respectively 315 s. Of course, the more messages are sent
the longer the delivery takes. However, CUPID reduces the
probability of collisions since fewer nodes sent at the same
time.

In order to get a large network diameter, we reduced the
sending power of the nodes by −30 db since otherwise, the
length of the network would have been more than 1, 5 km.
Using this sending power, the nodes were deployed in a row
with an equal distance of 40 cm. We deployed the devices
at two different places. First place was near a building
where we got only 12 hops (due to many reflections and
varying ranges), the second deployment was in a free area
where we obtained 23 hops. After time synchronization and
initialization we let one gateway node flood one packet at
the beginning of a wake phase (leading to the best case)
and logged its sending and arrival time at the farthest node.
Figure 16 shows the results of this EED averaged over 120
packets.
It can be seen that in the first deployment near the building
(diameter 12) the SC-CSMA scheme performs better as it
can benefit from simultaneous wake phases. Only here are
the temporarily larger communication ranges resulting in a
smaller network diameter.
In the larger scenario without reflections CUPID performs
better: It needs only 500 ms for the delivery of the packet,
SC-CSMA needs 900 ms. Taken into account that an average
offset of 10 seconds has to be added to these values for the
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Abstract — This paper presents evaluation results for a high
security disaster recovery system using distribution and rake
technology. In an experimental evaluation, the encryption and
spatial scrambling performance and the average response time
have been estimated in terms of the data file size. Discussion is
also provided on an effective shuffling algorithm to determine
the dispersed location sites. Finally, this paper describes a
prototype system configuration for several practical network
applications, including the hybrid utilization of cloud
computing facilities and environments which are already
commercialized.
Keywords-disaster recovery; backup; metadata; distributed
processing; cloud computing; strong cipher; secure video
streaming

I.

INTRODUCTION

Innovative network technology to guarantee, as far as
possible, the security of users’ or institutes' massive files of
important data from any risks such as an unexpected natural
disaster, a cyber-terrorism attack, etc., is becoming more
indispensable day by day. To meet this need, technology is
required that can be used to realize a system that has
affordable maintenance and operation costs and provides
high security.
For this application, Data Grid technology is expected to
provide an effective and economical backup system by
making use of a very large number of PCs whose resources
are not fully utilized. In particular, Data Grid technology
using a distributed file data backup mechanism will be
utilized by government and municipal offices, hospitals,
insurance companies, etc., to guard against the occurrence of
unexpected disasters such as earthquakes, large fires and
storms.
However, these methods involve high operation costs,
and there are many technical issues to be solved, in particular
relating to security and prompt restoration in the event of
disasters occurring in multiple geographical locations.
In addition, there is a network infrastructure, which can
be used to distribute and back up a great number of data files,
and a large number of remote office personal computers,
smart phones, or cellular phones, can be readily utilized for
this purpose.

In addition to these factors, many people involved in
industry and commerce are interested in making use of
public or private cloud computing facilities/environments,
provided by carriers or computer vendors, to provide
temporary storage of and real-time access to their multimedia
files, as a means of achieving security and low maintenance
and operation costs. However, the guaranteed security level
provided by cloud computer services has not yet been
established.
In this paper we propose an innovative file backup
concept which makes use of an effective ultra-widely
distributed data transfer mechanism and a high-speed
encryption technology, based on the assumption that we can
use a small portion of the storage capacity of a large number
of PCs and cellular phones that are in use in daily life, to
efficiently realize safe data backup at an affordable
maintenance and operation cost [1][2].
Figure 1 shows a comparison of the proposed method
with the conventional method in terms of network utilization.
The principal differences in the proposed system are as
follows. (1) It does not require the use of expensive leased
lines. (2) It only utilizes otherwise unused network resources,
such as unused network bandwidth and unused storage
Proposed
backup system

Conventional Back up system
(Redundant back up sites)
company #1
Important
data file

Company #1 Company #2 Company #3

Site A

Sufficient
network
resources

Important Important Important
data 2
data 3
data 1

VPN / Internet, PSTN

Leased line
Important
data
（Back up）

Important
data
（Back up）

Data center B Data center C
(1) All data is backed up by
expensive leased lines.
(2) The Maintenance and operation
costs are very high.

Huge amount
of PC resource
Unused memory
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Grid nodes: PC, tablet,
smart phone, cloud

(1) Making use of tremendous amounts of
PC, smart phone, or storage cloud.
(2) Minimizing the maintenance cost and
increasing the security level and
recovery rate at the same time

Figure 1. Comparison of the proposed system with a conventional data
backup system
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capacity in PCs, smart phones and cellular phones, etc. (3) It
can utilize cloud computing facilities/environments as one of
the remote Grid nodes to obtain a requested amount of
storage and a specific security level in accordance with the
customer’s requirements. (4) It can cipher a number of
important data files at the same time using spatial scrambling
and random dispatching technology. (5) As the number of
user companies increases, the security against being
deciphered illegally increases accordingly. (6) The
maintenance cost can be drastically reduced. In addition,
since it uses a stream cipher, the speed of encryption of data
is increased, so it can also be applied to secure streaming for
video transmission services.
In general, encryption can use two types of technology,
that is, block cipher technology or stream cipher technology.
In the case of block cipher technology, the data is divided
into successive blocks and each block is processed separately
for point-to-point systems; as a result, the encryption speed is
quite slow. As the data volume increases, the required
processor and memory cost increases in an exponential
manner.
On the other hand, in case of the stream cipher, the input
data is simply operated on bit-by-bit, using a simple
arithmetic operation. Therefore, high-speed processing
becomes feasible. These are the fundamental differences
between the two cipher technologies [3].
When an ultra-widely distributed file data transfer
technology, a file fragmentation technology and an
encryption technology are used together, then quite different
characteristics arise from a point of cipher strength. It is
possible to combine the use of technologies, specifically, the
spatial scrambling of all data files, the random fragmentation
of the data files, and the corresponding encryption and
replication of each file fragment using a stream cipher. The
corresponding history data, including the encryption key
code sequence, which we call "encryption metadata", are
used to recover the original data. This mechanism is
equivalent to realizing a strong cipher code, comparable to
any conventionally developed cipher code, by appropriately
assigning affordable network resources [4].
By making use of the proposed combined technology,
illegal interception and decoding of the data by a third party
becomes almost impossible and an extremely safe data
backup system can be realized at reasonable cost. The
proposed technology can also increase both the cipher code
strength and the data recovery rate.
To realize the proposed disaster recovery mechanism, the
following three principal network components are required:
(1) a secure data center, (2) several secure supervisory
servers, and (3) a number of client nodes such as PCs or
cellular phones. We have previously clarified the
relationships between data file capacity, the number of file
fragments and the number of replications for the case of
disaster recovery [5][6].
In this paper, we briefly describe the related work in
Section II, and discuss the basic configuration of the system
architecture in Section III, and the performance evaluation in
Section IV. The practical experimental system is discussed in

Section V. Finally, we provide our conclusions from these
studies in Section VI.
II.

RELATED WORK

Conventionally, a file data backup system [7] has been
realized by duplication of a data center, access lines, etc.
However, considering that an earthquake may cause fiber
cable failures over a wide area and shut down several
communication links, this approach is not fully satisfactory
[8].
To take account of this, we have already proposed a
disaster recovery concept which can use to realize a reliable
file backup system by making use of safe and fast encryption
mechanisms, a network distribution mechanism, and a
technique for the effective use of secure meta-data
containing the history of encryption key code sequences
[9][10][11][12]. This technical approach has not yet been
implemented elsewhere. Other related studies have included
the concept of a distributed file backup system [13][14].
However, in these studies, neither a precise performance
evaluation nor practical network service systems are clearly
described. In addition, the technological aspects concerning
the effective distribution of the fragmented data to establish
the required security level are not clearly discussed for
conventional systems.
On the other hand, there has been only a little published
research on personal disaster recovery systems. A personal
disaster recovery system should take account of the cost and
the guarantee of security of personal data. So, a personal
disaster recovery system may use some kind of cheap storage
service for data backup. In recent years, it has become
possible to implement data backup using free online storage.
However, such low cost storage services are not secure
enough for personal information. A persistent file server that
should improve security of such storage service has been
proposed [15]. This persistent file server system introduced
encryption, fragmentation, replication, and scattering. Our
proposed system adds more security with spatial scrambling,
a second encryption, and an effective shuffling algorithm.
III.

BASIC CONFIGURATION OF THE SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE AND ITS VARIATIONS

This section discusses the basic configuration of the high
security distribution and rake technology (HS-DRT).
A. Basic Configuration of the HS-DRT System
The HS-DRT file backup mechanism has three principal
components as shown in Figure 2. The main functions of the
proposed network components are Data Center, Supervisory
Server and various client nodes, and these can be specified as
follows.
The client nodes (at the bottom of Fig. 2) are PCs, Smart
Phones, Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices, and
Storage Services. They are connected to a Supervisory
Server in addition to the Data Center via a secure network.
The Supervisory Server (on the right in Fig. 2) acquires
the history data, which includes the encryption key code
sequence (metadata) from the Data Center (on the left in Fig.
2) via a network.
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The basic procedure in the proposed network system is
as follows.
1) Backup sequence
When the Data Center receives the data to be backed up,
it encrypts it, scrambles it, and divides it into fragments, and
thereafter replicates the data to the extent necessary to satisfy
the required recovery rate according to the pre-determined
service level. The Data Center encrypts the fragments again
in the second stage and distributes them to the client nodes in
a random order. At the sane time, the Data Center sends the
metadata used for deciphering the series of fragments to the
Supervisory Server. The metadata comprises encryption keys
(for both the first and second stages), and several items of
information related to fragmentation, replication, and
distribution.
2) Recovery sequence
When a disaster occurs, or at other times, the Supervisory
Server initiates the recovery sequence. The Supervisory
Server collects the encrypted fragments from various
appropriate clients in a manner similar to a rake reception
procedure. When the Supervisory Server has collected a
sufficient number of encrypted fragments, which is not
necessarily all encrypted fragments, they are decrypted,
merged, and descrambled in the reverse order of that
performed at the Data Center and the decryption is then
complete. Though these processes, the Supervisory Server
can recover the original data that has been backed-up.
B. Secuirty Level of HS-DRT
The Security level of the HS-DRT does not only depend
on the cryptographic technology but also on the combined
method of specifying the three factors, that is, spatial
scrambling, fragmentation/replication, and the shuffling
algorithm.

b
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data
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Data Center
encryption key

1st encryption
spatial scrambling
fragmentation, duplication & shuffling

fragmentation,
duplication &
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encryption key
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Because of these three factors, nobody is able to decrypt
without collecting all relevant fragments, selecting a unique
set of fragments, and sorting the fragments into the correct
order. Even if some fragments are intercepted, nobody is
able to decrypt parts of the original data from such fragments.
1) Spatial scrambling
The spatial scrambling procedure can be realized by
executing the simple algorithm illustrated as follows. Using a
C-style description, we can write:
for(i=1;i<imax;i++){buf[i]=buf[i]+buf[i-1];}
buf[0]=buf[0]+buf[imax-1];
The array buf[] is the target data to be scrambled and
imax is the size of the buf array. This computation process
should be repeated several times. It is strongly recommended
that this process be repeated at least six times. To descramble, it is only necessary to perform the same operations
in the reverse order. By introducing the above mentioned
spatial scrambling technology, it is almost impossible for a
third party to decipher the data by comparing and combining
the encrypted fragments, since uniform distribution of
information can be achieved by this spatial scrambling.
2) Fragmentation/replication
One of the innovative ideas of HS-DRT is that the
combination of fragmentation and distribution can be
achieved in an appropriately shuffled order. Even if a cracker
captured all raw packets between the data center and the
client nodes, it would be extremely difficult to assemble all
the packets in the correct order, because it would be
necessary to try about (no. of fragments)! possibilities.
Furthermore, the proposed backup mechanism replicates
each fragment and encrypts each copy of the fragment with a
different encryption key. Even if a pair of encrypted
fragments are the copy of the pre-encrypted fragment with
each other, their bit patterns are completely different from
each other owing to the different encryption key. Therefore,
it is impossible to identify the encrypted fragment with the
other. Crackers would require innumerable attempts to
decipher the data.
3) Shuffling
HS-DRT mainly uses a shuffling method with pseudorandom number generators for the distribution to the client
nodes. When we distribute the fragments of the encrypted
data to widely dispersed client nodes, we can send them in a
shuffled order, since we predetermine the destination client
nodes from the shuffled table in advance. If the shuffled
table has a uniform distribution, the table itself is hard for a
third part to guess. But, if the shuffled tables are biased, there
may exist weak points in the corresponding recovery system.
The result of the significance level, when we divide the
data into 100 fragments, is as follows. The significance level
for the Mersenne Twister and "Fisher-Yates shuffle"
[16][17] with 1 round was 0.4617, and with 3 rounds was
0.8416.
HS-DRT adopts the Fisher-Yates shuffle with 3 rounds
as the shuffling method and Mersenne twister as the pseudorandom number generator.

Figure 2. The basic configuration of HS-DRT system
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IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we discuss the encryption performance
and the spatial scrambling performance of the core module.
A. Fundamental data
We evaluated the performance of three systems. Figure 3
shows the test system, which consisted of two PCs, four
Network Attached Storage devices, and three 1000base-T
Ethernet networks. Table I shows the test environment
adopted in each PC.
We examined the fundamental performance as follows.
By using Mersenne twister (mt19937ar), it was possible
to generate a pseudo-random number in 7.35 nsec on PC1.
By using the Fisher-Yates shuffle algorithm with 3 rounds
and Mersenne twister, it was possible to generate 128 entries
for a uniform distribution table in 18.0 sec on PC1.
By using the 1000base-T (MTU=1522) network and a
TCP stream, it was possible to transfer data from PC2 to PC1
at 112 MB/sec. In this paper, we define “MB (MegaByte)”
as (1024)2 bytes and “GB (GigaByte)” as (1024)3 bytes,
except for HDD capacity. Due to hardware limitations, we
did not examine the performance using the jumbo frame size.
By using the 1000base-T and FTP protocol, we found that
we could achieve 33.9 MB/sec from PC1 to NAS for writing.
By using 1000base-T, where the MTU size was 7422, we
could achieve 42.6 MB/sec from PC1 to NAS for writing.
B. Highest performance
The HS-DRT encryption core module consists of three
threads and four buffers. To examine the highest
performance, the three threads, that is, the receiver,

dummy data
generator

data generator (PC2)

encryption/scrambling, and sender processes, were as
follows. The receiver thread read the dummy data from
“/dev/zero”. This operation means that the receiver thread
reads all zero dummy data without reading from the HDD or
the network. The encryption/scrambling thread encrypts and
scrambles the data. Then this thread divides the data into 128
fragments, and encrypts them in the shuffled order. The
sender thread writes the 128 fragments in the shuffled order
to “/dev/null”. This operation means that the sender thread
abandons all encrypted fragments.
Table II shows the performance of the HS-DRT
encryption core module. The size of the buffers was 1GB
each. “Time” means the actual elapsed time between the
starting time of the first receiver thread and the finishing
time of the final sender thread. The HS-DRT encryption core
module was able to achieve 150MB/sec or more. This
performance was better than that of the 1000base-T network
interface of 119MB/sec.
C. Practical performance
The results obtained by examining the practical
performance of the receiver/sender thread processes are as
follows. The receiver thread reads the dummy data from the
TCP stream that was transmitted from PC2. The sender
Table I. System environment
PC1
Encryption core module
CPU

HS-DRT encryption core module (PC1)
encryption key

1st encryption

Core2 Quad Q6600 2.40GHz

Memor
y

8GB (DDR2-800)
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SATA 500GB 7200rpm4

OS
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Data generator
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SATA 250GB 7200rpm

Fedora 12 x86_64

Fedora 10 i686

Kernel

2.6.31.5-127.fc12.x86_64

2.6.27.5-117.fc10.i686.PAE

gcc

gcc(GCC) 4.4.2 20091027
(Red Hat 4.4..2-7)

gcc (GCC) 4.3.2 20081105
(Red Hat 4.3.2-7)

libc

glibc-2.11-2.x86_64

glibc-2.9-2.i686

spatial scrambling
fragmentation & shuffling

fragmentation
&
shuffle info.

Table II. Highest performance of HS-DRT encryption core module
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Figure 3. The performance evaluation set-up for the HS-DRT module
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thread writes 128 fragments in a shuffled order using a builtin FTP client to four NAS devices. Since the sender thread
creates new four threads, the HS-DRT encryption core
module can write the encrypted fragments to the NAS
devices in parallel.
Although most access lines to the Internet are slower than
100base-T, we used 1000base-T networks in the practical
performance evaluations. There are two reasons. First, we
hope to use gigabit access lines to the Internet in the near
future. The second reason is the system requirement that the
backup process should be completed immediately and should
not be frustrated by a slow access line. So, the practical HSDRT system should consist of two stages. In the first stage,
the system processes are the 1st encryption, spatial
scrambling, and fragmentation, carried out as fast as possible
with local area high speed networks. After the first stage, the
computer which has been backed up would resume its
normal task. Then, in the second stage, the system processes
are replication, shuffling, and distribution according to the
speed of the access line. In our practical performance
evaluation, we focused on the first stage performance.
Table III shows the practical performance of the HSDRT encryption core module. “Sending Time” means the
actual elapsed time for the data transfer from PC2.
“Processing Time” means the actual elapsed time between
the starting time of the first receiver thread and the finishing
time of the final sender thread at PC1. The size of the buffers
was 1GB each. “Latency” means the difference between
“Sending Time” and “Processing Time”.
The Performance of PC1 changes according to the
Processed Data size, and depends on the Latency. As the
Latency consists of the final encrypting/scrambling time and
the final sending time, it retains a constant value. Figure 4
shows the performance comparison of throughput on PC1. In
Fig. 4, the X-axis shows the processed data size in
Gigabytes and the Y-axis shows the performance in billions
of bits per second. The upper line indicates the throughput of
the encryption core module on PC1 under conditions for the
highest performance and the lower line shows the same
throughput under the practical performance conditions.

The performance degrades at smaller sizes of processed
data because of the latency of processing and sending one
GB of data. However, this latency becomes negligible at
larger processed data sizes. Under the practical performance
conditions, the throughput of the encryption core module on
PC1 becomes saturated at one billion bits per second. The
difference between this one billion bits per second and the
total throughput on PC1 may be due to the overhead of
Ethernet frame handling.
Figure 5 shows the CPU usage of PC1 and the threads
execution timing chart when the HS-DRT encryption core
module executes such operations as receiving, processing,
and sending 4GB data. In the CPU usage graph in the upper
half of Fig. 5, the X-axis indicates the elapsed time and Yaxis indicates the percentage CPU usage. As PC1 has a
Quad-Core CPU, 100% of CPU usage means four or more
processes/threads running in parallel, and 25% of CPU usage
means only one process/thread running. The “IDLE” area
shows the percentage of time that the CPU was idle. The
“SOFTIRQ” area shows the percentage of time spent by the
CPU in handling Soft-IRQs. The “SYS” area shows the
percentage of CPU utilization at the kernel level. The
“USER” area shows the percentage of CPU utilization at the
user level. The total graph area, except for the “IDLE”
section, indicates the total CPU workload. Any other
parameters, such as the “NICE” value, are omitted from this
graph as these values are negligibly small in this
performance evaluation.
The “USER” area is the workload of the HS-DRT
encryption core module, and the “SYS” + “SOFTIRQ” areas
are the workload of the Operating System for receiving and
sending.
The chart in the lower half of Fig. 5 shows the timing of
the execution of the threads for the CPU usage graph. In this
chart, there are twelve rectangles. The width of each
rectangle represents the processing period of a thread. As
mentioned above, the HS-DRT encryption core module
consists of three threads, the receiver thread, the
encryption/scrambling thread, and the sender thread. In this
chart, the four rectangles that are marked “R#” show the

Table III. practical performance of HS-DRT encryption core module

Processed
Data size
[GB]
1

Sending
Time
[sec]

Processing
Time
[sec]

PC2

PC1

9.10

Latency
[sec]

Performance
[MB/sec]
PC2

PC1

22.0

12.9

113

46.5

2

18.2

31.6

13.4

112

64.8

4

36.5

49.7

13.2

112

82.4

8

73.0

86.2

13.2

112

95.1

12

109

123

13.1

112

100

16

146

159

13.0

112

103

24

219

232

13.2

112

106

32

292

305

13.2

112

107

48

438

451

13.2

112

109

Figure 4. Comparison of throughput for PC1
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processing period of the receiver threads, the four rectangles
marked “E#” show the processing period of the
encryption/scrambling threads, and the four rectangles
marked “S#” show the processing period of the sender
threads.
For example, the receiver thread received the first 1GB
data from the network during “R1” period. Then the receiver
thread passed the received 1GB data to the
encryption/scrambling thread. The encryption/scrambling
thread encrypted the first 1GB data during the “E1” period,
and passed this 1GB of data to the sender thread. Finally, the
sender thread sent the first 1GB data to the network during
the “S1” period. So, the “R1”, “E1”, and “S1” rectangles
form a row.
Looking at the process from a different perspective, the
receiver thread received the first 1GB data from network
during “R1” period, and passed the received data to the
encryption/scrambling thread. Then, the receiver thread
received the second 1GB data from network during the “R2”
period, and so on.
In the processing period of the encryption/scrambling
threads, the “USER” area of the CPU usage graph remains at
about 25%. In contrast, the first (leftmost) processing period
of the receiver thread and the last (rightmost) processing
period of the sender thread consist of “SOFTIRQ” and
“SYS” in the CPU usage graph.
From this CPU usage graph and the execution timing
chart, it can be seen that the I/O (“SOFTIRQ” and “SYS”) of
the receiving and sender threads form the main bottleneck of
the HS-DRT encryption core module. The proposed
encryption core module can achieve the wire speed of gigabit
Ethernet with half of 2.4GHz Quad-Core CPU power. So,
the proposed method can realize a low cost encryption
system with a commercially available cheap Dual-Core CPU.
We also examined the MPEG-2 (8Mb/s) video data

transmission performance of the HS-DRT by using a 2.4
GHz Core2 Quad processor. In this case we assumed that the
number of GOPs (Group Of Picture) is 15, and 30 frames/s
video data transmission (which is equivalent to 512 KBytes
per GOP) is imposed. We confirmed that the required
encoding time including the encryption and spatial
scrambling is 3ms, and the required decoding time including
the decryption and descrambling is also 3 ms. This means
that the total processing time of 6 ms, which corresponds to
the total transmission latency, is sufficiently small and is
within the specified standard field time (for example 16 ms).
V.

PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

In this section, we describe an application for secure
video streaming and an application example of the HS-DRT
core module used with a cloud computing system.
A. Application of HS-DRT for secure video streaming
HS-DRT is a versatile technology for secure data
transmission. One of the network applications of HS-DRT is
a secure video streaming service. Figure 6 shows an
implementation example of a secure camera monitoring
system using HS-DRT. In the streaming sender (on the lefthand side of Fig. 6), the picture frames or GOP of the MPEG
video from the camera are encrypted, scrambled, and divided
into “m” pieces. Moreover, each of the “m” pieces is further
divided into “n” fragments. These (mn) fragments are sent
via (mn) TCP/UDP streams. At the time of sending, each
fragment is assigned the appropriate destination TCP/UDP
flow port number by using the shuffled table. In the
streaming receiver (on the right of Fig. 6), the “m” pieces are
assembled by sorting and merging (mn) fragments. The
receiver merges and descrambles them in the reverse order,
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Figure 5. CPU usage on PC1 under practical performance conditions with 4GB data and thread execution timing chart
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and decrypts “m” pieces to recover the original captured data.
This implementation is considered to be a special case,
because the grid nodes and the supervisory server was
integrated in the streaming receiver on the right. In this
implementation, the sending side and the receiving side have
to share secret keys. These shared secret keys consist of the
encryption key, the information regarding fragmentation, and
the shuffle tables.
B. Integration with a cloud computing system
1) System Implementation
Figure 7 shows the configuration of one of the practical
experimental systems to realize a hybrid HS-DRT processor
by making use of a cloud computing system at the same time.
As shown in Fig. 7, the system mainly consists of the
following four parts: thin clients, a web applications server
(Web-Apps Server), an HS-DRT processor, and Storage
Clouds. Thin Clients are terminals which can use the web
applications in the SaaS (Software as a Service) environment.
Thin Clients can make use of the application services which
merging

fragmentation

encryption,
spatial scrambling,
& fragmentation

merging,
inverse
spatial scrambling,
& decryption

sorting

shuffling
multiple
TCP/UDP
streams

Figure 6. Secure video streaming with HS-DRT

(1) Using Services
(2) Saving Data
Web Applications
(3) Saving Data
to HS-DRT Processor

Network

HS-DRT
Processor

Web-Apps
Server

Thin Clients
(using web-apps)

are provided by the web applications server. The HS-DRT
processor is considered to be a component of the hybrid
cloud computing system, which can also strengthen the cloud
computers’ security level at the same time. The data center
and the supervisory server can be integrated in the HS-DRT
processor. The HS-DRT processor can effectively utilize the
storage clouds as grid node facilities.
For example, when a user wants to make use of the Web
application function for storing specific individual items of
data automatically, the user selects the corresponding
function, such as “store”, or “automatic store”, as shown in
(2) in Fig. 7.
When the user wants to store the data using the specific
HS-DRT processor, the corresponding operation can also be
handled by the corresponding user operations, by using well
defined GUI operations as shown in (3) in Fig. 7.
In the HS-DRT processor, the HS-DRT-engine, which
also has a function related to a web application, executes the
encryption, spatial scrambling, and fragmentation of the
corresponding files. It sends the corresponding encrypted
data fragments to the public or private storage cloud
computing system, where they are stored. The choice of
whether to use a private cloud or a public cloud follows predetermined criteria depending on the type of the web
application.
2) HS-DRT Processor structure
Figure 8 shows the data processing model inside the HSDRT processor. In Fig. 8, the HS-DRT processor is
connected to web applications server on the left, and
connected to some cloud computing storage systems on the
right. The saved data flows from left to right via the HSDRT encryption core in the upper half of the HS-DRT
processor, and the user data provided in response to a load
request flows from right to left via the HS-DRT decryption
core in the lower half of the HS-DRT processor.
The data from the web application is first received at the
engine, which is equipped with a distributed cache. This
cache enhances the response time of the HS-DRT processors
to the web applications server in both saving and loading
operations. The data which is to be stored is sent to the HSDRT encryption core and thereafter, encrypted, spatially
scrambled, and divided into fragments. Following this, the
HS-DRT distributes the data by transmitting the fragments.
HS-DRT Processor

(4) Saving Data
to Storage Clouds

Internet

User network

HS-DRT encryption core
Web Applications

Write/Save

Cache
HS-DRT distributer

Write/Save
Read/Load

Read/Load

HS-DRT raker

Network
HS-DRT decryption core

Storage Cloud
(public)

Storage Cloud
(private)

Figure 7. System implementation of HS-DRT processor with
cloud computing system

Figure 8. HS-DRT Processor structure
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When there is a request from the web applications to load
data, the cache engine first processes the data. The HS-DRT
decryption core engine indicates that the HS-DRT-raker
should collect back the distributed data from the relevant
storage clouds. The engine then sends the collected data,
which can be used for file data recovery if required.
3) Characteristics of HS-DRT processor integrated with
the cloud computing system
It is very important to note that the processing efficiency
of the HS-DRT processor can easily be improved by
increasing the amount of the web cache memory.
We need to consider the scalability of the engine, since it
may become a bottleneck in a very large system, owing to
the number of clients and the amount of storage. In such
cases, the HS-DRT processor may use a key-value database.
As the HS-DRT processor can easily work with other HSDRT processors, the system can be extended. The secrecy of
the system can easily be assured because there is no plain
raw data stream appearing anywhere in the entire data
processing procedure.
On the other hand, we should take the following
disadvantageous points into account.
 In order to fully utilize the HS-DRT processor, the
web applications need to be well adjusted to be used
by the HS-DRT engine itself.
 If the number of replicated copies of file data
increases, the corresponding processor performance
for executing the web applications will be degraded
accordingly.
As for the HS-DRT processor, it can include the function
of the web application server in addition to the encryption,
spatial scrambling, and fragmentation of the corresponding
file data. Scalability can also be easily attained by making
use of conventional technologies for load balancing and
multiplexing of the processor.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an experimental evaluation of the
encryption and the spatial scrambling performance of the
proposed data recovery system, and found that the average
response time in terms of the file data size is sufficiently
practical to realize the corresponding network services.
Discussion has also been provided on an effective
shuffling algorithm using Mersenne Twister and "FisherYates shuffle" to determine the dispersed location sites.
Finally, this paper has described a prototype system
configuration for several practical network applications, in
particular, implementing a hybrid structure by making use of
cloud computing facilities and environments which have
already been commercialized.
Further studies should address the optimum network
utilization technology. We are planning to verify the
essential characteristics necessary to fully utilize the network
resources to commercialize an ideal disaster recovery system.
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Abstract — In the context of large-scale indoor spaces locationbased services still lack a feasible technology for localization
and tracking in terms of ubiquitous operation. In this article,
we present a tracking system based on wireless local area
network infrastructure that is capable of simultaneously
tracking numerous and diverse mobile clients (i.e., cell phones,
laptops, personal digital assistants and alike) in multistory
buildings within a campus facility at a near real time resolution
and without client software to be installed. In the course of a
real-life project at the campus of the University of Linz we
have been studying deployment issues and environmental
influences on infrastructure-based tracking in a large-scale
setup that comprises various types of building structures and
architecture. We contribute our findings regarding effects of
arbitrary environmental conditions on radio signal based
person tracking and present our current results. Furthermore,
we demonstrate the feasibility of integrating infrastructural
tracking technology into a location-based services platform
called “Digital Graffiti” that handles user and privileges
management while sustaining the privacy of the individual.
Keywords-indoor infrastructural wlan tracking; scalability;
large scale; real time; location-based services.

I.

INTRODUCTION

At the core of mobile computing is the most prominent
context information about the user: location. The user’s
current location as well as the awareness of the location of
friends and things of interest have been a decisive driver for
the ongoing trend towards smart phones and mobile
applications up to date. The integration of the Global
Positioning System (GPS) into commercially available
mobile devices (smart phones and personal digital assistants
for instance) carved the way for a broad variety of locationbased services (LBS) covering outdoor spaces and public
places in the form of navigation systems, location-based
social networks and city guide applications. However, still
no convincing counterpart regarding indoor location
acquisition has prevailed in real-life LBS scenarios. In the
last decade, several approaches towards realizing a
ubiquitous indoor localization technology that could compete
with the quality and reliability of outdoor GPS have been
presented. The underlying sensor technologies were
manifold (Bluetooth, Infrared or Ultrasonic, just to name a
few). Concluding from the GPS story of success, a key factor
of influence is the broad availability of the respective
technology in a common mobile device. As we demonstrated
in [1], WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) technology
seems to have the most promising potential in this context.

We pointed out that the approach of exerting tracking
infrastructure for the localization of a large number of
concurrent users has shown feasible, even in terms of largescale setups covering vast building complexes (e.g., the
campus of a university). Using WLAN in this context offers
certain benefits concerning costs, accuracy, scalability and
deployment compared to other popular radio localization
technologies, not least because of its availability in modern
mobile phones [2].
Recently, commercial WLAN localization products have
been introduced [3][4] following a localization method
having the mobile device acting as sensor or even estimating
its position itself (client-based). In this article, we propose a
converse system where sensor hardware as well as position
estimation is decoupled from the client, but achieved by a
backend server combined with WLAN infrastructure within
a complex of buildings (infrastructure-based).
This setup allows us to look into the subject of indoor
localization from a different point of view, being able to
support a vast range of client devices. Instead of providing
software for different client platforms and sensor
arrangements our infrastructure comprises a network of
homogeneous, permanently active sensors that assure
accurate measurements for convenient location estimation of
numerous clients operating on several platforms. By this
means we avoid forcing CPU prerequisites since
infrastructure bears the processing load. Consequently,
power consumption is reduced on the client side.
Another benefit of our setup is its robustness with respect
to a constantly changing WLAN environment, a
disadvantage that affects accuracy in client-based setups
because they mainly rely on stable signal strength
fingerprints of access points (APs) in the vicinity. Since the
system solely depends on measurements of client signals
additional WLAN signal sources have no consequences on
the position estimation process.
The system presented in this article meets the following
prerequisites: first of all, localization accuracy of room-level
granularity is reached. The system is able to provide a
mapping of geo-coordinates to symbolic names at detailed
spatial level (such as “Office 306, Management Center,
University of Linz”), which facilitates users’ perception of
location information. In order to attain a ubiquitous user
experience, the system operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week and is open to public access from within the wireless
campus network. Accordingly, our architecture has to attend
to scalability in terms of providing a near real time service to
a potentially unbounded amount of users. Furthermore, we
have developed a service based on our LBS framework that
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enables the finding and tracking of friends given their
anytime revocable permission. In this context we refer to the
notion tracking almost similarly as to localization, with one
distinctive exception: localization describes the process in
which the current location of a certain client is estimated.
Tracking on the other hand uses previously calculated
location estimates to create a traceable path that is further
used to render the client’s position more precisely and to
conclude to the client’s course.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work to the broad topic of indoor
localization with respect to WLAN signal strength based
approaches concentrating on infrastructure. In Section 3 we
describe the architecture of our system in detail, focusing on
its 3 main components in particular. Subsequently, Section 4
deals with our real-life setup in the course of the Smart
Information Campus project at the University of Linz,
discussing detailed facts of campus-wide deployment as well
as the users’ view of the system. In Section 5, we compare
tracking results surveyed in different types of buildings at the
campus. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a discussion on
our efforts to realize the described system and gives a brief
outlook on future research questions in context of our setup.
II.

RELATED WORK

In the last years, numerous contributions have discussed
the subject of indoor localization and tracking on WLAN
basis as an alternative to obtaining positions using GPS.
Most of them concentrated on signal strength localization
algorithms that emphasized a client-based application, i.e.,
the client device is operated as sensor collecting signal
strength information of nearby APs. These systems broadly
depend on special hardware in the form of tags [4][5] or
native libraries supporting certain network interface card
(NIC) features at client-side [6][7][8].
We envision a client-device independent setup in order to
not constrain the usage of our system to certain hardware. To
this end we have studied an infrastructure-based approach to
achieving WLAN signal strength localization. In this context
the notion “infrastructure-based” refers to a setup that
comprises stationary sensor nodes for measuring client radio
transmissions [9][10][11].
Early contributions to this approach are presented in [12].
The RADAR system uses a setup of ordinary PCs as
stationary signal strength sensors. This experimental setup
showed the feasibility of WLAN for indoor localization. In
[9], the LEASE system is proposed, an infrastructure-based
framework using sniffers and reference-emitters. The sniffers
are constructed as embedded sensor platforms. The emitters
were used as signal strength references to constantly rebuild
an active radio profile. The main focus of this work concentrated on deployment issues and consequences of radio
propagation for location estimation in potential real life
scenarios. A detailed description of the sniffers used for
LEASE is given in [13]. In this article, the issues of
capturing conventional WLAN traffic as well as the
placement of sniffer nodes for convenient location estimation
are explored.

Embedded devices have also been the basis for Pinpoint
[14], a system that uses the Time-Of-Arrival localization
method. In order to achieve accurate estimations, the main
functionality of their devices was to maintain high precision
clock synchronization. The usage of Linksys WRT54 (the
previous generation of the devices used in our work) as
platform for localization applications has been a matter of
research as well. In [15], customized kismet software is used
on a Linksys device to report signal strength measurements.
The authors report experiments in a calibration-free
localization setup. In [16], another calibration-free
fingerprinting system is proposed that applies probabilistic
methods for constructing radio profile model and position
estimation. Due to heavy computational load it uses PCs as
sniffers. In this work another focus lies on WLAN channel
characteristics and fluctuations in signal strength.
However, all the systems depicted above discuss the
infrastructural localization on a prototypical basis. Most of
them solely cover a 2-dimensional area of interest; often a
dedicated test bed is constructed to make a proof of concept.
The work presented in this article reports experiences of a
campus-wide real life setup comprising multistory buildings
of various characteristics at the Johannes Kepler University
in Linz. In this context we experimented with commercial
products as well. Since the campus-wide WLAN network
uses Cisco Aironet 1250 devices we evaluated a trial setup of
the Cisco Wireless Location Appliance (Version 3.1.35.0)
based on RSS fingerprints [17]. Our findings were that the
update frequency of the clients’ location was too low (one
estimate in 30 seconds up to 1 minute) for our purposes,
since it solely listens for client probe request frames. Our
system in contrary uses a near real time resolution (updated
every 3 seconds). Furthermore, we strongly focus on a
scalable, robust system addressed to a public audience in
order to provide a convenient LBS experience.
III.

WLAN-BASED TRACKING INFRASTRUCTURE

Our main design objective was to implement a system
capable of concurrently tracking multiple mobile clients
within multistory buildings across a campus areal. We aim at
serving a vast variety of mobile devices not requiring
specific hardware but a WLAN interface. This had two
profound implications on system architecture. First of all, the
sensor component of the system is implemented
infrastructural to avoid heterogeneity of measuring data. And
second, the client’s radio communication with the system
can be reused as signal data for position estimation.
Even though indoor WLAN localization systems have
been widely studied in the last decade most contributions
concentrated on a client-based approach. With few
exceptions (cf. Section 2) infrastructure-based WLAN
localization has been relegated to a niche existence [13]. This
is mainly due to the cost for an area-wide infrastructure
deployment (i.e., purchasing sensor hardware, permanent
power consumption, setup and maintenance costs and the
alike) on the one hand [11], as well as privacy and security
concerns on the other hand [18]. In fact, it is easier to sustain
user privacy in a client-based localization setup since the
respective information is computed on the client side. But if
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client-side contextual data is transmitted to an untrusted
server for LBS consumption (as in most public application
scenarios), this advantage does not remain existent.
Another important concern is system scalability. If
location estimation for each client is calculated on a central
backend server and not on each client device individually,
the computation load poses an obvious bottleneck. A main
focus of our research lies on this aspect. To overcome the
scalability issue we explored the potential of the sensor
infrastructure itself, further discussed in Section 3B.
Opposing these difficulties that arise as a consequence of
our design decisions we have to point out some benefits as
well. First and most of all, the system is able to operate
without any client pre-requisites but a WLAN
communication interface. At the moment we solely support
WLAN 802.11b/g/n (802.11a/n support is a work-inprogress at the moment). This implies that every mobile
device equipped with such an interface currently on the
market is able to use our tracking service. Since consuming
the localization service can basically be done via a web
request, it poses an energy saving alternative compared to
GPS for instance. Furthermore, no additional software needs
to be installed at client-side. The system presented in this
article consists of three main components (cf. Fig. 1)
discussed in the following sections.

Figure 1. System Architecture

A. Tracking Engine
Our architecture bases on a two-phase signal strength
fingerprinting system implemented in Java and hosted on a
server backend. Every physical position used for location
estimation is represented as a vector consisting of several
tuples of a certain signal strength paired with a MAC address
(cf. Table 1).
TABLE I.

POSITION VECTORS

Position
LON

14.3182073

14.3180591

LAT

48.3363918

48.3363577

Traditionally, the MAC address identifies an AP that is
observed by the client. Since the infrastructure-based setup
estimates positions observing client transmissions on the
contrary, the MAC address identifies the sniffer device that
reads the client’s signal strength. A database holding all of
these positions (candidate points) is created in the initial
training or offline phase, representing a radio profile for the
targeted physical space. Fig. 2 (left) shows a clipping of an
office floor with its respective candidate points. The colors
of the candidate points indicate the quality of the signal level
(green: ≥ 5 sniffer receptions, blue: ≥ 3, red: < 3). As the
figure illustrates, each office comprises 2 to 4 candidate
points with varying signal quality. To cope with several
different transmitter characteristics (antenna properties,
transmitting power) we created an individual radio profile for
each supported device type (laptop, cell phone, PDA).
In the online phase, location estimation is computed with
the commonly used Nearest-Neighbor-In-Signal-Space (or
kNN) algorithm [12] that queries the database for the k best
matches with the least Euclidean distance to the client’s
current signal vector. This approach has been discussed and
proven feasible for position estimation in numerous
publications [19][20][21] and won’t be explained further. An
important factor for the estimation quality especially when
dealing with large-scale setups in this context is the accurate
weighting of both the client’s signal vector entries and the
candidate points vector entries, which decisively accounts for
the localization result. This weighting has to reflect the
density of sensors in the vicinity of the candidate point.
Consequently, it uses (i) the amount of different sniffer
entries forming one fingerprint vector, (ii) the averaged
signal level of the fingerprint and (iii) the actual strength of
each entry in the vector to reflect the probability of the
appearance of the signal at the respective position. If a vector
entry is missing in comparison with the database, it has to be
taken into account as well.
Since system scalability is of most importance we don’t
use probabilistic localization approaches that might provide
better accuracy for account of CPU load, as the HORUS
system [8] does for instance.

Client Fingerprints
ALT

5.0

5.0

Sniffer MAC

RSS

00:23:69:3B:2C:A7

-42

00:23:69:3B:2C:FF

-62

00:23:69:3B:2E:E7

-78

00:23:69:3B:2C:FF

-58

00:23:69:3B:2E:AF

-62

00:23:69:3B:6D:77

-81

Figure 2. Candidate points (left), floor sectors (right)

Using signal strength (i.e., the RSSI value of the sensor
device’s WLAN NIC) for client localization has practical
implications on the tracking engine. First of all, signal
strength measurements underlie fluctuations. As [12][16]
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reported, multipath signal propagation and other propagation
effects such as reflection, refraction, and scattering falsify
the signal strength measurement. If not filtered (cf. Section
3B) or handled using appropriate mathematical models as the
Wall Attenuation Factor (WAF) model [12], these effects can
produce grave estimation outliers that have to be
compensated later in the processing chain. Additionally, a
person or a group of people between the measurement device
and the transmitter can pose a dynamic signal attenuation
component in the measuring process affecting especially
radio signals at 2.4GHz frequency. Consequently, a daytimedependent fluctuation in public spaces can be observed [22].
We are currently developing a mechanism to compensate
such fluctuations by monitoring AP beacon signals.
Within an interval of 3 seconds (which corresponds to
two channel hop cycles, cf. Section 3B) the engine calculates
a position estimate. We represent a position according to the
World Geodic System WGS84 as spherical polar coordinates
in longitude, latitude and altitude. The estimate then passes a
chain of filters. The first filter evaluates the plausibility of
the estimate by testing if the position is within an accessible
area of a building modeled in the database. Each building has
at least one floor represented by a north aligned floor map
and partitioned into several sectors (cf. Fig. 2 right). Each
sector models a distinct type of an enclosed area, as rooms,
hallways, stairs or elevators. If the position estimate is within
a sector modeled as invalid, the estimate is identified an
outlier and is not considered further.
The next filter bases on a set of rules that specify possible
transitions from one sector to another. The rule set takes into
account the building’s characteristics, modeling direct paths,
sector connections and next hop neighborhoods. Changing
floors is only possible within a stairway or elevator sector.
At this point, the track of the client’s last positions is
considered for stabilizing purpose as well, i.e., to ensure that
a client is not considered moving if he is not.
Alternatively, we experimented with a particle filter
algorithm [11][23]. Results showed that the filter did not
perform much better in compensating outliers. Due to a large
increase in computational demand we consider this
alternative as not feasible for a large scale setup.
B. Sniffer Drones
The work presented in this article emphasizes enhancing
WLAN infrastructure with a sensor overlay consisting of ofthe-shelf network devices. In related publications these
devices are often referred to as sniffers [9][16] or sniffer
drones [15]. Our architecture comprises a network of such
sniffer drones, forming the core component of the system. In
general, sniffers can be denoted as passive components,
meaning that they do not emit radio signals themselves since
they use an Ethernet backbone to drain their measurement
data. Currently, we’re running a campus wide sniffer
network consisting of custom Linksys WRT610N APs with
some modifications to firmware and software.
Basically, these devices can be considered as embedded
systems, operating a MIPS32 platform at 466MHz with 8MB
RAM and providing two separate WLAN interfaces to
support both 2.4GHz and 5GHz radio. A Linux kernel 2.6

[24] allows developing applications at system level. Our
sniffing software (implemented in C) uses the low-level
packet capturing library libpcap [25] that addresses a feature
of the WLAN interface driver to collect signal strength
measurements, the so called monitoring mode. Monitoring
mode describes an alternative mode of operating a WLAN
interface (such as the master mode for access point operation
or the managed mode for client operation) and is a
mandatory feature that facilitates using access points as
sensors. This way sniffing the wireless medium in real time
is possible, which is crucial to our architecture. First
experiments we conducted made use of SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) for collecting signal
strength measurements, as demonstrated by [26], for
instance. A benefit was to be able to abstract from AP hardand software as long as they supported SNMP. This
approach however did not satisfy our demand for conducting
real time measurements (cf. Section 2).
As the sniffer drones network is conceived as an overlay
to existing WLAN infrastructure, we consequently have to
deal with the usage of three non-overlapping channels in the
2.4GHz frequency band (typically the channels 1, 6 and 11
or 2, 7 and 12) - the 5GHz band will not be covered in this
article. Hence, we can’t assume the transmission channel of a
mobile client precisely. Therefore, all possible channels are
subsequently iterated while monitoring each prospective
channel for a certain period of time. In order to assure
collection of sufficient measurements per channel 500
milliseconds of channel dwell time have proven applicable.
A completed iteration will further be addressed as a channel
hop cycle.
In Section 3A we pointed out that a measurement vector
consists of several entries, one for each drone that detects the
client’s signal at a certain place. To calculate a position these
entries are proportionally weighted according to several
properties, such as the signal intensity. Hence, the absence of
a presumably intensive drone’s measurement in this vector
can lead to a grave estimation error. If it is not assured that
adjacent drones concurrently listen on the same channel it is
likely that the measurement vector is incomplete. To avoid
this effect we implemented a synchronization mechanism
that concurrently triggers restarting of the channel hop cycle
at every sniffer drone in the network. The triggering
component resides on the server backend, centrally
orchestrating the sniffer network by sending a UDP restart
broadcast every 60 seconds. In this context, we experimented
with an alternative approach to avoid a hop cycle restart
every minute. The Precision Time Protocol (PTP), as defined
by the relevant IEEE 1588 standard [27], provides clock
synchronization accuracy of less than one microsecond. Our
embedded hardware platform on the contrary offers a system
timer resolution (often referred to as Jiffy) of just 10
milliseconds. If we applied a predefined, hard coded hop
cycle schedule on each Sniffer Drone along a daemon
process updating the system clock via PTP on a daily basis,
the maximum drift between the networked Sniffer Drones
could be reduced to these 10 milliseconds, in theory. In
practice, this has turned out not to work satisfactorily. Due to
a varying workload on each separate sensor device correlated
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to differing radio environments, a measureable internal clock
drift within the whole sensor network might appear already
after a few minutes, especially between idle sensors and busy
ones. Considering the protocol overhead produced by the
PTP synchronization, an every minute clock update is not a
better choice compared to the UDP restart solution.
During normal sensor operation, each single sniffer
continuously reports its measurement data to a collector
process within the tracking engine while constantly
switching through the channel hop cycle. The sniffer is able
to apply packet filters to reduce the subsequent processing
load for the engine. System architecture implies that a user
has to request a position from a frontend (cf. Section 3C) that
operates on a special high port. This port is used as indicator
for WLAN traffic to be tracked; traffic on other ports is
filtered out. Filter functionality can also be activated
remotely by a controller process within the tracking engine,
for instance if a certain MAC address has to be blacklisted.
As another additional load reduction effort, each sniffer
groups measurement data by MAC addresses and averages
them before sending.
C. LBS Framework
In the previous sections we explained how an
infrastructural sensor overlay is used to estimate a user’s
location. This section deals with how to deliver this
information to the user to achieve additional benefit. For
these purposes we use the Digital Graffiti system.
Digital Graffiti is a stand-alone framework for locationbased services developed in the course of a research project
between Siemens Corporate Technology Munich, the
University of Linz and the Ars Electronica Futurelab Linz.
Conceived as a system to manage and visualize localized
information within the context of a mobile user (respectively
a mobile device) [28], it has been enhanced with
functionality to fulfill the demands for a social network
system as well. It comprises a map server, an elaborated user
and privileges management concept that additionally handles
communication encryption and a messaging component.
Similar to conventional cellular telephony the system
uses a distributed provider model for the server-side
component where users all over the world can join the
provider of their choice in order to take part in the mobile
location-based information service. This proven model
distributes the load ensuing from (asynchronously)
communicating users and guarantees scalability of the
service all over the world as each provider only handles a
limited number of clients. Information elements (graffiti) are
stored in corresponding databases at the providers.
The clients are supposed to be executed on any mobile
platform, either as a native application particularly designed
for the device or as a web application (utilizing the novel
W3C standard and HTML5 for accessing GPS out of a
browser). In the context of infrastructure-based indoor
tracking, we accentuate the web application, for it complies
with our requirements of a bare device without the needs of
installing client software. Fig. 3 illustrates the architectural
layers of the Digital Graffiti client framework.

The framework utilizes Java for maximizing the variety
of potential target platforms (e.g., Symbian, Android). For
Java-incompatible systems (such as the Apple iPhone) the
framework comprises a Java-based proxy (built upon the
same kernel, although without a user interface) which runs
on a web server and dynamically transmits data via Ajax to a
web browser for display. Thus the service can also be
consumed on platforms that are not natively supported, and it
abstains from tedious download and installation procedures.
uses

Ajax

Java

Web Browser

Web Server

JVM, Android, Windows

Graffiti Web Client

Graffiti Client Proxy

Graffiti Client

Ajax Application

Java Application

Java Application

Client Framework
Caches, Graffiti-Lists, Friend-Lists, ...

Protocol
Generator

Generated Client Framework
Protocols, (De-)Serialization Routines, ...

Basic Framework

Package
Descriptions

Peers, Channels, Proxies, Facades, Protocol-Basis, -

JVM

Framework Components
Generated Components
Virtual Machines
Applications
Proxy Application

Figure 3. LBS Framework architecture

The architecture envisioned in this article employs the
Digital Graffiti framework as third component. The
framework acts as frontend for the tracking system, allowing
any device equipped with an 802.11b/g/n interface and a web
browser to consume location. Once registered and logged in,
the user is visualized as an avatar at his exact residing
position in front of a map and his geographical position is
textually resolved into a human readable address. Digital
Graffiti therefore provides a “spatial coding” component to
map geographical addresses to corresponding names at
detailed spatial levels (i.e., buildings, floors and even distinct
rooms). Alternatively to indoor WLAN localization the
system supports a seamless transition from and to outdoor
GPS tracking as well. The position of the user is updated at a
near real time frequency (due to the hop cycle length every
three seconds; cf. Section 3B). Alongside user’s own
position, the system also offers to track the position of the
user’s friends, provided that the respective friend has granted
permission. To sustain privacy this permission can be
revoked by one click in the user interface.
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IV.

APPLICATION

The applicability of the infrastructural approach of
WLAN tracking using the Digital Graffiti framework as a
user frontend is being demonstrated within a campus-wide
live system at the University of Linz, called the Smart
Information Campus (SIC) Project [29]. It covers an area of
about 800x300 meters campus space (cf. Fig. 4) including 15
multistory buildings varying from 1 to 11 stories equipped
with the proposed sniffer technology, which in total results in
320 access points (Cisco Aironet 1250) and the same amount
of co-located sniffer drones (Linksys WRT610N). Colocating the sensor drones has been decided due to practical
reasons such as the availability of power and Ethernet
connections, but is still a matter of discussion [13] in terms
of localization accuracy.

campus are compared to highlight the effects of differing
building design and structure on infrastructural tracking.
TABLE II.
Building

Floors

CAMPUS COVERAGE STATISTICS
Area
(m2)

Table 2 gives an overview of the complete indoor areal of
the campus site, showing the abbreviations of each building
and a description of the respective area correlated to
deployment numbers of the tracking infrastructure (amount
of deployed sensor nodes, total number of calibrated
candidate points, costs measured in working hours). Due to
the system rollout procedure, some details are still to be
determined at the time of this writing. As on every typical
university campus, these buildings host office spaces,
laboratories, meeting rooms and lecture halls, varying in
room dimensions, furnishing and technical equipment. The
campus has been built starting in the year 1964 and is
continuously expanding since then. Consequently, the
structural design and building characteristics reflect the
ideology of the decade in which each respective building
has been realized. In terms of indoor tracking, this has two
important implications. For one, the amount of sniffer
drones to be deployed varies correlated to wall construction
substances since each substance shows its own attenuation
characteristics. To assure an appropriate coverage, a
traditional radio site survey gives a first guide number for
planning the deployment of tracking infrastructure. The
other implication for the campus-wide tracking setup is the
divergence of tracking accuracy with respect to wall
attenuation and the respective room layout. In Section 5 the
tracking accuracy within three exemplary buildings on the
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4
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3
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4
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8
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1
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3
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5
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7
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Figure 4. Overview of the building complex at the JKU campus

Nodes

189

The Smart Information Campus system offers several
means of consuming the provided location-based services on
a broad variety of mobile platforms. To this end, we focus on
four basic directions of implementation. We offer a native
Windows desktop application for laptop and netbook service
consumption based on Microsoft WPF. Java compatible
mobile phones (such as Symbian based phones, etc.) are
supported by the J2ME client implementation using the Kuix
UI framework [30]. For Android based smart phones we
additionally implemented a touch screen application utilizing
the sophisticated features this modern platform is offering.
To provide access for the remaining mobile platforms (e.g.,
Apple iPhone and iPad, Blackberry, Linux, etc.) we
implemented a web application client based on AJAX. Fig. 5
and 6 show screenshots of all four client variants.

Figure 5. Client Snapshots (Desktop and Android)
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Fig. 7 shows a live snapshot of the J2ME client running
on a Nokia E52 on an office floor. The position is indicated
by the blue avatar in the center of the map. The symbolic
name of the actual position appears at the top of the display,
indicating the name of the building along with the floor.
Since located in a corridor, no office name is displayed.

Figure 6. Client Snapshots (J2ME and web application)

Figure 7. Tracking snapshot at office floor on J2ME client

The system has started its beta phase in January 2010 and
is since then publically available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week [28]. Students as well as lectors, administrative staff
and guests (a total number of about 16.000 people) are able
to track themselves and their selected friends (Fig. 7 right
presents a snapshot of the SIC application revealing our own
position by a blue avatar and those of the friends by green
ones) and perceive and post location-based information at the
university campus due to their detected position within
buildings and outside. For instance, students may find their
way to their lecture halls displaying the current lecture type
and times for these rooms; the event management announces
upcoming activities or presentations to the users related to
their location; teachers are able to ad-hoc exchange
documents with students just because of their geographical
attendance in a lecture room; etc. Generally, the SIC is
supposed to enhance social, scientific and organizational
networking within the campus, e.g., enabling the creation of
communities and providing a practical research platform for
location-based service issues.
As of this writing, the system is at the end of phase 2 of 3
rollout phases, providing indoor localization for 8 of 15
buildings, already covering about 72% of the whole indoor
area. Due to their age these buildings have dissimilar
construction characteristics that imply different radio
propagation properties. To provide accurate localization in
such an environment, the application of an architecture based
on an a priori off-line training process has proven to be
feasible. Consequently, a radio profile was taken at a larger
number of spots in every building (cf. Table 2).

The accuracy of the system primarily depends on the
density of sniffer drones, their positions and the buildings’
characteristics. Consequently, we encounter different
localization precision at different sites. The following
Figures 8, 9 and 10 depict exemplarily captured tracks of a
Nokia E52 client walking along a predetermined path
(indicated by the red line) in 3 different buildings on the
campus of Johannes Kepler University. All position
measurements (indicated by the red crosses in the figures)
were taken weekdays around midday. As the data was
collected during the academic semester, the offices and hall
ways were averagely crowded with students and university
staff. The effects of the time of day on an indoor localization
system have already been studied by Tao et al. in [31]. Their
studies showed that the signal strength histograms of
measurements vary noticeably as a function of the time of
day, with significantly more noise when more people are in
the building. Consequently, our sample tracks were captured
at the same time of day. However, the bias provoked by an
arbitrary amount of people interfering with signal
measurements is not compensated in our framework yet.
Thus, we have to keep in mind that our test cases are
compared under slightly divergent environmental conditions.
A more detailed investigation on effects derived from
building characteristics and people-depending signal strength
variations has been presented in [32] along with an approach
of compensating for consequential positioning errors.
Fig. 8 shows the first test track recorded on the ground
floor of the Kepler Building (KE). It comprises a base area of
11782m2 on 3 stories and is one of the oldest buildings on
the campus, consisting of several lecture halls, libraries and
public meeting places. Since its wall structure is thick and
radio absorbing (concrete and brick walls) it is equipped with
50 Sniffer Drones to cover the whole building (cf. Table 2).
The actual track through the building started and ended at the
lower left quadrant of the figure and took 4:11 minutes for a
distance of 328m, using a client transmission interval of 1
second. It comprises 80 position updates, all of which
correctly located at the ground floor.

V.

RESULTS

The system setup is under constant assessment by 200
selected beta users at the university, with an average number
of 33 concurrent position requests per second during a
regular working day. In order to provide a satisfying LBS
experience our tracking system is set up to assure the correct
symbolic reference rather than the exact position. For most
places on the campus this does not make a perceivable
difference since the position has room level accuracy. If
localized within one of the bigger lecture halls though, our
approach might result in a bigger estimation error.
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Figure 8. Track through auditorium building (KE)

Figure 9. Track through office building (MZ)
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position updates. The long duration was mainly caused by
elevator waiting times. Transmission interval and walking
pace correspond to track two.
TABLE III.

Figure 10. Track through laboratory building (HF)

In Fig. 9, the track is captured within the Management
Zentrum (MZ), a typical office building comprising meeting
rooms and smaller lecture rooms as well. It has been built in
1990 using light-frame construction. The small circle in the
upper left picture marks the starting point in an office at the
third floor. The client then descends to the ground floor
using the stairway and passing the second and the first floor
(cf. upper right and lower left picture). Each floor transition
has been estimated correctly. The track finally ends in a
small lecture room indicated by another red circle in the
lower left quadrant of the lower right picture. It took 3:28
minutes for a distance of 126m, featuring 37 position updates
at the same transmission interval as above but at a lower
walking pace.
The third track (cf. Fig. 10) was measured inside the
Hochschulfond Building (HF), which has been built in the
year 2003. Because it is mainly dedicated to practical
research, it houses technical laboratories, offices and storage
spaces. The constructive form of the building can be
characterized as modern architecture, emphasizing glass as
building substance and a large galleria section spanning from
the first to the third floor. The track started at the south
entrance (at the bottom of the left picture) on the ground
floor. The diamond marks the entering of an elevator that
ascended to the third floor (right picture). The track led
alongside the galleria towards the north elevator. After
descending again, the track ended on the ground floor (in the
middle of the picture on the left). Since the elevator is
surrounded by a glass construction, the tracking engine was
able to estimate each floor and position correctly even within
the elevator. The track was finished after 3:56 minutes, even
though the covered distance was only 96m including 33

ERROR DISTANCE STATISTICS
KE

MZ

HF

Average

4.11 m

2.40 m

2.90 m
1.69 m

Std. deviation

2.30 m

1.38 m

25th percentile

2.33 m

1.30 m

1.75 m

Median

4.08 m

2.15 m

2.47 m

75th percentile

5.21 m

3.38 m

3.53 m

90th percentile

7.59 m

4.14 m

5.07 m

Maximum error

10.09 m

6.47 m

7.13 m

Detailed results of these three test tracks based on the
error distance are summarized in Table 3. Fig. 11 depicts a
comparison chart that clearly highlights the differences in
accuracy referring to the respective building. Track one as
well as Track three both showed two phases without a
position update indicating that the new estimate would have
been an outlier. For the first track, this can be explained by a
sudden appearance of a larger group of people since these
positions were near a lecture hall (Fig. 8, upper right) and a
cafeteria (Fig. 8, upper left). In the third track, this
phenomenon is caused by the open space from the galleria
(Fig. 10, in the middle of the right picture). Due to the gap in
the middle section ranging from the first up to the third floor,
the signal strength fingerprints tend to be very similar on
both sides of the galleria.

Figure 11. Comparison of the tracking accuracy in exemplary buildings

Concluding from these results, the tracking framework
presented in this article shows a clear tendency towards
better performance and accuracy within younger buildings.
As reported in the context of client-based indoor localization
setups [32], this can be explained with building
characteristics such as radio absorbing wall substances or
large spaces that provoke indistinguishable fingerprints. Out
of all types of campus facilities, office floors turn out to
provide the most promising environment for indoor tracking
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because of their room arrangement diversity that results in
unambiguous fingerprints.
In terms of overall accuracy, the presented system still
leaves room for improvement (compensating mechanisms
for dynamic attenuation provoked by people for instance).
Whereas newer contributions report mean estimation errors
under 2m [18][22], our setup reveals values from 2.4m up to
4.11m (depending on the building properties). However,
comparable tracking systems are commonly investigated
under laboratory conditions (i.e., small areas of 500-1000m2,
tailored radio coverage, homogeneous building structures,
single-story localization, etc.), not considering real-life
scenarios in a continuous operation mode, as well as
economic factors of comprehensive infrastructure
deployment.
VI.

are investigating at the time of this writing. Our focus lies on
achieving a solution for our network consisting of 320
Sniffer Drones that solely runs decentralized, i.e.,
exclusively on the sensor platform to avoid a potential
bottleneck at the backend. To this end, a mechanism to
reliably detect spontaneously emerging crowds of people has
to be realized that relies on pure radio environment
fluctuations and does not depend on emitters carried by the
people within the crowd [22]. This way, an even more
accurate and temporarily stable tracking experience could be
provided.
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Abstract – Recent advancements in information and
communication technology accelerate the development and
deployment of intelligent transportation systems. Cooperative
traffic systems utilize information collected by road users and
traffic operators about their immediate environment sharing it
system-wide, enabling services for all traffic entities. In this
work, we contribute a data processing and data fusion
middleware relying on wireless mobile sensor nodes and public
infrastructure services for traffic data collection for future
cooperative traffic applications and services. The system is
demonstrated with an example application, utilizing mobile
phones with integrated sensors as sensor nodes and producing
the visualization of travelled routes annotated with travel mode
and detected anomalies of road surface. Middleware features
include
modular
component-based
architecture,
reconfigurable and reusable data processing components,
dynamic addition of components and interfaces into the system
in runtime and data fusion of heterogeneous sensor data
through chaining of components into application specific data
fusion levels.
Keywords - Cooperative systems; sensor networks; wireless
sensing; information fusion.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing bandwidth and 3G technologies available for
wireless communication enable the advancement of
intelligent transportation systems towards cooperative traffic
systems, where traffic entities collect and share data and
become more and more context-aware [1]. In [2],
cooperative traffic is given the following description: “Road
operators, infrastructure, vehicles, their drivers and other
road users will co-operate to deliver the most efficient, safe,
secure and comfortable journeys. The vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure cooperative systems will contribute
to these objectives beyond the improvements achievable with
stand-alone systems.” These actors in traffic can be provided
with information, for example, about traffic disorders, road
conditions, current weather conditions and usage statistics as
well as routes based on dynamic traffic information [3].
The increased need for accurate traffic information has
led to the integration of offline traffic information, such as
fixed road infrastructure sensor data, with real-time
information from supplementary data sources, such as
cameras, GPS and cell phone tracking [4]. In addition of
providing complementary data, these data sources assist in
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Oulu, Finland
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decreasing uncertainly of the data from individual sources
and enhance the decision maker’s performance [4][5]. This
will result in many traffic engineering problems to become
data fusion problems, producing estimates or an improved
model of the system being observed [4]. Different techniques
for data fusion exist: statistical approaches, probabilistic
approaches and artificial intelligence [4]. Sensor data fusion
techniques can be characterized in several domains [5]. In
the application domain, only application relevant concepts
are considered. In the fusion objective domain, the objectives
of the fusion are considered, for example object recognition.
The selected sensor types dictate compatibility and
complementary nature of different sensors. The sensor
configuration, as in concurrent or temporally separated
measurements, defines the sensor usage. Finally, the fusion
process is usually described as a three-level hierarchy: data
fusion, feature fusion and decision fusion. In any of the three
levels spatial or temporal fusion may occur [5]. This model
with the hierarchical levels with a varying level of detail in
information has been widely accepted [4][5].
Participatory sensing is a method for collecting data from
many unknown and independent contributors in
collaboration [6]. Cooperation between contributors can take
several forms [7]. Informative cooperation occurs when
users extend the system range by transmitting their sensory
data in one-way communication. In descriptive cooperation,
sensory data is augmented with intentions such as the
intended direction of movement of the user. Coordinative
communication allows objects to reason about and modify
their behavior depending on other’s intentions, which
requires two-way communication. The key question here is:
What information should be shared and in which level of
processing and fusion? [7] Performing data processing and
fusion refines the data and reduces the amount of data
transferred in the system. However, it also reduces the sensor
network coverage, reliability and accuracy of the data as
fewer samples are available. Communication technology
issues, such as wireless channel capacity, also limit coverage
and reliability.
Wireless (mobile) sensor networks offer several
advantages over fixed sensor networks [8]. First, the
coverage of a network can be extended easily with smaller
costs. Second, nodes can store data locally and provide data
only when requested, which contributes towards scalability
and energy saving. Third, if a fixed sensor node fails or
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experiences network failures, mobile data collectors can be
used to compensate the data loss. Fourth, localized
algorithms in nodes can be utilized in data collection and
processing tasks. Khanafer et al. [9] define two main
categories for wireless sensor networks for intelligent
transportation systems: planar and multi-tiered. Planar
architectures utilize mobile sensors and can have
infrastructure-less communication paradigm supporting
vehicle-to-vehicle networks, forming mobile ad hoc wireless
sensor networks. Another paradigm for planar architectures
is infrastructure-based supporting vehicle-to-infrastructure
and infrastructure-to-vehicle communication by utilizing
fixed roadside units. Roadside units relay data to services
and can also form clusters of members around them. Some
challenges for planar architectures exist, related to network
topology and scalability. Furthermore, there are known
constrains such as processing capabilities of the nodes,
which affects to quality of service among other things.
Networks in the second category, multi-tiered architectures,
can have better performance by supporting heterogeneous
communication, such as wireless local area networks
providing more available bandwidth. This means having
better quality of service when computations can be relayed to
more powerful units in upper layers utilizing the increased
bandwidth available. Of course, enabling more
communication technologies adds complexity and costs to
the system.
As mobile phones are today widely used, equipped with
sensors and interfaces to external sensors and they have
processor, memory, battery and communication units, they
can be also seen as sensor nodes [10]. Mobile data collectors,
however, have communication issues when transferring data
to the sinks as bandwidth is limited [8]. Also, battery life,
processing power and memory capacity are limited. Normal
phone usage will limit the data collection capability [10].
Data routing is influenced by the network topology, the
quality of the service parameters and contents of the data [8].
The Finnish Cooperative traffic program [11] envisions
sustainable traffic using extensive information sharing based
on novel technologies and services. In the Sensor Data
Fusion and Applications project as a part of this program,
our focus is on utilizing new sensor data sources and data
fusion methods for generating new potential applications
[11]. Our vision in [1] includes the usage of mobile phones
with integrated sensors, giving information on the behavior
of the actors in traffic. Instead of focusing on tailored
applications on the field, our goal is to develop a flexible
system that can be used to demonstrate and analyze a variety
of cooperative traffic scenarios and applications working
cooperatively with little development overhead. To enable
this we derive a wide set of requirements from the literature
and our example scenarios and take a bottom up approach,
contributing a practical data collection system with the
ability to integrate heterogeneous sensor data and
infrastructure services as data sources, data fusion
capabilities and pluggable data processing components. The
demonstration system includes a visualization client
application that produces annotated maps and enables endto-end demonstrations. In this paper, we report the system

prototype and an example application featuring real-time
travel mode and road surface anomaly detection, with mobile
phones with integrated sensor as wireless sensor nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews the related work in the area. In Section III, we define
requirements and scenarios for a cooperative traffic sensor
network and describe our system. In Section IV, we compare
the developed system against the requirements and represent
field test results. Finally, in Section V, thoughts for future
work are given.
II.

RELATED WORK

We describe here a number of existing applications
utilizing mobile traffic-related sensor data and existing
solutions for data processing and fusion for intelligent
transportation systems.
A. Traffic sensing applications
Several participatory sensing systems have been reported.
In the Mobile Millennium project [12], GPS enabled mobile
phones are used for the collection of traffic data, which is
then fused with data from sensors in the road infrastructure.
The system is employed for monitoring and estimating the
traffic flow in real-time. The produced estimates are then
transferred back to the phones. Google Maps for Mobile [13]
offers live traffic conditions monitoring by retrieving the
speed of vehicles from the GPS data from the mobile phones.
TJam [14] uses GPS receivers to predict traffic jams by
measuring the velocity of the vehicles. Users' coordinates are
transmitted to the service and the probabilities of congestion
in a given region are sent back. In Nericell [10], mobile
phones with accelerometer sensors are used in vehicles to
detect road bumps, among other features. The detection
software is installed in the mobile phone itself and they
introduce the concept of triggered sensing where less energy
consuming sensors are used to trigger the usage of other
sensors.
B. Data fusion platforms
In the following we describe several platforms developed
for processing traffic-related information from sensor
networks. The hierarchical Content Delivery Network
architecture described by Elshenawy and others [15] has
network hierarchies to provide scaling. Vehicles contain onboard units acting as clients in the network. Road-side units
work as a surrogate servers having storage for the content
and self-healing mechanism for communication failures in
the network. In the next hierarchy level, geographical areas
are grouped into geographical domains, which are controlled
by domain managers. It is the manager’s responsibility to
dynamically route content to the vehicles under their domain,
which should also decrease delivery time. Domain managers
can be grouped together recursively. Services sent add and
delete messages, which propagate through the network
nodes, based on the geographical area the service covers. On
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the other hand, on-board units can send discovery messages
to locate available services in a geographical area.
In the Cooperative Vehicle Infrastructure System
[16][17] project, OSGi open source platform has been
selected as the application platform. Communication is done
using the CALM standard, providing both wireless local area
and cellular network access, which can be selected
dynamically by having better quality of service. The system
consists of three layers, in the upper layer is the central
management working on the system-wide level. The middle
layer represents the roadside infrastructure at the regional
level and the lowest level represents the individual vehicles.
Tacconi et al. [18] describe an information retrieval
scenario, where mobile sinks, for example vehicles, query
data from edge nodes in the wireless sensor network. Sensor
nodes and sink nodes are aware of their geographical
position or spatial distribution. Data routing from the nodes
to mobile sinks is done by predicting the current position of
the mobile sink based on its mobility information within the
network from the original location of the injected query.
The Telematic Management System [19] component
suite has many similarities with our approach. It has three
main components: the kernel, communication subsystem and
the data module. Framework users provide a set of decision
modules accessing the communication system and data
module. The decision modules and their dependencies on
other modules are defined as graphs in XML documents.
With the decision modules, users define a protocol
component, which propagates incoming messages to
interested modules through the graph. The kernel provides
interfaces for the decision modules and initiates them. Data
modules define a mechanism to access the data concurrently.
The communication subsystem uses TCP/IP asynchronously.
For each vehicle there is a local queue in the subsystem,
which is used to store messages directed to it. Messages from
the vehicles are stored in the general system queue.
Lv et al. [21] define ubiquitous intelligent transportation
system architecture as vehicle-to-vehicle or vehicle-toinfrastructure communication with access to large-scale
information systems. Their system utilizes multi-source realtime location-based mobile sensor data and fixed sensor data
via context-awareness technology. The key idea is the
interaction between any devices in any location or time. In
their system there are five layers. The resource management
layer collects data from the mobile sensors and sensors in the
roadside, for example weather stations. Preprocessing of the
data and classification is also done in this layer. The
information awareness layer fuses the data requested by the
services running in the system. Next, the intelligent service
layer provides access to data and services from other service
providers. These services may be accessed via websites or
mobile phones for example. The terminal application layer
provides the dynamic system level services such as real-time
traffic information or road guidance to personal computers
and other terminals. Finally, the ubiquitous network layer
provides hybrid network communication models to support
usage of multiple communication technologies.

III.

SYSTEM AND MIDDLEWARE

We identify various cooperative traffic scenarios to
sketch the requirements for the data processing system. In
the scenarios, the target users include a car driver, a
pedestrian and a traffic operator.
One scenario sketches services supporting efficient
responses to traffic accidents. If an intelligent vehicle notices
changes in road conditions, or for example detects a traffic
accident from abrupt braking, the vehicle can send this
information to be added to the real-time situation model of
the road segment. The new information can then be
disseminated to other traffic entities in the system. The
traffic accident location can be inserted to a database.
Moreover, a real-time warning can be issued to the drivers
planning to drive in that road by updating the route
prediction data in their vehicle navigators. A weather service
integrated into the system can be used to determine the
current local weather and for example lighting conditions
when the accident happened. This is useful information at
least during the Nordic winter. This information aggregated
with the road condition data and on-board diagnostics data
from the vehicle can be stored as accident information to the
database, where it is available for further analysis by road
authorities. In the future, this allows drivers to be warned to
avoid accidents when similar weather and road conditions
appear. In addition, mobile phone data or roadside sensors,
such as cameras, can be used to detect approaching
dangerously speeding vehicles. Information about speeding
vehicles, aggregated with the real-time road situation
information, can produce an alert issued to other entities in
that road segment and to the authorities.
Another scenario is warning the driver of a vehicle when
approaching a school area where children are walking or
bicycling nearby, which can be detected from children’s
mobile phone location or roadside sensor data and even
aggregated with current time. Additionally, static data for a
road segment for improving situation awareness can be
requested from a service in the Internet. In Finland, this kind
of static road data is available from a public Internet service
called DigiRoad [20]. The data includes: road name, entry
and exit points, direction, speed limits, number of lanes,
traffic signs, location of pedestrian crossings, bus and taxi
stops, elements such as illumination, service elements such
as car parks and gas stations, and finally even information
about scenic locations for tourists.
All this information combined together provides local
real-time situation of the traffic in that road segment. Mobile
phones with integrated GPS receivers in vehicles without
any sensors can provide real-time information to the system,
such as the location, speed and direction of the vehicle. This
helps detecting the real-time congestion in road segments,
which can be used in the system to guide drivers through
alternative routes. Eventually the authorities are provided
with a real-time situation of traffic in the whole system level.
This can be used for real-time traffic monitoring, planning
road infrastructure development and in a smaller scale, for
planning future heavy transport scenarios.
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Although we identified several scenarios, we do not
target the data processing middleware for specific sensors or
applications. Thus, services offered by the middleware
cannot be tailored and optimized as suggested in [22].
Furthermore, isolated data sources and heterogeneous
communication networks set challenges for the systems [22].
A. General Requirements
Ducourthial [23] describes an architecture for vehicular
networks and lists unique issues not currently experienced
within other networks. These networks are highly dynamic,
unreliable, asynchronous, penalized with low bandwidth
availability and short communication duration. In spite of
this, vehicular networks require robustness, high quality of
service and real time operation. Khanafer et al. [9] suggest a
number of general requirements for intelligent traffic
systems. Fault tolerance and real-time communications are
essential to maintain the quality of service. As node
deployment is not fixed and network topology can change, a
scalable communication network is required. Cost and power
consumption of a single sensor node should be minimized.
System security should be guaranteed as the data is
important real-time data, such as real-time traffic situation.
Furthermore, we adapt several general requirements for
sensor networks from [1][8][10][24] to the scope of
cooperative traffic data processing middleware: 1) the
architecture should be data-centric as we will handle large
amounts of heterogeneous sensor data, 2) asynchronous
communication should be used because of communication
outages, 3) component-based architecture and modular
components follow from the diversity of the applications, 4)
data processing middleware should have means for selfconfiguration to achieve runtime scalability with additional
modules and to react to dynamic changes in network, 5)
means for self-maintenance are required in the case of sensor
node failures, 6) support for unknown types of future sensors
is required, 7) data processing components should be easily
deployable to the system and 8) the system should be able to
reconfigure functionality and launch components based on
data requests from the client applications. Furthermore, from
the project goals we derive the following requirements: 9)
component chaining is required to implement a modular
system with data fusion capabilities, 10) output interfaces
should be well defined and extendable to enable the usage of
the resulting information in a wide variety of client
applications utilizing common ontology and 11) real-time
performance is a major issue when considering the usage of
information in traffic.
The middleware running in the system should facilitate
rapid application development and deployment as the system
is developed constantly [25]. The service access points are
provided by the middleware. It should also have means to
manage system policies and security and privacy functions.
To have a consistent quality of service in applications, the
same data should be available to all applications. Thus
standardized access to data and storage services need to be
provided in the middleware.

B. System Description
The purpose of this prototype system is to demonstrate
the chosen applications and test the feasibility of the system.
Secondarily, the system functions also as a sensor network
test bench for data processing algorithms under
development. Currently, we have three main components in
the prototype system: 1) mobile phones as mobile sensor
nodes with the data collection software and integrated
sensors, 2) the middleware for data processing in a remote
platform in a public network and 3) a client application
showing a map in a web browser on end-user workstation.
The system prototype features two-way communications as
users can utilize sensory data from other users to assist in
decision-making, thus, we have both informative and
coordinative cooperation [7].
The developed middleware architecture is data-centric
and using a centralized database, as we want all the data to
be rapidly propagated for the needs of any client application
or data processing component. Our aim is to collect as much
as possible raw data in our system. Specifically, we do not
want to limit the future use of the collected data sets by
applying application specific preprocessing as the level of
detail is highest in the lowest level and preserving raw data
enables the largest set of applications. We do not consider
the level of detail of information and data shared in the
system in this work. The data processing functionality can
indirectly reduce the reliability and accuracy of the data as
the potential loss of details occurs in all processing stages.
These are important considerations for the data fusion as
well [5]. We do not limit the data acquisition methods
available, thus streaming, polling and event-based
acquisition all can be used (req. 6). Sensor data producers are
decoupled from consumers, because the commonly available
sensor nodes in the system, such as mobile phones, should
not be concerned about the data processing needs of the
client applications. The remote data processing platform
provides global endpoints for sensor data producers and
infrastructure services to enter data into the system and
applications to retrieve it. Global endpoints also allow
heterogeneous communication methods, regardless of the
physical location of the sensor nodes or the applications (req.
2). Based on these features, when considering architecture
categories described by [5], our middleware architecture falls
to the multi-tiered category of wireless sensor networks.
Multi-tiered architectures avoid the problems with sensor
network routing, maintain the quality of service better and
also support data fusion in higher levels of processing, and
when processing requires more powerful computation
platforms [6].
We selected Global Sensor Network (GSN) [26], a
sensor network middleware, as a middleware platform for
our system [1]. As we are looking for complete open source
implementation, for example partially released CarTel [27]
cannot be considered. Lightweight Java implementation,
possibility to use only a subset of modules and minimal
configuration needs make GSN deployable to a large set of
system configurations. Simple API and the number of
already implemented features reduce the amount of required
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Figure 1. System architecture.

implementation work. The dynamic deployment of sensor
nodes within the GSN is handled just by adding component
configuration files to the system [26] (req. 7). The basic
configuration defines the input/output data streams for a
component. Component chaining and data fusion are enabled
through defining the data input and output streams for the
components (req. 9). The runtime reconfiguration of system
functionality can be done by modifying the configuration
file, and then GSN will dynamically start the required Java
objects in the system (reqs. 4 and 8). The objects are alive
only as long as required, and there is a built-in fault tolerance
system for components (req. 5). Also, the dynamic use of
components will not interfere with on-going data processing
as the data streams are shared [26]. Addition of new data
types in the system introduces the data schema evolution
problem in the current components. This can be solved in
GSN, as it offers means for filtering out unwanted data items
for the input data stream of a component (req. 6). In case
several components request the same data items, overlapping
data queries are internally handled in the GSN middleware.
The output data in all phases of processing can be saved to a
database (req. 1).
C.

Middleware components
System architecture is shown in Figure 1. Mobile phones
with integrated sensors, serving as sensor nodes, collect data
and disseminate it further for data processing to the server
platform. In the server platform, we utilize HTTP servlet in a
web server and as a sink node receiving data from the sensor
nodes as HTTP POST requests. This servlet is responsible
for delivering data elements to corresponding components
(data source wrappers) in the middleware. For each session,
the corresponding data stream is recognized from the session
ID and by session we mean all the data produced by
individual sensor node. The raw unprocessed data is also
stored to a database for future use. In GSN, the data are
streamed through MySQL database views from component
to component at all steps of processing, allowing even
intermediate processing results to be utilized immediately in

simultaneously running algorithms and rapidly propagated to
client applications (reqs. 1 and 3).
For the required application-specific data processing and
data fusion, we have developed template components and
component configurations for the use of data processing
algorithms. The thread hosting these components will be
alive as long as the session is alive and receive all the data in
the session. In addition to data processing, these components
can also act as interfaces to external, infrastructure or other,
services in the network, for example to a public real-time
traffic flow service or real-time local weather data. Template
components subscribe to their required data source streams
and publish single data stream as a result. These components
can be deployed to the system any time by introducing new
configuration files, thus automatically launching new data
processing components. Another way of dynamically starting
components in the system is by using the GSN’s built-in web
interface methods for requesting data from components. This
fulfills the requirements 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8. This web interface
can also be used to retrieve historical data from the database.
The data processing algorithms and their parameters are
defined in the template configuration files and can currently
be: Java objects, binary executables or external services in
the network. The subscribed data source streams are also
defined in the configuration file.
For the data fusion of heterogeneous sensor data, we
implemented a system to stream each type of sensor data in
its own stream. All data stream elements include session ID
and timestamp. This also solves the data schema evolution
problem, at least partially, since all data and sources are
separated from each other and required item types can be
filtered from the stream. Applications can subscribe freely
multiple types of sensor data for any fusion algorithms
without additional overhead. Components can mix data from
the different levels of data fusion and a give feedback to the
system from higher levels, providing even learning capability
to the system [5]. Additionally, data from external services in
the network, location as GPS coordinates and user defined
filters provided by GSN’s built-in component interface can
be utilized in data fusion. This way we can limit the data
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Figure 2. Visualization application architecture.

processing, data fusion or data queries, for example to
certain geographical area, to specific time or to certain types
and values of collected sensor data. Thus our system
introduces freely configurable sensor data fusion for data
processing components at every fusion level. This applies to
raw and refined as well as to data from external services.
To visualize the data processing results from the
middleware, we developed a web application displaying data
on a map. In addition to GPS navigation and track logging
systems, we have the ability to query and display properties
of multiple clients dynamically with travel path history. The
map shows the current location and the path history of the
sensor nodes and their travel mode. Also detected anomalies
on the road are displayed with a warning sign. The
application polls the middleware for requested data, using
GSN’s built-in web interface over HTTP. Data is returned in
XML based documents in the simplified format of GPS
Exchange Format (GPX). TABLE 1 presents an example of
this format. The first waypoint, described by element <wpt>,
gives the current location and the element <rte> describes the
path history as a series of waypoints. The visualization
application architecture is presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3
shows example outputs of the visualization application on a
map.
The application runs completely on the client-side,
although relaying on up to date libraries from the Internet.
Implementation of communication and operations are done
with JavaScript and Ajax (jQuery) technologies in engine
component. The data parser component parses the GPX data
for the annotated map. Maps are based on OpenStreetMap
and the dynamic map content is displayed with OpenLayers
library. These libraries are loaded from their home sites at
the start.
D. Example application
To demonstrate the system capabilities, integration of
external data processing algorithms and heterogeneous data
fusion in the components, we implemented an example
application for recognition of the user’s travelling mode and
detection of anomalies of the road surface.
First, in the mobile phone sensor nodes, data are
collected in the frequency of 38 hertz from the built-in
accelerometer sensor and in the frequency of 1 hertz from the

built-in GPS receiver. Data are stored temporarily on the
phone memory and sent at given intervals as HTTP POST
requests over the available communication network (for
example GPRS or WLAN) to the remote platform end-point
handler component, the data source wrapper. The current
implementation of the collection software is written in
Python for the Nokia N95 and in C for the N900 mobile
phones.
In the middleware, we implemented components for
map-matching for GPS location data, travel mode detection
and road surface anomaly detection for the accelerometer
data. Detailed descriptions of the data processing algorithms
used in the applications can be found in [28][29][30]. First,
the lowest level of data fusion occurs when accelerometer
data and GPS location data are fused based on timestamps.
The travel mode is detected from this data with timestamps
and known locations and labeled accordingly, which
constitutes an example of feature level fusion. Currently we
can recognize several travel modes: stationary, walking,
TABLE 1. GPX DOCUMENT EXAMPLE
<gpx>
<version>1.0</version>
<creator>SDFA</creator>
<wpt>
<lat>65.059446</lat>
<lon>25.472444</lon>
<ele>9.5</ele>
<type>Driving</type>
</wpt>
<rte>
<name>Oulu</name>
<desc>Testing</desc>
<rtept>
<wpt>
<lat>65.059338</lat>
<lon>25.473037</lon>
<ele>10.1</ele>
<type>Driving</type>
</wpt>
<wpt>
<lat>65.059338</lat>
<lon>25.473037</lon>
<ele>9.8</ele>
<type>Driving</type>
</wpt>
</rtept>
</rte>
</gpx>
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b)

a)

Figure 3. Visualization client example outputs: (a) a red dot showing the current location, blue dots
showing path history and warning signs showing detected anomalies, (b) additional information
such as bus stops and a health center (from OpenStreetMap) shown in a close-up.

jogging, bicycling and driving a vehicle. Next, the mapmatching component receives the fused and labeled data
from the previous step and matches the location to the
nearest road segment. For the road segment data, we use
static local OpenStreetMap database downloaded from the
Internet and this can be considered being an infrastructure
service in the system. As a result, location coordinates for the
travel mode are updated accordingly and are published for
further use in the system. This can be considered a second
example of feature level data fusion, refining sensor data
with infrastructure service. Next, the accelerometer data and
travel modes labeled as “driving” with the corrected GPS
location are received by the road surface anomaly detection
component. It performs anomaly detection and publishes the

data. When refined data are shown in the map in a web
browser, it constitutes an example of decision level data
fusion supporting the user’s decision making in the example
application. The data flow between components is shown in
Figure 4 from the perspective of data fusion.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Considering the requirements for cooperative traffic and
wireless sensor network system implementation, we have
demonstrated data-centric multi-tiered system architecture
able to accomplish data fusion in various levels of data
processing of sensor data to support decision making for the
end-user. The example application demonstrates data fusion

Figure 4. Data flow in the example application.
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in the application domain, but the system allows also
objective domain and the three-level hierarchies of data
fusion. Informative and coordinative cooperation are
demonstrated in the system. Collected raw and refined sensor
data can be freely utilized by the system components, thus all
information is available for information sharing.
Applications can configure in components the required level
of detail of the requested data. The system is also able to
dynamically reconfigure functionality allowing runtime
deployment of physical sensors and data processing
components into the middleware. Furthermore, the system
uses a mobile phone network and hence has support for
asynchronous communication. Moreover, the system
supports new types of future sensors and applications by
providing public interfaces for data sources, for clients and
into infrastructure services. The implemented example
applications prove the system’s ability to run multiple data
processing components simultaneously, its ability for easy
configuration and implementing component chaining for
data processing. Scalability remains an open question until
the applications are deployed for large-scale user tests in
real-world situations, but this issue can be addressed with
multiple server platforms all running the same middleware
and perhaps even the same applications. These platforms can
be easily interconnected using GSN’s built-in features.
Compared to the OSGi platform [16][17], we consider
both infrastructure services and individual vehicles being in
the lowest layer. The upper layers constitute the data fusion
capabilities and applications, which can be run in parallel.
Concerning the Content Delivery Network [15] and the
scenario given by [18], our system is different from the
mobile phone scenario because of the routing is done in the
mobile network and managed by the mobile network
operator. Currently, we do not have a mechanism for clients
to locate local services in the geographical area. The vehicle
route prediction capability to reach the next node is not
needed in the mobile phone network. In comparison to
existing systems [10][12][13][14][27], we offer in addition
runtime pluggable data processing components and
heterogeneous data fusion capability, which are launched
based on client application configuration and data requests.
Google Maps for Mobile offer cooperative traffic
applications, which are based on location data solely. CarTel,
TJam and Nericell locally process data on the nodes. TJam

also uses migratory services in nodes, which is a feature we
might consider in the future. The Mobile Millennium uses
roadside sensors and historical data, both of these features
we would like to have in the future. In [19], a similar
middleware is described with kernel, data module and
decision module components. However, we do not utilize a
general system queue and the middleware itself takes care of
concurrent access to the data. The ubiquitous intelligent
transportation system [21] also resembles our system. In
their resource layer, they handle the preprocessing and
classification of data, which is different from our approach as
we have the possibility to access raw data in all layers in the
system. Furthermore, we do not distribute functionality to
separate layers for data processing, services or applications
as data streams can be made available to all subscribers. For
multiple communication technologies we utilize global
endpoint handler components, which map to the ubiquitous
network layer.
We conducted a small scale field testing for the system in
real environment by walking and driving a vehicle in the city
of Oulu, Finland, simultaneously collecting data by mobile
phones with integrated accelerometer sensor and GPS
receiver. Test system set-up in a vehicle can be seen in
Figure 5. The test route consisted of 3 kilometers in a suburb
area, 1 kilometer in a park and 1 kilometer in city center.
Data was transmitted using HTTP over GPRS to the sink
node in the intervals of 10, 30 and 60 seconds. See TABLE 2
for the results. Data transmission failed in 5 out of 99 testing
runs (5.1%). There is no significant difference in failures
concerning different data transmission intervals. However,
an interesting detail was that all the transmissions failed
around the same location in the city. For real-time
applications, shorter intervals are feasible, but this depends
on the requirements of the data processing algorithms.
Another consideration for real-time applications is the speed
of the vehicles, which contributes to the quality of collected
data [15]. We also estimated the bandwidth required per
node to be around three kilobytes per second for all the
intervals, as the required message length for sending
accelerometer data with GPS data is about 100 bytes and the
accelerometer sensor runs in the mobile phone in 38Hz. In
the future, we might have other sensors integrated into the
mobile phone serving as a sensor node and we need to have
estimation of the required bandwidth for the data amounts.
When utilizing 3G technologies the available bandwidth can
be significantly increased. As expected, during the testing,
receiving of the GPS signal was sometimes disrupted in
cities, 17.3% out of the total testing time, to be exact.
However, this depends also on the GPS receiver hardware.
The battery lifetime is always limited when using mobile

Testing
results

Figure 5. Test system set-up in vehicle. Mobile phone installed
in car dock in the middle.

TABLE 2. FIELD TESTING RESULTS
Measurement intervals
10s

30s

60s

Tests run

23

41

35

Failed
transmissions

1

2

2
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phones transmitting data continuously, but as our phones
were often mounted in a vehicle, its power system was used.
Cost of a single sensor node is not a considerable issue if the
user’s personal mobile phones can be utilized. What is more,
the cost of air time and available bandwidth also varies
locally.
Sometimes, the travel mode recognition did not work
accordingly and we needed to abandon its results and publish
all data to the anomaly detection component. The two mobile
phone models had different accelerometer sensors, the Nokia
N900 accelerometer being much more accurate than Nokia
N95 accelerometer, so we needed to parameterize
recognition components for each phone model. This means
that online learning should be utilized to enable adapting the
component for different physical sensors.
Also, we tested the feasibility of GSN middleware in a
normal desktop PC (2.40 gigahertz processor with one
gigabytes of RAM running Windows XP) with randomly
generated data sets. We used 50 data sources simultaneously
streaming 50 kilobytes of payload to the system at every 20
milliseconds. The delivery time from a data source wrapper
to a data processing component was less than one
millisecond per payload. This is very a promising result
considering real-time capabilities of the system (req. 11).
However, these tests have less real-world value as the used
hardware components, available network bandwidth and
programming skills of the developers largely contribute to
the real-time performance in the prototype.
In this work, we have not considered security and privacy
issues, which are unavoidable when collecting, fusing and
visualizing data from multiple clients and with the
integration of roadside infrastructure data and sensors.
Koenders et al. [16] give a list of success factors for
intelligent transportation systems. There is a need for
communication partners in the system to work and
penetration of similarly equipped vehicles is critical. This is
where vehicle manufacturers need to co-operate by utilizing
standards. Authorities can stimulate this, however clear
benefits are needed as investments are required. For the
individual users, personal privacy and reliability of the
services needs to be guaranteed. Security and privacy
concerns in the system can be addressed, for example by
introducing user groups with restricted access to the data and
results. In our prototype, the reliability is largely dependent
on mobile phone network reliability and does not require
additional investments from the users or traffic operators.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have started with a generic implementation of sensor
network middleware for cooperative traffic applications,
which meet the given requirements, drawn from the literature
and from the project goals. Considering the goals, we have
demonstrated modular component-based prototype sensor
network implementation capable of sharing traffic related
information collected by mobile sensor nodes and realizing
the described usage scenarios. In the next phase, the
developed prototype system will be deployed to be used with
multiple sensor nodes and client applications. Increased

scalability needs may require introducing multiple
middleware platforms for distributing the system load. It
would be possible to introduce remote interconnected
application-specific platforms in the infrastructure providing
data fusion featuring separate data sources in remote
platforms.
An important goal of our future work is to implement a
common ontology and a specific data fusion model in the
middleware. This includes information on vehicle type,
location, route, event, time, road condition and possible
future application-specific parameters. Also, we will develop
interfaces to sensors in instrumented vehicles and introduce
usage of an on-board diagnostics module installed in test
vehicles. These open many new possibilities as more detailed
data of the vehicle behavior can be utilized. Usage of GPS
data would allow us to feature also descriptive cooperation,
such as the user’s intentions or direction of movement, in the
system [7]. Furthermore, interfaces to public Finnish
government infrastructure services available in the Internet,
such as DigiTraffic [31], a real-time traffic flow information
service using roadside sensors, and DigiRoad, the static
database containing road data and elements, allow us to
widen the system perspective to the whole traffic system
level. This information can be easily fused with additional
local real-time data in the system and provide feedback to
road users and operators.
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Abstract—A primary difficulty when investigating communication requirements rises when a very specific field as an
aircraft cabin is considered. The diverse needs of passengers
are often incompatible to the strict constraints inside the cabin.
Nowadays, In-Flight Entertainment (IFE) systems, for instance,
are widely spread in modern flights. An IFE system usually
consists of a Seat Electronic Box, the passengers terminal
hardware, plus a Passengers Control Unit, the remote control to
select the service, and a Visual Display Unit, the screen. Using
the wireless technology in these systems can increase the satisfaction level of both the passengers and the avionics companies.
However, the inside of the cabin is not a flexible environment;
reliability and safety are two mandatory requirements, so
different constrains are imposed. This means that off-shelf
technologies (hardware including antennas, network topology,
network protocols and services) are usually not suitable for
such environment. Consequently, a new architecture has to
be designed and implemented. This paper aims at integrating
heterogeneous available communication technologies, showing
their pros and cons, within this context, while considering
the imposed communication restrictions inside the aircrafts
cabin. From that, a new wireless heterogeneous architecture
is proposed. In addition, to be able to use such architecture,
we propose a new protocol, which utilizes the smart antennas
technology to allow Passenger Control Units to be recognized
and configured autonomously without any external intervention.
Keywords-IFE system, Wireless networks, PLC, Smart antenna, Protocol engineering and evaluation

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, market surveys have revealed a surprising
and growing trend in the importance of In-Flight Entertainment (IFE) with regard to choice of airline. With modern
long range aircraft the need for ”stop-over” has been reduced, so the duration of flights has also been increased. Air
flights, especially long distance, may expose passengers to
discomfort and even stress. IFE can provide stress reduction
entertainment services to the passenger. The IFE system
is an approach that can utilize the wireless technology
for the purpose of exchanging data -in both directionsbetween passengers and the entertainment system. Although
wired communication gives better performance than wireless
communication, but most of modern personal devices are

based on the wireless technology, so providing wireless capabilities is essential for efficient utilization of these devices.
Moreover, a wireless headphones is more satisfactory than a
wired headset attached to the seat arm. We are not targeting
to make the system fully wireless, but to emphasize the idea
that different technologies can be used in the IFE system to
improve the passenger’s service satisfaction level [1].
As stated by Niebla [2], users are becoming more and
more familiar to personal equipments, such as mobile
phones, laptops, and PDAs. This shows the importance of
providing aircrafts with facilities that support these equipments.
Nowadays, different wireless technologies with different
capabilities exist in the market such as WiFi, Bluetooth,
infrared, and Wirelss Universal Serial Bus (WUSB). However, these technologies may have certain characteristics that
make them unsuitable for usage inside the cabin. Although
it was proven that WiFi and Bluetooth can be used inside
the cabin with no fear of interfering with navigational
equipments [3], it is still difficult to use them in large
numbers since performance degrades due to allocating them
in a small area inside a metallic tunnel (i.e., cabin), which
is full of different obstacles (i.e., seats). In addition, the
normal way of setting these technologies is usually done
through predefined identifiers (i.e., IP address) or a user key
(i.e., Bluetooth authentication key). Both techniques don’t
match the constrains inside the cabin, where devices must
be designed without any predefined identifiers and to be
configured without any user intervention
However, usage of the wireless technology will help in
decreasing the connecting wires; this is a valuable criterion
in aircrafts designing. Using off-shelf technologies inside the
cabin is usually not applicable when using them in the usual
manner; the environment inside the cabin has very strict
constrains since safety is a major requirement. Consequently,
using just one technology can’t be the optimum solution.
In fact, using a combination of different technologies can
provide a better service while overcoming the existing
constrains. The way passengers use their Personal Electronic
Devices (PED) (i.e., mobile phones, laptop, etc.) was usually
done through specialized devices [2], [3]. Nevertheless, there
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is no current research to use a combination of off-shelf
technologies inside the cabin.
The IFE market attracted many companies to submit
different IFE solutions. Thales [4], an avionic systems
provider, introduced its own IFE system that can be tailored
according to the needs of the airlines companies. Some
other companies provide dedicated solutions for certain parts
of the IFE systems; the AeroMobile [5] is a GSM service
provider for the aviation industry that allows passengers to
use their mobile phones and devices safely during the flight.
Passengers can connect to an AeroMobile pico cell located
inside the craft which relays the text messages and calls to
a satellite link which sends them to the ground network.
The AeroMobile system manages all the cellular devices
onboard, so signal strength can be ketp at a minimum value
to minimize interference. This system is adopted by Panasonic to be part of its in-flight cellular phone component.
FlyNet [6] is an onboard communication service provided
by Lufthansa to allow passengers to connect to the Internet
during their flight.
In the next section, we will introduce an overview for the
IFE system showing its components and requirements. Section II-C introduces the communication challenges that face
the IFE systems. Section III shows the proposed available
technologies that can be used to overcome the challenges in
such environment. Section III-B introduces our approach for
integrating them together. Section IV presents our proposed
protocol that utilizes the smart antenna capabilities to connect the IFE devices. Section V shows how the protocol was
verified and validated through a Unified Modeling Language
(UML) model and NS2 simulation. Finally, we present the
conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELEVANT WORK
The recognized economics of wireless networks and communications systems have made them an attractive target
for environments where individual wires are cumbersome.
An airplane cabin is such an environment. Dwayne [7] said
that due to the need of rapidly reconfiguring the cabin’s
seating, it is further assumed that wireless networking, rather
than cable or fiber optics, must be used to interconnect
passenger’s entertainment equipment with other elements of
the system.
The use of wireless communication technologies on board
of an aircraft provides an opportunity to remove wiring
and save weight on the aircraft. The weight savings can
be directly measured in terms of fuel savings and improved
operating economics over the life time of an aircraft. However, there is a need to ensure that there is no interference
with the aircraft’s communication and navigation systems.
A. The need for IFE systems
Hao [8] mentioned that the enclosed environment of
the aircraft can cause discomfort or even problems to

passengers. IFE systems can greatly reduce these negative
effects. This can be done by using e-books, video/audio
broadcasting, games, internet, and On Demand services. The
fact that passengers come from highly heterogeneous pools
(such as age, gender, ethnicity, etc.) causes an impact on the
adaptive interface systems.
As mentioned by Fariba [9], the IFE systems usually
include screen-based, audio and communication systems.
The screen-based products include video systems enabling
passengers to watch movies, news and sports. These systems
had progressed into video-on-demand, allowing passengers
to have control when they watch movies. Air map display is
another service that allows them to locate their flight’s route.
Exterior-view cameras also enable passengers to have the pilot’s forward view on take-off and landing on their personal
TV screens. Audio systems include different types of music
channels and special programs recorded for the airlines.
Communication systems include intra-communications with
devices such as telephones, facsimile and in-seat power supplies, and inter-communications between the screen-based
system and its subsystems (i.e., remote control).
B. The IFE system’s components
In fact, the entertainment starts from the passenger’s
seat design where most of the IFE system components
are embedded. Wiring cables connect together all of the
electronic devices in the seat as well as connecting them to
the whole system in the cabin. They run through the cabin’s
walls, floor, and seats. Unfortunately, conveying signals and
power to seats with a connector for each seat would cause
reliability and maintenance problems, and hinder timely
cabin reconfiguration.
Nowadays, IFE systems are interactive systems, so a
Passenger Control Unit (PCU) is usually needed to control
the surrounding devices. The PCU should be compact and
easily held. Moreover, the pocket holding the PCU has to
be placed in a way that makes it reachable and not to affect
the passenger’s comfort. At the beginning, PCUs used to be
fixed aside to the Visual Display Unit (VDU) at the back of
the front seat. This orientation introduced a problem when
the passenger setting beside the window wants to move to
the corridor; where all his neighbors have to replace their
PCUs to allow him to pass. To overcome this problem, PCUs
are now connected to their VDUs through wires passing via
their seat.
A Visual Display Unit (VDU) is usually fixed to the back
of the front seat. Depending on the required features of the
system, ordinary displays can be used to display the visual
contents or touch screens can be installed to act as input
devices. Another orientation is to be fixed in the ceiling as
a shared display for a group of seats.
A Seat Electronic Box (SEB) can be used to connect the
system’s different components together. It is used to connect
the passenger’s devices and the IFE system instead of having
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a separate channel for each signal. For example, to transmit
communication and video signals, two different networks
should be available if the SEB is not used. When using the
SEB, the communication and video devices are connected
directly to it to convey signals to the rest of the IFE system
through one single network. Then, it simplifies and facilitates
maintenance procedure since malfunctioning devices can be
easily replaced without affecting the IFE connections.
Halid [10] stated that Power Line Communication (PLC)
can provide a way of communication through power lines
networks. Power lines and communication networks have
different physical characteristics, so a PLC modem must
be used as an interface between the two networks. They
must be designed to provide accepted network operation
under typical power lines transmission conditions. However,
power lines are not designed as a good transmission media. It
suffers from attenuation, fading, and noise. Nevertheless, the
great advances in digital signal processing, error detection
and correction, modulation, media access control techniques
encourage the use of PLC in communication field.
A part from the physical requirements of an IFE system,
there are especial operational requirements to cope with its
expected functionality.
• Self configuration: The system’s units must be self
configurable without any external intervention [11].
They must start, run, and cope with any changes in
the system autonomously since the crew members are
too busy to handle such operations; and even if they
have the time and effort, they may lack the required
technical background.
• Minimized wiring and power consumption: As mentioned before, these are valuable criteria in aircrafts’
designing where wiring is considered as excess weight
that can be expressed in terms of excess fuel consumption. Castagne [12] addressed the effect of weight over
the Direct Operating Costs (DOC) by calculating the
impact of weight increase on annual fuel consumption
seat
IDOC = fc ×n
Wop , where fc is the annual fuel consumption, nseat is the number of seats, Wop is the
operating weight. In fact, calculating the exact saved
weight depends on various factors such as the cabin
structure, cables routing, type of cables, etc. However,
we can imagine the amount of saved weight through
the contribution of Hurley [13]. He showed that cables
flexibility is a design factor that affects cable routing;
this means that cables may be extended through longer
paths to reach its destination. Moreover, special jumpers
and connectors are needed to attach cables, and groups
of cables can be attached to a cable harness; this
indicates that weight calculation will include the added
weight of accompanied materials and equipments. It
also indicates that wiring can hinder the maintenance
process as well as imposing difficulties in changing the
cabin’s layout.

•

•

•

•

Easy to use: Passengers of no knowledge about using
modern technology must be able to use the system
easily. For example, the PCU controls (i.e., Volume,
Rewind, Forward, etc.) are known for almost everyone;
especial purpose controls such as Settings, Mode, etc.
can be carefully manipulated and, if used, to be provided by explanatory information when possible.
It has to be easily replaced: In case of failure in
one of the system’s units, the unit has to be changed
instantaneously and easily without the need of any
technician, especially if the failure happened during the
flight time.
Topology is not dynamic: Once the network is setup,
there will be no change in topology till the end of the
flight unless a unit fails. In case of replacing a failed
unit, it must be self configurable to join the network
again. However, if passengers attached their PEDs to
the system, some dynamism can be considered.
Scalability: The system must be scalable to suit plans
of different sizes and different seats layout.

C. Communication challenges
Although aircraft security may be seen as another burden
due to its very strict requirements, but it is mandatory to
be included during the design of communication and data
services. A major concern for using wireless devices in
aircraft cabin is their interference with the aircraft’s communication and navigation system, especially unintended
interference from passenger’s Personal Electronic Devices
(PED). Holzbock [14] said that the installed navigation
and communication systems on the aircraft are designed
to be sensitive to electromagnetic signals, so they can be
protected against passenger’s emitters by means of frequency
separation. In addition, Jahn [3] mentioned that there are two
types of PEDs’ interference, intentional and spurious. The
former is the emissions used to transmit data over the PED’s
allocated frequency band. The latter is the emissions due to
the RF noise level.
Moreover, the existing systems suffer from bandwidth
limitations; the trend toward bandwidth-consuming Internet
services currently cannot be satisfied [3]. Passenger number
and categories can be considered as a factor that affects network scalability. For example, the network bandwidth should
be increased if the number of the first class passengers was
increased to support the increasing need for video stream.
It is stated by Holzbock [14] that existing indoor channel
models mainly investigate office or home environments, thus
these models may not be appropriate for modeling an aircraft
cabin channel. Attenuation of walls and multi path effects
in a normal indoor environment are effects, which are not
expected to be comparable to the effect of the higher obstacle
density in a metallic tunnel. The elongated structure of a
cabin causes smaller losses, than that expected in other
type of room shapes. However, the power addition of local
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signal paths can lead to fading of the signal in particular
points. In addition, small movements of the receiver can
have a substantial effect on reception. The same opinion
was emphasized by Diaz [15].
Different efforts were held to overcome this problem,
Youssef [16] used the commercial software package
Wireless Insite to model the electromagnetic propagation
of different wireless access points inside different types
of aircrafts. Moraitis [17] held a measurement campaign
inside a Boeing 737-400 aircraft to obtain a propagation
development model for three different frequencies, 1.8,
2.1, and 2.45GHz which represent the GSM, UMTS, and
WLAN and Bluetooth technologies, respectively. Path Loss
Modeling was presented by the formula:
P L(d) = F SL(do ) + 10n log10 ( ddo ) (dB)
Where P L(d)) is the average path loss value in (dB)
at a distance d in (m) from the transmitter to the receiver,
F SL(do ) is the free-space path loss in (dB) at a reference
distance do , and n is the path loss exponent (decay rate).
The wave-guide effect was expected to be noticeable
since the cabin is considered as a long metallic tunnel.
Thus, the value of n should be lower than 2. However,
his measurements showed that n was found to be slightly
larger than 2; showing that the wave-guide effect was
counterbalanced. This is due to the thick carpet covering
of the floor, non reflective textile covering the seats, and
the gaps between rows of seats trap the transmitted rays.
According to his measurements, he represented the average
seat inserting loss Lseat due to the backrests by the formula:
Lseat =

1
N

PN

meas
i=1 (P Li

− F SLi ) (dB)

Where F SLi is the free-space loss at the i-th seat,
meas
P Li
is the average measured path loss at the i-th
passenger Seat, and N is the total number of seats
The effect of human presence inside the cabin over Ultra
Wide Band (UWB) propagation was addressed by Chiu [18].
He considered three scenarios for placing the transmitter
and receivers; Ceiling to Headrest, Ceiling to Armrest, and
Headrest to Armrest; for each scenario the cabin was empty,
partially filled, and fully filled with passengers. For the first
two scenarios, the transmitter was mounted at the ceiling
and receiving antennas were mounted at the headrest and
armrest levels. For the last scenario, the transmitter was
located at the headrest level, and the receiver was located at
the armrest level. The measurements showed that the path
gain dropped by no more than a few dB for the Ceiling
to Headrest scenario. and dropped by up to 10 dB for the
Ceiling to Armrest and Headrest to Armrest scenarios. The
measurements concluded that the presence of human body

inside the cabin affects the wireless propagation and must
be considered during wireless design.
Another challenge is that the cabin of an aircraft and the
aeronautical environment in general define a very specific
scenario that presents several constraints, which will affect
the coverage and capacity planning. This is due to the fact
that the space is very limited in an aircraft cabin, and its
design allows installing equipment only in specific locations,
where the configuration of the panels is easy to disassemble
for maintenance [2]. Therefore, the replacement technique
associated with the IFE system components, may affect
the welling of the companies to use them. Replacing time
consuming parts can lead to a long aircraft downtime or
flight delays. Also, a device that fails during the flight,
and is difficult to be replaced, will cause the passenger
to be unsatisfied. Consequently, it is advisable to design
components that are easily replaced with the minimum
required technical skill.
III. F ROM COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES TO
HETEROGENEOUS ARCHITECTURE

As mentioned by Holzbock [14], wireless Cabin aims
at developing a communication infrastructure consisting of
heterogeneous wireless access networks to provide aircraft
passengers and crew members with access to IFE system.
Passengers are able to access different services through
state-of-the-art wireless access technologies such as W-LAN
IEEE802.11, and Bluetooth.
A. Available technologies
Regardless of different technologies available in the market, we are concerned with the ones that can be utilized
inside the cabin
1) Ethernet: Ethernet is currently the standard for wired
communication in different fields. Haydn [19] showed that
it is characterized by interesting features such as good
communication performance, scalability, high availability,
and resistance to external noise. However, Ethernet cabling
is considered a burden for aircraft design
2) Wireless LAN: WLAN is a well known technology
used in different commercial, industrial, and home devices,
and can easily coexist with other technologies to form a
heterogeneous network [2]. Jim [20] stated that WLAN
and Bluetooth technologies are two complementary not a
competing technologies. They can cooperate together to
provide users with different connecting services.
3) Wireless USB: Universal Serial Bus (USB) technology
allows different peripherals to be connected to the same PC
more easily and efficiently than other technologies such as
serial and parallel ports. However, cables are still needed to
connect the devices. This raised the issue of Wireless USB
(WUSB) where the devices can have the same connectivity
through a wireless technology. Neal [21] stated that although
it is difficult to achieve a wireless performance similar to
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wired USB, but the rapid improvements in radio communication can make WUSB a competent rival. It is based
on the Ultra Wide Band (UWB) technology. In Europe, it
supports a frequency range from 3.1 to 4.8 GHz. Moreover,
Udar [22] mentioned that UWB communication is suitable
for short range communications, which can be extended by
the use of mesh networks. Although WUSB was designed to
satisfy client needs, but it can also be used in a data centre
environment. He discussed how WUSB characteristics can
match such environment. This application can be of a great
help in IFE systems, which strive to massive data communication to support multimedia services and minimizing the
connection cables. Moreover, Jong [23] discussed the design
issues related to WUSB. He stated that WUSB can support
up to 480Mbps, but in real world it doesn’t give the promised
values; and he showed the effect of design parameters on the
device’s performance.
4) Power Line Communication: A PLC network can
be used to convey data signals over cables dedicated to
carry electrical power; where PLC modems are used to
convert data from the digital signal level to the high power
level; and vice versa. Using an existing wiring infrastructure
can dramatically reduce costs and effort for setting up a
communication network. Moreover, it can decrease the time
needed for reconfiguring the cabin’s layout since less cables
are going to be relocated.
However, such technology suffers from different problems. A power line cable works as an antenna that can
produce Electromagnetic Emissions (EME). Thus, the PLC
device must be Electromagnetic Compatible (EMC) to the
surrounding environment. This means that it must not produce intolerable EME, and not to be susceptible to them. To
overcome this problem, the transmission power shouldn’t
be high in order not to disturb other communicating devices [10]. However, working on a limited power signal
makes the system sensitive for external noise. In spite of
this, the PLC devices can work without concerns of external
interference due to two reasons. Firstly, the PLC is divided
into segments; this minimizes signal attenuation. Secondly,
all the cabin’s devices are designed according to strict
rules that prevent EME high enough to interfere with the
surrounding devices.
5) Smart Antennas: A smart antenna is a multi-element
antenna where the emitted signal from each element can be
controlled to direct the antenna’s beam towards a certain
direction as well as controlling the transmission power [24].
This feature is of great importance for ad-hoc networks
domain where interference and power saving are two major
issues.
Moreover, Okamoto [25] stated that smart antennas can
provide the wireless environment with different advantages.
First, it can significantly reduce the multi-path fading effect.
Second, it minimizes the power consumption required for
communication. Third, it can improve the system’s Signal-

to-Interference Ratio (SIR).
B. The heterogeneous architecture
IFE system is a field starving for unusual ideas. Passengers can be satisfied by receiving services dedicated to a
single user, but it will be more amusing if they can be offered
services for multiple users, where passengers of similar
interests can share their time. Using a single communication
technology inside the cabin can’t yield satisfactory results,
but a combination of different technologies can have a great
impact on the provided services.
The term heterogeneous in the networking domain usually
implies the mix between wireless and wired networks. However, we mean by heterogeneity, the existence of different
networking technologies cooperating together to achieve
certain services. The network can be divided into User
Technology and System Technology. A User Technology is
the technology apparent and directly used by the user (i.e.,
Bluetooth, WiFi, etc.) to connect his devices to the system.
A System Technology is the technology used by the system
and is hidden from the user (i.e., PLC).

Figure 1.

Heterogeneous network architecture

In our proposed heterogeneous architecture, we suggest
the usage of a PLC network to convey data between a data
server and the passengers’ seats where he use his PEDs.
In addition, wireless Access Points (APs) are connected to
the PLC backbone as well; while WUSB is used to provide
a way to connect some USB devices to the network (see
Figure 1).
C. Architecture evaluation
In this section, we will introduce some experimentation
results to show the applicability of the proposed technologies
for a cabin’s IFE system
1) PLC: The proposed PLC system is shown in Figure 1;
it consists of a Power Line Head Box (PLHB) and a Power
Line Box (PLB). The PLHB connects the two terminals of
the power line to connect the data server with the seats.
Each PLHB service a group of seats, which are equipped
with PLB per seat. The PLB is responsible for distributing
the signal received by the PLHB to the seat’s SEB. both
PLHB and PLB devices can be configured through their
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internal web interface to define their IP address and other
configuration parameters.
The MGEN (version 4.2) [26] traffic generator was used to
emulate the traffic produced by the data server, and a laptop
was used as a substitute to the SEBs. A traffic of 3480 bit/sec
was used to represent each seat, so a total traffic of 3480×20
bit/sec was injected into the PLHB. The target of the test
was to collect different statistics to study the behavior of the
PLC system by injecting periodic traffic flows at constant
intervals.

Figure 3.

Figure 2.

Packet count of the first flow

Flow rate of all flows

Figure 2 shows the sum of flows’ rates. The stepping of
the flow rate is constant indicating that the PLC connection is
able to carry the injected traffic, and each PLHB can support
up to 20 PLBs at a rate of 3480 bit/sec for each PLB. In
addition, Figure 3 represents the packet count of the first
flow. It is clear that the packet count stayed constant from
the start to the end of the simulation without being affected
by the injection of the subsequent flows. This emphasis the
same results derived from Figure 2.
However, it is normal to have packet dropping during
transmission. Figure 4 shows the obtained loss fraction;
it is less than 0.05, which can be considered as a good
value. Such configuration can provide the IFE with a way to
provide video services by using the existing power cabling.
2) WLAN: We held different NS2 [27] simulations to
propose a good distribution for the wireless Access Points
(APs) inside the cabin. We used the same cabin configuration
used by Alexandaros [28]. The cabin consists of 26 rows
with 6 seats each (3 on each side of the aisle); this gives a
total of 156 seats. The cabin is 21m long and 3.54m wide.
The rows’ separation distance is 81cm. By default, NS2 uses
the standard 802.11 protocol which supports 2Mb rate. We
used the more reliable 2Mb physical layer than the upper

Figure 4.

Loss Fraction

standard (i.e., 802.11b,g) since the transmission environment
inside the cabin is not optimum.
A wireless node - representing a passenger’s device - is
located at the position of each seat, and APs are used to
connect them with the data server. Using large number of
wireless devices in a very narrow metallic tunnel like the
cabin has a dramatic effect on the network’s performance.
For this reason, we are studying the effect of using frequency
separation between APs. However, we need to determine the
minimum number of APs required to cover the whole cabin,
and their distribution inside the cabin, so we experimented
with three scenarios. In scenario ’A’, all nodes (each has
a transmission range covering the whole cabin) are using
the same communication channel. Scenario ’B’ uses nodes
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with short transmission range, which allows connection only
to the nearest Access Point (AP), while using the same
channel. Scenario ’C’ shows nodes with short transmission
range and using channel separation. The channel separation
in the third scenario is based on the fact that 802.11 only
allows the usage of three non interfering channels (i.e.,
channels 1, 6, and 11). The impact of the three scenarios
over average throughput, average delay, and number of
transmitted packets is studied.

throughout the aisle to provide a full coverage for the cabin.
Number of
APs

Transmission range
(meters)

Rx threshold

1
2
3
4
5

10.5
5.25
3.5
2.625
2.1

8.97474e-9
3.58989e-8
8.07726e-8
1.43596e-7
2.24368e-7

Table I
R X THRESHOLD VALUES

Figure 5.

APs distribution

Each scenario was repeated 5 times while using different
numbers of Aps located at the aisle. We started by using
one AP and the number is incremented until we reached the
maximum number of APs, which was determined according
to the cabin’s dimensions. The AP’s transmission power was
adjusted to minimize the transmission range, so the signal
can travel a distance just enough to reach the seat beside the
window in order to minimize the effect of its reflection. This
allowed us to use a maximum number of 5 APs (Figure 5).

Figure 7.

Average Throughput

Figure 8.

Figure 6.

Packets sent by the transmitter

For all scenarios, the nodes (156 node + APs) were
configured to have a large queue that can hold up to
1000 packets in order to prevent packet dropping. The
transmission power was adjusted to 10mW as the minimum
value defined in the 802.11 standard. In scenarios that use
different channels, Channels 1, 6, and 11 were adjusted to
their frequencies 2.412e9 Hz, 2.437e9 Hz, and 2.462e9 Hz
respectively. The Rx threshold was determined according to
the required transmission range. It was calculated by the tool
”Threshold” provided as a separate program with the NS2
simulator. Table I shows the values used with each number
of APs. For each simulation, the APs were distributed evenly

Average Delay

When comparing the three scenarios we can find that using just different number of APs doesn’t have a great impact
on the networks performance, but when accompanied with
channel separation the networks performance is dramatically
enhanced. Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 combine the
results of scenarios A, B, and C. It is noticeable that there
is no great difference between scenario A and B; this is due
to the existence of large number of nodes in a small area. In
addition, there are many nodes in the shared zone between
every two APs. In this zone, nodes are able to detect two
APs, but they select just one of them. In other words, on the
physical level signals are interfering, while on the logical
level only one AP is seen. However, as the number of APs
increase, the difference between scenario A and B starts to
increase slightly; this is because the number of nodes in the
shared zone becomes less, so the interference decreases. On
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the contrary, when using channel separation (i.e., scenario C)
performance was dramatically enhanced after using 3 APs
It is worthy to note that the number of nodes assigned
to each AP affects its performance; the fewer nodes we
use, the higher performance we get. When using 1, 2, 3,
4, and 5 APs, each AP will have 156, 78, 52, 39, and 32
nodes respectively. However, the difference in the number of
assigned nodes with 3, 4, and 5 APs is small. This justifies
the reason for saturation after using more than 3 APs; where
APs almost handles the same amount of APs

Elapsed time
WUSB
915secs
Wired USB 344secs

Average Throughput for different number of nodes

The results in Figure 7 showed that the best values
introduced by scenario C is relatively small (i.e. 12 KB/sec);
this is due to the high number of nodes within a small area
causing interference between them. However, we have to
highlight some issues. First, the APs are not used to convey
video streaming; they are used to provide the passenger’s
PED with simple internet services, while video entertainment is achieved through the VDU dedicated for the IFE
system. Second, we used the more reliable 802.11 version
that supports 2 MB rate; this means that the passengers in
the cabin can not be connected to the outside with a rate
higher than that. Third, GPRS connections support a rate of
100 kb/sec, so that, if the performance degraded more than
indicated in Figure 7 the PEDs can achieve internet services
with the GPRS rate.
To study the effect of nodes’ number we repeated scenario C with 30 and 40 nodes. Figure 9 shows that the
network almost has the same behavior and the Average
Throughput was greatly enhanced when the number of nodes
decreased. This behavior shows the Airlines companies that
they have two trade offs, either to provide a free internet
service with poor performance, or to have a controlled
access to keep acceptable performance. Consequently, a free
internet access can be introduced in small flights since not all
passengers are going to access the internet simultaneously,
some of them will use other IFE services, or sleep, or
talk. On the other hand, a prepaid internet access can be
used in large flights where number of internet users will be
considerably large.
3) WUSB: WUSB to connect passenger’s devices seems
to be an appealing solution since it doesn’t require any
additional adapters or connectors, and avoids interference

((344/915)*100)-100=62.4%

Table II
WUSB VS W IRED USB

with other wireless technologies (i.e., WLAN, Bluetooth,
etc.) by using different bandwidth.

Figure 10.

Figure 9.

Delay ratio

WUSB test-bed

Figure 10 shows our WUSB experimentations test-bed.
WUSB Host and Device dongles were used to connect USB
devices. The Host dongle is connected to the computer USB
port, while the Device dongle connects the USB devices.
The dongles driver allows changing of transmission as well
as the transmission channels.
• Connecting different USB devices:Connecting multiple
USB devices (i.e., mouse, and keyboard) was done in
two different ways; firstly by using two Device dongles
for each USB device, secondly by using a USB hub.
The results of the first approach were not satisfactory
because the two dongles were using the same channel
causing interference between them. However, the Host
dongle has the ability to choose between seven different
channels. In other words, it is possible to use seven
Hosts at the same transmission range without any
interference between them. The second approach gave
better performance. Moreover, a hub is much more
economical than using a WUSB dongle dedicated for
each device.
• File transfer:It is important to know if WUSB is
capable of transferring large files, and to what extent
it is comparable to wired USB, so 4064 files of size
892MB were transferred to a flash USB storage device
using WUSB and wired USB.
The results shown in Table II indicate that WUSB are
slower by almost 60% than wired USB.
• Transmission range with different power levels:The test
started by putting the Host dongle and the Device
dongle on the same line of sight; then the device dongle
is moved away until it is disconnected. The same procedure was repeated while using two Device dongles.
The two dongles are placed at the same horizontal level
with a separation of few centimeters, and are moved
together. The whole experiment was repeated while
changing the dongles transmission power level (i.e.,
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low, normal and strong).
As shown in Table III, the existence of two dongles at
the same area, and working at the same channel has a
dramatic effect on transmission range, so when considering that the distances between seats inside the cabin is
considerably short when compared with the minimum
transmission range, then it is highly recommended to
use different channels for neighboring dongles.
Transmission power
Low
Normal
Strong

Max achieved distance in meters
between Tx and Rxs
Single device
Dual device
7
4.2
12
6.3
16
8.4

Table III
T RANSMISSION RANGE

4) Smart Antennas: Smart antennas can be used for node
localization in WSN networks. Zhuhong [29] mentioned two
methods for determining node’s position, the range-based,
and range-free methods. The first depends on the distance
and angle information, while the later depends on estimating
the location through the information of transmitted packets.
According to this categorization, we will consider the rangebased approach to provide our proposed protocol with the
information necessary to allow each VDU to determine the
position of its own PCU.
The smart antenna’s location can be an issue for many
arguments. One opinion is to fix the antenna in the seat’s arm
and to be directed towards the VDU, so the PCU will only
act as a keyboard. Although this is an appealing solution, but
it decreases the easiness of installation and reconfiguration of
seats, and it may require physical changes to the seat arm’s
design. In addition, any changes in the position of the front
seat’s back, or the seat’s arm itself (which can change its
orientation in some types of seats) can affect the connection.
For these reasons we propose to locate the antenna in the
PCU itself. Our proposed protocol can provide a mechanism
to determine the PCU’s position; which can be determined
by the proposed protocol as shown in the next sections.
IV. D ESIGN OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
For every VDU in the IFE system, there is a dedicated
PCU to allow the passenger to choose his selections. Thus,
each VDU is surrounded by different number of PCUs.
Selecting the appropriate comrade is not an easy task especially if we considered that the PCUs are neither predefined
nor pre-assigned for any VDU. Nevertheless, using nonconfigured PCUs makes the system more maintainable with
respect to device failure where any failing device can be
replaced instantaneously, and automatically recognized by
the system. Accordingly, each VDU has to find its own PCU.
Device identification and device localization are usually
treated in the literature as separate problems and are usu-

ally addressing outdoor situations. Radio frequency (RF)
fingerprinting techniques [30]–[32] were used to identify
wireless devices specially for security reasons. On the other
hand, smart antennas are usually used for localization purposes [33], [34]. We did not find references of work done
with the same assumptions, considering that our proposed
protocol utilizes the localization capabilities of smart antennas to introduce a device identification technique.
The smart antenna technology can provide a significant
help in such environment. First, it can overcome the drawbacks of some physical hindrances such as interference, and
multipath fading. Second, it can provide the system with the
location information between each transmitter and receiver
in terms of distance and angle.
This information can be used in the coupling process
between VDUs and PCUs; when a VDU is able to know
the location information of the surrounding PCUs, it will be
possible for it to select the required partner. However, such
process needs a selection mechanism able to differentiate between the targeted and the unconcerned neighboring devices.
Accordingly, the proposed protocol can use this information
to allow the VDU to select its PCU without being confused
by the large number of surrounding devices. The protocol
is able to sense all the devices within range, identify the
required device, and finally select it. Moreover, it is able to
detect if the required device is out of service or not.
A. General requirements
Depending on the seats layout, each VDU is surrounded
by one or more PCUs. When the system is started, these
PCUs are not assigned to any VDU, so It is the task of each
VDU to find its own PCU. The following problems may
occur:
• A situation may exist where more than one PCU exist
in the range of the same VDU. In this case, the protocol
should be able to use the provided location information
(i.e., angle and distance) to determine the suitable PCU.
• When the link between a VDU and its PCU is broken,
the protocol must be able to detect the situation and
determine if it is due to a PCU failure or because the
user had moved it out of the VDU’s range.
• When a failing unit is replaced (either a VDU or a
PCU), it must be self configured to take its role in the
network
Figure 11 shows a normal seat configuration where each
VDU is fixed in its own seat and surrounded by different
PCUs. The protocol has three phases, configuration phase,
normal operation, and re-configuration phase.
• Configuration Phase: This phase occurs during the
system’s startup. It is responsible for determining the
network’s topology. Each VDU checks the availability
of its PCU and responds with its status.
• Normal Operation: In this phase, the protocol must be
aware of the availability of its assigned PCU.
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•

Re-configuration phase: It occurs when a VDU fails to
connect to its PCU or vice versa. After the failing unit
had been replaced or re-operated, it should be able to
join the network automatically.

Figure 11.

for the responding PCU, which has the least angle with the
vertical ”Y” axis, and the shortest distance. However, there
may be a case where two PCUs are too close to each other
to the extent that the VDU can’t accurately determine the
differences between their angle and distance. In this case
the VDU asks them to start negotiation between each other.
These situations are presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13
to present the following scenarios:

VDUs and PCUs distribution

B. Specifications
The protocol should be able to allow each VDU to find
its own PCU and provide their connection status. In other
words, it is not the protocol’s responsibility to transfer data
between nodes. Transferring data like audio or video streams
can be accomplished by other protocols (i.e., TCP/IP).
The protocol should provide the running applications with
information required to take certain actions (i.e., warnings
due to a failing PCU). The following is a list of the proposed
services:
• Multiple PCUs awareness: The protocol should be able
to detect multiple PCUs that may exist in the VDU’s
range and select the appropriate one.
• ID assignment: The protocol should automatically assign a unique ID to both of the PCU and the VDU so
they can communicate with each other.
• Failure reports: A failing VDU or PCU should be
detected and reported.
• Self adaptation: After replacing a failing device, it must
be able to join the network automatically.
• PCU out of range: when a user moves or directs the
PCU away of the VDU, the protocol should be able to
identify this situation and differentiate between being
out of range and out of service.
C. Functionality and studied use cases
When the system is started, the Configuration Phase is
initiated. In all scenarios, the VDU broadcasts a QRY search
request and waits for replies within a predetermined time
interval to prevent indefinite wait states. The next step is
to use the angle information to exclude the PCU(s) behind
it (since it is only interested in the PCUs at its front side)
and starts to handle the other PCU(s) of valid replies (i.e.,
seat ’D’ in Figure 12). All functioning PCUs, which are not
assigned to another VDU will respond to the request. The
correct PCU should be located at the nearest distance on
the right side of the VDU, so the selection procedure looks

Figure 12.

Different scenarios for less than three valid PCUs

1) No PCU(s): When The VDU doesn’t receive a reply
for its search request, it raises an error to indicate that
no PCU(s) are within its range, and enters a search
state until a PCU is found. (i.e., seat ’A’).
2) Best case: only one valid PCU is located in its
correct position within the VDU’s range: The VDU
sends a QRY join request and the PCU replies with a
QRY accept to confirm the assignment (i.e., seat ’B’).
3) Two PCUs: If the VDU received 2 valid replies within
the time limit, then this indicates the presence of two
PCUs within the range (i.e., seat ’C’). The PCU with
the smallest angle with respect to the ’Y’ axis is
selected. If two PCUs are too close for the system
to differentiate the difference in angle, then the PCU
with the shortest distance is selected. If the difference
in distance can’t be determined, then the VDU sends a
QRY negotiate request to authorize the PCUs to elect
one of them. The negotiation result is returned to the
VDU to know its elected PCU.
4) The worst case is the existence of more than two
PCUs: If the VDU received more than two valid
replies, then it starts to sort them in ascending order
firstly according to their angle to the ’Y’ axis ,
secondly according to their distance. It is expected
that the required PCU has the smallest angle and the
shortest distance on the right of the ’Y’ axis. There are
different scenarios for this situation (see Figure 13).
Table IV shows how each situation can be handled.
• Seat ’E’: PCU1 was selected because it has the
smallest angle on the right side of the ’Y’ axis.
• Seat ’F’: PCUs 1&4 are firstly selected since
they are at the right side. However, they have
equal angles, so their distance is checked.. Finally,
PCU1 is selected because it has a shorter distance.
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Seat

Situation

E
F

Small angle
Same angle
Too close(same angle
& distance)

G

Angle
1
1&4

Selection criteria
Distance Negotiation
1
-

1&2

1&2

1

Table IV
S ELECTION CRITERIA

•

Seat ’G’: PCUs 1&2 were selected according to
the angle and distance criteria. They are too close
to each other to the extent that the VDU can’t
differentiate between their angles and distances,
so the VDU initiates a negotiation session to elect
one of them. Finally, PCU1 is selected.

Figure 13.

More than two PCUs within range

are equal, so they will enter a negotiation phase that ends
up with electing PCU4 (which is not correct). Therefore, it
is mandatory for PCUs to wait before starting negotiation
to allow the wrong PCU (i.e., PCU4) to be chosen by its
appropriate VDU (i.e., seat ’J’). In this case, seat ’I’ can
raise an error for not finding its PCU.
For seat ’K’, PCU4 angle is equal to PCU2 angle, but
with a greater distance, so PCU4 is not the correct PCU. In
addition, each VDU has to inform all the PCUs in its range
that it had found its PCU. On the other hand, a PCU, which
knows that all the surrounding VDUs had found their own
PCU will understand that its VDU is not functioning.
D. Selection mechanism
Each VDU creates a list of the surrounding PCUs containing their location information. At the start of the selection
procedure, the VDU deletes from its PCUs list all the PCUs
instances behind it, and then two lists are created, one for
PCU(s) on the left hand side, and the other for PCU(s) on the
right hand side. The two lists are sorted in an ascending order
according to their angles. After sorting, the two lists can be
categorized as shown in Table V. The table shows the actions
that should be taken according to each state; remember
that selection is taken according to angle, distance, and
negotiation, respectively.
State
1
2

Number of PCUs
Left zone Right zone
≥0
0
0
1

3

0

>1

4

≥1

≥1

Action
Raise an error
Wait then select the PCU
Select (according to angle,
and distance, or negotiation)
Compare → Wait → Select

Table V
D OMAIN OF PCU S OCCURENCIES

•

Figure 14.

Failing PCUs scenarios

In fact, the real world is not that simple. If faults exist,
then there will be exceptions in the above scenarios. For
example, if the correct PCU was not functioning, then a
wrong PCU can be chosen. This means that a PCU failure
may affect its VDU as well as its neighboring VDU(s). To
overcome this situation, the angle of the 1st PCU in the left
quarter is always considered (i.e., PCU2). For instance, at
seat ’H’ (see Figure 14), if the angle of the recommended
PCU for selection (i.e., PCU4) is greater than the angle of
PCU2, this indicates that PCU1 is not working. This is due
to the fact that the correct PCU must have the smallest angle
and shortest distance to its VDU.
Unfortunately, this scheme doesn’t solve the problem of
seat ’I’ where the angles and distances of PCU3 and PCU4

Angle selection: For state1, an error is initiated when
there are no PCUs in the right zone. For state2, if only
one PCU is present in the right zone then it will be
selected after waiting for a time interval. The waiting
time is important in case that the correct PCU is not
functioning where another PCU may be selected. The
waiting time gives the other PCU(s) the chance to be
selected by its own VDU(s). This will lead to raising
an error after the malfunctioning PCU is not detected.
For state3, the selection between PCUs in the right
zone is performed according to their angle and distance,
or finally by negotiation. For state4 where there is at
least 1 PCU in each zone, the selection is performed
according to their angles where θ1 and θ2 represent the
angles of PCUs in the right and left zones, respectively.
The angle of the first PCU in both zones (with respect to
the Y axis) is compared and actions are taken according
to Table VI. Note that the absolute value of angles is
used in the comparison.
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Condition
θ1 < θ2
θ1 > θ2
θ1 = θ2

Action
θ1 is selected if no other PCU in the right
zone has the same angle, other wise
a distance selection is performed
Error is raised
Selection according to distance is performed
Table VI
A NGLE SELECTION CRITERIA

Seat
L
M
N
P

Differences in
r
θ
-ve
Zero
-ve
-ve
Zero
-ve
+ve
Zero

Action
PCU 1 is selected
PCU 2 is selected
PCU 1 is selected
Error is Raised

Table VII
N EGOTIATION ACTIONS

•

Distance selection: When two or more of the selected
PCUs at the right side have the same angle, the PCU
with the shortest distance ”r” is selected. If two PCUs
have the same shortest distance, then a negotiation is
started to elect one of them and inform the VDU with
the result.

decide that PCU1 is nearer to the VDU. The same thing
happens to seats ”M & N”. For seat ”P”, they will
notice that PCU2 is the nearest but with larger distance;
this may be due to a failing PCU, so an error is raised.
V. P ROTOCOL DESIGN AND EVALUATION
Fixing bugs in a protocol is an important and often
the highest priority activity. Tracking down bugs, in non
predefined protocol specifications, is a challenge to many
designers. Checking protocol correctness is often done using
verification techniques such as ”Reachability Analysis” [35],
which searches through all reachable states. It is almost
impossible to do an exhaustive test, which often requires
100% of the reachable states. Another approach can be used,
which is program proof. This requires an automated solution
for analyzing and testing the design, so we used TAU version 3.1 [36] to build and verify our UML model. UML language is a formal language ensuring precision, consistency,
and clarity in the design that is crucial for mission critical
applications. It has a high degree of testability as a result of
its formalization for parallelism, interfaces, communication,
and time. After identifying the protocol’s functionality, NS2
simulator was used to apply more scenarios and show the
protocol’s performance.
A. The UML model

•

Figure 15.

Negotiation cases

Figure 16.

Negotiation cases

Negotiation selection: The negotiation session is shared
between the VDU, which initiates the request, and
the PCUs that participate in the negotiation. Firstly,
the VDU creates a Participation List for all of the
concerned PCUs, it then sends a negotiation message
that includes the list to each of the participants, and
waits for their reply. Each PCU receives the message
and tries to find its position with respect to the others.
Each PCU is already aware of the VDU’s position.
Figure 16 shows different cases of negotiation and
Table VII shows the related actions. For seat ”L” PCUs
1&2 are able to communicate with each other and to

The informal techniques used to design communication
protocols (i.e., timing diagrams) yield a disturbing number
of errors or unexpected and undesirable behavior in most
protocols, so we are interested in formal techniques, which
are being developed to facilitate design of correct protocols.
It is accepted that the key to successfully develop a system
is to produce a good system specification and design. This
task requires a suitable specification language, satisfying the
following needs:
• A well designed set of concepts.
• Unambiguous, clear, and precise specifications.
• A thorough and accurate basis for analyzing the specifications.
• A basis for determining whether or not an implementation conforms to the specifications.
• Computer support for generating applications without
the need for the traditional coding phase.
UML language has been defined to meet these demands.
Three different layers were modeled, Upper, Protocol, and
Lower layers. The Upper layer initiates the session by a
request to start the search phase and waits for the results;
while the Lower layer provides the protocol layer with the
distance ”r” and the angle ”θ”. The Protocol layer provides
the necessary functionality that our protocol needs to work
correctly. In addition, a model was used to represent the
environment and determines the number of PCUs and their
locations with respect to the VDU.
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1) The model’s structure: The protocol’s model consists
of three main classes; VDU and PCU classes - to represent
the behavior of the VDU, the PCU - and the Network class,
which determines the scenario parameters. Each scenario
consists of a VDU, and a set of PCUs of different locations.
The Network class is responsible for informing the working
instances of the VDU and PCU(s) with their locations.

Figure 17.

Model structure

Now, the action should be sent to a corresponding instance
(i.e., PCU). A signal is sent to the Lower Layer then to
the containing class, which in turn sends the signal to the
corresponding instance. When the corresponding instance
receives the signal, the signal reaches the Protocol Layer
of the instance through the same reversal internal path.
On the other hand, the Network class has a different structure since it is not concerned with the protocol’s behavior.
It determines the VDU and PCU instances, and provides the
working instances with their location information in order
to simulate the services provided by the smart antennas
2) The model’s behavior: An example for the model
behavior is shown in Figure 19. As an initial preparation,
the Network class sends the location information to the
VDU and PCU(s) instances so that each instance knows its
own location (signal 1). After the VDU had received its
initialization data, its Upper Layer sends a search request to
its protocol layer (signal 2). The Protocol Layer broadcasts
this request to the neighboring PCU(s). When the Protocol
Layer of a PCU instance receives the request, it replies with
a signal that shows its presence (signal 3).

Figure 19.
Figure 18.

VDU Class

Both of the VDU and PCU classes consist of three internal
classes, the Upper Layer class, the Protocol Layer class, and
the Lower Layer class (see Figure 17). The Protocol Layer
class represents the core of the protocol, while the other two
layers are just assistances to provide the needed services.
The connection between these layers and the surrounding
environment takes place through the main class (i.e., VDU
class, PCU class). Figure 18 represents the VDU class as
an example of the UML structures. Each internal class has
input and output interfaces to communicate to each other.
The lower layer class has interfaces to the containing VDU
class to allow it to communicate with external entities.
For example, to start a search request, the request is sent
from the Upper Layer to the Protocol Layer where the correct decision is taken and the required action is determined.

Model’s signals

The VDU waits until it receives the replies to count the
number of available PCUs. If no PCU had replied, then an
error message is sent to the upper layer (signal 4). If one
or more PCU had replied, then a selection procedure starts.
The result of this selection is used to send a ”Join” signal to
the selected PCU (signal 5) and waits for its ”Reply” signal
to confirm its joining (signal 6). The confirmation is sent to
the upper layer to inform it with the PCU that belongs to
the PCU (signal 7).
B. performance evaluation
Obviously, TAU can provide us with a way to verify the
correctness of the protocol through limited scenarios. It is
difficult to use it to experiment with complicated scenarios,
and determine performance issues. NS2 simulator [27] was
used as the next step. It is a part of VINT (Virtual INternet
Testbed) project [37]. It is an open source simulator that
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can be used to evaluate different issues for both wired and
wireless networks. In the simulation part we are trying to
verify the written code for the NS2 as well as to find out
the protocol’s points of weakness.

there isn’t any PCUs in the right area). Seat ”R” represents a
normal operation. They are almost like the situations of seat
”A” and ”B” respectively, but we used them just to prove
that the existence of multiple PCUs within the same region
doesn’t affect the correctness of the selection
Source
VDU

PCU

Message
Search Request
Search Join
Negotiate
Search Reply
Search Accept
Negotiate Request
Negotiate Accept
Negotiate Reply

Figure 20.

Threshold area

A problem that faced us was the unavailability of a smart
antenna module embedded in NS2 because the protocol’s
behavior is highly dependent on their presence. However,
this was not a great issue because NS2 keeps track of the
location of each node in the simulation through the class
MobileNode. This means that the results of the simulation
represents the actual performance of the protocol’s behavior.
The NS2 simulation is defined by TCL scripts, and C++
codes where the protocol’s module was implemented in
C++ and linked to the TCL script for further configuration.
For example, if we used the provided coordinates we will
never be able to start a negotiation session, because the
VDU will always see that the PCUs are of different angles
and distances. In other words, to implement negotiation
scenarios, the VDU must consider the PCUs as if they are
coinciding. This was solved by using a Threshold variable
(changed through the TCL script) through which two PCUs
are coinciding if the distance between them is less than the
Threshold value. The Threshold area is represented by dark
circle in Figure 20, which represents two coinciding nodes,
when they are located within a circle of radius equal to the
Threshold value, and are considered non-coinciding if the
distance between them is greater than the Threshold.

Figure 21.

NS2 extra scenarios

In addition to the scenarios mentioned before (i.e., seats
”A” to ”P”), we implemented two extra scenarios (see
Figure 21) Seat ”Q” represents an error situation (because

Meaning
Starts the search phase
Accepts its own PCU
Starts a negotiation session
A respond to Search Request
A respond to Search Join
Starts negotiation between PCUs
Confirms acceptance of
Negotiate Request
A respond to Negotiate

Table VIII
M ESSAGES LIST

Table VIII summarizes the types of messages exchanged
between VDUs and PCUs instances. They are categorized
according to the initiating device. The message sequence
depends on the type of situation if it is a normal operation
(Figure 22) or an error situation (Figure 23) or a negotiation
operation (Figure 24).

Figure 22.

Normal operation

Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24 show timing diagrams for three categories of scenarios, normal operation,
error operation, and negotiation operation respectively. Each
message is labeled by its transmission time stamp. When it
happens that the same type of message is sent from different
transmitters we choose the time stamp of the latest one
(maximum value). For example, when the VDU broadcasts
a Search Request message, it receives a Search Reply message from all the neighboring PCUs. In this case we choose
the time stamp of the last received Search Reply. At the right
side of the figures, we calculated the time delay between
each two successive messages. At the bottom of the figures
we indicated the scenarios (i.e., seats), which match each
operation.
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Figure 22 shows the results of normal operation scenarios
where the VDU broadcasts the request and the PCU(s)
send(s) their replies. The VDU decides, which PCU is the
required one and sends a join request for the chosen one,
which in turn replies with its acceptance. It is obvious that
the maximum delay in this operation is the wait period,
which the VDU uses to wait for all available PCUs to
respond. The delay was set to approximately 2secs. The
value was chosen to be relatively large to show its impact on
the protocol’s performance; considering that the processing
time of the requests is trivial when compared to the wait
time.

probably the required one, it asks them to start negotiation
and elect one of them. The most time consuming parts are
the waiting periods (mentioned above), and the negotiation
process between the PCUs. Each of them is about 2 s.

Figure 25.

Figure 23.

Error operation

Figure 23 shows the fastest operation, which took place
when the required PCU is not detected. After waiting for the
delay period (i.e., 2secs) through which it receives all the
Search Reply messages (if any). The VDU raises an internal
error to show the failure of finding the PCU.

Figure 24.

Negotiation operation

Figure 24 shows the most time consuming operation,
which takes place during negotiation between PCUs to elect
one of them. The first part is the same as the start of a
normal operation, but when the VDU fails to distinguish the
location difference between two PCUs where one of them is

Convergence time

Figure 25 shows a comparison for the convergence time
of each operation. It indicates that the negotiation operation
is the slowest one, while the difference between a normal
operation and an exception (error) is not large. However,
the delay of the slowest case is still acceptable during
the system’s startup. On the other hand, no significant
comparison can be made to previous work since the wireless
cabin environment is still under investigation.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Heterogeneous network architecture is a promising solution for such application. Using PLC networks can be
a competitive solution since it decreases the amount of
cabling inside the cabin, and can be used to connect the
APs (to support mobility) directly to the network system.
Moreover, it overcomes the interference constrain, and can
provide enough bandwidth to support heavy traffic required
for multimedia services. When combined with WUSB, it
becomes easier for passengers to connect their PEDs.
Through experimentation results and simulations, this
work proves that it is possible to build a heterogeneous
network, which contains all the mentioned technology; each
to solve a certain part of the problem. Multimedia content
distribution supported by PLC and Ethernet architecture
added to personal communication supported by WUSB
and WiFi can provide the IFE system with a satisfactory
solution needed for such systems. This can be done without
interfering with each other.
Smart antennas can solve or minimize interference problems. However, new wireless technologies like smart antennas require special mechanisms to fully utilize their
capabilities. The proposed protocol is designed to use these
capabilities to provide the IFE remote control with selfconfigurable wireless characteristics. Although the protocol’s procedures seems complicated, but in fact they are
not because it depends on comparing existing information
without using excessive messaging. This behavior enhances
the convergence time and the protocol’s performance.
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The UML model and the NS2 simulation proved that the
proposed protocol is able to utilize the location information
provided by the smart antennas to allow each VDU to
detect its own PCU. Moreover, the protocol considered the
probable failure situations, and was able to detect and handle
them. However, the protocol point of weakness is its internal
timer. The simulation results showed that the value of the
timer has a great impact on convergence time.
In addition, the usage of an UML model before creating
a NS2 simulation had proved to be of great importance
to the protocol’s design life time. Although designing the
UML model seemed to be a time consuming part, but it
saved the effort of bug tracking and semantic errors during
implementing the NS2 module.
In this phase of the work, we aimed to have a proof
of the concept to show the feasibility of our proposed
protocol. The next step is to enhance the written code
by using better data structures to minimize the processing
delay and improve the convergence time. In addition, we
are aiming at trying simulations that represent a real cabin
configuration, and inject scenarios with randomly failing
devices. Furthermore, we are looking forward to implement
a real test-bed to experiment the performance of our protocol
in a real environment.
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Abstract—Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) supporting
modern streaming multimedia applications constitute a very
challenging and rapidly changing field of research. Towards
implementing effective multimedia wireless networks, the
IEEE has published the “state of the art” IEEE 802.11e
standard, which introduced a QoS-aware MAC-layer along
with a series of efficiency enhancements. However, it has been
proven inadequate in handling multimedia traffic optimally in
periods of congestion. For the efficient support of multimedia
applications in high load situations, numerous mechanisms
have emerged, most of them focusing on altering the static
nature of resource allocation specified in IEEE 802.11e.
Nevertheless, traffic characteristics must be taken into
consideration in order to achieve the highest gains. In this
paper, an application-aware MAC-layer mechanism is
developed that exploits multimedia frame semantics and
existing MAC-layer enhancements to adequately cope with
high congestion situations in IEEE 802.11e infrastructure
networks. The proposed algorithm makes use of existing
acknowledgment policies and adaptive resource allocation
techniques depending on multimedia frame significance. The
effectiveness of the algorithm is proven by means of
simulations, where its functionality is evaluated and compared
with other existing schemes.
Keywords- WLANs, Multimedia, IEEE 802.11e, QoS, MAC-layer

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have been
established as one of the preferred network technologies by
the majority of electronic equipment users. At the same time,
networked multimedia applications have penetrated the
market with a tremendous success. Hence, the combination
of multimedia applications and WLANs has been an
extremely interesting research topic for the networking
scientific community. The ultimate goal is to design WLANs
in a way to support efficiently the incorporated multimedia
traffic.
In an attempt to address this challenge, the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has released a
series of amendments, improving the functionality of the
initial ΙΕΕΕ 802.11 WLAN standard [2]. The majority of
these amendments focused on signal modulation techniques,
in an attempt to provide high data rates at the physical (PHY)
layer (IEEE 802.11a/b/g) [3], [4], [5]. However, it was soon
discovered that MAC layer enhancements were also needed

in order to efficiently utilize the available bandwidth.
Furthermore, since multimedia applications demand certain
and strict Quality of Service (QoS) levels, it is required that
the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is capable of traffic
differentiation.
To this direction, several new mechanisms demonstrated
an increased efficiency in multimedia applications support in
WLANs, by providing prioritized access to different traffic
flows and/or reducing MAC layer overhead [6], [7], [8]. Yet,
the final act to these research efforts for providing
multimedia support in WLANs, was the standardization of
the IEEE 802.11e amendment by the IEEE Standards
Committee [9]. Most of the enhancements provided by this
standard are also included in the recently released IEEE
802.11n standard [10].
IEEE 802.11e specified a QoS-aware MAC layer
protocol capable of service differentiation together with a
series of MAC layer enhancements. According to the
specification, a new coordinating function is introduced,
namely the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF). Two
access methods are defined under HCF: the Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) and the HCF
Controlled Channel Access (HCCA). EDCA provides
service differentiation and thus prioritized access to the
wireless medium while HCCA is an enhanced version of
legacy PCF (Point Coordination Function) with improved
QoS features. Unfortunately, both HCCA and PCF
mechanisms are rarely implemented in wireless networking
products [11]. Therefore, our main concern focuses on the
EDCA distributed channel access method.
Older and recent research studies revealed that EDCA
functionality lacks adequate multimedia support in high load
conditions in wireless infrastructure networks [1], [12]. This
outcome is produced by a very common and critical issue
present in these topologies, namely the downlink/uplink
asymmetry problem. This phenomenon refers to the fact that,
in general, downlink traffic (traffic destined to wireless
stations) is, typically, considerably larger than the traffic
destined to the wired network. In turn, the Access Point
(called QAP in IEEE 802.11e terminology) becomes
overcrowded and highly congested suffering from large
queuing delays, buffer overflows and low throughput [1].
This has an immediate effect on QoS levels of the downlink
multimedia flows. This phenomenon is mainly due to the
static nature of resource allocation defined by the IEEE
802.11e standard.
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In order to alleviate this problem, numerous solutions
exist in the scientific bibliography, focusing on altering the
static assignment of network resources to multimedia flows
at the IEEE 802.11e MAC layer. However, as also noted in
[13], such a layered approach to the QoS issue in multimedia
networks leads to a simple and independent implementation,
often achieving a suboptimal multimedia performance. The
solution is the use of cross-layer techniques in order to
achieve the highest possible efficiency. Roughly speaking,
cross-layer design refers to protocol design by actively
exploiting the dependence between protocol layers to obtain
performance gains [14].
In this paper, following the work presented in [1], we
confront the QoS degradation issue in congested IEEE
802.11e infrastructure networks by designing an applicationaware MAC-layer mechanism, which exploits application
level information in order to select the appropriate handling
of the multimedia traffic at the MAC layer. The proposed
mechanism is centralized and placed at the most congested
node in the network (QAP) and its effectiveness is proven by
means of simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
II, a thorough overview of the EDCA and the
acknowledgment policies defined in IEEE 802.11e is
provided. In Section III, a performance comparison between
the new acknowledgment schemes and the standard positive
acknowledgment mechanism is given. This comparative
study will aid the analysis and explanation of the proposed
mechanism. Section IV identifies the primary reason for
congestion in infrastructure WLANs. An overview of
multimedia traffic characteristics and the quality metrics for
voice and video applications is provided in Section V.
Related work is outlined in Section VI, and our proposed
semantic-aware MAC-layer mechanism is described in
Section VII. Simulations results are discussed in Section
VIII. The paper is concluded in Section IX with the final
remarks.
II.

OVERVIEW OF THE EDCA ACCESS METHOD

The EDCA mechanism defined by IEEE 802.11e is a
modified DCF scheme designed to provide differentiated and
distributed channel access. The service differentiation is
distinguished between 8 different User Priorities (UPs), from
0 to 7, with 7 having the highest priority. Each frame from
the higher layer arrives at MAC layer with a specific UP
which is marked, afterwards, to its MAC header. An 802.11e
STA (called QSTA), shall implement four Access Categories
(ACs), from 0 to 3, with 3 having the highest priority. Hence
a QSTA has four MAC queues, where each queue
corresponds to an AC. Each AC is an enhanced variant of
DCF and each frame is mapped to an AC according to its UP
value as shown in Table I. The relative prioritization is
described in the IEEE 802.1D specification [15].
The key feature of EDCA is that for each AC a different
set of MAC parameters are assigned in order to achieve
service differentiation. An AC uses AIFS[AC], CWmin[AC]
and CWmax[AC] instead of DIFS, CWmin and CWmax defined
by legacy DCF. AIFS is the new Arbitration Inter-Frame
Space introduced by IEEE 802.11e and is given by:

TABLE I.

UP TO AC MAPPING

1

802.1D Traffic Type
(Acronym)
Background (BK)

AC
(AC Number)
AC_BK (0)

IEEE 802.11e
Designation
Background (BK)

2

Spare (-)

AC_BK (0)

Background (BK)

0

Best Effort (BE)

AC_BE (1)

Best Effort (BE)

3

Excellent Effort (EE)

AC_BE (1)

Best Effort (BE)

4

Controlled Load (CL)

AC_VI (2)

Video (VI)

UP

5

Video (VI)

AC_VI (2)

Video (VI)

6

Voice (VO)

AC_VO (3)

Voice (VO)

7

Network Control (NC)

AC_VO (3)

Voice (VO)

AIFS [ AC ]  AIFSN [ AC ]  Tslot  TSIFS
(1)
AIFSN[AC] is a positive integer. The lower the value of
AIFS[AC] the greater the priority for the contenting AC.
Moreover, the value of the backoff timer for each AC is
chosen randomly with a uniform distribution in the range
[0,CW[AC]]. This gives the flexibility to ACs with higher
priority to select a smaller contention window. In the case of
simultaneous expiration of the backoff timers of two or
more ACs belonging to the same QSTA, a virtual collision
handler is responsible to grand access to the AC with the
highest priority.
Another feature introduced by 802.11e is the concept of
Transmission Opportunity (TXOP). This is defined as the
interval of time in which a QSTA, after winning contention,
has the right to initiate multiple frame transmissions, as long
as the total transmission time does not exceed a limit called
TXOP limit. This procedure is called Contention Free Burst
(CFB) and is optional for a QSTA to utilize it. There is a set
of default values specified by the IEEE 802.11e standard for
the TXOP limit under the EDCA access mechanism. These
values depend on the AC type and on the underlying
physical layer and are depicted in Table II. The table reveals
the prioritized access given on multimedia applications
(video and voice) which use smaller values of AIFSN,
CWmin and CWmax. Furthermore, the TXOP limit values
provide multimedia applications with the CFB feature
whereas background and best effort traffic are allowed to
transmit single data frames before they re-enter the
contention phase.
TABLE II.

EDCA RELATED DEFAULT PARAMETER VALUES
TXOP limit (μs)

AC

CWmin

CWmax

AIFSN

802.11

802.11a

802.11b

802.11g

BK

CWmin

CWmax

7

0

0

BE

CWmin

CWmax

3

0

0

VI

(CWmin+1)/2–1

CWmin

2

6016

3008

VO

(CWmin+1)/4–1 (CWmin+1)/2–1

2

3264

1504

By allowing multiple frame transmissions after winning
a contention, CFB reduces the number of backoff periods
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and the number of RTS/CTS frames exchanged, thus
resulting in lower overhead. A CFB transmission chronicle
is depicted in Fig. 1.
TXOP limit
Backoff & RTS/CTS
Exchange

TSIFS

TSIFS

DATA

TSIFS

TSIFS

DATA
ACK

TSIFS
DATA

ACK

ACK

time

Figure 1. CFB timing structure.

It is a straightforward conclusion that assigning large
values to TXOP limit will allow higher throughput and
lower delays to a specific AC. As Table II depicts, the
default TXOP limit values are statically assigned.
Nonetheless, the IEEE 802.11e standard permits dynamic
allocation of TXOP limit values.
Towards reducing the MAC layer overhead even further,
IEEE 802.11e introduced two new acknowledgment policies
besides the default DATA-ACK handshake. The standard
acknowledgment policy has the disadvantage that a QSTA
has to wait a significant amount of time before continuing
with the transmission of the rest of its buffered frames. As
depicted in Fig.1 each frame is required to be individually
acknowledged before the QSTA may proceed with the next
frame in its sequence. Hence, the actual subsequent data
frame transmission commences not before the passing of
2TSIFSTACK period of time. Accumulating all these waiting
periods, the final amount of time dedicated to the exchange
of control frames (ACK) may occupy a significant portion
of the available TXOP limit assigned to the QSTA,
depending on the ACK and data frame sizes as well as the
SIFS period (which is PHY dependent). Suppose that a
station has n data frames buffered and gained control of the
channel. If their transmission times do not exceed the TXOP
limit, then the total CFB transmission time can be expressed
as follows:
std
TCFB


n

T
i 1

DATA i

 2n  1TSIFS  nTACK

(2)

In order for a QSTA to fully utilize the available TXOP
limit, the Block Acknowledgment (BA) and the No
Acknowledgment (NoACK) policies are defined under the
IEEE 802.11e standard. These acknowledgment policies
combined with the CFB feature may drastically improve
channel utilization and MAC efficiency.
A. Block Acknowledgment Policy
The Block Acknowledgment scheme improves the MAC
layer efficiency by aggregating multiple acknowledgments
into a single frame. In this way, the control overhead
imposed by the standard acknowledgment policy is reduced.
The use of the BA mechanism is optional and is a subject of
negotiation between the sender and receiver.
After gaining control of the channel, the sender may
request the usage of the BA policy by transmitting an
ADDBA (Add Block Acknowledgment) request frame to
the receiver, who must acknowledge its reception. The
receiver may accept or reject the proposal by issuing an

ADDBA response frame. After acknowledging the
response, the sender may proceed with a different
acknowledgment policy if a rejection was indicated. In the
case of a successful agreement between the sender and
receiver regarding the usage of the BA policy, the sender
will proceed with the transmission of its buffered frames in
a CFB manner, without violating the assigned TXOP limit.
Upon reception, the receiver shall not produce
acknowledgment frames, until the reception of a Block
ACK request (BAR) frame indicating the ending of the
frame burst and the request of an aggregated
acknowledgment frame by the sender. Afterwards, the
receiver initiates the transmission of a Block ACK frame
(BA) destined to the sender, indicating which frames were
received correctly. At this moment, the receiver has two
options: initiate an immediate Block ACK or a delayed
Block ACK. The former option is suitable for low latency
applications, while the latter is used by applications that
tolerate moderate latency.
If the Block ACK frame indicates unacknowledged data
frames, the sender shall retransmit the lost frames in this or
a later TXOP. Otherwise, the BA mechanism is terminated
from the sender with a DELBA (Delete Block
Acknowledgment) frame which must be acknowledged by
the receiver. Moreover, after a timeout of inactivity, the BA
agreement may be torn down automatically.
According to IEEE 802.11e, the use of the BA policy is
permitted if the following conditions are satisfied:
 A protective mechanism is used (such as HCCA or
RTS/CTS) in order to reduce the possibility of other
stations transmitting during the TXOP. If no
protective mechanism is used, then the first frame of
the burst should be acknowledged individually to
help the other stations to update their Network
Allocation Vectors accordingly.
 The sender may not transmit more frames than the
receiver has indicated to be able to buffer.
 All frame transmissions are limited by the TXOP.
However, the sender may split frames using this
mechanism across several TXOPs.
Assuming that, the receiver has successfully accepted
the BA scheme, the Block ACK is immediate, the RTS/CTS
protection mechanism is used and all frame exchanges are
within the TXOP limit, then the timing of the BA procedure
can be modeled as in Fig. 2.
TXOP limit
Backoff & RTS/CTS
Exchange

TSIFS
DATA

TSIFS
DATA

TSIFS
DATA

TSIFS
DATA

TSIFS
BAR
BA

time

Figure 2. CFB timing structure with BA policy.

If a station transmits n data frames using the BA
mechanism, the total CFB time is given by:
BA
TCFB
 TBAR  TBA 

n

T
i 1

DATA i

 (n  1)TSIFS
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The overhead of individually acknowledging each frame
in the sequence is replaced by the BAR and BA frames
exchange after concluding the data frames transmission.
Furthermore, for a large number of data frames the SIFS
periods are almost halved compared to the standard
acknowledgment policy.
B. No Acknowledgment Policy
The concept of NoACK policy is fairly simple: for every
data frame received, the receiver does not produce an
acknowledgment packet, thus the overhead imposed by the
acknowledgment frames is completely eliminated. The
benefit of exploiting the NoACK policy on packet delay is
straightforward. However, in this way the MAC-level
recovery mechanism is suppressed and the reliability of the
traffic is reduced due to the probability of lost frames from
interference, collisions or time-varying channel conditions.
To cope with that, the IEEE 802.11e standard proposes that
a protective mechanism is used (such as HCCA or
RTS/CTS) to reduce the probability of another QSTA
transmitting during the TXOP. Similarly to the paradigm
given in Fig. 2, the total CFB time consumed to transmit n
data frames with the NoACK policy may be written as:
NoACK
TCFB


n

T
i 1

DATA i

 n  1TSIFS

(4)

Eq. 4 shows the great overhead cost reduction but at the
expense of reduced reliability. Hence, the NoACK policy
resembles a UDP-like behavior at the MAC layer.
III.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF IEEE 802.11E
ACKNOWLEDGMENT POLICIES

In order to facilitate the description and analysis of the
proposed mechanism in this paper, this section provides a
simple comparative study of the Standard (StdACK), BA and
NoACK acknowledgment policies. The efficiency
improvement of the new acknowledgment schemes defined
under IEEE 802.11e is calculated in terms of total CFB
transmission time and compared to the CFB transmission
time obtained when using the StdACK policy.
More specifically, a comparison of total CFB times is
provided containing different number of equally-sized data
frames for various payloads, using Equations 2, 3 and 4. In
order to accomplish that, we need to specify the values of
TDATA, TACK, TSIFS, TBAR and TBA. TSIFS is a constant time
period and its value depends on the underlying physical
technology. Every data and control (ACK, BAR and BA)
frame is charged with a physical and MAC overhead. The
physical overhead, TPHY, is constant and comprised by a
PLCP preamble and a PLCP header. The MAC overhead is
frame type dependant and consists of the MAC header and
the FCS field. Depending on the physical layer used, the
physical overhead has different sizes. For example, in
802.11b the overhead is 192 μs (when using the long
preamble) while in 802.11g the overhead is reduced to 20
μs. The MAC overhead for frames carrying data depends on

whether the transmission is directed in the same Basic
Service Set or in the Extended Service Set, to or from
Access Points etc.
The physical layer divides data from the MAC layer into
a series of symbols for transmission. Each symbol encodes a
certain number of bits, LSYM, depending on the transmission
rate selected and then it is transmitted at a prescribed
symbol rate, 1/TSYM. Hence generalizing, TDATA, TACK, TBAR
and TBA may be derived from the following equation:
L
8
T  TPHY   MPDU   TSYM  TSIGNAL
(5)
 LSYM 
LMPDU is the size of the MAC Protocol Data Unit
(MPDU) measured in bytes and is composed by the payload,
p, (or MAC Service Data Unit – MSDU) and the MAC
overhead (LMAC) and can be expressed as LMPDULMACp.
TSIGNAL is an additional time extension for encoding
purposes, applicable only to IEEE 802.11g PHYs.
A. Assumptions
In this comparative study the IEEE 802.11g
specification was assumed as the underlying physical layer.
IEEE 802.11g specifies actually four physical layers defined
as Extended Rate Physicals (ERP’s) [5]. These layers make
use of the DSSS, OFDM or both modulation methods in
order to provide IEEE 802.11a data rates in the 2.4 GHz
band and backward compatibility with legacy IEEE 802.11b
systems. For this study, the so called ERP-OFDM physical
layer was assumed which is used when all stations in a BSS
are IEEE 802.11g compliant. Table III summarizes the
physical characteristics for the ERP-OFDM PHY, operating
at 54Mbps.
TABLE III.

IEEE 802.11G PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
TPHY

TABLE IV.
Type of Frame
Data
ACK
BAR
BA

20 μs

TSYM

4 μs

LSYM

216 bits

TSIFS

10 μs

TSIGNAL

6 μs

MPDU SIZES FOR DATA AND CONTROL FRAMES
LMPDU=LMAC+p
28+128 Bytes
28+512 Bytes
28+1024 Bytes
28+1500 Bytes
14 Bytes
24 Bytes
152 Bytes

No. of OFDM Symbols
6
20
40
57
1
1
6

Regarding the size of the LMPDU, Table IV summarizes
the different sizes for data and control frames. Furthermore,
the table reveals the number of OFDM symbols for each
frame to be transmitted at the rate of 54 Mbps. LMAC for the
data frame is always 28 Bytes, as long as the frame is
directed to a station belonging at the same BSS [2]. Four
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values are assumed as payload size in data frames, namely
128, 512, 1024 and 1500 Bytes. All LMPDU sizes for control
frames are taken from [2] and [9].
Furthermore, the following series of assumptions are
made in order to simplify the comparative study:
 The channel is error-free, meaning that all frames
are received correctly.
 There are no collisions present.
 Regarding the BA scheme, the immediate BA
mechanism is used.
 No protective mechanism such as RTS/CTS, CTSto-self or HCCA is used.
 Packets are not fragmented.
 A CFB is comprised of equal-sized data frames.
B. Results and Analysis
The relative improvement of the total CFB transmission
time was used as a measure for comparing the different
acknowledgment policies and is defined as the improvement
of CFB transmission time achieved by the BA and NoACK
mechanisms relative to the CFB transmission time
experienced by the usage of the StdACK policy. This metric
was obtained from Equations 2, 3 and 4 which were verified
via simulations with the OPNET simulation tool [16]. Fig. 3
displays the relative improvement obtained by increasing
the number of equally-sized frames, n, in CFB for different
payload sizes, p. The solid lines are the values obtained by
simulations. It must be noted that the default TXOP limit
values during simulations were adjusted accordingly, in
order to include the different number of frames in the CFB.
A first comment on the displayed outcome may be the
observed improvement reduction of both BA and NoACK
schemes as payload size increases. This is an expectable
finding since larger data frames exhibit large transmission
delays and thus the control frames exchange in the StdACK
policy occupies a smaller percentage of the total CFB
transmission time, thus reducing its margin between the
CFB times of BA and NoACK policies.
Another observation from the depicted graphs is the
negative improvement achieved by the BA policy on all four
cases for n≤2. This is also an expected result since the BA
mechanism uses a large-sized control frame (Block ACK
frame) for data acknowledgment. For a small number of
data frames this BA frame increases the total CFB
transmission time of the BA policy.
As an overall results conclusion, it can be stated that
using the BA and NoACK policies for large frames does not
provide significant performance improvement, while
exploiting these mechanisms for applications with small and
constant-sized data frames (such as VoIP applications) leads
to a significant lessening of CFB transmission times. This
reduction of CFB transmission times of an AC enables the
queue to transmit more frames in the remaining portion of
the TXOP limit or release the channel sooner for another
competing AC to capture it, thus achieving greater intra and
inter-AC efficiency.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Relative Improvement of BA and NoACK policies for payload
sizes (a) 128 Bytes, (b) 512 Bytes, (c) 1024 Bytes and (d) 1500 Bytes.

IV.

DOWNLINK/UPLINK ASYMMETRY

One very common and critical issue in infrastructure
WLANs is the downlink/uplink asymmetry. This refers to
the fact that the downlink traffic (traffic transmitted from
the Access Point to the QSTAs) is in most cases
considerably larger than the uplink traffic (traffic
transmitted from QSTAs to the Access Point). An AC in an
Access Point (QAP) which serves all downlink traffic
receives the same access priority with the AC in a QSTA
which serves the uplink traffic. This leads to unfairness
problem in which the QAP ACs suffer from large queuing
delays, buffer overflows and low throughput [1], [12].
Since QAP accumulates all downlink traffic, there must
be a centralized mechanism to allocate dynamically the
needed channel resources to ACs in the QAP. A way to
allocate these resources is to adapt the TXOP limit of the
ACs in the QAP depending on their queue size. This method
has been proven to be extremely beneficial in terms of
channel efficiency and application performance. However,
also noted by [17], little work has been done in the literature
regarding VBR video traffic (such as streaming video)
which exhibits time varying characteristics.
V.

MULTIMEDIA TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS

This section summarizes the multimedia traffic
characteristics. We focus on VoIP and MPEG streaming
video, since they exhibit an increased popularity on both
real applications and network related studies. The most
frequently used quality metrics of these applications are also
described.
A. VoIP
The traditional voice encoder is the G.711, which uses
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) to generate 8 bits samples
per 125 μs, and leads to a minimum bandwidth requirement
of 64 Kbps for each traffic flow. New voice encoding
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schemes have been implemented in order to drastically
reduce bandwidth reduction, but at the cost of additional
coding delay. Popular techniques include the G.729A and
G.723.1 codecs. G.729A [18] is one of the most commonly
used codecs in VoIP applications, due to its lower
bandwidth requirements (8 Kbps) and acceptable
complexity. Unless silence compression techniques are
used, VoIP codecs typically produce constant bit rate
streams with low frame sizes (≤160 Bytes).
The voice applications requirements are stringent. Their
demand for assured quality real-time communication
restricts the maximum tolerable one-way delay to 100 – 150
ms. Furthermore, the jitter imposed by the network must
remain at low values (maximum 50 ms). These strict delay
requirements lead to the need of QoS provision by the
underlying network.
The most popular performance metric of VoIP
applications used in multimedia networking studies is the
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [19]. According to this method,
the perception quality of a VoIP call is determined by a
single numerical value from 1 to 5, with 1 representing the
lowest and 5 the highest quality. Table V presents typical
MOS values for implementations of G.711, G.729A, and
G.723.1 codecs.

temporal
redundancies,
P-frames
achieve
higher
compression rates than I-frames. Since B-frames are
predicted from both previous and following frames they are
appointed as the frames with the highest compression ratios.
In contrast with VoIP applications, MPEG video frames
are distinguished by their semantics. I-frames are identified
as the most significant frame type, since their absence will
render a GoP completely undecodable. On the other hand, Bframes are not needed for the decoding of any other frame,
thus they are appointed with the lowest significance. Pframes have a variable significance. There is a distinction
between the semantics of P-frames, rooting from their
relative position in a GoP sequence. Considering the GoP
presented in Fig. 4, a possible loss on the first P-frame in the
sequence will have a negative chain effect on 89% of the
GoP. Similarly, losing the second P-frame will influence the
decoding process of 55% of the GoP. The P-frames
significance becomes even higher when scalable video is
considered, where both I and P-frames are needed to provide
a basic video quality [21].
Forward reference

I

TABLE V.

B

Next GoP

P

B

B

B

P

B

B

I

MOS VALUES OF G.711, G.729A AND G.723.1 CODECS
Codec

Data Rate

Frame Size

MOS

G.711

64 Kbps

160 Bytes

4.3

G.729A

8 Kbps

20 Bytes

3.7

G.723.1

5.3 Kbps

20 Bytes

3.62

From Table V, the existence of a trade-off between
lowering the required data rate and the perceived quality
becomes obvious. Data rate reduction requires higher
complexity algorithms which, in turn, produce a lower
quality outcome.
B. Streaming Video
The main principle of MPEG encoding is inter- and
intraframe coding. It distinguishes between three frame
types, namely I, P and B-frames. I-frames are completely
intra-coded, P-frames are predicted from previous I or Pframes, and B-frames depend on both previous I or P-frames
and forward I or P-frames. Frames are arranged in so-called
Group of Pictures (GoP). The sequence of frames from a
given I-frame up to and including the frame preceding the
next I-frame forms one GoP. A GoP pattern is determined by
the total number of frames, N, comprising it and the number
of B-frames, M, enclosed by successive P-frames. Thus the
notation GNBM is used to symbolize the GoP pattern of a
video sequence. Typical GoP patterns include: G6B2, G9B2,
G12B2 and G15B2, depending on the required video quality
[20]. Fig. 4 depicts a G9B2 GoP pattern and the forward and
backward references that exist between the frame types.
I-frames contain by far the most information, thus they
exhibit the lowest compression ratios. By exploiting

Backward reference

Figure 4. MPEG GoP coding structure.

The standard method for assessing the perceived video
quality is to calculate the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
between the original (transmitted) and the received (possibly
distorted) image. It is a differential metric which is
determined image-wise and yields a quality indicator for
each received image of the video sequence. Symbolizing
with f the original image, with f the distorted image and
assuming an m×n image size, the PSNR is determined as:
 MAX 

PSNR  20 log10 
(6)
 MSE 

MSE 

1
m n

m 1 n 1

  f i , j   f i , j 

2

(7)

i 0 j 0

MAX is the maximum possible value of a pixel (255 for
an 8 bit pixel). MSE is the Mean Square Error and calculates
the difference between each pixel of the original and
distorted picture. Typical values for video compression lies
between 30 to 50 dB with higher values preferred over lower
ones.
VI.

RELATED WORK

There is a growing research literature on semantic-aware
QoS provisioning in WLANs supporting multimedia traffic.
The most related to our work are briefly reviewed in this
section.
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In [22], Ksentini et al. propose a QoS cross-layer
architecture based on both application and MAC layer
features for improving H.264 video transmission over IEEE
802.11e networks. The mechanism relies on a data
partitioning technique at the application layer and an
appropriate QoS mapping at the IEEE 802.11e MAC layer.
More specifically, the authors map the application layer
video generated slices to appropriate ACs at the MAC layer
according to their significance. AC_VO, AC_VI and AC_BE
are used for this purpose while AC_BK is left for serving all
other traffic. Furthermore, the retry count parameter at the
MAC layer is exploited to unequally protect the high priority
information against lower significance frames.
The semantic-aware mechanism presented in [23],
follows a similar approach for MPEG-4 video transmission
in IEEE 802.11e networks. This scheme introduced a singlevideo multilevel queue by assigning I-frames to AC_VO, Pframes to AC_VI, B-frames to AC_BE and non-video
frames to AC_BK.
In [24], the authors follow a different approach on crosslayer design for H.264 video traffic transmission. At first,
they determine the significance of a video frame by using a
method called first order estimation. According to this
method, the PSNR of all packets in the video sequence is
determined by intentionally dropping selected frames. Thus,
a frame is more important when its PSNR value is lower.
Afterwards, the packets are placed to ACs in the MAC layer
according to the access waiting time of an AC and its
priority. Hence, the AC with the lowest waiting time is
selected for serving a particular video packet.
In [25], Goel and Sarkar propose a mechanism that
resides in the interface between LLC and MAC layers to
provide QoS for streaming video traffic. The essence of this
scheme is to mark I-frames of a video sequence as the Most
Valuable Video Packet (MVVP) and en-queue these frames
to a higher priority queue called Video Friendly Queue
(VFQ) in the interface between LLC and MAC layers. Other
frames are en-queued in the so-called Interface Queue (IFQ)
and receive FIFO treatment. Whenever frames need to be
send to the MAC layer the VFQ receives priority against
IFQ. In this way, preferential treatment is provided to MVVP
frames ensuring that they get highest priority which
minimizes delay.
In [26], a dynamic mapping algorithm of MPEG-4 video
frames is proposed. According to this algorithm, the video
frames are allocated to ACs according to their significance
and network load. When the size of AC_VI reaches a certain
threshold, the newly arrived frame is mapped to a lower
priority AC (AC_BK or AC_BE). The choice of the AC is
determined by the frame significance.
It is clear that the entire semantic-aware mechanisms
presented, exploit a mapping technique to allocate video
frames to ACs either statically [22], [23], [25] or
dynamically [24], [26]. However, with the exception of [26],
they disregard the QoS issues of VoIP traffic by allocating
voice frames to ACs with lower priority or mixing them with
video traffic.
Furthermore, MAC-layer mechanisms, such as dynamic
TXOP limit tuning and acknowledgment policies, are left

completely unexploited. The usage of MAC-layer strategies
may improve the system efficiency, and thus multimedia
application performance, dramatically.
VII. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Extending the work presented in [1], we propose a
semantic-aware MAC-layer mechanism that falls into the
cross-layer mechanisms category. The proposed scheme
exploits multimedia frame semantics to decide an
appropriate MAC-layer strategy for handling these frames.
The mechanism is centralized and intends to improve EDCA
performance at the QAP in times of congestion.
Furthermore, only the functionality of multimedia ACs is
affected, leaving the rest of the ACs (AC_BK and AC_BE)
uninfluenced.
The essence of the proposed algorithm is to map
multimedia frames into AC_VI or AC_VO according to their
significance. To this direction, two categories of multimedia
frames are introduced: High Priority Multimedia Frames
(HPMF) and Low Priority Multimedia Frames (LPMF). I
and P video frames are indicated as high significance frames
and tagged as HPMFs, while B-frames and voice packets as
LPMFs. Every category is linked to a specific AC: HPMF to
AC_VO and LPMF to AC_VI. Such a distinction among the
multimedia frames can easily be accomplished by
manipulating the UP of the multimedia frame:
If UP of packet i  (4, 5, 6)
{
If UP of packet i = 4||5 && packet_type  (I, P)
UP of packet i  6
ElseIf UP of packet i = 6
UP of packet i  4
}

At this point, the appropriate MAC-layer strategy must
be selected for both AC_VI and AC_VO. HPMFs belonging
to AC_VO, are treated with the maximum protection by
using the standard acknowledgment policy. However,
regarding the high sizes of these frames, we apply a TXOP
limit adaptation algorithm, ensuring the periodical relaxation
of this queue.
The TXOP limit adaptation algorithm for the AC_VO
traffic class is calculated every Service Interval (SI) which is
defined as the time between the start of two subsequent
TXOPs. At the beginning of the SI the actual queue length is
calculated and the average frame size of all packets
contained is determined. Then the TXOP limit is computed
as the time needed to successfully transmit the en-queued
frames:
TXOP _ limit = N × T frame
(8)
where N is the number of frames contained in the AC_VO
queue at the start of the SI and Tframe the successful frame
transmission time with the average payload size L. The
Tframe is computed as:
T frame  TL(r)  TACK(r)  TSIFS
(9)
where TL(r) and TACK(r) are the transmission times of the
data and acknowledgment frames respectively for a specific
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PHY data rate r and accounting PHY and MAC overhead.
TSIFS is the Short Inter-frame Space. Eq. 9 does not contain
any contention waiting periods (AIFS and backoff time)
since at the start of the SI the contention is already won by
the AC_VO.
Regarding the AC_VI queue, which holds all the LPMF
frames, we propose that no TXOP limit adaptation takes
place, in order to keep complexity as low as possible.
However, taking into consideration the low significance of
B-frames, the loss tolerance of voice frames and the low
sizes of the LPMFs (compared to HPMFs), we propose the
usage of the NoACK scheme as the acknowledgment policy
of this queue. By doing so, we aim at the reduction of the
transmission times of LPMFs (as described in Section III) at
the cost of an increased loss probability. Nevertheless, in
congested networks the usage of this policy is beneficial in
retaining medium quality voice calls, as noted in [27].
Furthermore, the loss of B-frames is acceptable, to a certain
degree, since their absence will not significantly reduce the
video quality.
VIII. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm the OPNET
network simulator was used [16]. In this section we provide
a description of the simulation scenarios after which the
results that were obtained are analyzed and explained.
A. Setup
We considered an infrastructure IEEE 802.11e network
with a QAP and four QSTAs in the QBSS. Eight G.729A
(20-Bytes frames transmitted every 20ms) encoded VoIP
streams (UP6) were traversing the network: four in the
downlink direction and four in the uplink direction. Four
MPEG-4 streaming video flows (UP4) were destined to the
QSTAs from the wireline network. Finally, two HTTP
connections (UP0) were representing best effort traffic.
The real video trace “Highway”, available from [28], was
used as the transmitted video sequence. The trace was
encoded in MPEG-4 CIF (Common Intermediate Format)
with a GoP pattern G9B2 (IBBPBBPBB), 2000 frames,
frame rate of 30 frames per second and 67 seconds duration.
The video sequence exhibits a mean bit rate of 0.41 Mbps
and a peak bit rate of 1.89 Mbps.
The wireless channel was assumed to be error-free,
hence no packets were lost due to fading effects. The PHY
data rate was set to 11 Mbps. There were three simulation
scenarios: the first scenario applies standard EDCA default
values as depicted in Table II, the second applies an
implementation of a cross-layer mechanism similar to [25]
(named Cross), and the third scenario implements the
modified version of EDCA according to the proposed
algorithm. The Cross implementation allocates I-frames to
AC_VO, while all other multimedia frames (P, B video
frames and voice frames) are served by the lower priority
AC_VI.

All scenarios had a total simulation time of 120 sec. The
starting times of each application with respect to the starting
time of simulation run are depicted in Table VI.
TABLE VI.
Application
VoIP
Video
Streaming
HTTP

APPLICATION TIMING CHARACTERISTICS
Start Time
(sec)
5

Stop Time
(sec)
105

Duration
(sec)
100

15

80

65

7

End of Simulation

113

As depicted in Table VI, for 65 seconds all applications
coexist in the network, creating a highly congested period at
the QAP.
To compare the EDCA performance obtained by all
three scenarios, four performance metrics were considered:
overall network application-level throughput (goodput),
overall network application-level end-to-end delay, average
PSNR for video streaming and MOS for VoIP applications.
B. Simulation Results and Analysis
Fig. 5 shows the overall network application-level
throughput (goodput) in packets/sec for both VoIP and
video streaming applications. The video streaming
application enjoys a large improvement in throughput
performance as show casted in Fig. 5(a). The overall
goodput is almost leveled at 120 packets/sec (for all four
video streams) while both the standard EDCA and the
implemented Cross-layer scheme exhibit a significant
performance degradation due to congestion at the QAP. As
far as VoIP goodput is concerned (Fig. 5(b)), looking
carefully at the graph one can observe that during the
presence of the four video flows, VoIP performance for
standard EDCA and Cross exhibits large oscillations while
the proposed algorithm produces a smoother graph.
Analyzing the overall application level end-to-end delay,
Fig. 6(a) and (b) reveal a significant improvement on the
packet delay that both multimedia applications receive.
Specifically, the VoIP application, that has strict delay
requirements, receives better QoS by applying the proposed
algorithm. Video packet delay oscillates well below the
delay produced by the other schemes as depicted in Fig.
6(a).
Finally, all the benefits of applying the proposed
algorithm are revealed from Fig. 7(a) and (b), where the
average PSNR of streaming video and the MOS values for
VoIP applications are plotted. The majority of PSNR values
are well above 35 dB, indicating an excellent quality of the
received video streams. Regarding the VoIP applications,
both the EDCA and the Cross schemes are outperformed by
the proposed algorithm with acceptable MOS values for
downstream calls.
As an overall simulation results conclusion, it can be
stated that the proposed algorithm clearly produces a
significant EDCA performance improvement. The
exploitation of the multimedia packet semantics combined
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with the appropriate MAC-layer enhancements is capable of
dealing with high congestion periods in infrastructure IEEE
802.11e WLANs.
IX.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper addresses the challenge of transporting
multimedia traffic over IEEE 802.11e congested WLANs.
The multimedia frame semantics are exploited to select an
appropriate MAC-layer strategy. A TXOP limit adaptation
scheme is used together with acknowledgment policies in
order to relax the ACs in the congested QAP, and at the
same time protect high significance multimedia frames. The
proposed semantic-aware algorithm is proven extremely
beneficial in terms of application level throughput, end-toend delay and QoS metrics for video and voice applications.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Overal network application-level throughput (goodput): (a) Video, (b) VoIP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Overall network application-level end-to-end delay: (a) Video, (b) VoIP .

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. QoS metrics: (a) Average PSNR, (b) Average MOS.
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Abstract—This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, we
propose a new routing protocol, named Adaptive Ad hoc OnDemand Distance Vector (AAODV). It is able to establish
routes using any per link calculated routing metric, due to its
ability to separate the monitoring of the quality of the paths
from the routing mechanisms. By using AAODV, the following
widely used metrics: hop count, delay, jitter and Expected
Transmission Count (ETX) are compared using ns-3
simulations performed in eight randomly generated topologies
with different traffic patterns. The results have shown that in
the case of random topologies none of the routing metrics used
provides significantly better results than the other one. In the
second part of our work, the AAODV functionality is enhanced
by adding multipath routing and end-to-end Real-Time
Monitoring (RTM) of the paths. The new improved protocol is
named Adaptive Ad hoc On-Demand Multipath Distance
Vector (AAOMDV). AAOMDV provides multiple paths
between source and destination nodes, therefore it is
mandatory to implement an algorithm that selects the
preferred path and switches the traffic on it when this is
expected. Our simulations performed in ns-3 provide an inside
look into AAOMDV functionality and prove that AAOMDV is
able to enhance network performance when the network load
increases.
Keywords-AODV; AAODV; AAOMDV; multipath; routing
metrics; Wireless Mesh Networks

I. INTRODUCTION
The scope of this paper is to analyze and to propose new
solutions to overcome some of the routing challenges that
appear in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs). Typically, the
WMNs are based on single path, single metric and single
radio. In this paper we will focus on the influence of the new
concepts, such as: real-time WMN monitoring, multiparametric metrics and adaptive path selection in multipath
routing.
Our work is composed of two parts. In the first part, we
propose a new routing protocol, called AAODV [1], which is
based on the well-known Ad hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) protocol [2]. The main innovation of
AAODV is that it can be implemented with any kind of per
link calculated routing metric. The routing metrics are used
during the routing table building phase in order to select the
best path in the network. The impact of AAODV routing
metric type on the network performance has been verified by

extensive simulations. In order to obtain generic results,
eight randomly generated topologies with random
background traffic were used in the simulations. In each
simulated case, we monitored Packet Loss Ratio (PLR),
delay and jitter of the source traffic, and the results were
averaged accordingly.
In the second part of this paper, the Adaptive Ad hoc OnDemand Multipath Distance Vector (AAOMDV) is
presented. AAOMDV is the AAODV protocol extended by
the multipath routing and real-time path monitoring that is
used for the selection of data forwarding path. The end-toend path monitoring functions are realized by the specially
designed component of the routing architecture, named RealTime Monitoring (RTM). The RTM simultaneously
monitors PLR, delay and jitter of the path. To monitor the
active path, the RTM uses traffic packets. For all other paths,
called inactive paths, probe messages, of size similar to the
traffic packets, are sent to evaluate their quality. This way,
RTM provides the real values of PLR, delay and jitter of the
active paths and just an estimate of delay and jitter values for
the inactive paths. Note that for the inactive paths, RTM
does not evaluate the PLR value.
The behavior of AAOMDV has been verified by
simulations. The results have shown that the AAOMDV
protocol combined with the algorithms for path selection and
switching increases the network performance in terms of
PLR, delay and jitter; thus providing a better user
experience. In the simulation scenarios, we used random
topologies and considered different traffic patterns. The
simulations were performed using ns-3 [3]. The AODV
protocol was used as a benchmark.
The paper is structured as follows. This section describes
the research motivation and introduces the proposed concept.
Section II presents the related work. In Section III, the
AAODV protocol is described, whereas Section IV shows
the results of the AAODV simulation. Section V describes
AAOMDV, the algorithm for discovering multiple link
disjoint paths and the RTM implementation. Section VI
presents in detail the algorithm applied for the best path
selection in the multipath case. In Section VII, an approach
used for active path switching is described. In Section VIII
AAOMDV simulation results are presented. We conclude
this paper in Section IX.
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II. RELATED WORK
It has been shown that the practical performance of a
WMN differs from the simulated one [4]. This is the reason
for which some modifications of the original protocols have
been proposed in the WMN implementations. In [5], a testWMN (ReMESH) based on Optimized Link State Routing
(OLSR) protocol combined with a modified ETX metric (in
fact the Minimum Packet Loss Ratio parameter) is proposed.
The authors have shown that in comparison to the original
OLSR, the performance of the mesh network was improved,
leading to more stable routes, lower packet loss rates, smaller
delays, and in many cases a small increase in the network
throughput. In [6], another test-WMN, called RoofNET, is
described. RoofNET is based on a routing protocol named
SrcRR that tries to maximize the throughput of the paths.
The results presented in both previously cited papers were
obtained in a real environment.
In WMNs, the routing metrics greatly impact the network
performance. As it has been proved, they should also
consider physical layer phenomena, like SINR, interflow
interferences or the so-called flow self-interferences,
introduced by the hidden and exposed terminal problems [7].
Examples of the most popular WMN routing metrics
include: hop count, delay, jitter and ETX. There are
approaches, which take into account physical layer
processes, e.g., traffic aware metrics like PPTT [8].
However, these metrics are mainly probabilistic ones and
they impose quite complex cross-layer operations. It is worth
mentioning that the hop count metric does not establish the
path according to its actual quality. The other metrics select
the routes taking into account parameters of the component
links. Therefore the routing protocol adapts to the network
state. Routing protocols that use more than one metric can be
found in literature. An example of such a protocol is Sharp
Hybrid Adaptive Routing Protocol (SHARP) [9]. In the
existing approaches, there is no decoupling between the
monitoring and routing. This is the reason why it is very
difficult to find a comparison of the same routing protocol
with different routing metrics used. Nevertheless, some
comparisons exist, e.g., in [10], in which the authors
compared ETX metric with hop count metric using a grid
topology only. Unfortunately, the grid topology is a
particular case and it cannot yield relevant results for a wide
variety of WMNs. However, a lot of theoretical comparisons
exist and the most complete are [11] and [12].
The common approach for routing in both wired and
wireless communication systems is the single path approach.
However, it has been observed that the reliability and the
performance of the network may be improved when more
than one path between source and destination nodes is used.
There are few scenarios, in which the multipath feature is
useful. The simplest one is to discover the additional paths
and to use them as a backup when the main route fails
(AODV-BR [13], AOMDV [14] and AODVM [15]). This
way, it is not necessary to perform the route discovery
procedure every time the path breaks, because another path
is already available in the routing table. This is the major
advantage, especially in the networks with mobile nodes.

When the multiple paths are used simultaneously [16], the
traffic may be split among them on per packet or on per flow
basis, enabling the load balancing. Another possibility is to
replicate the data on each of the discovered paths, thus
ensuring enhanced reliability. It has been shown that the
improvement of multipath may be achieved only when a
limited number of additional paths are kept in the routing
table. According to [14] they should be limited to two or
three paths, in order to avoid the existence of stale paths in
the routing table. In [14] also the disjointness of the paths in
the network is considered. Two paths may be either link or
node disjoint. In the first case, it is acceptable for two paths
to share common nodes. However, if the mutual node fails,
both paths will become useless. The second option is much
stricter, but at the same time it improves the reliability of the
communication. The problem appears in small or sparse
networks, because it may be impossible to establish node
disjoint routes there.
III.

AAODV

There are two main challenges for a routing protocol, i.e.,
finding the best path and loops avoiding. The “best path” can
be defined as the path from the source to the destination that
minimizes the end-to-end PLR, delay and jitter. One of the
most popular protocols designed for ad-hoc networks,
AODV, accomplishes only the second property by using
sequence numbers in order to find loop free paths. AODV is
relatively simple (see [2]). Every time a node wants to send a
packet and does not know a route to the destination, it
broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) message. When any
node, including the destination, receives this RREQ, it
checks whether it has received a duplicate RREQ within a
fixed interval of time. If such RREQ has been received, the
node silently discards the newly received RREQ. During the
RREQ broadcasting period, the reverse path (from the
destination to the source) is established. When the
destination receives a new RREQ it responds with a unicast
message to the source – Route Reply (RREP). During the
transmission of the RREP, the path from source to
destination (the forward path) is established. Also, note that
in the meantime when RREQ and RREP are sent, the
intermediate nodes set their paths to the source and
respectively to the destination. AODV will not always find
the best path in the network, because for path selection it
uses the sequence number as the first criterion and the hop
count as the second one. More than one RREQ message can
be sent to find a path to a given destination, what has an
impact on the AODV control traffic overhead.
In order to make a metric based route selection in
AODV, it is necessary that the source node receives more
RREPs with the same destination sequence number as the
destination sequence number already stored in its routing
table. Such an approach is possible if the destination node
does not change its sequence number and sends more than
one RREP. This simply implies that the source should send
more than one RREQ to discover the route to every
destination or that more copies of the same RREQ should
reach the destination via different paths. In AODV, as long
as the source does not have a route to the desired destination,
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it broadcasts a RREQ with a new identifier, even if the
packets should be routed to the same destination. Of course,
the maximum number of RREQs that can be sent per second
is limited. The main drawback of AODV is that it calculates
the paths considering only the hop count metric, which is
more appropriate for wired networks than for wireless ones,
in which many factors should be taken into account when
finding a path. They include path self-interferences,
interferences between the paths (flows), the quality of links,
etc. [11]. Considering this main drawback of AODV, we
propose a new routing algorithm – Adaptive AODV
(AAODV) that is an improvement of the AODV protocol.
AAODV is able to calculate and simultaneously use
multiple routing metrics. This process is supported by a
Monitoring Layer (ML) that is independent on the routing
protocol. The ML is responsible for the measurements and
the calculations of metrics in a per link manner. The
Monitoring Layer consists of a Metric Container (MC). The
ML components are implemented in every node. Also, at
each node, the metrics for every neighbor, i.e., delay, jitter
and ETX are stored in its MC. The hop count metric is
implicitly implemented. A new kind of HELLO messages
(see Figure 1) is used for ML data dissemination.

The ETX metric has been implemented using PLR, in the
same way as in [5]. In this approach, the value of ETX per
link represents in fact the probability of successful
transmission of a packet, considering both the forward and
reverse link delivery ratios. The following formula (2) is
used for calculating per link ETX

Monitoring Layer

The path chosen from a source to a given destination in a
network is the one with the highest ETX. Of course, the
maximum value of the ETX is 1.
Note that the AAODV protocol is not limited to these
metrics and can be implemented with any other per link
calculated metric. As it was mentioned before, AAODV is
based on AODV and it implements the same algorithm,
which uses the sequence numbers in order to obtain loop-free
paths. The main differences from AODV are as follows:
 AAODV nodes do not flood the network with
RREQs when they are searching for a new route;
 AAODV nodes do not discard all the duplicate
RREQs – this idea is also presented in [14].
In AAODV every time a node receives a packet, for
which it does not have a route to the destination, it queues
the packet and sends RREQ. If a new packet is received and
needs to be routed to the same destination, the node checks
two additional conditions in comparison to AODV, before it
sends a new RREQ. First it checks whether another packet to
the same destination exists in the queue. Then it checks if the
RREQ for the packet already existing in the queue has
expired or not. In the case that another packet to the same
destination already exists in the queue and if the timer for the
RREQ has not expired, the node does not send a new RREQ.
This way, the RREQ flooding, evident in AODV, is inhibited
and the overall overhead is decreased.
Moreover, as it was stated before, when an AAODV
node receives a duplicate RREQ, it does not discard it
immediately. The node verifies the sequence number and
then checks if the metric for the path advertised in the RREQ
is better than the one already existing in its routing table. If
this condition is met, the node will update its routing table
with the path from the RREQ, otherwise it will discard this
RREQ.

Metric
Container

Routing
Table

HELLO

RREQ
RREP
RERR

Metric
Container

Routing
Table

Routing Layer
Node 1

Figure 1

Node 2

AAODV: Routing and Monitoring Layers

Each node sends the information about metrics for its
neighbors (from the MC) in the HELLO messages, together
with its node ID and timestamp. The timestamp determines
the time, at which the HELLO was sent. Therefore, when a
neighboring node receives the HELLO, it can calculate delay
and jitter metrics. We assume that the nodes are
synchronized. If the MC is empty (e.g., at the initialization of
the network) the HELLO message will contain only the
timestamp and an IP header. When a node receives a
HELLO, it scans the message for any information addressed
to it. If it finds this information it updates its MC.
Afterwards, the node calculates the metrics to the source of
the HELLO and updates the MC once again.
In AAODV the delay and jitter metrics are calculated
according to the RFCs [17] and [18] using the HELLOs as
probe messages. In our approach, the following exponential
smoothing function (1) has been used for delay and jitter
metrics estimation

d new    d old  (1   )  d sample ,

  [0;1] (1)

where dold – the old value of delay/jitter;
dsample – the new sample of delay/jitter.

ETX link  Plink  d f  d r , 



where df – forward link delivery ratio;
dr– reverse link delivery ratio.
By default, the HELLO messages are generated every 2
seconds and the df and dr are calculated by counting the
successfully received HELLO messages at a node in the
analyzed time window (20 s). The successful delivery per
path must take into account the successful delivery on every
link, therefore the path ETX is calculated as a product of link
ETXs (3)
n

ETX path   ETX linki , 



i

where n – number of links that constitute the path.
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Every time an AAODV node receives a RREQ, it takes
the actions from the flowchart presented in Figure 2. Note
that the RT entry refers to the path (stored in the routing
table) to the RREQ’s originator. RREQ entry refers to the
path (indicated in the RREQ) to the RREQ’s originator.
Receive RREQ

Y

>=

RREQ entry metric
(<;=;>) RT entry
metric

Check if RREQ is
duplicate

<

N

Y

=

Update RT entry

RREQ originator
sequence number
(<;=;>)
RT destination
sequence number

>

Check if RREQ
entry is already in
RT

N

The application, which we used to measure the network
performance, generated the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic
flow between the first node (node 1) and the last but one
node (node 15 for Case 1 or node 24 for Case 2). The
background traffic, Variable Bit Rate (VBR) flows, was
generated between any two randomly chosen nodes that were
different from the application source or the destination. The
start time of the source traffic was fixed at 70 s and the start
time for the background traffic was randomly chosen in the
interval 40-50 s. The inter-packet interval deviation of the
background traffic was equal to 1 μs. In Table 1 we
summarized all the traffic simulation scenarios.
Source traffic
bitrate [kbps]

No. of background
traffic flows

Background traffic
bitrate [kbps]

0

N/A

2

64

<
256

Update RT entry

512
END

Figure 2

Flowchart for implementing RREQ packet analysis

The algorithm depicted above proves the easy
extendibility of AAODV to multipath, if instead of replacing
the entry in the routing table, we will add it. This way, we
will obtain more than one route to the source and RREPs will
be sent on each of these paths. Multipath routing becomes
effective only if the paths towards the destination are either
node or link disjoint. In order to achieve this, several
additional conditions should be considered.
IV. AAODV SIMULATIONS
In this section we compare the impact of the common
routing metrics: hop count, delay, jitter and ETX on the
network performance using ns-3 simulator.
The simulated nodes were equipped with 802.11b Wi-Fi
cards. The nodes used adaptive link rate that varies link
bitrate from 1 Mbps to 11 Mbps. The topology was
discovered by the nodes using HELLO messages. HELLO
messages were broadcasted every 2 seconds, at the basic rate
of 1 Mbps.
The simulation scenarios were based on eight randomly
generated topologies. The nodes were distributed randomly
in a square area. In order to be sure that the random
topologies do not consist of isolated nodes, the possibility to
communicate between any pair of nodes in the network was
verified.
We considered two network sizes:
 Case 1: 16 nodes distributed uniformly in a square of
250 m x 250 m. The nodes are numbered from 1 to
16.
 Case 2: 25 nodes distributed uniformly in a square of
300 m x 300 m. The nodes are numbered from 1 to
25.

1024

Table 1

3

64

2

256

3

256

0

N/A

2

64

3

64

2

256

3

256

0

N/A

2

64

3

64

2

256

3

256

Traffic patterns

For each of the eight random topologies, we monitored
PLR, delay and jitter of the source traffic using the traffic
patterns from Table 1. In total we run over 1200 different
simulations.
In Figure 3, we depicted the PLR, average delay and
average jitter for the first five traffic patterns presented in
Table 1 (source bitrate set to 256 kbps). We limited the delay
and the jitter scales to 250 ms and 50 ms respectively. Note
that the legend presented in Figure 3 is common for all the
figures that follow. The averaged results from eight
topologies show that AODV is outperformed by all variants
of AAODV. Evaluating the network topology impact on
performance, we observed that PLR, delay and jitter of
source traffic can increase 5 to 6 times from one topology to
another. In some cases the paths found by ETX are 2 or 3
times longer than the ones found by hop count. Despite that
fact, we obtained similar results of averaged PLR, delay and
jitter, regardless of the metric used. The paths discovered
with AAODV and ETX have fewer retransmissions, but the
length of the path affects the throughput. This leads to the
conclusion that a combination between ETX and hop count
should yield better results.
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Source traffic only

With 2 background flows (64 kbps)

With 3 background flows (64 kbps)

With 2 background flows (256 kbps)
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We observed that in this case the delay has dramatically
increased, especially when we generated the background
traffic with a bitrate of 256 kbps. The detailed analysis has
shown that the source traffic delay increased very much in
all cases in which the background traffic shares the paths.
Note that the packets, which we used for metric calculation,
were much smaller than the ones generated by the source.
In the last case, in which the source traffic was set to 1
Mbps, PLR, delay and jitter values increased more than in
the previous cases. In Figure 5 we present the PLR graphic
for this case. For all metrics, the delay exceeds our imposed
limit of 200 ms.
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(16 nodes, 250 m x 250 m, 256 kbps)
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Figure 5 PLR of the source traffic
(16 nodes, 250 m x 250 m, 1024 kbps)

In the next step we increased the source traffic bitrate to
512 kbps (topologies were the same). In Figure 4, we
depicted the PLR, which slightly increased.

aaod

lay

aodv

Average Jitter [ms]

aao

elay
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v _d e

e
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r

In the second topology, in which we used 25 nodes
distributed uniformly in a 300 m x 300 m square, the
interferences have increased and more drastically affected
the performance of the network.
In Figure 6, we depicted PLR, average delay and average
jitter for the first five traffic patterns presented in Table 1,
i.e., when a 256 kbps source bitrate was set. As before, we
also limited the scale for the delay and the jitter to 250 ms
and 50 ms respectively. Further, if we increased the source
bitrate, PLR, delay and jitter have also increased until the
network became unusable (according to our criteria).
The AAODV results have shown that the metrics
calculation method and its usage (i.e., to determine the cost
of the path) can be wrong. Firstly, the metric is used during
path setup phase only, and it is calculated on a per link basis.
Additionally, the metrics were calculated using HELLO
messages transmitted at 1 Mbps. A direct consequence of
this is that the metrics are not aware of, and do not consider
the real throughputs available per links. This drawback is
resolved in [19] where the HELLO messages are sent using
adaptive bitrates. It also appears that routing metric
estimation has to take into account the physical layer
phenomena, and the path quality estimation cannot be
limited to per link operations only, but should take into
account the whole interference area of nodes, which
constitute the path. A special care should also be given to the
choice of measurements repetition frequency.

aodv

Figure 4 PLR of the source traffic
(16 nodes, 250 m x 250 m, 512 kbps)
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PLR [%]

performance, it is desirable for the traffic flows to follow
paths that do not have many common links. In AAOMDV,
this is accomplished by the usage of active path selection and
switching algorithms described in Sections VI and VII.
In order to be link disjoint, the paths should fulfill two
conditions indicated in [14]:
 For every created path the next hop must be
different;
 The last hop towards the destination must differ
from path to path.
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B. Paths discovery algorithm
The paths discovery algorithm in AAOMDV is based on
the Route Request – Route Reply (RREQ/RREP) messages
exchange, present also in AAODV. The only difference is
that in AAOMDV these messages contain also the
information about the last hop on the path in order to be able
to achieve the disjointness property.
Every time a node wants to send a packet and it does not
have any available path to the destination in its routing table,
it sends a RREQ message via the broadcast channel. Note
that, like in AAODV and in contrast to AODV, the node
sends only one RREQ. If no RREP has been received after a
determined period of time, another RREQ is broadcasted.
During the RREQ propagation, the reverse paths from the
destination and the intermediate nodes are set up to the
originator of this RREQ. The flowchart depicted in Figure 7
shows how the multiple paths are established during the
RREQ broadcasting.
Receive RREQ
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V. AAOMDV
The previous section has shown that none of the metric
behaves better than the other ones in case of single path
routing. Considering this result, we propose a new routing
protocol, named AAOMDV. It enables discovering of
multiple paths between a source and a destination. By using
RTM, AAOMDV is able to detect the degradation of the
quality of the data forwarding path, and to trigger a path
change based on algorithms presented later in this paper.
Moreover, the functional separation of routing and
monitoring mechanisms in AAOMDV make it more scalable
and flexible.
A. Paths disjointness
As stated above, AAOMDV is able to find multiple link
disjoint paths in the network. Please note, that the
disjointness property refers strictly to the set of routes
established between the same source and destination pair.
The routes between different source and destination nodes
can share the same links. In order to enhance the network

Check if RREQ last
hop is the same as
in RT

N

Y

RREQ originator
sequence number
(<;>)
RT destination
sequence number

Add entry in RT

Check if RREQ
entry is already in
RT

N

>

<

Update RT with RREQ entry

END

Figure 7

AAOMDV paths discovery algorithm – RREQ broadcasting

The information about the last hop on the path allows
accepting or rejecting the newly obtained path. This
information refers to the penultimate node on the path
towards the RREQ originator. Every established path has to
have a unique last hop and next hop addresses, and this way
the link disjoint paths towards the originator of the RREQ
are established. Moreover, this approach also helps in loop
avoidance.
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AAOMDV can be easily adapted to support the node
disjoint mode. The node disjointness property would be
enabled through the rejection of the duplicated RREQ
messages in the intermediate nodes. However, in a small
WMN the probability of establishing multiple node disjoint
paths between the same source and destination pair is quite
low. For this reason, the adaptive selection of the mode can
be a desired solution, i.e., if the network density is big
enough and the connectivity between nodes is relatively
high, then only the node disjoint paths should be allowed.
This way the communication reliability would be improved.
On the contrary, if each node has only few neighbors, then
only the link disjoint path should be allowed.
As in AAODV, the sequence number mechanism is used
to prevent the nodes from keeping the obsolete information
in their routing tables. The loops can be caused by the
acceptance of all the duplicated RREQs and by keeping the
stale paths in the routing table. AAOMDV avoids both these
situations. All the paths to the particular destination must
have the same sequence number and if the one with a higher
number would be found, all the previously established paths
have to be deleted. When the node receives the RREQ with
the same sequence number, it verifies the quality of this path
and compares it with the others in order to keep the best
available ones. The number of additional paths is limited. In
Figure 8 an example of setting up multiple paths is
presented.

According to Figure 8, source S broadcasts RREQ every
time it searches for paths to destination D. During the RREQ
propagation phase, the intermediate nodes complete their
routing tables with paths towards S. These paths have
different last hops (N1 and N2). When D receives the RREQ,
it has to respond with a corresponding RREP. As it can be
seen from Figure 8, N4 has two paths to S and when the
RREP reaches N4 through the path drawn by the dashed line,
the RREP should be forwarded to S on the same path. This is
accomplished using last hop information to S, which is
represented by N1. The dotted arrows in Figure 8 show a
possible loop due to acceptance of a duplicate RREQ. N4
receives the RREQ, accepts it, completes its routing table
with a path to S (drawn by a solid line) and rebroadcasts the
RREQ. Node N6 receives it and performs the same
operations as node N4. At the end, the RREQ will reach N4
again from node N7. Node N4 will reject this duplicate
RREQ as the last hop (N2) is the same. In result, the loops
are avoided. Note that multiple paths can also be set in
intermediate nodes.
In Figure 9 we depicted the routing table available at
node S after the route discovery procedure. As it can be seen,
for every path we have more than one metric associated. The
metrics are used to determine the quality of the paths as
described in Section VI. Every path is associated with its
own timeout that is updated when the path is used. Note that
this timer will not be updated in the intermediate nodes if the
path is not used.
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Setting up multiple paths

In order to establish multiple paths from the source to the
destination and at the same time from the intermediate nodes
to the same destination, unicast RREPs are sent on each of
the paths established using the RREQ broadcasting. As we
consider link disjoint paths and not node disjoint paths, an
intermediate node can have more than one path to the
originator of the RREQ. Hence, when an intermediate node
receives the RREP, it should know onto which path this
RREP message is to be forwarded. The last hop information
helps to distinguish between all the paths. Please note that
even if AAOMDV is implemented as a link disjoint
multipath routing protocol, it is possible that it discovers
only node disjoint paths. This drawback is explained in
Section C.

In fact, all the paths will have the timer updated in all the
nodes including the intermediate ones, because the probe
messages will be sent via the inactive paths, as it is described
later.
C. Link disjointness problem
The topology shown in Figure 10 is considered.
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Figure 10 Link disjointness problem
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Considering Figure 10, it should be possible to find two
link disjoint paths from source S to destination D, namely [S,
N1, N3, N4, D] and [S, N2, N3, N5, D]. However, this is not
possible in some situations. At the beginning, node S
broadcasts a RREQ message. The packet processing time at
every node may be different and because of that the RREQ
copies arrive at different times in the intermediate nodes. The
first copy (RREQ_1) goes through N2 and in N3 it is forked.
RREQ_1A reaches the destination D through N5, the first
path [S, N2, N3, N5, D] is discovered and the RREP is sent
on it. RREQ_1B gets to D via N4, but it must be discarded,
as the last hop N2 is common for the already added path. In
the meantime RREQ_2 arrives to N3 through N1. N3 adds
the second path to S in its routing table and rebroadcasts
RREQ_2. It is received in N4 and N5 nodes, but both of
them must reject it, while in both cases it does not create a
new link disjoint path. This happens, because RREQ_1 is
still buffered and the first hop to S, i.e., N3 is the same for
both RREQ copies. The result is that only one path may be
established.
The described problem shows that in some cases it is
hard to find more link disjoint paths. This is a drawback in a
small network, as it becomes very difficult to find multiple
paths between source and destination. One solution for this
problem may be the reduction of the time during which the
RREQ is buffered in nodes. We also expect that in more
dynamic scenarios it would be possible to achieve link
disjoint paths, e.g., when RREQ_1B copy will be lost
between N3 and N4.
D. Routes Limit Validation
The wireless medium is highly unstable and the
transmission quality changes in time. Due to the mobility of
nodes, frequent topology changes may occur. These are the
reasons to store a limited number of backup paths in the
routing table. This way, the content of the routing table is
more recent. After a new path is added to the routing table,
AAOMDV verifies whether the number of paths does not
exceed the maximum number permitted, defined by the
configurable parameter – routes_limit. As mentioned before,
it has been proven in [14] that the gain of a multipath is
achievable with two/three paths for one destination. If the
limit is exceeded, then the quality of all the paths is
evaluated using the algorithm described in Section VI and
the worst one is deleted from the routing table.
E. Enhanced Monitoring Layer – Real Time Monitoring
The AAOMDV nodes can have more than one path to a
destination, but only one is used for data forwarding – in the
routing table it has the active flag set (see Figure 9). During
the route discovery phase, the nodes activate the first path
that they obtain towards the destination. Note that at this step
the nodes do not consider any kind of metric – the nodes
start routing the data packets from the queue as soon as they
obtain the first path to the destination. After a determined
period, starting from the first RREP, the source sends a
message named Route Activation (RACTV, see Figure 11)
to activate the path to the destination that has been chosen as
the best one using the path selection algorithm from Section

VI (INITIAL_MODE). The mentioned period is named
MULTIPATH_DISCOVERY_TIME and has a default value
of 2 seconds.
The Enhanced Monitoring Layer (EML) of AAOMDV
incorporates all the functionality of the AAODV ML and has
some new features. The most important feature of the EML
is the capability to monitor in real-time regime the multiple
end-to-end paths available between the source and the
destination. Using the traffic packets sent from the source to
the destination, it is possible to monitor PLR, delay and jitter
of the active path. Probe messages are sent in order to
evaluate delay and jitter of the inactive paths.
Destination
IP Address

Last Node
IP Address

Figure 11 RACTV header

The ETX can be used to substitute the PLR metric on the
inactive paths. Note that the evaluation of PLR, delay and
jitter on the active path is realistic, as it considers the real
traffic. The delay and jitter evaluation on the inactive paths is
done by using active probing and it does not reflect the real
delay and jitter, which would be achieved if we routed the
data traffic on them. The probe messages, called Route
Probes (RPRBs), sent on the inactive paths, have the same
payload size as the averaged payload size of the data packets
transmitted during the last 5 seconds between the source and
the destination through the active path. Once again, it should
be noted that although the size of the probes is appropriately
matched, the transmission of only two packets cannot
emulate the real flow of packets. Therefore, the results for
the delay and jitter are estimative. The RPRB message
header is depicted in Figure 12. The delay and jitter are
calculated according to [17] and [18].
Source
IP Address

Destination
IP Address

Last Node
IP Address

Timestamp

Figure 12 RPRB header

The information about all the paths between the source
and the destination is evaluated at the destination and sent
back to the source using a Route Report message (RRPRT),
shown in Figure 13. The size of this message is variable
since the number of paths obtained between the source and
the destination, although limited, is not fixed.
Source
IP Address

Destination
IP Address

Inactive Paths
Counter

Active Path
Counter

Active Path
Delay

Active Path Jitter

Last Node
IP Address

Inactive Path
Delay

Inactive Path
Jitter

Last Node
IP Address

Inactive Path
Delay

...

Figure 13 RRPRT header
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The Active Path Counter represents the number of
packets successfully received by the destination during the
last 5 seconds interval. When it receives the RRPRT
message, the source can calculate the PLR for this period as
it knows how many packets it has sent. In fact, all the
information known at the source about the end-to-end paths
is 5 s old. The delay and jitter are evaluated at the destination
and sent back in the RRPRT messages to the source. The
sequence of the messages exchange implemented in the
EML for the RTM is depicted in Figure 14.
Source
0s

Destination

RREQ
0s

RREP
DATA

2s

RACTV
RPRB

5s

5s

RRPRT

RPRB
5s

5s

RRPRT

RPRB

...
Figure 14 The exchange of messages in EML

In order to take full advantage of the multipath feature
and of the RTM, it is necessary to determine the best path
and to send the traffic using this path. The path selection and
switching algorithms are protocol independent, and may be
applied to any multipath routing protocol that does not use
all the known paths simultaneously for data forwarding. Both
algorithms will be described in the following sections.
VI.

ACTIVE PATH SELECTION

The active path selection algorithm should be
implemented in each node in the network. Two modes of the
active path selection algorithm that can be distinguished are
called INITIAL_MODE and NORMAL_MODE. The first
one is used to select the best path of the available ones
discovered during MULTIPATH_DISCOVERY_TIME. At
the beginning of the communication, the end-to-end real
metrics are not available, so the per link calculated metrics,
i.e., delay, jitter, ETX and hop count are considered. The
second mode of the algorithm is used when a new RRPRT
message is received at the source node. In this case, the real
metrics, i.e., the real delay, real jitter, PLR and hop count are
considered. AAOMDV deals with multi-parametric metric
and it needs a special algorithm to compare the quality of
two or more paths and to select the better one.

Let M  {m1, m2 , m3 ,..., mk } be the set of metrics related to
every path. W  {w1, w2 , w3 ,..., wk } is the vector of weights,
which express the importance of every particular metric.
The algorithm for paths comparison utilizes all the metrics
M simultaneously to evaluate and confront the two paths
with each other. At the initial stage of the algorithm all the
metric weights are defined. These weights allow
differentiating the importance of the metrics. This way it is
possible, e.g., to favor the paths with a smaller packet loss
level by assigning a higher value for the weight related with
the PLR metric. The weights are set with respect to the
application needs. Here we consider also the hop count
metric. Hop count metric should be considered when
building a metric as the throughput achievable in an
arbitrary WMN is proportional to Θ(W∙n -1/d), where d is the
dimension of the network, n the number of nodes and W is
the total bandwidth. In a two dimensional network, the
throughput can be as small as Θ(W∙n -1/2) [20]. The hop
count metric does not cause any implementation problems,
because it is already used by the AODV protocol. The next
parameters that must be defined are the threshold values for
all the metrics considered in the algorithm. A path that has a
metric, which exceeds its threshold, is considered the worst
path. If all the available paths to a destination are considered
as the worst path, it is desirable to send a new RREQ to the
destination and establish new paths (of course, if this is
possible). Both sets of parameters, i.e., weights and
thresholds, may be configured and adjusted according to
operator or user requirements, e.g., in the policy based
approach. After these steps, the algorithm is ready to
compare the paths. For all the comparisons the Composite
Metric is calculated. The paths are compared two by two.
For calculating the Composite Metric formula 3 applies:
Composite _ Metric p1  


d p1  wd
d p1  d p 2



j p1  w j
j p1  j p 2



p p1  w p
p p1  p p 2



h p1  wh 
h p1  h p 2



where:
d , j, p, h – delay, jitter, PLR and hop count values;

wd , w j , w p , wh – weights correlated with metrics.
Formula 3 is applicable when the algorithm is used in
NORMAL_MODE, i.e., when real metrics can be used. In
INITIAL_MODE per link calculated metrics are used and
the component associated with the PLR must be replaced by
a corresponding component calculated for the ETX metric.
The ETX indicates the packet delivery ratio and the path
with a higher ETX value is considered to be better, therefore
the ETX component must be subtracted from formula 3. In
the NORMAL_MODE, the ETX is also used instead of the
PLR in the same way for the evaluation of the Composite
Metric for inactive paths. In order to improve the stability of
the network and to give a priority to the currently active path,
the algorithm defines one more configurable parameter, i.e.,
ACTIVE_PATH_MARGIN. If the evaluated path is active,
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then this parameter specifies how much better (in percent)
the inactive path should be in order to replace the active one.
The default value of this parameter is 10%.
In the case when two paths have equal Composite
Metrics, the first one is indicated. This way the changes in
the network configuration are avoided, because the currently
active path is always preferred as it is the first one, when
compared with any other route.
VII. ACTIVE PATH SWITCHING ALGORITHM
The challenge appears when two paths are created
between different pairs of source and destination nodes, but
parts of these paths are common for both of them. It is also
possible that the backup paths overlap. In this scenario, if
both sources start to send the traffic via the common links,
then the active paths performance degrades; therefore both
nodes will switch to the second available path. The situation
may repeat, causing the so-called flip-flop phenomena and
will lead to oscillations in the network configuration. To
overcome this challenge, an algorithm that controls the
active paths switching from node to node is needed. The
algorithm can be either centralized or distributed. In the
centralized approach, the switching should be controlled by a
central entity. In the second approach, the decision of path
switching is distributed among nodes. In this paper we will
implement a distributed algorithm for the path changing. The
distributed approach is a more scalable solution. No central
node is needed, so it is possible to use it regardless of the
network size, which can be understood as the number of
nodes, as well as the spatial extent. Nodes are able to
autonomously adapt to the changes in the network and make
autonomic decisions according to the results of the
performance measurements. Their decisions are taken
locally, but finally it should lead to the global optimization
of the network configuration.
The proposed algorithm works as follows. All the source
nodes that are currently sending data to their destination
nodes are aware of the quality of each path to the destination
stored in their routing tables. This knowledge is obtained
using monitoring of both active and inactive paths. As
described previously, the active path monitoring is
piggybacked in the data packets and the RPRB messages are
used to evaluate the inactive ones. The source nodes take
their decisions based on the periodically received RRPRT
messages from the destination nodes. Every time the source
node receives a RRPRT message, it updates its routing table
with fresh measurement results, compares all the available
routes with one another and chooses the best one. If it is the
same as the currently active path, nothing happens. If another
path is chosen, the algorithm starts working. First, a random
number (random_number) with uniform distribution is
chosen from a range of [0; 100]. In the algorithm a
configurable threshold value (change_threshold) is defined
and if the random_number is smaller than change_threshold
nothing changes and the next RRPRT message is awaited. In
the opposite case, the node makes the better path active,
deactivates the previously active one, applies these changes
in its routing table, sends a RACTV message on the new
active path and starts to send data using it. The

random_number and the change_threshold values have
critical impact on the algorithm behavior. Their task is to
avoid the continuous changes of the active path and to
stabilize the protocol functionality. It is possible that the
change_threshold value may be inaccurate and the
random_number may be always smaller. In this case the
performance of the network will be weak, although it could
be simply improved by changing the active path. For this
reason a new parameter (change_limit) has been defined that
determines the limit value of the path change cancellation.
The consecutive unsuccessful attempts to switch the path are
calculated. If their number exceeds the change_limit value,
the node changes the active path regardless of the
random_number value. The election of distribution type and
threshold values has a great impact on the network
performance (see Section VIII). Figure 15 shows the
structure of the distributed algorithm.
Receive
RRPRT
Find
the best path

Y

Is it
already
active?
N
Should
change active
path?






N

Y
Deactivate active path
Activate the best path
Reset Counter
Send RACTV on active path

Counter
>=
Threshold
?

N

Y
Counter ++

END

Figure 15 Distributed algorithm for active path switching

VIII. AAOMDV SIMULATIONS
In this section the performance of AAOMDV is
compared to AODV. The comparison was made in a network
that consisted of 16 nodes, randomly located in a square area
of 300 m x 300 m. Each node was equipped with IEEE
802.11b Wi-Fi card and the communication range was ca.
175 m. We run the simulations with three different random
number generator seed values, in order to get a different
placement of nodes. The obtained results were averaged. In
order to be sure that the random topologies do not consist of
isolated nodes, the possibility to communicate between any
pair of nodes in the network was verified.
The source traffic was generated between a specific pair
of nodes, while the background traffic sources and
destinations were chosen randomly. The maximum number
of paths in the routing table for a specific destination has
been set to 3.
As reference for the AAOMDV performance evaluation
we used AODV. To check the behavior of both protocols
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with a different network load we changed the source and the
background traffic throughput and the number of background
traffic flows. In AAOMDV simulations we additionally
checked the influence of the change_threshold and the
change_limit parameters on the performance of the network.
The simulation scenarios of AODV/AAOMDV are presented
in Table 2.
No. Of
background
flows

Source traffic
bitrate [kbps]

128
256
512

Background traffic
change_threshold
bitrate [kbps]

0

-

1
2

64
128
256

Table 2

Therefore, both parameters are dependent on each other
and their values must be correlated in order to obtain the
desired configuration.

change_limit
0
1
2
3
10
100

0
25
50
75
100

Simulation parameters

We performed about 2000 simulations to obtain the
results.
Firstly, we verified the proper behavior of AAOMDV
using PyViz visualiser [21], which is a part of the ns-3
simulator. Figure 16 shows an example of PyViz output. It
can be observed that between the same source and
destination two different paths have been established by
AAOMDV.
0

0

50

50

100

100

150

150

200

200

250

250

300

0

100

200

300

300

0

100

200

300

Figure 16 PyViz output – two paths found in the network

Figure 17 shows the influence of the AAOMDV
change_threshold and change_limit parameters on PLR,
average delay and average jitter, when only the source traffic
was generated in the network. The detailed analysis of the
mutual interdependencies between the above mentioned
AAOMDV parameters led us to the following conclusions:
 In order to permit nodes to change their active path
frequently, both parameters should be set to a low
value;
 If both parameters have relatively high values then it
is very hard to switch the active path;
 A node is always restricted from path changes if the
change_threshold is set at 100% and the
change_limit is set much higher than 0 (e.g., 100).
The initially chosen path will be used until it gets
lost;
 A node is always permitted to change the path if the
change_threshold is set to 0% or the change_limit is
set to 0. It means that no postponing of the path
change is allowed.

Figure 17 PLR, average delay, average jitter of the source traffic
(source traffic – 128 kbps, no background traffic)

It can be observed that the frequent changes of the active
path were advisable for improving the quality of the
transmission. If switching of the active path was not
permitted, the traffic packets started to be lost. On the other
hand AODV, which is a single path protocol based on the
hop count metric, yielded good overall results. This means
that when the network load was low, the Composite Metric
did not outperform the hop count metric. When the
throughput of the traffic increased and the network load
grew, the nodes started to switch the paths more frequently
(see Figure 18).
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the dynamic paths switching provides better results than
usage of AODV.

Figure 18 PLR, average delay, average jitter of the source traffic
(source traffic – 256 kbps, no background traffic)

Figure 19 shows that in some cases the AAOMDV
routing protocol was able to outperform the AODV
significantly. In all simulated cases the AAOMDV PLR was
at least three times lower than the AODV PLR. The delay
and jitter had acceptable values in both cases. As we
mentioned before, very high change_threshold and
change_limit values cause that the first obtained path is used
until it gets lost regardless of its parameters. Therefore, this
configuration shows the impact of the routing metric used on
the network performance. The conclusion is that when the
network load increases, the Composite Metric provides
better results than the hop count metric. It should be noted
that when the traffic generated in the network increased, it
became more viable to limit the number of active path
changes. Similar results are also depicted in Figure 20. In
this case, AAOMDV also outperformed AODV, although
the PLR was a little bit higher. The obtained results have
confirmed that the two parameters, i.e., change_threshold
and change_limit have a great impact on the overall network
performance, and that permanent monitoring of the paths and

Figure 19 PLR, average delay, average jitter of the source traffic
(source traffic – 512 kbps, one background traffic – 64 kbps)

Figure 20 PLR of the source traffic
(source traffic – 256 kbps, one background traffic – 128 kbps)
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The starting point of this paper was a comparison
between the most popular routing metrics, i.e., hop count,
delay, jitter and ETX, and our main goal was to determine
the best one to be used in WMNs. To achieve that efficiently,
we designed a new protocol AAODV, able to calculate the
path cost based on more than one metric. AAODV, due to
the separation of routing from paths monitoring, can use any
per link calculated routing metric. The results of simulations
led us to the conclusion that none of the analyzed metrics
behaves significantly better than the others. This conclusion
was in a sense predictable as none of the tested metrics is
traffic aware or fully addresses the challenges that appear in
a wireless environment, e.g., interflow and intraflow
interferences, exposed and hidden terminal problems, etc.
The evident problem of AAODV is that the path quality is
only monitored during the path setup phase. This is why we
decided to add the multipath capability to AAODV and
enable continuous end-to-end monitoring of all the paths. In
order to find the best path we defined the Composite Metric
that takes into account PLR, delay and jitter weighted
appropriately to network operator preferences. In AAOMDV
a distributed path switching algorithm has been implemented
and the Composite Metric is used for the active path
selection.
The benchmark for the AAOMDV performance
evaluation was AODV. It has been observed that when the
network load was low both AAOMDV and AODV yielded
good, similar results. It cannot be affirmed that one of the
two routing protocols outperforms the other. However, when
the network load increased, AAOMDV outperformed
AODV by providing about two times smaller PLR and delay
of the analyzed traffic.
A weak point of AAOMDV is the necessity of fine
tuning of the change_limit and the change_threshold
parameters in order to optimize the network performance.
This procedure should be modified in order to have selftuning properties and we will focus on it in our future work.
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Abstract—Phonebook centric social networks provide a
synchronization mechanism between phonebooks of the users
and the social network which allows detecting other users
listed in the phonebooks. After that, if one of their contacts
changes her or his personal detail, it will be propagated
automatically into the phonebooks, after considering privacy
settings. We participated in the implementation of a
phonebook centric social network, called Phonebookmark and
investigated the structure of the network. We used the data of
this network for building the proposed models. In such social
networks two entities may identify the same person if some
parameters are similar, e.g.: phone number, address, etc. We
call such entity pairs as similarities. Previously it was shown
that the distribution of similarities follows a power law. Also a
model was proposed by us, which can be used to estimate the
total number of similarities, which is very important from
scalability point of view in such networks. However the
accuracy of the model is another question, because of the
infinite variance of the power law distribution, which is used
for modeling the number of similarities involving a user. The
paper presents interesting and practical problem of analysis of
similarities in social networks with application to mobile
phonebooks management. The presented contribution includes
both theoretical and practical components as well. We show
that using the fact that a member of the network can only be
involved in a limited number of similarities results in a
similarity distribution with a finite variance. By using the
central limit theorem we show the accuracy of our estimation.
We also highlight that this model can be used in other power
law distributions which apply to the requirements. Finally we
also propose a performance model which can be used during
the resource requirement design of such phonebook centric
social networks.
Keywords-component; social networks, mobile phones, power
law distribution, variance, central limit theorem, queue model

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays social based websites, like social networks are
becoming increasingly popular. These solutions not only
available from web browsers but there are several existing
mobile clients as well. These mobile applications are mainly
simple clients to the network with some additional features.
The phonebooks in the mobile devices represent social
relationships that can be integrated in the social networks.

The relationship between social networks and mobile
phones is noticeable as the popularity of such systems
increase. In [1] we analyzed such networks from similarity
handling point of view. In this paper we extend those results
with important models and performance evaluation. Our new
model allows a much more accurate prediction about the
scalability of networks where the connections follow power
law distributions.
In the last decade the internet related technologies
developed rapidly. As reasons of this growth new type of
solutions and applications have appeared. One of the most
popular solutions are social network sites (SNS). Since their
introduction, social network sites such as Facebook,
MySpace and LinkedIn have attracted millions of users,
many of whom have integrated these sites into their daily
practices and they even visit these multiple times per day.
These popular online social networks are among the top ten
visited websites on the Internet [2]. End of 2010 it was
reported that Facebook surpasses Google as number one U.S.
site [3]. The basic idea behind such networks is that users
can manage personal relationships online on these networks.
According to new statistics [4] Facebook has more than
750 million users, 50% of the active users log on to
Facebook in any given day, more than 35 million users
update their status each day and an average user spends more
than 55 minutes per day on Facebook. Facebook began in
early 2004 and the above statistics show that such popular
social networks can have a huge growth which has to be
considered during the design of any SNS.
Mobile phones and mobile applications are another hot
topic nowadays. Facebook statistics also show that there are
more than 65 million active users currently accessing
Facebook through their mobile devices. People that use
Facebook on their mobile devices are almost 50% more
active on Facebook than non-mobile users. The increasing
capabilities of mobile devices allow them to participate in
social network applications as well. Mobile phone support in
general social networks are usually limited mainly to photo
and video upload capabilities and access to the social
network using the mobile web browser.
However we should consider the fact, that the phonebook
of the mobile device also describe the social relationships of
its owner. Discovering additional relations in social networks
is beneficial for sharing personal data or other content. Given
an implementation that allows us to upload as well as
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download our contacts to and from the social networking
application, we can completely keep our contacts
synchronized so that we can see all of our contacts on the
mobile phone as well as on the web interface. In addition to
that if the system detects that some of our private contacts in
the phonebook is similar to another registered members of
the social network (i.e. may identify the same person), it can
discover and suggest social relationships automatically. In
the rest of this paper we refer to this solution as a phonebook
centric social network (PCSN). Discovering and handling
such similarities in phonebook centric social networks is a
key issue. If a member changes some of her or his detail, it
should be propagated in every phonebook to which she or he
is related after considering privacy settings. In addition to
that, with the help of detected similarities the system can
keep the phonebooks always up-to-date.
Power law distribution is quite common in social
networks and similar internet related graphs as
measurements and examples show in Section 2. The number
of similarities in phonebook centric social networks is very
important from performance and scalability point of view.
We show that the distribution of similarities can be
modeled with a random variable X with Pr[ X  x] ~ cx  if
,
x  n and Pr[ X  x]  0 otherwise, where >1 and n is a
relevant upper bound.
As a main contribution of this paper, we show that the
distribution of similarities has a finite variance which allows
us to use the central limit theorem to prove the accuracy of
our estimation of the total number of similarities. This model
can be used generally in other similar distributions.
As a practical result, the concept of phonebook centric
social networks was applied in the Phonebookmark project at
Nokia Siemens Networks. Phonebookmark is a phonebook
centric social network implementation by Nokia Siemens
Networks. We took part in the implementation and before
public introduction it was available for a group of general
users from April to December of 2008. It had 420 registered
members with more than 72000 private contacts, which is a
suitable number for analyzing the behavior of the network.
During this period we have collected and measured different
type of data related to the social network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes related work in the field of social networks and
power law distributions. Section 3 introduces the structure of
phonebook centric social networks. Section 4 summarizes
our previously published model related to calculating the
total number of similarities in the network. Section 5 states a
general theorem related to the variance of power law
distribution with relevant upper bound and uses it to prove
the accuracy of the model described in Section 4. Section 6
shows that the total number of similarities is close to their
expected value. Section 7 shows a performance model for
calculating the expected queue length for similarity
processing. We also show measurements related to
Phonebookmark based on this model. The model can be used
during the design of any different phonebook centric social
networks. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and
proposes further research plans.

II. RELATED WORK
In [5] the authors have defined social network sites
(SNSs) as web‐based services that allow individuals to (1)
construct a public or semi‐public profile within a bounded
system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they
share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of
connections and those made by others within the system. The
nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from
site to site.
According to this definition, the first recognizable social
network site launched in 1997. SixDegrees.com allowed
users to create profiles, list their Friends and, beginning in
1998, surf the Friends lists. Each of these features existed in
some form before SixDegrees, of course. Profiles existed on
most major dating sites and many community sites. AIM and
ICQ buddy lists supported lists of Friends, although those
Friends were not visible to others. Classmates.com allowed
people to affiliate with their high school or college and surf
the network for others who were also affiliated, but users
could not create profiles or list Friends until years later.
SixDegrees was the first to combine these features.
After that social networks have developed rapidly and the
number of features increased. Nowadays most sites support
the maintenance of pre‐existing social networks, but others
help strangers connect based on shared interests, political
views, or activities. Some sites cater to diverse audiences,
while others attract people based on common language or
shared racial, sexual, religious, or nationality‐based
identities. Sites also vary in the extent to which they
incorporate new information and communication tools, such
as mobile connectivity, blogging, and photo/video‐sharing.
As the functions of the SNSs flared, the number of users
increased rapidly. Handling the extending number of users
efficiently in SNSs is a key issue as it was visible in case of
Friendster. Friendster was launched in 2002 as a social
complement to Ryze. It was designed to help
friends‐of‐friends meet, based on the assumption that
friends‐of‐friends would make better romantic partners than
would strangers. As Friendster's popularity surged, the site
encountered technical and social difficulties. Friendster's
servers and databases were ill‐equipped to handle its rapid
growth, and the site faltered regularly, frustrating users who
replaced email with Friendster.
Huge amount of papers and popular books, such as
Barabási’s Linked [6] study the structure and principles of
dynamically evolving large scale networks like the Internet
and networks of social interactions. Many features of social
processes and the Internet are governed by power law
distributions. Following the terminology in [7] a nonnegative
random variable X is said to have a power law distribution if
Pr[ X  x]  cx  , for constant c>0 and >0. In a power
law distribution asymptotically the tails fall according to the
power , which leads to much heavier tails than other
common models.
Distributions with an inverse polynomial tail have been
first observed in 1897 by Pareto [8] (see. [9]), while
describing the distribution of income in the population. In
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1935 Zipf [10] and Yule [11] investigated the word
frequencies in languages and based on empirical studies he
stated that the frequency of the n-th frequent word is
proportional to 1/n.
Mislove et al. [12] studied the graph properties of several
online real-world social networks. Their paper presents a
large-scale measurement study and analysis of the structure
of multiple online social networks. They examined data
gathered from four popular online social networks: Flickr,
YouTube, LiveJournal, and Orkut. They crawled the publicly
accessible user links on each site, obtaining a large portion of
each social network's graph. Their data set contains over 11.3
million users and 328 million links. Their measurements
show that high link symmetry implies indegree equals
outdegree; users tend to receive as many links as the give,
the observed networks are power law with high symmetry.
In [13], the graph structure of the Web has been
investigated which also can be considered as a special
variant of social network [14] and it was shown that the
distribution of in- and out-degree of the Web graph and the
size of weekly and strongly connected components are well
approximated by power law distributions. Nazir et al. [15]
showed that the in-and out-degree distribution of the
interaction graph of the studied MySpace applications also
follow such distributions.
There has been a great deal of theoretical work on
designing random graph models that result in a Web-like
graph. Barabási and Albert [16] describe the preferential
attachment model, where the graph grows continuously by
inserting nodes, where new node establishes a link to an
older node with a probability which is proportional to the
current degree of the older node. Bollobás et al. [17] analyze
this process rigorously and show that the degree distribution
of the resulting graph follow a power law. Another model
based on a local optimization process is described by
Fabrikant et al. [18]. Mitzenmacher [19] gives an excellent
survey on the history and generative models for power law
distributions. Aiello et al. [20] studies random graphs with
power law degree distribution and derives interesting
structural properties in such graphs.
Detecting similar or matching parameters of users is an
important part in our phonebook centric social network.
There is a huge amount of work for general similarity and
match detection algorithms. According to [21] typical
systems have an eﬀectiveness (accuracy) of, at best, forty
percent. A new measurement [22] showed that 55 percent of
the ﬁrst 20 records retrieved by Google Scholar are relevant.
As shown in 3.3, the precision of Google Scholar remains
relatively high even after the ﬁrst 50 hits. Within the ﬁrst 100
search results, 39 percent of GS records are relevant. Figure
3.3 also reveals that the utility of GS could be improved if
relevant results were concentrated more heavily within the
ﬁrst 20 or 30 hits rather than the ﬁrst 50 or 100.
The key difference between other works on online social
networks and our work is that we extended social networks
with mobile phone support and we discovered that the
distribution of similarities follows power law. We proposed a
model to estimate the number of similarities and despite the

infinite variance of power law distribution we proved the
accuracy of our model.
III. STRUCTURE OF PHONEBOOK CENTRIC
SOCIAL NETWORKS
Phonebook centric social networks are extending the
well-known social network sites, they have a similar web
user interface, but they add several major mobile phone
related functions to the system. Following consider social
networks as graphs. In case of general social networks, nodes
are representing registered members and edges between them
represent social relationships (e.g. friendship). After this we
should notice that each member has a private mobile phone
with a phonebook (Figure 1).
On Figure 1 we can see that phonebook contacts results
new type of nodes in the graph representation and the edges
between these private phonebook contacts and members
represent which member “owns” those private contacts.
One of the key advantages of phonebook centric social
networks is that they allow real synchronization between
private phonebook contacts and the social network.

Figure 1. Phonebook-enabled social network
In order to enable such mechanism we need a similarity
detecting algorithm. Such an algorithm is able to compare
two person entries (members and private contacts, too) and
determine how likely they represent the same person and
propose a corresponding weight for the detected similarity.
Figure 2 represents the graph structure if the similarity
detecting algorithm has finished comparing the relevant
person entries.

Figure 2. Detected similarities and duplications
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On Figure 2 the dotted edges between member and
private contacts represent detected similarities and broken
lines between two private contacts illustrate possible
duplications in the phonebooks. Duplications are detected as
a positive side effect of the similarity detecting algorithm.
After similarities and duplications are detected there is a
semi-automatic step, the members having private contacts in
their phonebook, which are detected as similar to other
members, have to decide whether the detected similarities
are relevant ones, i.e.: accept or reject them. We call this step
similarity resolution. In addition to that, members can also
decide about the relevancy of detected duplications in their
phonebooks. Figure 3 represents the graph structure after
some of the members have resolved the detected similarities
and duplication.
Besides that we can see on Figure 3 that four from the
five similarities were accepted and there is still one in the
system (the member has not checked it yet). Accepting a
similarity means that a customized link edge is being formed
between the private contact(s) in one’s phonebook and the
relevant member who represent the same person in the
system. The private contacts that are linked to members via
this type of customized links are called customized contacts.

•
It is not necessary to explicitly search for the friends
in the service, because it notices if there are members similar
to the private contacts in the phonebooks and warns about it.
The detailed structure and edge rule definition was
described in [23].
In [24] we have introduced a phonebook-centric social
network
implementation,
called
Phonebookmark.
Phonebookmark provides a semi-automatic similarity
detecting and resolving mechanism. First it detects
similarities and calculates a similarity weight for them,
which indicates, how likely the entries identify the same
person. (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Dealing with multiple similarities
After a detected similarity is being selected,
Phonebookmark provides a user interface where the details
of the two people can be merged. Here the user can choose
whether to accept or reject the similarity, which is the base of
the semi-automatic behavior (Figure 5).

Figure 3. Resolving similarities and duplications
One of the key advantages of phonebook centric social
networks are these customized links, because if a member
changes his personal detail on the web user interface (adds a
new phone number, uploads a new image, changes the
website address, etc.) it will be automatically propagated to
those phonebooks where there is a customized contact
related to this member. Additional important advantages of
phonebook centric social networks are:
•
Private contacts can be managed (list, view, edit,
call, etc.) from a browser.
•
Similarity detecting algorithm realizes the user if
duplicate contacts are detected in its phonebook and warns
about it.
•
Private contacts are safely backed up in case the
phone gets lost.
•
Private contacts can be easily transferred to a new
phone if the user replaces the old one.
•
Phonebooks can be shared between multiple
phones, if one happens to use more than one phone.

Figure 5. Semi-automatic similarity resolution
IV. NUMBER OF SIMILARITIES
We model the number of similarities generated during a
member registration by a random variable X. More precisely,
X models the number of similarities proposed by the
automatic similarity detection algorithm. In [22] we showed
that X can be well approximated by a power law distribution.
Using this model we gave estimation on the total number of
similarities in the system. Now we summarize this model.
The total number of accepted similarities NS in a
phonebook centric social network can be estimated with the
following formula:

N S  NE[ X ]PR ,
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where N is the number of registered members and PR is
the rate of the similarities accepted by the users.
Measurements in [22] showed that PR can be approximated
with 0.9. In order to estimate E[X], we need the probabilities
Pr[X=x], which can be obtained from the complementary
cumulative distribution function
derivation:

Pr[ X  x] ~ cx  by

Pr[ X  x] ~ c' x ( 1) .
In order to be a probability distribution,

(4)




x 1

c' x ( 1)  1.

Note, that x starts from one, because a new member
registration involves at least one similarity, because the
system allows registration only by invitation. Therefore, the
new member is already in the phonebook of the inviting
member. Thus, c’=1/(+1), where (.) denotes the
Riemann Zeta function. Then the expected value is:
E[ X ]   x 1 x Pr[ X  x]


  x 1 x




1
x ( 1)
 (  1)

1

 (  1)




x 1

x  

(5)

 ( )
.
 (  1)

The expected total number of accepted similarities NS in
a phonebook centric social network can be estimated with
the following formula:

NS  NM

 ( )
P.
 (  1) R

(6)

For >1, ()/() is a finite constant. In our case, for
=1.276, we obtain that the expected total number of
similarities is

N S  2.9196 * 420  0.9  1103.

With other words, in the interval [0,2(N-1)] the
distribution of similarities follows a power law and the
probability of higher similarities is zero. In order to see this,
note that a member u can be similar to at most one private
contact of each of the other N-1 members and, for each
private contact of u, there is at most one similar member in
the network.
We show that the distribution of similarities resulting
from this fact has a finite variance. This allows us to use the
central limit theorem to prove the accuracy of our estimation
of the total number of similarities in Section 4.
Theorem 1: Let X be a random variable with
Pr[ X  x]  cx   if x  n and Pr[ X  x]  0 otherwise,
where =. In this case the variance can be
estimated with  2 X   n3 .





For the proof we used two lemmata.
Lemma 1: Let X be a random variable with
Pr[ X  x]  cx   if x  n and Pr[ X  x]  0 otherwise,
where =. In this case the variance is
 2 X   n 3 .





Proof: From the Steiner formula, the variance is
2
2
2
estimated as  X  E[ X ]  ( E[ X ]) . E[X] was defined
previously, thus we need to estimate only the E[X2]. By
definition:

E[ X 2 ]  x1 x 2 Pr[ X  x]


 x1 x 2c
n

(8)

1
.
x

Now we can apply that n is an upper bound on the value
of X. This way (1) can be followed as:

E[ X 2 ]  cx1 x 2  .
n

(7)

However in this model the X random variable has power
law distribution which has infinite variance thus the accuracy
of this model is an issue. In the next section we show how to
prove the accuracy of this model by stating and a general
theorem related to the variance of power law distributions
with relevant upper bound.

Let y 

1
E[ X 2 ] .
c

(9)

Following we show an upper estimation for y. In order to
do so we create an upper model for the function of y by using
1

the powers of 1/2. Let

z2

V. VARIANCE MODEL FOR POWER LAW
DISTRIBUTION WITH UPPER BOUND
For 2, a power law distribution has infinite variance,
which prevents to apply the central limit theorem in order to
obtain that the total number of similarities will be close to
their expected value. However we can use the following fact
Fact: If the phonebooks do not contain duplicates then
the number of similarities caused by a member is at most
2(N-1) [23].

i 2 

z Pr[ X  z ]  ( z )
2i

i

 2

, then

 1 i
  2  2 





2 

 2 i

(10)

Figure 6 illustrates how we performed the estimation,
with the f1 function.
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1

n

1
1logz 2 2

n

1

 2
3 

 n3 .

(15)

This way (2) looks as follows:

 z  3

1
 n
.
y  ( z  1) 2
 z 1 


 2


Figure 6. Staged estimation function

Next we show that the variance by applying the Steiner
formula and the previous calculations is O(n3-):

Now we are able to approximate y from top:





y  i 0z z i 1  z i ( z i ) 2 
log n



 2 X  E[ X 2 ]  ( E[ X ])2  cy  (1)
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Lemma 2: Let X be a random variable with
Pr[ X  x]  cx   if x  n and Pr[ X  x]  0 otherwise,
where =. In this case the variance is
 2 X   n3 .





Proof: Similarly to Lemma 1 if we give a lower bound on
y using function f2 is shown on Figure 6:
log n





(13)

To continue, first we have to check the following
calculation. Remember that z was described with and
=. This way:


(18)



we obtain that  2 X   n3 .

z
log z 2 z  log z 2 2  1  log z 2 2
2
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The explanation to the last step:

1
  1 2
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□
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1
 2
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.
3 

□

Proof (of Theorem 1) The proof is straightforward by
applying Lemma 1 and 2:

 2 X  n 3  

 2 X  On 3 

,

because

 2 X  n 3  

and
□

In our case the upper bound n to the total number of
similarities is 2(N-1).

Therefore:
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VI. APPLYING CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF SIMILARITIES
Following we show that the total number of similarities
are close to their expected value.
Theorem 2: Let N be the number of members in a
phonebook centric social network and SN=X1+X2+...+XN
where Xi , i=1,…,N, is a random variable representing the
number of similarities raised by member i, i.e.
Pr[ X i  x]  x   if x  n and Pr[ X i  x]  0 otherwise,
where n=(N), = and  is a constant. Let  =
E[Xi]. Then

Pr[S N  cN ]  1  (m),
where m  ac  1N
constant.


2

1

and a is an appropriate

(19)

By the central limit theorem, the distribution of ZN
approaches the standard normal distribution:

1
2

x

e

t 2
2

dt

f ( x) 

2

e

 x2
2

(22)

( N 4  )
c  1

 1  
 N 2 


1

 a c  1N 2 ,


1 

PrS N  cN   Pr Z N  ac  1N 2 .




1

PrS N  cN   PrZ N  m
 1  m .

(24)
□

Theorem 3: For m  ac  1N



1  (m) 
(21)

(23)

Let m  ac  1N 2 . Since, by the central limit
theorem, the distribution of ZN can be approximated by the
standard normal distribution, we have

(20)

The density function looks as follows:

1



( N 3 ) N
c  1N

where a is an appropriate constant. Therefore:

S N  N
 N

Z N  ( x) 





Proof: X1, X2, …, XN are N independent and identically
distributed random variables, each having finite values of
expectation  and variance 2>0. The central limit theorem
states that the distribution of the sample average of these
random variables approaches the normal distribution with a
mean  and variance 2/n. Let

ZN 

cN  N
 N
c  1N

ZN 

1
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1
2 :

 2

e N ,

where  = (a(c-1))2/2 is a constant.
Proof:

Now we determine the probability that SN is greater or
equal than c times of its expected value, for a constant c>1.
For SN= cE[SN]=c then

1
1  (m)  1 
2
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2
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where a,x) is the incomplete gamma function.
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feature of phonebook centric social networks compared to
other solutions.
In the following model we consider only the registration
operation, since it can bring the most similarity, because a
totally new phonebook is being uploaded in the system. This
operation can be divided for two main tasks. Firstly, when a
member registers, she or he should be compared to every
phonebook contact in all phonebooks present in the
network. If we consider the number of private contacts in a
phonebook as a random variable XPc, this means E[XPc]*N
comparisons, where E[XPc] is the expected value of the
phonebook sizes, N is the number of members in the
network before the registration and PC denotes to private
contacts. After the initial state of the social network, when
the number members N is high, it can be considered as a
relative constant value in one processing step of the queue
model.
Based on the database of Phonebookmark we were able
to estimate the distribution of phonebook sizes. Figure 6
shows the tail distribution of the phonebook-sizes such that
the x-axis has linear scale and the y-axis logarithmic scale.
The points on this figure fit very well to a line, which means
that the tail of the phonebook sizes decreases exponentially.
This provides a simple empirical test for whether a random
variable has an exponential distribution. In this case the
gradient of the function gives the parameter of the
exponential distribution (Figure 6).

(28)

where  = (a(c-1))2/2 is a constant.

□

VII. MODELING PROCESSING TIME FOR SIMILARITIES
As we have highlighted, similarity detecting and
handling is a key issue in phonebook centric social
networks. First the similarity algorithm has to find similar
persons then handle them properly. Phonebookmark uses a
semi-automatic similarity resolving mechanism. First it
detects similarities and calculates a probability for them,
which indicates how likely the corresponding phonebook
contact and the member of the network identify the same
person. This detecting algorithm runs in the background
continuously on server side and it has to scan the members
of the network at registration or synchronization events. In
case of multiple similarities, Phonebookmark uses the
similarity probability values to determine the proper order.
The details of the algorithm are discussed in [25].
The behavior of the similarity detecting algorithm is
similar to a queuing system where the processing unit is the
algorithm and the entities in the queue are the person pairs
which are waiting for comparison. The responsiveness of
the algorithm is critical as similarity handling is a key

Figure 6. Size of phonebooks in Phonebookmark
In this measurement this parameter is 0.0047, the
expected value of the exponential distribution can be
calculated as the reciprocal of this parameter, thus the
expected value of phonebook sizes according to this
measurement is 212. Following we refer to E[XPc] as C.
This shows that the phonebook sizes can be modeled very
well with an exponential distribution.
The other task during the member registration is to
check, which members of the network are in the phonebook
of the new member. This task requires N*XPc comparisons,
where the size of the new phonebook is modeled also with
exponential distribution.
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This way the amount of comparisons required by a
member registration is modeled with the random variable
X*Pc:

X



Pc

 C  N  X Pc  N  N  (C  X Pc )

(29)

Following we show that X*Pc has exponential
distribution.
Lemma 4: X*Pc random variable has exponential
distribution.
Proof:
Because of the linear transformation, the distribution
function of X*Pc looks as follows:

FX Pc ( x )  FX Pc (

x  N  C
),
N

1
2CN



 1,
(33)

1
2CN

□
This way the average number of person pairs Q waiting
for comparison can be calculated (Section 3.2 in [26]) with:

Q


1

2CN

(34)

(30)

when N>0, which is always true in our case. This way
since the distribution of XPc and X*Pc looks the same, X*Pc
has also exponential distribution.
□
We model the registration rate of members as a Poisson
process with  parameter and we assume that a person pair
comparison is the time unit.
Theorem 4: In order to keep the stability of the
similarity detecting the following is required for the rate of
member arrival:





Based on this model, the resource requirement of the
similarity detecting can be calculated in real environment,
considering the speed of the processing unit(s). In order to
demonstrate the behavior of this queue, we have made
measurements regarding to the registration of the members
in Phonebookmark.
Figure 7 illustrates the queue length considering 2C∗N
and 2.5C∗N processed person-pair comparison in one step.

1
.
2CN

Proof: According to Kleinrock’s model for queuing
systems (Section 3.2 in [26]), when the arrival rate is
modeled with a  parameter Poisson distribution and the
processing with exponential distribution with  parameter
then the requirement for stability:


 1.


(31)
Figure 7. Queue length for similarity calculation

This means that the expected value of serving time (1/)
is smaller than the expected value of time between arrivals
(1/). In our case the expected value of the serving time is
E[X*Pc], since we considered a person pair comparison as
the time unit. By applying Lemma 4 we can see that X*Pc has
an exponential distribution and the expected value of it is
calculated by:

E[ X  Pc ]  E[CN  X Pc N ] 
CN  NE[ X Pc ]  2CN .

(32)

In case of exponential distributions, the reciprocal of the
expected value is the  parameter of the distribution. This
way the requirement of the stability looks as follows:

The x-axis shows as the number of members in the
system increases, while the y-axis represents the number of
comparison steps when a new member registers (sum of the
remaining comparison and the new ones). It can be seen that
the average queue length can be decreased signiﬁcantly,
when the processing speed increases.
Figure 8 illustrates the queue length normalized with the
number of members.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Social network sites are becoming more and more
important in everyday life. Phonebook centric social
networks enable to manage online and mobile relationships
within one system.
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Figure 8. Normalized queue length for similarity
calculation
The key mechanism of such networks is a similarity
handling algorithm which detects similarities between
members of the network and phonebook entries.
The number of similarities is a key parameter from
scalability point of view. In our previous research we have
shown how to estimate the expected number of similarities
[23]. In order to show the accuracy of this model, in this
paper we proved that, the distribution of similarities has a
finite variance (Section V). This model can be used generally
in other similar distributions.
After that, as the variance is finite, we applied central
limit theorem to examine the accuracy of our estimation of
the total number of similarities. We showed that the total
number of similarities is close to their expected value. As a
future work, the estimation, stated in Theorem 2, can be
refined by taking the speed of the convergence to the limit
distribution into account.
Finally we showed that in order to ensure the
responsiveness of the network the similarity detecting should
work quickly. We have given a queue based model for
similarity detecting and we have shown how to calculate the
expected queue length, assuming Poisson arrival for member
registration. The results can be applied also for the resource
requirement in different social networks providing
synchronization with an external contact list.
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Abstract—An adequate wireless network plan is needed to
replace the traditional wired LANs. A full coverage WLAN
offers the flexibility to relocate people and equipment or to
reconfigure and add more wireless devices to the network.
Usually, an IEEE 802.11 variant is chosen based on their
bandwidth and their coverage area. However, sometimes there
are special cases where the best technology is not the newest
one. In addition, suitable positioning of access points (AP) is
crucial to determine the efficiency of the network. E.g. in the
case where devices are going to transmit at a maximum of 1
Mbps, any choice is acceptable, but when it is required higher
performance, other factors must be considered. In this paper,
we compare IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n indoor environments to know
what technology is better. This comparison will be taken in
terms of RSSI, coverage area, and measuring the interferences
between channels. These key factors must be optimum to have
high performance in the WLAN. This study will help the
researchers to choose the best technology depending of their
deploying case, and we will see study the best variant for
indoors.
Keywords-WLAN; IEEE 802.11; Coverage; Interferences;
Performance measurements.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of the paper presented
by S. Sendra et al. in [1].
One of the major issues in Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) indoor environments is the multipath dispersion
due to the influence of many signal reflectors and diffusions.
Walls, floors and roofs attenuate the signal highly and
provoke great variations in the mean received power. Even
the furniture and the metallic structures of the walls and
roofs have high impact because they enhance the scattering
and diffraction. There has been many studies about the signal
propagation in indoors [2][3]. Moreover, there are special
challenges when designing WLANs in indoors [4].
Because the emitter and the receiver are close, the delay
between echoes will enlarge the delay spread. But, temporal
variations are slower because of the low mobility of the
users. Temporal variations are mainly given by the presence
of humans close to the antennas. Moreover, there are other
features in indoor environments such as:
• Electromagnetic fields provided by electronic devices.
Although the reflection and diffraction can be modeled,
there are many things inside the building that introduce a
certain grade of variability [3].
• Usually people walking in any corridor or facility close to
the emitter or the receiver will cause significant variations
[5].

• Because the distances are short, any variation of the
direction of the antenna will imply high changes in the
signal received.
• Metallic objects reflect the radio signal. The signal will not
cross metallic walls and metallic objects will fade.
• Wood, crystal, plastic and bricks reflect part of the signal,
but let pass the rest.
• The objects with high humidity have more signal
absorption.
There are several indoor propagation models. They can be
classified in empirical models (which are based on the
measures taken and predict the signal loss), in deterministic
models (that simulate the signal propagation in order to
characterize the transmission channel), theoretical models,
(which are based in the physical laws of the modeled
medium) and stochastic models (they are modes which
results have a probability distribution) [6]. The appropriate
model must be chosen based in the design necessities.
Empirical models are used in network design, while
deterministic models are used for high precision
applications. The first ones are less complex and need
lower input parameters, but they do not predict
instantaneous signal fainting [7].
The most well known models are the following ones:
• Log-Normal Shadowing Path Loss Model [8]
• Loss Model based in COST 231 [9]
• Linear Path Attenuation Model [10]
• Keenan-Motley Model [11]
• ITU-R Model [12]
• Dual Slope-Model [13]
• Multi-Wall Model [14]
Several authors have studied empirically each one of
them providing their drawbacks and benefits.
But, when we are setting up a WLAN, it is not practical
to model all wireless coverage area for each site where the
access point is going to be placed, especially when we are
talking about large extension areas [15]. Within the IEEE
802.11 standard [16], there are included several variants like
IEEE 802.11a, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g and IEEE
802.11n. All of them provide different coverage areas, and
even different signal strength inside the coverage area.
The standard uses the CSMA/CA protocol as the medium
access method. It is a carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance used to avoid collisions between wireless
data packets. In Europe, the frequency ranges from 2.401 to
2.483 GHz is divided into 13 channels of 22 MHz wide, and
spaced 5 MHz between them, where channel 1 is centered on
2.412 GHz and the channel 13 is located at 2.472 GHz.
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Japan adds an additional channel 14, located 12 MHz above
channel 13. In an IEEE 802.11 network, the participant
significantly reduces the speed of the overall wireless
network. Now we are going to introduce each IEEE 802.11
variant [17, 18].
A. IEEE 802.11a
IEEE 802.11a was approved in 1999. Although it was
born in 1999, it did not begin to be marketed until 2001. This
variant works in the 5 GHz band. Its architecture is based on
two types of devices: the Access Points (APs), which are the
base station for the wireless network, and the wireless
clients, that can be mobile devices such as laptops, PDAs,
and fixed devices such as desktops and workstations
equipped with a wireless network interface.
IEEE 802.11a uses OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing) modulation with 52 subcarriers. This
standard has a theoretical maximum speed of 54 Mbps, but
the transmission rate decreases when the signal quality
decreases. 54 Mbps could be changed to 48, 36, 24, 12, 9 and
6 Mbps. There are 52 subcarriers, 48 of them are used for the
data transmission and 4 for pilot tasks, with a separation of
312.5 KHz. Each subcarrier may be modulated by BPSK
(Binary Phase Shift Keying), QPSK (Quaternary Phase Shift
Keying), 16-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) or
64-QAM.
IEEE 802.11a provides 12 non-overlapping channels. As
it uses the 5 GHz band, the signal has less interference than
the other standards IEEE 802.11. But the equipment must be
in the line of sight (LOS) to gain a better efficiency in
communications.
B. IEEE 802.11b
The 802.11b standard was approved in 1999. IEEE
802.11b data are encoded using the Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum Signal (DSSS). This technology uses CCK
(Complementary Code Keying) and QPSK modulation to
achieve a maximum transfer raw rate of 11 Mbps. However,
it cannot exceed 6 Mbps with TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) and 7 Mbps with UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
theoretically.
The protocol can be used in point-to-multipoint or pointto-point topology with links over distances proportional to
the features of the antennas and output power. Furthermore,
if there is any problem with the signal quality, it is possible
to transmit in 5.5, 2 or 1 Mbps, using redundant methods of
data encryption.
First devices appeared very quickly because this variant
was an extension to the DSSS modulation of the original
standard. The higher speed and the low cost of the devices
achieved a fast growth of this technology in the market.
C. IEEE 802.11g
IEEE 802.11g appeared in 2003. It is an evolution of
IEEE 802.11b. It works on 2.4 GHz frequency band and it is
compatible with IEEE 802.11b. Its theoretical transfer is 54
Mbps, although it is reduced to 22 Mbps when the receiver is
some meters far from the AP in a real scenario. It uses 52
subcarriers.

The modulation scheme used in 802.11g is orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), such as in
802.11a, with data rates of 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 54
Mbps. It reverts to CCK (like the 802.11b standard) for 5.5
and 11 Mbps and to DBPSK and DQPSK + DSSS for 1 and
2 Mbps respectively. In this standard, there is also a speed
decrease according to the signal quality.
IEEE 802.11g suffers from the same interference as
IEEE 802.11b in the already crowded 2.4 GHz range.
Because IEEE 802.11g uses the same radio signaling
(CCK) as 802.11b, at the lower four IEEE 802.11g data
rates, it is fully backward compatible with IEEE 802.11b.
This enables IEEE 802.11b/g wireless networks to continue
supporting only IEEE 802.11b enabled devices. IEEE
802.11g may seem to be the competence of 802.11a, but
most products include both technologies because they are
complementary.
D. IEEE 802.11n
While IEEE 802.11a/b/g WLANs provide adequate
performance for today's networking applications, the
wireless applications of next generation require higher data
throughput and bigger coverage area. This variant sought to
bring the transmission capacity of wireless data transmission
at speeds of wired systems.
IEEE 802.11n is a proposed amendment to the IEEE
802.11-2007 standard [16] in order to significantly improve
the network performance of the previous standards such as
802.11b and 802.11g. IEEE 802.11n is built based on
previous standards of the 802.11 family, adding MultipleInput Multiple-Output (MIMO) and binding of network
interfaces (Channel Bonding). It also adds frames to the
MAC layer.
It presents an increase of the theoretical maximum rate of
600 Mbps of data transfer. Currently it supports a PHY rate
of 450 Mbps, using 3 spatial streams in a channel width of
40 MHz. Furthermore, IEEE 802.11n uses MIMO based on
using multiple transmit and receive antennas to improve
system performance. This technology requires a separated
radio-frequency chain and an analog to digital converter for
each MIMO antenna which increases the implementation
costs compared to the systems without MIMO technology.
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the four
variants of the IEEE 802.11 standard.
The success of the standard has caused density problems
related to crowding in urban areas. So, some issues must be
studied such as interference, coverage and used bandwidth in
each IEEE 802.11 variant. In our previous work, presented in
a conference [1], we carried out coverage measurements of
several devices that were capable to work in different IEEE
802.11 variants. In addition, the number of lost packets,
bandwidth and throughput when there are interferences, for
each IEEE 802.11 variant were measured. In this paper, we
have added, on the one hand, some coverage measures that
were not performed in the previous work and, on the other
hand, we have taken more measurements of lost packets,
bandwidth and throughput for each IEEE 802.11 variant. The
results will be the mean values for each variant.
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Table 1. Technology comparison.
IEEE
802.11a

IEEE
802.11b

IEEE
802.11g

IEEE
802.11n

5.7 GHz

2.4 GHz

2.4 GHz

2.4 / 5 GHz

54 Mbps

11 Mbps

54 Mbps

600 Mbps

Modulation

OFDM

CCK
modulated
with QPSK

DSSS,
CCK,
OFDM

OFDM

Channel
bandwidth
Coverage
radius

20 MHz

20 MHz

20 MHz

20 / 40 MHz

35 m

38 m

38 m

75 m

Frequency
band
Average
Theoretical
speed

Unlicensed
spectrum
Radio
Interference
Introduction
cost
Device cost
Mobility
Current use
Security

Yes (it
depends on
countries)

Yes

Yes

Yes (it
depends on
countries)

Low

High

High

Low

Low

Low

Highmedium

Low

Low

Medium

Yes
High
Medium

Yes
High
Medium

Yes
High
High

MediumLow
MediumLow
Yes
Medium
Medium

In this paper, we are going to show the empirical
coverage area and the signal strength inside the coverage
area. This let us know which is the technology that provides
better coverage features, but, in this case (compared with
reference [1], we will take more measures in order to extract
more reliable conclusions. Moreover, we are going to
compare the interferences between neighboring channels for
each technology in order to know the number of available
channels that can be used to plan the wireless network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II shows the related work on WLAN coverage
designs. This section is separated in two parts. The first part
shows indoor coverage studies and the second part shows
papers related with performance measurements such as
interferences, bandwidth and throughput. The test bench
where our measurements have been performed is shown in
Section III. Section IV presents the coverage measurements
performed and the graphs obtained for each device, working
in different IEEE 802.11 variant. Section V shows the
measurements of the interferences between channels for each
variant. It shows the graphs of lost packets, bandwidth and
throughput when there are interferences. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper and gives our future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

In the literature, there are some works related with
performance test and interference calculations. However,
very few people have worked with physical devices to obtain
real values.
A. Related works of indoor coverage.
There have been many studies of indoor coverage for
single-transmitter and single-receiver protocols, like IEEE
802.11a, IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g [6]. Others use

the measurements obtained from the signal level of a group
of access points to perform the channel planning while
avoiding interference [15]. There are some that locate clients
by using the signal strength received by several access points
[5]. IEEE 802.11 infrastructure has the advantage of being
available in numerous indoor environments, and is deployed
in densities that allow for the possibility of positioning with
meter level accuracy.
As IEEE 802.11 networks are widely deployed, there has
been a significant amount of work about planning IEEE
802.11n wireless networks. In such networks, the use of
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) transmission
scheme changes the expected behavior of signal level due to
its multiple antenna use, exploiting physical phenomena such
as multipath propagation to increase the transmission rate
and reduce the error rate.
Foschini [19] derives theoretically that for the same SNR
a 2x2 MIMO channel can hold twice the amount of
bandwidth than using a single transmission and receiving
antenna. As shown in [20] even further gain can be expected
by the use of larger arrays of antennas in both reception and
transmission.
Most of the recently published papers have modeled the
MIMO channel matrix with independent and identically
distributed Gaussian entries, which is an idealistic
assumption, especially for indoor scenarios. More realistic
MIMO channel models can be generally divided into three
classes: ray-tracing, scattering and correlation models [21].
Anyway, for indoors need very large simulation time and
complexity for trying to provide a good prediction of the
channel behavior. On the other hand, correlation-based
models don’t provide detailed information about coverage,
which could be needed for applications like indoor
positioning [22].
There are still a few indoor IEEE 802.11n channel
measurements reported in the literature. Simulation methods
of these channels based on direct measurements are even
fewer. At the 5 GHz band, for example, the publicly
available IEEE TGn models [23] are the most convenient
tools for MIMO channel simulations. However they have
their own limitations; e.g., they are based on single-input
single-output (SISO) channel models presented in [20] which
do not reflect accurately the multipath propagation channel.
Another work that studies the coverage is presented by E.
Amaldi et al. in [24]. This paper describes the optimization
models with hyperbolic and quadratic objective functions.
The authors propose heuristic methods that combine greedy
and local search phases, and show the need of appropriate
planning models and procedures that are specific to WLANs.
The authors suppose that the system affects to the coverage
planning process, and the incidence of overlapping regions
should be taken into account in the planning procedure
(beside of all the other optimization parameters). The
computational results show that their heuristics provide nearoptimal solutions within a reasonable amount of time.
Finally, in [25], J. N. Davies et al. measure the IEEE
802.11n signal level in a real building, but they don’t make
any comparison with IEEE 802.11a or IEEE 802.11g.
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B. Related works of interferences.
From the IEEE 802.11 WLAN interference side,
Nicolescu [26] proposed a model for interference in dense
wireless networks that enables a low complexity procedure
to collect the interference map and can be used to predict the
damage from several simultaneous interferers. Unfortunately
measurement of the interference map faces asymmetries in
the card and channel behavior, which make the complexity
still prohibitive for dense multiple card networks, requiring
direct measurements in indoor deployments. Also, Fuxjäger
et al. [27] show that the assumption of perfect independence
between non-overlapping channels does not always hold in
practice, by means of simple experiments with commercially
available hardware, and found that the level of interference
varies with physical distance, concurrent link-load,
modulation rate, frame size, transmission power, receiver
sensitivity and design, antenna patterns, etc., calling also for
more direct measurements.
J. Padhye et al. present in [28] an interference
measurement-based study between links in a static, IEEE
802.11, multi-hop wireless network. Then, the authors
propose a simple empirical estimation methodology that can
predict pair wise interference using only measurements.
These tests are based on heuristics methods where the
wireless links are defined by their packet loss rate. They state
that this methodology could be applicable to any wireless
network that uses omni-directional antennas.
Related to interference and throughput measures in
WLAN, J. Jun et al. present in [29] an accurate formula to
estimate the throughput in IEEE 802.11 networks, for several
variants (802.11, 802.11b, 802.11a), in the absence of
transmission errors and for various physical layers, data rates
and packet sizes. The authors cite some applications where it
is very important to know the maximum throughput in order
to design them correctly. Theoretical Maximum Throughput
can be used to facilitate optimal network provisioning, for
example, in multimedia applications. It can influence the
topological distribution of the nodes in the case of ad-hoc
networks.
Although analytical studies and network simulations may
provide valuable insights of the WLANs' operation, they
cannot predict the actual performance of practical
implementations
with
high
accuracy.
Moreover,
measurements obtained from file transfer operations are also
limited by the need to specify the processor type, processor
speed and the network operating system. B. Bing presents in
[30], an experimental study to characterize the behavior in
terms of throughput and response time of two commercial
AP under different degrees of network load. They are
WavePOINT, from Lucent Technologies, and Spectrum24,
from Symbol Technologies. The tests showed important
characteristics such as throughput and response time under
various network loads. The author also shows that the length
of a data frame and the wireless bit rate also affects to the
WLAN’s transmission capabilities. But, the performance of
an IEEE 802.11 WLAN is generally unaffected by the type
of frame and the use of reservation frames such as RTS and
CTS.

III.

THE SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

In this section, we describe the scenario where the
measures have been taken and the hardware and software
used to perform our research.
A. Place of measurement
In order to do the measures, we have sought a wide
enclosure with an area of 91 m2, with a length and a width of
12.5 m by 6.68 m. This building is made with walls of
different thickness and materials. We have tried to find a
scenario that was made from different materials, as can be
found in common houses.
Fig. 1 shows the plane of garage. It has rectangular base,
divided into two parts by a wall of 9 cm of thick: the garage
(left) and the kitchen (right). The enclosure of the staircase is
made of bricks with high consistency. All these walls have a
layer of plaster and paint on both sides. The bathroom is
made with hollow bricks of 9 cm. These walls are covered
by ceramic tiles. All external walls are double with a thermic
and acoustic insulation of polystyrene. Fig. 1 also shows the
APs placement. In red we can see AP, which has been used
for the coverage measurements test bench. In green we can
see AP1 and AP2, which have been used for the interference
test bench. Their placements have been decided randomly in
order to avoid having equidistant placements.
B. Hardware used in the test bench
Four APs of different brands and models have been used.
All of them are capable to working in different wireless
technologies of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n (depending on the
model). The models used are described below:
• Linksys WRT320N: It is a small device that is able to work
in IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n standard variants. It works at
frequencies of 2.4 GHz and 5GHz. It has three internal
antennas, needed to work in IEEE 802.11n. Its RF power
(EIRP) is 17 dBm.
• Dlink DWL-2000AP+: It works on IEEE 802.11g. It can
be configured to work as a wireless AP, as a point to point
bridge with another access point, as a wireless bridge point
to multi-point or as a wireless client configured. Its output
power is 16 dBm.
• Cisco Aironet 1130AG: It has been built to provide
wireless coverage in offices and workplaces for their
services. It is designed to be hung on the wall in a vertical
position and it can works in IEEE 802.11a/g but it is also
compatible with 802.11 b. It output power in IEEE 802.11a
is 17 dBm, and its output power in IEEE 802.11g is 20
dBm.
• Linksys WRT54GL: This device is capable of working in
the variants IEEE 802.11b/g, therefore, is only capable of
emitting at a frequency of 2.4 GHz. It has 2 external
antennas, which are used to correct the multipath effect.
His RF power (EIRP) is approximately 18 dBm.
• Linksys WUSB600N: This is a wireless USB interface
device that has been used as the capture device for all
Laptops and PCs used in the test bench. This wireless card
is able to capture IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n signals. It has a
transmitting power of 16 dBm in all variants and its
receiver sensitivity is approximately -91 dBm.
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Figure 1. Scenario and APs situation.

In order to take the coverage measurements, we have
used a laptop with dual core processor at 1.67 GHz per core
and 1 GByte of RAM. In addition, two desktop PCs with an
AMD 1700MHz CPU and 1 GByte of RAM memory have
been used to take the interference measurements.
C. Software used
This subsection describes the software used to perform
our test bench.
• InSSIDer is a freeware that can detect wireless networks
and manage, in a graphics mode, the intensity of these
signals. This program let us detect all wireless networks
in the test area on the computer screen and lists all of
their details: SSID, MAC address, channel, Radio Signal
Strength Indicator (RSSI), type of network, security,
speed and signal intensity and allows monitoring the
signal quality via a chart using the received RSSI [31].
• MS-DOS commands. The MS-DOS shell presents some
utilities and commands, which allow checking the status
of the network connection.
• Net Meter monitors the network traffic used by all
network interfaces [32]. It displays in real-time
graphical and numerical downloading and uploading
bandwidth rates.
IV.

COVERAGE MEASUREMENTS

This section describes the strategies carried out to do the
coverage measurements and the measures obtained.
A. Process to gather the coverage measurements
First we measured the wireless coverage offered by each
device, working on various wireless technologies. These
signal values depend mainly, on the losses suffered due to
the walls traversed and the multipath effect.
In order to perform this work, we draw a grid in the
garage floor. It allowed us to take measurements of all
devices in the same place. The position of the measure points

is seen in Fig. 1. The equidistant points shown in the figure
are separated 1m from each other.
Each access point has been located in the stairwell
(marked in red on Fig. 1), at a height of 50 cm of the floor.
The signal power levels received at each measure point is
collected by a laptop running the application software
InSSIDer. The used capture device was a WUSB600N
wireless card for all computers in order to avoid adding some
sort of error taking the measurements. The laptop was
located at a height of 50 cm above the ground.
B. Results of coverage measures
In Fig. 2, we can see the legend used for all coverage
graphics. All values shown are measured in dBm, with an
absolute error of 1dBm.
Fig. 3 shows the level of coverage obtained with Linksys
WRT320N when it is configured to work only in 802.11a.
As the figure shows, the best coverage is located in the
stairwell. The signal is propagated out of the walls of the
stairwell to the outer walls. Then, there signal strength is
quickly decreased with some low peaks in the coverage area.
Fig. 4 shows the coverage obtained with the Cisco
Aironet 1130AG when it is configured to work only in
802.11 a. This device presents the lowest signal level. This
may be due to the antenna radiation direction (we place all
the devices in the same position, independently of the
placement of the antenna inside of them).
Fig. 5 shows the level of coverage obtained with Linksys
WRT320N configured to work only in 802.11b. In this case,
the best coverage is located in the staircase, but the signal is
decreased quickly as it is propagated to the garage. The
kitchen area has a lower signal level than the garage.
Fig. 6 shows the level of coverage obtained with the
Linksys WRT54GL configured to work only in 802.11b. It
has been the device that provides higher signal strength in
the coverage area.
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Fig. 7 shows the level of coverage obtained with the
Linksys WRT320N configured to work only in 802.11n.
Although there is high signal strength close to the access
point, there are suddenly low values in the coverage area.
Fig. 8 shows the level of coverage obtained with the
Dlink DWL-2000AP configured to work only in 802.11 g.
This device presents the highest signal levels in almost all
the garage surface, and the kitchen’s area.
Fig. 9 shows the level of coverage obtained with the
Cisco Aironet 1130AG configured to work only in 802.11 g.
This device is the one that presents the lowest signal level.
This may be due to the antenna radiation direction (we place
all the devices in the same position, independently of the
placement of the antenna inside of them).

Figure 3.

Coverage to Linksys WRT320N in 802.11a.

Fig. 10 shows the level of coverage obtained for the
Linksys WRT320N configured to work only in 802.11g. As
we can see, when it is working in IEEE 802.11b, its coverage
is better than in IEEE 802.11g . It is even more significant in
closest distances.
Fig. 11 shows the coverage obtained with the Linksys
WRT54GL when it is configured to work only in 802.11g. It
has been one of devices that provides the lowest higher
signal strength in the coverage area.

Figure 2. Colour legend.

Figure 4. Coverage to Cisco aironet 1130AG in 802.11a

Figure 5. Coverage to Linksys WRT320N in 802.11b.

Figure 6. Coverage to Linksys WRT54GL in 802.11b.

Figure 7. Coverage to Linksys WRT320N in 802.11n.

Figure 8. Coverage to Dlink DWL-2000AP in 802.11g.
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Figure 9. Coverage to Cisco Aironet 1130AG in 802.11g.

Figure 10. Coverage to Linksys WRT320N in 802.11g.

Figure 11. Coverage to Linksys WRT54GL in 802.11g

V.

INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENTS

This section describes the process used to make the
interference measurements. It also shows the topology of
PCs and APs.
A. Scenario
In this test, we have used four PCs and two APs of the
same brand and model. Fig.1 shows the location of AP1 and
AP2 (marked in green). These sites are chosen to ensure that
there are walls between the two small wireless networks.
First, we used channel 6 for both wireless devices. Then,
we configured different IP networks in order to perform our
test. Now we are able to measure the effects of the
interference generated by another network working in the
same channel. In order to take the measurements, we
changed the working channel in one device while the other
remained fixed. The measurements were taken for each
channel until there was a difference of 5 channels. With the
collected data, the average value of lost packets, throughput
and bandwidth was estimated. This let us know the behavior
of each variant based on the number of overlapping
channels.
Fig. 12 shows the topologies. The PCs are situated at a
distance of approximately 1 m from the AP which is
associated to. A large file is transmitted between the
computers associated to the AP2. Meanwhile, measurements
of the packet loss, throughput and bandwidth consumed are
carried out in the Wireless Network of the AP1.

Figure 12. Network topology.

In order to present our results, we have grouped the
collected data of the variants IEEE 802.11 b/g/n (all of them
work at 2.4 GHz) in the same figures, because the
distribution channels were the same, while IEEE 802.11a,
which works at 5GHz, was displayed in separate figures.
The measures were made with all devices under test,
working on different variants. Later, we computed the
average value of lost packets, throughput and bandwidth.
B. Lost Packets
Based on the physical properties of radio-frequency
signals, when we have two frequency components,
represented in the same spectral domain, the interference
should be low (which results in fewer lost packets), because
overlapping spectra is lower. But, in the following
simulations we have found that the measurements do not
always follow this behavior.
In order to know the lost packets, a ping is transmitted
between the PCs associated to AP1. We fixed the maximum
time to 1000 milliseconds. After this time, the packet will be
considered lost. We choose a small time, because it is a small
network, without a large number of intermediate devices that
may introduce delays. Measurements were taken during 3
minutes in each the devices.
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The obtained results as a function of the amount of
channel separation are shown in the following figures.
Figure 13 shows the number of lost packets for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, when both devices are working on the same
channel. As we can see b variant has higher number of lost
packets (around 44%) than g variant, while devices working
in IEEE 802.11n do not have lost packets.
Figure 14 shows the number of lost packets for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, where there is one channel between them. In
this case, b variant records around 55% of lost packets and g
variant has lost 42%. IEEE 802.11n does not have lost
packets.
Fig. 15 shows the number of lost packets for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, where there are two channels of separation.
The number of lost packets, when the devices operate in

IEEE 802.11b/g variants, was between 42 and 46%. In this
case, IEEE 802.11n variant has 1% of lost packets.
Fig. 16 shows the number of lost packets for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, when there are three channels of separation.
The number of lost packets for IEEE 802.11b/g was between
40 and 44% and the IEEE 802.11n variant does not have lost
packets.
Figure 17 shows the number of lost packets for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, when there are four separation channels. As we
can see the IEEE 802.11b variant has a higher number of lost
packets (around 42%) than the IEEE 802.11g variant (around
37%). While IEEE 802.11n, does not have lost packets.
Figure 18 shows the number of lost packet for IEEE
802.11 b/g/n, when there are five separation channels. The
number of lost packets for IEEE 802.11b/g was between 38
and 42%, and IEEE 802.11n didn't report lost packets.
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Figure 13. Lost packets with overloaping channels.

Figure 14. Lost packets with one channel of difference.
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Figure 15. Lost packets with two channels of difference.
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Figure 16. Lost packets with three channels of difference.
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Figure 17. Lost packets with four channels of difference
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Figure 18. Lost packets with five channels of difference.
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0.09

1.14

5.5

12.98

14.54

35.25 1

0.31

43.5 2

And IEEE 802.11 g follows expression 2:
0.35

4.95

25.96

59.43

Where x is the separation between working channels and
y represents the value in % of lost packets.
In order to test the performance of IEEE 802.11a variant
we used two different devices. The first one was Cisco
Aironet 1130AG working in IEEE 802.11a, which uses
dynamic frequency selection (DFS). This system does not
allow us to select different channels (such as we did in IEEE
802.11 b/g/n). The other device was the WRT320N working
in IEEE 802.11a, which only works in the channels 36, 40,
44, 48. Although in the 5GHz frequency band, devices could
work theoretically with 8 non-overlapping channels
simultaneously, this device only allows us to work with 4
non-overlapping channels. Then, we estimated the average
bandwidth for each device when there are no overlapping
channels. The results are represented in fig. 19.
As fig19 shows, WRT320N working in IEEE 802.11a
presents five times less packet loss than the Cisco Aironet
1130AG device (which has around 40%).
C. Throughput and Bandwidth consumption measurements
In order to measure the bandwidth offered by each
technology, we performed the following test. First, 2 PCs
were associated to the AP2 and were transmitting large files
consuming all the bandwidth available in this network. Then,
there were 2 PCs associated to the AP1, which were
transmitting a large file too. The Net Meter captured the
consumed bandwidth in one of these PCs. The measures are
carried out during 3 minutes.
The result of the average bandwidth consumed by each
IEEE 802.11 variant for different the number of separation
channels is shown in the following figures.

60

Average nº of Lost Packets (%)

The measurements show that devices operating under the
IEEE 802.11n variant does not have lost packets, while the
IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g variants could have 40% of
lost packets (depending on the amount of separation
channels). This is mainly because IEEE 802.11n uses MIMO
technology, where both transmitter and receiver have
multiple antennas reducing the interferences. Generally, in
traditional wireless transmission the signal is affected by
reflections, causing self-degradation and therefore data loss.
MIMO takes advantage of physical phenomena such as
multipath propagation to increase the transmission rate and
reduce the error rate. That is, MIMO increases the spectral
efficiency of wireless communication system through the use
of the space domain.
In IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g variants there is a
slight tendency to record fewer lost packets when the
channel separation is an even number than when there is an
odd channel of separation. These losses can be approximated
in both cases by a fifth degree polynomial with high
accuracy. In particular, taking the measurements gathered,
IEEE 802.11b follows expression 1:

50
40
30
20
10
0
Cisco Aironet 1130AG (a)

Linksys WRT320N (a)

Figure 19. Lost packets with non overlapping channel

This average has been estimated taking into account the
measurements taken from all devices for each variant.
Fig. 20 shows the bandwidth consumed for IEEE
802.11b/g/n, when both devices are working in the same
channel. As we can see, IEEE 802.11b variant has
approximately an average of 3Mbps, while IEEE 802.11g
and n variants, provide around 10-12 Mbps.
Fig. 21 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11b/g/n, when
there is one separation channel. In this case, the IEEE
802.11b variant shows a mean bandwidth of 2Mbps and
IEEE 802.11g and n variants provide approximately
11Mbps.
Fig. 22 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11b/g/n, when
there are two separation channels. The average bandwidth
values for IEEE 802.11g and n are between 10-11Mbps.
Furthermore, IEEE 802.11b is using an average bandwidth
of 2.5Mbps.
Fig. 23 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11b/g/n, when
there are three separation channels. In this case, IEEE
802.11g variant has higher bandwidth (11Mbps) than the
IEEE 802.11n variant (10Mbps). IEEE 802.11b variant has
an average value of 3Mbps.
Fig. 24 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11b/g/n, when
there are four separation channels. We can see that IEEE
802.11b variant has an average value of 3 Mbps, while IEEE
802.11g variant has 10.5 Mbps and IEEE 802.11n variant
has 12 Mbps.
Fig. 25 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11b/g/n, when
there are five separation channels. The IEEE 802.11b variant
maintains its average value around 3 Mbps, while IEEE
802.11g/n variants have their average values very close to
10Mbps.
As it happens in lost packets measurements, there is a
trend in the bandwidth consumption that is related to the
separation of the working channels. On the one hand,
IEEE802.11n and b variants, present higher mean values
when the separation between the working channels is even,
while IEEE802.11g variant, has its maximum values when
the number of separation channels is odd.
Fig. 26 shows the bandwidth for IEEE 802.11a variant
when channels are not overlapped. As we can see, both
devices show a similar average bandwidth, with an average
value of 11.4 Mbps.
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Figure 21. Average bandwidth with one channel of difference.
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Figure 23. Average bandwidth for three channel of difference.

Figure 22. Average bandwidth for two channel of difference.
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Figure 24. Average bandwidth for four channel of difference.
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Figure 25. Average bandwidth for five channel of difference.
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Figure 26. Average bandwidth when there are no overlapping channels in IEEE 802.11 a variant.
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Fig. 29 shows the average throughput of IEEE
802.11b/g/n variants, when there are two separation
channels. Again, IEEE 802.11n variant shows the lowest
value, while IEEE 802.11g has its average value around 18%
and the IEEE 802.11b version presents an average
throughput of 22%.
Fig. 30 shows the average throughput of IEEE
802.11b/g/n, when there are three separation channels. In this
case, IEEE 802.11b and g have increased their average
values, locating them between 21% and 24%, but IEEE
802.11n has an average throughput of 4%.
Fig. 31 shows the average throughput of IEEE
802.11b/g/n, when there are four separation channels. The
IEEE 802.11b variant has a throughput around 24.5% and
IEEE 802.11g variant presents an average value of 19%.
IEEE 802.11n variant maintains its value.
Fig. 32 shows the average throughput of IEEE
802.11b/g/n, when there are five separation channels. In this
case, all values have decreased slightly. They have 22.5% for
IEEE 802.11b, 17% for IEEE 802.11g and 3% for EEE
802.11n.
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Average Throughput (%)

Finally, in order to see the use of the link capabilities for
each IEEE 802.11 variant, we have measured the average
throughput. These values have been obtained by dividing the
average bandwidth consumption by the theoretical
bandwidth of the IEEE 802.11 variant. It provides us the
percentage of throughput consumption for each variant. For
the IEEE 802.11n variant, we have used 320 Mbps as a
reference to compute the percentage, because the used
devices were limited to this speed. The results of the
throughput average, as a function of the distance between
channels, are shown in the following figures:
Fig. 27 shows the throughput average of IEEE
802.11b/g/n, when both devices are working in the same
channel. IEEE 802.11b variant has an average throughput of
27%, meanwhile IEEE 802.11g variant maintains its average
value around 18% and IEEE 802.11n variant has an average
value of 4%.
Fig. 28 shows the average throughput of IEEE
802.11b/g/n variants, when there is a separation of one
channel. In this case, IEEE 802.11b/g variants show values
around 20% and IEEE 802.11n maintains its average value
in 4%.
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Figure 27. Average throughput with overloaping channels.
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Figure 28. Average throughput with one channel of difference.
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Figure 29. Average throughput with two channels of difference.
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Figure 30. Average throughput with three channels of difference.
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Figure 31. Average throughput with four channels of difference.
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Figure 33. Average throughput with non overlapping channels

In general, we can see similar effects in all figures. The
IEEE 802.11 variant that has lower average throughput is
IEEE 802.11n, which in no case exceeds 5%. In IEEE
802.11g, the average throughput values is around 20%, while
the variant that best uses its available bandwidth is IEEE
802.11b, which has average values very close to 25% of its
total capacity.
For IEEE 802.11a variant, the average throughput
measures are shown in fig. 33. Both devices have a similar
average throughput (approximately 21%).
In this case it is clear that the interference highly affects
the performance of the wireless network variant. IEEE
802.11a, IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11g have higher
throughput than IEEE 802.11n, (which average values are
between 21% and 25%).
VI.

MEASUREMENT DISCUSSION

Throughout this work we have performed different test
benches in order to characterize the behavior of wireless
signals in indoor environments. These tests have allowed us
to check some statements realized by some papers related to
this issue. We have also seen some other issues.
Moreover, we analyzed the frequency spectrum between
2.4 and 2.5 GHz, which includes all channels used in IEEE
802.11 b/g/n. Because of their physical properties, we could
think that if there is no overlap between channels, there
should not be any interference between them. But our results
did not reflect this fact. In [27], authors show in their

IEEE 802.11b

IEEE 802.11g

IEEE 802.11n

Figure 32. Average throughput with five channels of difference

simulation that non-overlapping channels do not have
interference. In fact, their tests were different from ours.
They analyzed these losses depending on the distance
between nodes. Despite of this fact, the conclusions are
similar. As we have seen, the devices working at 2.4 GHz
register fewer lost packets due to interference, when the
channels are fully overlapping (Fig. 27), than when there is
one channel of separation between the devices (Fig. 28). We
also see that the number of lost packets, maintaining
approximately the same value when there are 3 channels of
separation (Fig. 30), when there are 4 (Fig. 31) or 5 channels
(fig.35). In the last two cases, the number of lost packets
should be very low or zero, since the overlap between the
spectral is virtually nonexistent. In this case, after having
performed different tests, we state that there is a slight
tendency to register fewer lost packets when the channel
separation is an even number than when the channel
separation is an odd number. These measurements enabled
us to characterize this behavior to a fifth degree polynomial
with a correlation value close to the unity.
Moreover, we can extrapolate the analysis about the
number of lost packets to the bandwidth measurements,
where the behavior is identical. That is, when the channel
separation is an even number, there is a greater bandwidth
than when the channel separation is an odd number. This fact
corresponds to the values of lowest packet losses. Therefore,
although we have shown that non-overlapping channels does
not mean less interference level, the analysis shows that a
greater number of lost packets corresponds to a lower useful
bandwidth in the network.
Some published papers define the throughput, as the
volume of information that traverses the network over time.
And others define the throughput as the channel
performance. We have taken the second meaning of this
concept. It relates the amount of information flowing through
the channel and the theoretical maximum capacity offered by
technology. Another factor that draws the attention of this
analysis is that despite of the packet losses registered in
IEEE 802.11n is low; the value of throughput and channel
performance is quite low. As we can see in [33] the
theoretical maximum throughput and data rates for IEEE
802.11 networks in a and b variants are different compared
with real throughput and data rates.
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Figure 34. Internal view of WRT320N

Figure 35. Integrated circuits for WRT320N

Although this phenomenon has been seen in the 4
variants measured, the n variant is the one that has the
biggest difference among its theoretical value and real value.
In order to analyze this, first we have analyzed the hardware
characteristics of wireless device. In this case, WRT320N
has 3 antennas, as shown in Fig. 34, and it should use the 3
antennas in order to work in IEEE 802.11n with MIMO.
However, as we can see in Fig. 35, only two out of three
antennas are controlled by the SE2547A circuit. It allows a
dual stream for both antennas. A review of this device is
shown in a specific forum of wireless technology [34]. There
are also other cases where the devices only work with 2
antennas, enabling a maximum effective flow rate of 315
Mbps compared to the 600 Mbps specified in the standard. In
addition, the theoretical maximum data rate specified in the
WRT320N datasheet is 320Mbps.
Moreover, the USB device used as a receiving interface
is WUSB600N. It has 2 internal antennas and when it works
in IEEE 802.11n, MIMO is also used. The network
performance operating under IEEE 802.11n standard should
be better than the other analyzed standards because the
technology used (that is MIMO) allows it. Therefore, the
most probable cause of the discrepancy between the number
of lost packets and the information flowing through the
channels is due to the hardware characteristics and the low
performance of one of the two devices.
We demonstrated that this behavior is also observed in
other variants. Other authors also analyzed IEEE 802.11 a
and b theoretically [33] and observed this behavior.

specific antenna has been used, with a particular sensitivity.
May be the same experiment performed in other conditions,
may vary the results slightly. However, due to the results and
other previous tests we had made, we believe that the results
obtained are a good sign of the technology behavior. Similar
results would be obtained under the same conditions
We can see that in the closest zones, the best
technologies have been IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11n,
while the worst ones have been IEEE 802.11g and IEEE
802.11a. The one with highest signal strength in larger
distances has been IEEE 802.11b and the worst ones have
been IEEE 802.11g and IEEE 802.11n.
We have also measured the interferences between
neighboring channels for each variant. We have observed
different effects. On the one hand, we observed that the
hypothesis, which told us that if we increase the separation
of working channels, we should record lower losses, so it
would not be always true. May be this effect happens
because the measurements have been taken in closed zones,
and the signal reflections may affect to the received signal
strength. We think that this is a key factor when we are going
to set up an IEEE 802.11 WLAN. Moreover, we have proved
that packet looses have a fifth degree polynomial function of
the channel separation (it matches this function almost
exactly).
In general, although we have seen that the hardware used
is more significant in the packet loss than the chosen IEEE
802.11 variant, we think that the variants IEEE 802.11b and
IEEE 802.11g seem to be better for installations in closest
zones.
Because there is an increasing number of wireless
devices, and the presence of wireless networks working
under the IEEE 802.11 technology is increasing, the
likelihood to create interference is greater.
In a future work we will use the studies we have done in
order to estimate the best position for a wireless sensor
device inside a network, based on the received signal
strength and the frequency interferences, in order to avoid
having random sensor placements.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have measured the signal strength inside
the coverage area of several WLAN variants (concretely in
the IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n).
On the one hand, the measurements have been carried out
under specific conditions, inside a house with a particular
form and size. We chose an isolated place, free of wireless
signals, in order to not having distorted results. We were
pursuing accurate measurements. On the other hand, a
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Abstract—In this paper, we are evaluating several accelerating techniques for content-based image retrieval, suitable for
the Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD). To date,
the experimental results presented in the literature have shown
that the CEDD achieves high rates of successful retrieval in
benchmark image databases. Although its storage requirements
are minimal, only 54 bytes per image, the time required for
retrieval may be practically too long when searching on large
databases. The proposed technique utilizes the Binary Haar
Wavelet Transform in order to extract from the CEDD a
smaller and more efficient descriptor, with a size of less than
2 bytes per image, speeding up retrieval from large image
databases. This descriptor describes the CEDD, but not necessarily the image from which it is extracted. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated through experiments
performed on several known benchmarking databases.
Keywords-CEDD; Binary Haar Wavelet Transform; ContentBased Image Retrieval;

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the use of computers, internet and cameras is getting
more popular, efficient content-based image retrieval is more
essential than ever. Any technology that, in principle, helps
to organize digital image archives by their visual content
is defined as content-based image retrieval (CBIR). By
this definition, anything ranging from an image similarity
function to a robust image annotation engine falls under the
purview of CBIR [1].
Online image repositories such as Flickr contain hundreds
of millions of images and are growing quickly [2]. The
requirements of modern retrieval systems are not limited to
providing good retrieval results, but extend to their ability
for quick results. The majority of internet users would
compromise the partial reduction of result accuracy in order
to save time from searching.
Image retrieval, as well as text retrieval, may be described
by the similarity search paradigm [3]. Efficient approaches
that allow application on generic similarity search problems
still need to be investigated [4]. A promising direction
to address this issue is the approximate similarity search
paradigm [5], [6], [7], [8]. Approximate similarity search
provides an improvement in search performance at the price

of some imprecision in the results. An interesting approach
of approximate similarity search was proposed in [4]. The
idea at the basis of this technique is that when two objects
are very close to each other they ’see’ the world around them
in the same way.
In order to achieve image retrieval from large databases,
the representation of images by Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [9] models is studied in [2]. Image representations
are learned in an unsupervised fashion, and each image is
modeled as a mixture of its depicted topics or object parts.
The present paper proposes a different approach for
searching in large databases. First of all, in order to ensure
quality of the results, the Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD), proposed in [10], [11], is utilized. The size
of this descriptor is 54 bytes/image. Subsequently, the Binary
Haar Wavelet Transform [12] is used for the extraction of
a second descriptor, we call Binary CEDD (B-CEDD). This
second descriptor is employed during the retrieval procedure
instead of the image. In this way, reduced retrieval times
are achieved. A preliminary version of this work has been
presented in [13]. Details concerning the CEDD and the
Binary Haar Wavelet Transform are given in Sections II and
III, respectively.
In order to shape B-CEDD, we follow and evaluate three
different approaches. First, we consider CEDD as a single
vector and apply the Binary Haar Wavelet Transform up
to 15 coefficients. Second, we consider CEDD as a result
of early fusion of two independent vectors, one capturing
color and the other texture information. Also in this case,
the resulting compact descriptor consists of 15 coefficients.
In final third approach, we again consider CEDD as a result
of early fusion of 6 independent vectors and apply Binary
Haar Wavelet Transform to each of the vectors separately.
The length of the resulting descriptor is now 18 coefficients.
In Section IV, we will describe these three approaches in
detail.
During the search process, an image query is entered and
the system returns images with a similar content. Initially,
the similarity/distance between the query and each image in
the database is calculated with the proposed descriptor, and
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only if the distance is smaller than a predefined threshold,
the comparison of their CEDDs is performed. The entire
retrieval procedure is described in Section V. In order to
estimate the appropriate threshold value, efficient techniques,
described in Section VI, were used. The experimental results
are presented in Section VII, and the conclusions of this
study are drawn in Section VIII.
II. T HE C OLOR AND E DGE D IRECTIVITY D ESCRIPTOR
The descriptors, which include more than one features
in a compact histogram, can be regarded that they belong
to the family of Compact Composite Descriptors. A typical
example of CCD is the CEDD descriptor. The structure of
CEDD consists of 6 texture areas. In particular, each texture
area is separated into 24 sub regions, with each sub region
describing a color. CEDD’s color information results from 2
fuzzy systems that map the colors of the image in a 24-color
custom palette. To extract texture information, CEDD uses
a fuzzy version of the five digital filters proposed by the
MPEG-7 EHD [14], [15]. The CEDD extraction procedure
is outlined as follows: when an image block (rectangular
part of the image) interacts with the system that extracts a
CCD, this section of the image simultaneously goes across
2 units. The first unit, the color unit, classifies the image
block into one of the 24 shades used by the system. Let
the classification be in the color m, m ∈ [0, 23]. The second
unit, the texture unit, classifies this section of the image in
the texture area a, a ∈ [0, 5]. The image block is classified
in the bin a × 24 + m. The process is repeated for all the
image blocks of the image. On the completion of the process,
the histogram is normalized within the interval [0,1] and
quantized for binary representation in a three bits per bin
quantization.

Evidence shows that the ANMRR measure approximately
coincides linearly with the results of subjective evaluation
of search engine retrieval accuracy. More details on the
ANMRR are given in section VII. The ANMRR values for
the MPEG-7 descriptors in WANG’s [16] database as well
as the ground truths that were used are available at [17].
Since MPEG-7 descriptor results are not available for the
UCID [18] and NISTER [19] databases, an implementation
of CLD, SCD and EHD in img(Rummager) [20] and LIRe
Demo [21] retrieval systems is used. Details regarding the
experimental results, the implementation of the MPEG-7
descriptors, as well as the ground truths that were used, are
available online.
Another important attribute of CEDD is its small size
requirements for indexing images. The CEDD length is 54
bytes per image.
Table I
ANMRR RESULTS IN THREE BENCHMARK IMAGE DATABASES .

Descriptor
CEDD
DCD MPHSM
DCD QHDM
SCD
CLD
CSD
EHD
HTD

WANG
UCID
CCD
0.25283 0.28234
MPEG-7
0.39460
0.54680
0.35520 0.46665
0.40000 0.43216
0.32460
0.50890 0.46061
0.70540
-

NISTER
0.11297
0.36365
0.2292
0.3332
-

The img(Rummager) and LIRe Demo retrieval systems
use these descriptors to create index files from which they
carry out the search. Img(Rummager) makes XML-type
index files, while LIRe utilizes a Lucene index to store the
descriptors.
III. B INARY H AAR WAVELET T RANSFORM
The Binary Haar Wavelet Transform coefficients of the
histogram are calculated with the use of following Haar
Wavelet Transform [12]:

0 ≤ x < 0.5
 1
−1
0.5 ≤ x < 1
ψ(x) =
(1)

0
else

Figure 1.

The structure of the CEDD.

The most important attribute of CEDDs is the achievement
of very good results that they bring up in various known
benchmarking image databases. Table 1 shows the ANMRR
[14] results in 3 image databases, along with those obtained
by MPEG-7 descriptors. The ANMRR ranges from ’0’ to
’1’, and the smaller the value of this measure is, the better
the matching quality of the query. ANMRR is the evaluation
criterion used in all of the MPEG-7 color core experiments.

Figure 2 shows the four basis functions of the Haar
wavelet of length eight. The Haar wavelet coefficients are
obtained by taking the inner product of the basis functions
with the given histogram. This transformation is very fast as
it does not involve multiplications.
The Haar coefficients capture the qualitative aspects of the
histogram [22]. For example, the second coefficient (from
the basis function 2 in Figure 2) is positive if the sum of
the left half of the histogram bins is greater than the right
half and negative otherwise. Similarly, the third coefficient is
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positive if the sum of the first quarter of the histogram bins
is greater than the second quarter and negative otherwise.
In the Binary Haar descriptor, each of these coefficients
is quantized to ’0’ or ’1’, depending on whether its value
is negative or positive, hence a binary representation is
obtained.

Figure 2.

Four basis functions of the Haar wavelet of length eight.

At the first level, the k bins of the histogram are divided
into two halves. If the sum of the histogram values in the
left half is greater than the sum of the histogram values in
the right half then the second bit of descriptor is ’1’, while
is ’0’ otherwise. Note that the first coefficient corresponds
to the sum of all probabilities in a histogram and it is always
positive. Therefore is quantized to 1 and is not used in
similarity matching.
At the second level, the k/2 bins of each half of the
histogram are divided into two halves. If the sum of the
histogram values in the first half is greater than the sum of
the histogram values in the second half then the second bit
of descriptor is ’1’ else it is ’0’. Similar, if the sum of the
third half is greater than the sum in the fourth half, then the
third bit of descriptor is ’1’ else it is ’0’. This is repeated
recursively for the third and the fourth level.
IV. B INARY CEDD (B-CEDD)
In order to describe the contents of CEDD with another
descriptor significantly smaller in storage needs, we followed
3 different approaches with the use the Binary Haar Wavelet
Transform.
A. Approach 1: B-CEDD1
The first approach considers CEDD as a 144-dimensional
vector, in which we apply 4-level Binary Haar Wavelet
Transform. In the first level, the 144 elements are split in
two groups of 72 elements. If the sum of the coefficients of
the first group is greater or equal to the corresponding sum
of the second group, then the first output coefficient of the
transform is 1; otherwise, it is 0.
In the second level, the 144 elements are split in groups
of 36 elements, and compared in consequent pairs using
the same method as in the first level. The output of the
transform consists of two coefficients. The third level of
the transform compares consequent pairs of 18 elements,
producing another 4 output coefficients.
Finally, the fourth level compares consequent pairs of
9 elements, producing another 8 coefficients. Overall, the
output vector of the transform consists of 15 coefficients. We

chose to apply the transform four times in order to produce
an output vector of 2 bytes. In the rest of this paper, the result
obtained from the application of the Binary Haar Transform
on the CEDD descriptor will be referred as Binary CEDD
with index 1 (B-CEDD1 ).
B. Approach 2: B-CEDD2
The second approach considers CEDD as the results of
early fusion of two independent vectors; a vector capturing
the color information of the image described by the CEDD,
and a vector describing the texture information. To apply the
Binary Haar Wavet Transform, we work as follows: First, we
isolate the color and texture information from the descriptor
in two independent vectors, the CEDD Color vector consisting of 24 elements and the CEDD Texture vector consisting
of 6 elements. The separation is straightforward since each
information item is distinctively placed in the descriptor. The
separation pseudocode is the following:
for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < 24; j++)
{
CEDD_Color [j] += CEDD[24 * i + j];
}
}
for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < 24; j++)
{
CEDD_Texture [i] += CEDD[24 * i + j];
}
}

The Binary Haar Transform is applied on the
CEDD Color vector up to the third level resulting in
7 coefficients (1 coefficient from the first transformation
level, 2 coefficients from the second transformation level,
and 3 from the third level).
Regarding the CEDD Texture vector, given that the resulting 2 halves include 3 elements, the problem arising is
that the transform may be applied only once. In order to
overcome this constraint, whenever this is met during the
transform application, we propose the following solution:
During the first transform level, the 6 elements are divided
in 2 triads. To apply the second level, the middle element
of each triad is cloned. The 2 identical elements replace the
original element from which they came from. In this way,
each triad is replaced by a quartet of elements, which now
the transform may be applied on. In the third level of the
Binary Haar Transform the cloned elements are removed and
the transform is applied directly on the vector, comparing
this time the elements per pair. On the whole, 8 elements
are created (1 from the first transform level, 4 from the
second level and 3 from the third). The complete extraction
procedure of the Modified Binary Haar Wavelet Transform
from CEDD Texture is illustrated in Figure 3.
At the end of the procedure, the 2 resulting vectors are
placed consecutively. The size of the produced descriptor is
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Figure 3. Extraction procedure of the Modified Binary Haar Wavelet
Transform from CEDD Texture.

limited to 15 binary bins and its storage requirements are
much smaller than 2 bytes per image (15 bits). In the rest
of this paper, this descriptor will be referred to as Binary
CEDD with index 2 (B-CEDD2 ).
C. Approach 3: B-CEDD3
The third approach splits CEDD to 6 independent vectors
in 24 dimensions. Each vector corresponds to one of the 6
texture areas used by the descriptor. The transform is applied
twice to each of the vectors, splitting the vectors to groups
of 12 and then to 6. From each vector, 3 coefficients are
produced. We produce B-CEDD3 by taking consequently the
18 output coefficients (3 × 6 = 18). This approach results
to the largest descriptor size and is closer to the essence of
Compact Composite Descriptors where CEDD belongs to,
but as we will see in Section VII it does not lead to the best
end-results.
V. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
One of the most important attributes of the Binary CEDD
is that it is extracted directly from the CEDD with no
intervention of the described image. This results in its
immediate extraction from the already existent index files.
The search procedure based on the use of the 2 descriptors, CEDD and B-CEDD, is illustrated in Figure 4. The
user enters a query image in the system. From this image,
both the CEDD and the B-CEDD descriptors are extracted.
The system uses an image database in which the indices are
described by both descriptors. During data retrieval from
databases, the length of the retrieved information is of great
significance [23]. For this reason, in a first phase the system
retrieves only the B-CEDD descriptor, which, due to its
small storage requirements as well as its small length, is
retrieved practically in an instance.
For each database image, the distance between the BCEDD descriptor with the corresponding B-CEDD descriptor of the query image is calculated by a simple X-OR gate.
In the case of 2 identical descriptors, the X-OR output is
equal to 0, while in the worst scenario the obtained distance

is 15 (equal to the B-CEDD length). The logic gate X-OR
requires much less computing resources than the Tanimoto
coefficient. The Tanimoto coefficient is used to calculate the
distance between CEDD descriptors.
If the distance of the 2 descriptors is found to be smaller
than a threshold T , then the CEDD descriptor is retrieved
from the database and its distance from the corresponding
CEDD descriptor of the query image is calculated. The
procedure is repeated for all the database images.
After the completion of the procedure, the classified
results are shown to the user in ascending order of the
distance obtained during the CEDD descriptors comparison.
The most important issue that should be taken into
consideration during the aforementioned procedure is the
determination of the threshold T . This threshold defines
whether an image is potentially similar to the query image. If
it is, then the retrieval of the image’s CEDD is requested and
the process for its comparison with the corresponding CEDD
of the query image is activated. The T value investigation
is described in detail in the following section.
VI. I NVESTIGATING THE T VALUE
In order to determine an appropriate T value, we work
as follows: We choose 35 images from the Wang database
and regard them as historical queries. The historical queries
idea comes from the text retrieval area and has been used to
normalize retrieval scores of documents in cases of fusion
and distributed information retrieval [24], [25].
For each one of the historical queries, searching is
performed in the database from which they originate. In
particular, the distances between the B-CEDD descriptors
of each historical query and each image of the database are
calculated and a ranking list, in which the database images
are ordered according to their distance from the historical
query, is obtained. The procedure is repeated for all the
historical queries. At the end of the process, 35 ranking
lists emerge. Since the Wang database includes 1000 images,
35000 values (35 ranking list × 1000 images) are finally
obtained. By plotting these values the distance distribution
is obtained. As depicted in Figure 5, which shows score
distributions from the three B-CEDD approaches, the first
two approaches produce similar distributions.
Subsequently, the set of these 35000 values for each
approach, enters in a Gustafson Kessel fuzzy classifier [26].
The Gustafson Kessel is an extension of the Fuzzy C-Means
algorithm. The Gustafson Kessel parameters are selected as:
Clusters=4, Repetitions=3000, e = 0.001 and m = 2.
The four resulting classes were used to form a single input
fuzzy system for each approach. The fuzzy system includes
four membership functions which are labeled as: ’Low’,
’Medium’, ’High’ and ’Highest’ The centers of the classes,
as they result from Gustafson Kessel classifier, correspond
to the tops of the membership functions. Given that the score
distribution of the B-CEDD1 and B-CEDD2 are similar to
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Figure 4.

Searching using the 2 descriptors.

descriptor should be also retrieved in order to perform the
comparison.

Figure 5. Distribution of the B-CEDD distances for 35 historical queries.

each other, the fuzzy systems that come from the Gustafson
Kessel classifier output are identical.
The fuzzy system that was shaped operates as follows:
The system gets as input the distance between the BCEDD descriptors of the query image and any other image.
The vertical axis shows the distance that may be obtained
during the comparison of the 2 B-CEDD descriptors, while
the horizontal axis shows the activation degree for the
membership function of each class. Consider, for instance,
that the distance between 2 B-CEDD descriptors was found
to be equal to 4 (see Figure 6). This value activates both the
first and the second membership function by 0.5.
For the simplest scenario of the model usage we should
specify that if the ‘Low’ membership function is activated
with a value greater than the activation value of any other
membership function, then the image under study is likely
to be visually similar to the query image. Thus, the CEDD

Figure 6. Outcome of the historical queries distances distribution classification in 4 classes.

Similarly, if the ‘Low’ activation degree is smaller than
that of another membership function, the image is discarded.
In the next section, the experimental results of a threshold
tuning attempt are presented.
VII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To the best of our knowledge, there is no large scale image
database with ground truths data available that could be used
for the performance evaluation of the proposed method. For
this reason, experiments have been performed on two known
small scale benchmarking databases.
For the performance evaluation the following measures
were used:
1) Recall at n, where n is the number of the retrieved
through the proposed method images. This measure
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presents the number of relevant documents retrieved
by a search divided by the total number of existing
relevant documents.
2) ANMRR at n. The ANMRR ranges from 0 to 1. The
smaller the value of this measure is, the better the
retrieval quality. This measure captures both precision
and recall in one value.
The ANMRR computation requires the average rank computation. The average rank AVR(q) for query q is:
N G(q)

AV R(q) =

X Rank(k)
N G(q)

(2)

k=1

where
• N G(q) is the number of ground truth images for the
query q.
• K is the top ranked retrievals examined where:
K = min(X × N G(q), 2 × GM T )
GM T = max (N G (q))

(3)
(4)

If N G(q) > 50 then X = 2 else X = 4.
Rank(k) is the retrieval rank of the ground truth image.
For a query q, suppose that as a retrieval result the k th
ground truth image is found at a position R. If this image is
in the first K results then Rank(k) = R else Rank(k) =
K + 1.
The modified retrieval rank is:
M RR(q) = AV R(q) − 0.5 − 0.5 × N (q)

(5)

The normalized modified retrieval rank is computed as
follows:
N M RR(q) =

M RR(q)
K + 0.5 − 0.5 × N (q)

(6)

The average of NMRR over all queries is defined as:
Q

AN M RR(q) =

1 X
N M RR(q)
Q q=1

(7)

The proposed method is implemented in the retrieval
system img(Rummager) [20]. For better time measurements,
each experiment was repeated 10 times. All the experiments
were performed on an Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550 @2.83GHz
PC with 3GB of RAM.
As elaborated in the previous section, the necessity for
accurate estimation of the T threshold value which defines
whether the CEDD descriptor of an image should be retrieved, is imperative. In order to determine the appropriate
threshold, we experiment with the following scenarios: Initially, for each of the approaches of B-CEDD, we consider

that the two images may be potentially similar (and calculate
the distance between the two CEDD descriptors) if the distance of their B-CEDD descriptors activates the membership
function ‘Low’ with value equal to 1. This threshold is
defined as T 1.
According to the second scenario, two images may be potentially similar if the distance of their B-CEDD descriptors
activates the membership function ‘Low’ with value greater
than 0.5. This threshold is defined as T 2. At the end, according to the third scenario, two images may be potentially
similar if the distance of their B-CEDD descriptors activates
the membership function ‘Low’ with value greater than 0.
This threshold is defined as T 3.
The values of T for all the approaches are given in
Table II, while in the case of B-CEDD1 and B-CEDD2 the
threshold values are depicted in Figure 6 with a dashed line.
Table II
T HRESHOLD VALUES

B-CEDD1 Thresholds
B-CEDD2 Thresholds
B-CEDD3 Thresholds

T1
3
3
5

T2
4
4
7

T3
5
5
8

Initially, our experiments were performed using Wang
database. The Wang database is a subset of 1000 manuallyselected images from the Corel stock photo database and
forms 10 classes of 100 images each. In particular, the
queries and ground-truth proposed by the MIRROR[17]
image retrieval system are used. MIRROR separates the
WANG database into 20 queries.
For each of these queries, the time of the retrieval through
the proposed system is measured, as well as the time
required when only the CEDD descriptor is used. Table
III illustrates the mean results for the 20 queries of the
Wang database for all the approaches and all the T values.
The Recall index represents the ratio of the correct image
retrievals for each query (images that belong to the ground
truth of the query) to the size of the ground truth. Therefore,
the Recall @ n describes the percentage of the correct
images that were retrieved for all the queries. On the other
hand, the ANMRR index evaluates the order in which the
results were placed after the completion of the procedure.
Thus, in order to assess the systems effectiveness properly
both measures should be taken into account.
Considering these results, it can be readily observed
that the proposed method improves the searching procedure
times significantly. For T 1, all approaches are capable of
retrieving almost 112,000 images per second. But in all three
approaches both Recall @ n and ANMRR have a very small
value. This means that a lot of images from the ground truth
were absorbed during the retrieval procedure. By comparing
the three approaches, B-CEDD1 seems to perform better.
The threshold T 2, which retrieves almost 83,333 images
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Table IV
E XPERIMENTS ON THE UCID DATABASE

Table III
E XPERIMENTS ON THE WANG DATABASE

CEDD Time
B-CEDD1 Time
B-CEDD2 Time
B-CEDD3 Time
B-CEDD1 Retrieved
B-CEDD2 Retrieved
B-CEDD3 Retrieved
B-CEDD1 Recall @
B-CEDD2 Recall @
B-CEDD3 Recall @
CEDD ANMRR
B-CEDD1 ANMRR
B-CEDD2 ANMRR
B-CEDD3 ANMRR

Im.
Im.
Im.
n
n
n

T1
10.0ms
9.1ms
9.1ms
242.95
218.40
212.20
0.6476
0.5441
0.4971
0.4011
0.4836
0.5322

45.2ms
T2
13.1ms
12.2ms
13.7ms
404.35
381.45
445.75
0.8188
0.7074
0.7715
0.2528
0.3100
0.3747
0.3397

CEDD Time
T3
19.0ms
19.0ms
19.1ms
562.20
563.15
599.65
0.9234
0.8675
0.8704
0.2636
0.2902
0.2824

per second and its performance is found satisfactory for both
the Recall @ n and the ANMRR, could be considered as the
‘golden-mean’ solution. Compared to the CEDD method, the
proposed method with T 2 retrieves almost four times more
images per second. Also in this case, B-CEDD1 seems to
advance, although it requires slightly more time than the BCEDD2 (8.33% more time / 1 ms), it improves the Recall
@ n by 16.6% compared to the performance of B-CEDD2 .
Better performance is observed also in ANMRR where BCEDD1 , having the value of 0.31, is better than B-CEDD3
by 8.74%.
With T 3, good results were achieved from all the approaches for both the Recall @ n and the ANMRR but
the searching time was over doubled in comparison to the
corresponding time for T 1. Also in this case B-CEDD1 performs better than the other two approaches, with its value of
Recall @ n = 0.9234 approaching the CEDD performance,
consider that the value of ANMRR is smaller by 4% from
the corresponding value that the CEDD descriptor presents.
In the sequel, experiments were performed using the
UCID Database. The UCID database was created as a
benchmark database for CBIR and image compression applications. This database currently consists of 1338 uncompressed TIFF images on a variety of topics including
natural scenes and man-made objects, both indoors and
outdoors. All the UCID images were subjected to manual
relevance assessments against 262 selected images, creating
262 ground truth image sets for performance evaluation. The
results for all the three B-CEDD extraction approaches, for
all the T values are illustrated in Table IV.
In this database we observe that even the smallest values
of T retrieve more images compared to the images that
were retrieved for the corresponding values of T on Wang
database. We also observe that even for very small T , as
for T 1, there are good results for Recall @ n from all
the three approaches that we used. Also in this case, BCEDD1 performs way better than the other two approaches,

B-CEDD1 Time
B-CEDD2 Time
B-CEDD3 Time
B-CEDD1 Retrieved
B-CEDD2 Retrieved
B-CEDD3 Retrieved
B-CEDD1 Recall @
B-CEDD2 Recall @
B-CEDD3 Recall @
CEDD ANMRR
B-CEDD1 ANMRR
B-CEDD2 ANMRR
B-CEDD3 ANMRR

Im.
Im.
Im.
n
n
n

T1
22.7ms
19.5ms
16.0ms
550.13
472.08
379.14
0.8920
0.7990
0.8349
0.2971
0.3258
0.3140

60.3ms
T2
25.2ms
25.9ms
18ms
785.68
825.04
618.90
0.9457
0.8926
0.9424
0.2823
0.2833
0.2905
0.2874

T3
34.0ms
33.3ms
27.4ms
1007.61
987.37
866.44
0.9734
0.9478
0.9653
0.2823
0.2831
0.2848

showing improvement from the B-CEDD3 by 6.83%, while
the improvement from B-CEDD2 equals to 11.64%. BCEDD 1 ANMRR value is by 5.24% smaller than the
corresponding value of the CEDD descriptor, but the system
retrieves twice as many images in the same time.
For T 2, B-CEDD1 performance is approaching the performance of CEDD. With Recall @ n value at 0.9457, ANMRR
presents deviation from the corresponding CEDD value by
just 0.35%. Significant improvements also presented by the
other two approaches.
Finally, for T 3, the performance of B-CEDD1 is identical
to the CEDD performance. At the same time, the other two
methods also improve their performance, with B-CEDD2 to
behave slightly better than B-CEDD3 .
Observing the results in the two databases, is obvious that
the B-CEDD1 approach performs better than the other two
approaches. Considering the threshold value, is obvious that
by T 2, a satisfactory trade-off between the acceleration rate
of the retrieval procedure and the performance rate of the
system is ensured. But how important is the reduction in the
results? In order to quantize the reduction that is observed,
we use a significance test. Significance tests tell us whether
an observed effect, such as a difference between two means
or a correlation between two variables, could reasonably
occur ‘just by chance’ in selecting a random sample [27].
We used a bootstrap test, one-tailed, at significance levels
0.05(*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***), against the CEDD
results baseline in UCID database . The significance test
was applied on Mean Average Precision (MAP):
M AP =

1 X
AP (q)
|Q|

(8)

q∈Q

where Q is the set of queries q.

AP (q) =

NR
1 X
PQ (Rn )
NR n=1
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where Rn is the recall after the nth relevant image was
retrieved. NR is the total number of relevant documents for
the query.
Table V
S IGNIFICANCE T EST R ESULTS

CEDD MAP
B-CEDD1 MAP
B-CEDD2 MAP
B-CEDD3 MAP

T1
0.6598**
0.6324***
0.6747***

0.6748
T2
0.67200.6639**
0.6685**

T3
0.67480.67300.6720-

Observing the results of Table V, we conclude that all
three approaches for T 3 have non-significant reductions in
their results. On the other hand, for T 2 B-CEDD1 is the
only approach which has a non-significant reduction. The
significance test results support the conclusion that the best
method is B-CEDD1 for T 2.
Finally, given that the proposed descriptor is an MPEG-7
like descriptor, the schema of the B-CEDD as an MPEG-7
extension is described as follows:

<?xml version ="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<schema xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema :2004"
xmlns:SpCDNS="B-CEDDNS"
targetNamespace="B-CEDDNS">
<import namespace="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2004"
schemaLocation="Mpeg7-2004.xsd"/>
<complexType name="B-CEDDType" final="#all">
<complexContent>
<extension base="mpeg7:VisualDType">
<sequence>
<element name="value">
<simpleType>
<restriction>
<simpleType>
<listitemType="mpeg7:Binary"/>
</simpleType>
<length value="15"/>
</restriction>
</simpleType>
</element>
</sequence>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
</schema>

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed an extension of the Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor which improves the speed efficiency of
the CEDD. Through the application of the Modified Binary
Haar Wavelet Transform on the CEDD, the proposed method
achieves the extraction of a second, smaller (15 bits length),
descriptor. Essentially, each CEDD descriptor is described
by another compact binary descriptor. During the image
searching process, the compact versions of the descriptors

are employed, and only when their distance is smaller than
a given threshold the searching continues with the CEDD.
The distance between the B-CEDD descriptors is calculated
by using a simple X-OR gate. The logic gate X-OR has
much less computational cost than the Tanimoto coefficient.
One of the most important attributes of the Binary CEDD
(B-CEDD) is that it is extracted directly from the CEDD,
without the need of the described image. This enables
its immediate extraction from pre-existing index files. The
effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated
through experiments. Finally, it is worth noting that the
proposed method can be applied to all Compact Composite
Descriptors [23], [28], [29].
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A b stract!W ith the advent of low cost high powered computin g ,
cameras need n ot just be used to record multimedia data.
Cameras become sensors as we process waveforms of gait signals
from the video content of humans walking towards these cameras.
This sensory data allows ca meras to be incorporated into
networks that monitor humans and their movements. T h is work
introduces a novel analysis of gait for human recognition wh ich
uses and can be used for surveillance. Current app roa ches in
human gait analyses employ lin ear signal decomposition
techniques to obtain features such as frequency an d phase. In
contrast, we establish the nonlinear nature of fronto-normal (FN)
gait. This motivates for th e u se of nonlinear analyses on FN gait
as a biometric and op en s up new avenues for research in gait
recognition. Using these nonlinear analyses to derive features, we
show that by themselves they may not provide sufficient
discriminating ability. But by a novel combination of two
different nonlinear measures, one exploiting chaosity and another
representing regularity, this can be used to identify a person using
gait. W e ap ply this in a multi-biometric experiment to
demonstrate its effectiveness.
Keywords-gait, nonlinear; chaos; Hilbert Huang Transform;
EM D

I. INT RO D UCT IO N
Due to the current security climate, the presence of multimedia
devices such as low cost webcams and security cameras are
well nigh ubiquitous, whether in points of access or traffic. But
these cameras may not just be used to capture image and video
data as the information can be used to sense the environment
and be processed to produce sensory data. This is important as
cameras are being deployed in networks to so that multiple
views and interpretations of a scene can provide a more robust
analysis of the same. For example, the static images that come
from a camera can be used for face recognition which in effect,
senses the presence of a particular person. Considering the
video component of the data, it is more than just a stream of
static images. They incorporate a temporal dimension which
can be used to derive time-based features such as frequency of
the movement of the limbs while walking which comprises the
gait of a person. Effectively, this makes the camera a gait
sensor, which does not require attachment to a person. Gait or
the manner of walking of a person, is a biological feature - its
fundamental properties have been established in medical

studies.
Recently, gait has been considered as a biometric which is
a registered biological trait, used in human identification. Gait
includes static features such as height, stride length and
silhouette bounding box lengths. Some dynamic features of
gait are frequency domain parameters like frequency and phase
of a walk. As a biometric, gait has desirable properties,
primarily because it is hard to disguise, as in normal
circumstances gait movement is involuntary. Furthermore, it
can be used at long distances, and it is non-intrusive and noninvasive. In the literature, the main gait recognition approaches
analyze walking which proceeds in a plane parallel to a
camera, the so-called fronto-parallel (FP) view. This gives the
largest variation in a silhouette from which time series data is
obtained for analysis. From a far distance, this is advantageous.
However, being able to obtain these silhouette images from a
far distance require a clear, uncluttered field of view.
As a contrast, a very common scenario is when people
queue up to access a facility. In a corridor like structure, we
assume that a subject is approaching a camera. In such
situations gait can be used as a supporting biometric because
as the subject draws nearer, other biometrics such as face or
iris can be used for robust recognition. Motion in this plane
which is perpendicular to the FP view, is the fronto-normal
view (FN) which is considered as a special case of FP gait.
Depending on the type of analysis need, in a FP walk, at least
two cycles or four steps are needed. For more robust
estimation of the period of walking, about 8 m is recommended
[1]. To capture this movement, the camera distance required
is about 9 m [2 ] . This is because current video cameras
typically have a focal length and sensor size of 8 mm and 1/2"
respectively. Practically, having such a wide uncluttered space
is difficult, since whenever we want to measure a person’s gait,
many people and objects will be present.
In a FN view, we can still use the 8 m. But this time, we
cover twelve steps and we only need a corridor-like structure,
the width being about that of a human body. Therefore, a
considerable amount of space is saved as shown in Figure 1 in
this case, by 2/9. Besides the considerable advantages in
savings of physical space and better viewpoint, Lee et al. have
put forth the advantages of the monocular FN non-silhouette
approach as [3]:
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i) Smaller physical space is needed.
ii) Multiple subjects can be tracked.
iii) Other biometrics can be easily combined.
iv) Wide variety of time analysis including non-periodic
motion analysis can be used.

data so it can be expressed in terms of components that
combine in a linear way. For each of them, there are much
more ways to do so nonlinearly as described by Tong, which
gives rise to a rich source of features to be used in pattern
recognition [1 0 ]. In this paper, we look at two of the more
prominent methods of nonlinear analyses to derive features for
recognition. We combine these features to increase their
robustness for this task. The novelty of our approach lies in the
use and fusion of nonlinear features for the recognition task.
We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in an experiment.
In Section II, we look at the current state of temporal gait
analysis. Section III covers our setup and preliminary results,
Section IV describes the theory behind using Chaos Theory
and the Hilbert Huang Transform (HHT) for analyzing FN
gait. Section V shows some results with preliminary analysis
and we conclude with Section VI.
A. Overview of temporal Gait Analysis

Figure 1. FP vs FN - physical dimensions for video capture

This approach has its own unique challenges when fast and
reliable recognition is necessary. There are some recent
surveys on gait recognition such as that done by Lee et al. [4]
Most gait recognition approaches use a combination of static
and dynamic gait features. Dynamic features are usually linear,
like frequency of walking. Using time series parametric models
for gait recognition is fairly recent, for example by
Veeraghavan et al. in [5]. Lee et al. showed that chaotic
measures may be used to help identify people by their gait [6].
In another paper, they show that FN gait data is mainly
stationary [7]. Recently, they have also combined nonlinear
measures to provide a more robust gait recognition process [8].
With respect to that publication [8] this paper renders a more
complete treatment of the approach.
Many analyses of gait data assume the property of linearity
without testing for it. Linearity refers to how the data may be
generated by the scaled linear sums of input signals.
Elaborating on this concept leads ultimately to convolution, a
linear operation much used in signal processing. In the main,
dynamic features of gait have been obtained by linearly
decomposing gait signals via the Fourier transform, which is
extensively used and has a good mathematical foundation.
However, most analyses do not check that the signal is linear
and stationary in nature. The gait signal is assumed to be
statistically stationary. However, most biological signals are
not so well specified, many studies showing that they are
nonlinear and nonstationary especially in the FN. Based on
biological evidence and using our FN gait dataset, Lee et al.
have shown that dynamic gait data is in fact nonlinear and thus
should be analyzed using nonlinear methods [9]. Applying
Fourier-based decomposition to nonlinear and nonstationary
signals produce mathematically correct functions, but these
may not have any physical meaning at all. These signal
constituents serve only to accommodate the lack of linearity
and stationarity. This limits the use of such analyses in
processing the signal. There are many methods to decompose

Psychophysical experiments using Moving Light Displays
(MLDs) attached to humans have shown the possibility of
using gait for identification purposes. Some time ago,
Johansson showed how the patterns traced by MLDs can be
perceived as that of people walking [11]. Cutting and
Kozlowski showed that identification was possible from MLDs
[12] . Recently, Troje has shown that the task of recognizing
gender from MLDs has a lower error rate using a frontal view
[13].
Gait as a biometric can be used at long distances, is nonintrusive, non-invasive, and is hard to disguise. From the
medical literature (such as [1]), gait information is obtained via
sensors directly attached to the body. With image processing,
gait is derived from the 2D image projected on a camera
sensor. In this section, we provide a brief overview of human
recognition using gait with time-based features. Gait includes
static features such as height, stride length and silhouette
bounding box lengths. Some dynamic features of gait are
frequency domain parameters like frequency and phase of a
walk, which also includes the bounding box of the walking
silhouette. In the literature, the area of gait analysis and
recognition has involved medical analyses looking for exact
movement of body parts to detect pathological conditions.
Rather than standard approaches which use body silhouettes
as ably described by Nixon et al., we consider the motion
of individual body parts like hands and feet [1 4 ] . These
produce biologically based spatio-temporal signal features
which can be used as a biometric.
Much of the current gait analyses use silhouettes in the FP
view because of the large changes in shape and most of these
analyses assume that the signal derived from gait are linear and
stationary for the sake of simplicity. Linearity refers to how the
data may be described by the scaled, linear sums of input
signals. In what follows, we consider a signal, which can be
considered a set of time series data {x(t i)} for i = 1..N sample
points. In general, we say s is in a linear signal space if :
(1)
where h(k) are constants and the inputs x(t) may be generated
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by functions f(t). That is, the data may be generated by the
scaled, linear sums of input signals. The equation is cast as a
convolution which is a common linear operation.
Stationarity entails having the statistical properties of the
signal up to the second order to be constant in time. That is,
where k p is a constant, E[@] is the statistical
expectation operator and p is the order. Usually the first order
statistic is the mean, and the second order statistic the variance
but sometimes the autocovariance or autocorrelation function
of the signal. These measures have been used to analyze gait
by decomposing the signal into its constituents. A common
linear example, which has been well developed is the Fourier
expansion, where the f(t)’s are sinusoidal functions. Current
approaches have used this successfully because the FP view of
gait is particularly amenable to linear analysis in contrast to the
FN gait, as shown by Lee et al. [8] This motivates a search for
nonlinearity and nonstationarity in descriptions of data which
can be used as biometrics. In this work, they show that FN gait
can be characterised by nonlinear measures. A variety of time
series analyses from the fields of econometrics and physics
may be employed to further characterize the gait. In contrast,
FP gait yields mainly periodic measures.
Ibrahim et al. have used Empirical Mode Decompostion
(EMD) (described in Section III.C) to detect the type of gait of
a subject using a 3D accelerometer using the energy of its
Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) [15]. From the same research
group, Wang et al. have looked into various features based on
IMFs and the features associated with Hilbert spectra for
clinical gait analysis [16].
Kuchi et al. have used EMD for gait recognition. But we
note that they use motion capture equipment, where the
coordinates of markers attached to the body are computed incamera at data rates of 120 samples/s [17 ] . Thus, the cameras
are not designed to give video information. They analyze the
signal for one walk cycle and for one marker, giving
encouraging results. However, they do not analyze their data
to provide justification for using nonlinear, nonstationary
analyses. We also feel that extending the results to ordinary
video cameras that can be used in security checkpoints is
difficult.

trend in the data as will be seen in Figures 3 and 4. The data
trend is immediately removed and normalized in the following
way:
i) Use the coordinates of the bm marker as the origin of the
markers.
ii) The length between the tm/bm markers are used to divide
the distance between the bm marker and the other marker
coordinates.
Thus every subject will have 12 time series associated with the
x and y movements of the 6 markers attached to the body, for
a FN walk. We have 12 subjects giving a total of 144 time
series. In a FP walk, we have only 6 time series from 3 markers
and 2 sequences, giving 12 time series. This is because
analysis using FP data are well documented in the literature.
Of the gait datasets currently available, most are of the FP
view taken at low resolution. Features for recognition include
frequencies of motion from Fourier-based decomposition of
the motion signal. As described by Lee et al. [19] these gait
datasets are not suited for our use and there are few substantial
video sequences of FN gait available. Thus we create and
explore the use of a dataset that focuses on and exploits the
advantages of the FN view. The experience gained in using this
smaller dataset will serve to prepare for larger scale work. We
have FP gait sequences which are used for confirmatory tests
of linearity only.

Figure 2. M arker positions: Left - FN view Right - FP view

II. E XPERIM EN T AL S ET UP
We used a commercial video camera with a capture rate of
25 frames/s at 720 by 480 resolution. In gait recognition from
video, we use feature points that have more motion in the
camera plane. This would be the hands, feet, and knees for a
FP walk. For a FN walk this is also true, although the motions
are smaller in magnitude. For the two kinds of walk, we show
the coloured marker set up in Figure 2. The marker
designations are: lh/rh - left/right hand: lf/rf - left/right foot and
lk/rk - left/right knee. Two additional discs of the same colour
are attached at the waist and face level which are used for
distance normalization. They are: tm/bm, the top/bottom
markers. The markers are tracked using the CAMSHIFT
algorithm [18] . We take video clips of twelve subjects and a
further three for testing. Since in a FN walk, there is the
looming effect caused by the subject approaching the camera.
This causes the movements to grow larger and show a definite

III. T H EO RET ICAL C O N SID ERAT IO N S OF N ON LIN EAR S IG N AL
A N ALYSIS AN D D AT A A N ALY SIS P ROCED URE
This section looks at the theory used to analyze the
linearity of gait signals. The plot of the autocorrelation
function (ac.f) gives a quick visual indicator of the nature of
the signal. Of the several analytical methods available, there
are those based on frequency domain approaches like that of
the bispectrum or higher order moments which do not need
parameters. In the time domain, Autoregressive (AR) and
Moving Average (MA) models are popular. These methods
model the human walk using a set of computed parameters.
A. Testing for nonlinearity using nonparametric methods
The nonparametric method of surrogate data introduced by
Theiler et al. [20] uses a more general form of statistical
hypothesis testing where we postulate the null hypothesis of
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linearity. Then simulated data are generated from the processes
which are known to have linear and stationary properties. A
discriminating statistic is computed on the simulated data and
a critical value determined, based on various levels of
significance for which the hypothesis holds.
Using the experimental data now, the discriminating
statistic is again computed and compared with the critical
values which now act as threshold values. We seek to reject the
null hypothesis so that the alternative is true - i.e., the presence
of nonlinearity. Surrogate data is one way to obtain sim ulated
data conforming to the null hypothesis. The steps are:
i. A Fourier transform (FT) is applied to the data.
ii. In the transformed data, the phase is randomized.
iii. The data set is converted back to the time domain.
The surrogate data has linear properties and maintains the
stationary properties of the original data, like the variance and
autocorrelation. Various modifications on the basic algorithm
refine on how well the stationary properties are kept. Thus the
surrogate data are Gaussian, linear and stationary. Many sets
of surrogate data can be generated by changing the random
seed. Using surrogate data requires a suitable discriminating
statistic to be determined from both experimental and
surrogate data and a comparison made. Schreiber and Schmitz
showed that a statistic based on nonlinear predictor errors
(NPE) gives good results for detecting nonlinearity as
compared to several others [21]. The null hypothesis of
linearity postulates that the NPE computed from the original
data lies within normal variation limits with the NPE obtained
from sets of surrogate data [22]. Nonlinearity points the way to
novel methods of analysis such as that used in chaos theory.
For the sake of completeness, we include a brief discussion
about the use of prediction as a test of linearity - a fuller
account may be found in [23]. Assuming a signal with a
deterministic structure, its predicted values in the short term
may be expressed as a linear weighted sum of its previous
values in the time domain as described in (1). Of course, we
will use values already in the time series to compute the
prediction error. If the previous values are shuffled around as
in the case of surrogate data, there will be a large variation in
the short term predicted values of the surrogate data. However
if we use a suitable nonlinear prediction method which does
not depend on linear computations, the predicted values should
not vary so much in the surrogate data. This approach uses
nonlinear prediction in phase space as explained in Section
III.B.
O f the many ways of characterizing nonlinear behaviour,
we select the most widely used from two major categories. The
first consists of examining its overall behaviour using phase
space approaches. A widely used method invokes deterministic
chaos theory. Another set of approaches is similar to linear
analysis, but this time the signal is split into constituent
nonlinear functions. For the sake of completeness, we describe
an earlier work of ours using a measure of chaos, namely the
Largest Lyapunov Exponent, or ë 1 to characterize gait [8].
B. Measuring Chaos with Lyapunov Exponents

To test for nonlinear chaotic behaviour, a scalar time
series is subjected to dynamical analysis which assumes that
the time series data x is generated by a vector valued process.
The actual state vectors describing this process may never be
known. But we can create a set of phase space vectors which
are topographically equivalent, and can be considered to be a
reconstruction of them. Takens’ "method of delays" is an
established method for doing this [24]. He also shows that if
the dimension of the phase space vectors m is larger than the
dimension of the chaotic attractor D, we can say that the phase
vectors embed the state vectors and m > 2D + 1. Thus the
reconstructed trajectory of X is made up of several phase space
vectors as follows:

where X i is the state of the system at sample i. Each row of X
is a phase-space vector with a length of the embedding
dimension m. That is, for each X i,

where ô is the time lag for a time series x = {x 1, x 2,..., x N} with
N points. So X is an M by m matrix, and we have M the number
of phase space vectors being N ! (m ! 1)ô. The set of phase
vectors describes a path or a trajectory in m dimensional space,
and analyzing its behaviour gives a measure of chaos.
For parameter ô, the standard method is to take the time
when the autocorrelation plot first goes to zero. But in Figure
7 we see that it never reaches zero until the end of the walk, so
we use the time delayed mutual information measure as
proposed by Fraser and Swinney [25]. For parameter m, we use
the method of false nearest neighbours (FNN) proposed by
Kennel et al. in [26].
In characterizing chaotic behaviour, the largest Lyapunov
exponent ë 1 is the most useful and commonly used measure. If
the system equations generating the data are known, it is quite
straightforward to calculate it. ë 1 describes how quickly
trajectories approach or come together, given different initial
conditions. This comes directly from a definition of chaos.
Then ë 1 is the mean exponential rate of divergence of two
initially close trajectories from an initial time t 0 to t i. The
divergence d j between the jth set of points on the two
trajectories is the Euclidean distance between them.
(2)

One of the more recent methods to calculate ë 1 was formulated
by Rosenstein [27] and independently, by Kantz [28]. This
method is suitable for small and noisy data sets. Assume a
fixed sampling time period Ät and that at t i the sample number
is i so that ti - t 0 = iÄt. We substitute the subscripted time t i by
its index i. Taking logarithms on both sides of (2), we have:
log 2 d j(i) = ë 1 iÄt + log 2 d j(0)
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The initial separation log 2 d j(0) is constant, so we have a group
of j = 1 to M (phase space vectors) approximately parallel
lines for the sample number i. The main feature of this method
is that we average the log 2 d j(i) values for all j pairs of sample
points at each sample j. Then
(3)

or for further processing. In our case, the Hilbert Transform is
applied to each IMF obtain the instantaneous frequency.
2) The Hilbert Transform
The Hilbert Transform computes the conjugate function
y(t) of any real valued function x(t). By doing so, an analytic
function z(t) = x(t) + iy(t) is defined. In polar form:

where <A> is the average operator. We average further by
fitting a line using Least Squares to the “average line” of (3)
after which, ë 1 is the slope of the fitted lines. This will be
shown in Section V.
C. The Hilbert Huang Transform
Recently, the EMD technique has been used for signal
analysis and decomposition. Huang et al. pioneered its use in
ocean wave studies [29]. It was motivated by the need to study
nonlinearity and nonstationarity by obtaining the instantaneous
frequency and amplitude of a signal as defined in (5). These
allow us to see where the signal is changing, but the difficulty
lies in the scale of the change, for example intermittent
background noise in a larger say, audio signal. Traditional
time-frequency signal processing methods like the Fourier
Transform wavelet analysis do not provide a sharp distinction
between the various harmonic components of the signal [30] .
The HHT attempts to overcome this problem in a two-step
process. Firstly, EMD decomposes a signal into a set of
constituent functions, which are the IMFs at suitable scales of
the signal. These functions are then subject to the Hilbert
Transform which gives amplitude and phase information over
the duration of the signal from which we obtain the
instantaneous frequency and amplitude.
1) IMFs and the sifting process
Assuming the signal is oscillatory, IMFs have two special
properties - firstly, the number of extrema and zero crossings
must be equal or differ by one. Secondly, the envelope of a
signal touching the local maxima and the envelope touching
the local minima of the IMF has a local mean value of zero.
The signal x(t) is decomposed into its IMFs through the
process of sifting. Rather than fitting a predefined
mathematical procedure, this works with the signal data
directly. For the first function IMF 1:
i. locate all the extrema of x(t)
ii. generate the envelope signals touching the maxima and
minima e max(t) and e min(t) respectively
iii. obtain the mean signal m(t) = (e max(t) + e min(t))/2
iv. from the original and mean signal, obtain the residual
signal r(t) = x(t) ! m(t)
v. iterate steps i to iv by substituting r(t) into x(t) until a
given criterion is met. The residual signal is IMF 1.

(4)

where ù(t) and a(t) are the instantaneous frequency and
amplitude, respectively at time t. From this, other measures
like the mean instantaneous frequency (MIF) and the weighted
mean instantaneous frequency (WMIF) can be derived for each
IMF of the original signal. Then using quantities defined in (4)

(5)
for N samples, for a given IMF.
3) Analysis procedure
Since there is such a wide range of data, we perform a
simple data reduction operation for ease of analysis. We use
the simple average of the WIMFs of all the markers of a
subject, looking for those which remain relatively constant for
separate gait sessions. This is done to use as much
idiosyncratic information as possible.
IV. R ESULT S F RO M P RIO R E XPERIM EN T S
This section covers the waveforms obtained from tracking
body parts and the results required for nonlinear analyses of
signals from previous publications and have been reproduced
here for the sake of completeness. The results concern the tests
for linearity or the lack of it and the derivation of parameters
required for proper embedding of data as explained in Section
III.B.
As described earlier, the subjects in our dataset are
designated by symbols such as s01, s02, s04 and so on. Those
having the suffix ‘a' are the second video sequence of the
subject, as s02a is the second video from s02. The
unnormalized and normalized plots for a FP walk are shown
in Figures 3 and 5 respectively. In this figure, the x-axis
motion would seem to swamp out that of the y-axis. This can
be visualized for example, that the horizontal left to right
motion of an arm swing is larger than that of the vertical
motion.

The next function IMF 2 is derived by using x(t) ! m(t) in place
of x(t) above. The whole process stops when a monotonic IMF
is obtained. IMFs may or not have constant amplitude and
frequency and can be used to reconstitute the original signal,
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Figure 5. Plot of normalized FP walk
Figure 3. Unnormalized plot of a FP walk

In Figure 3 we note the motion of the body parts, in particular
the x-axis coordinates which show an increase with a linear
trend, reflecting the steady walking speed of the subject. By
normalizing, we obtain the periodic waveform shown in Figure
5.
As a comparison, the corresponding plots for the FN walk
are shown in Figures 4 and 6. In Figure 4 the coordinates
increase with a nonlinear trend, a consequence of the physics
of a thin lens. Here the dimensions of an object in the lens’
focal plane varies inversely with the object distance from the
lens [31]. However, the normalized plot in Figure 6 gives a
semblance of a periodic waveform.

A. Linearity tests

Figure 6. Plots of the markers for a normalized FN walk

Figure 4. Plots of the markers for an unnormalized FN walk

In this section we show the results of the tests for signal
linearity. The first is the autocorrelation plot for FP gait in
Figure 9 which shows strong periodicity in movement,
especially in the x-axis which due to its large amplitude
swamps out - that is obscures - the “non-periodic” signal in the
y-axis when considering the total movement of the hand. In
contrast, the autocorrelation plot for the FN gait in Figure 7
does not show any periodicity in any of the twelve marker
trajectories. This is an indicator of nonlinear dynamics or
chaotic behaviour. However, it is interesting to note that the
motion of a FN walk silhouette is periodic [32].
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We now look at the results for nonparametric testing of
nonlinear behaviour as discussed in Section III.A. The
nonlinear prediction error is a discriminating statistic which
gives a good test of linearity.

sSTD. The probability column indicates the probability that
dMean can be described by the null hypothesis H 0 being true.
We see that for the first entry the data probably fits H 0, and
more weakly for the third entry, but the rest reject H 0. Thus the
null hypothesis can be rejected and the data can be considered
nonlinear. In Figure 8 we show the plot of the lhx marker of a
subject and two of its surrogates.

Figure 8. Segmenting the original data and two surrogates for computing
statistics
Figure 7. Autocorrelation plot - FN walk of 12 markers

It is generated from surrogate data and compared with that
from the experimental data. An embedding dimension m = 2
was used, with a time delay ô = 5. These values are determined
experimentally in Section IV.B. A total of 19 surrogate data
series were computed from the movement of one body part.
For example in Table 1, lhy denotes the values of the
movement of the left knee, y axis.

Figure 9. Autocorrelation plot of 6 body markers for FP walk

Here, sMean, sSTD are the mean and standard deviation
of the values in all the 19 surrogate data series, dMean is the
value for the actual data. We use the t-test to see if dMean lies
within the variability of surrogate data described by sMean and

T ABLE 1
N ONLINEAR P REDICTION E RROR FOR A TYPICAL FN WALK
T-TEST RESULT

lhx
lhy
rhx
rhy
lfx
lfy
rfx
rfy
lkx
lky
rkx
rky

sM ean
0.176
0.182
0.162
0.145
0.259
0.134
0.231
0.146
0.166
0.123
0.172
0.118

dM ean sSTD
0.174
0.009
0.119
0.016
0.159
0.009
0.122
0.008
0.227
0.014
0.090
0.011
0.221
0.010
0.109
0.008
0.152
0.009
0.104
0.011
0.158
0.010
0.090
0.009

probability
0.814
0.00
0.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

H0
accept
reject
accept
reject
reject
reject
reject
reject
reject
reject
reject
reject

In Table 2, for the FP walk, we include the t-statistic instead of
the standard deviation. This is because we see the x-axis
values, those marked with an ‘*” in the last column, having
high t-statistic values (indicating rejection of H 0) even though
they seem strongly periodic. This phenomenon has been
described by Stam et al. [33], and is actually an indication of
the strongly periodic signals and thus an acceptance of H 0.
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T ABLE 2
N ONLINEAR P REDICTION E RROR FOR FP WALK
T -TEST RESULT
* denotes special non rejection of H 0

lhy
lhx
lky
lkx
lfy
lfx

sMean
0.063
0.184
0.064
0.268
0.059
0.158

dMean t-statistic Probability
H0
0.045
22.24
0.00
reject
0.047
19.97
0.00
accept*
0.064
1.80
0.64
accept
0.037
29.91
0.00
accept*
0.064
-6.01
0.00
reject
0.087
12.84
0.00
accept*

Since we have evidence of the nonlinearity of FN gait, we have
justification for using nonlinear measures on the data from FN
gait.
B. Measures of chaosity
Recall in Section III.B, that in order to characterize chaos,
a first step is to embed the data into vectors, which require the
parameters m and ô, For ô and using the mutual information
measure, we show a sample plot in Figure 10 for one person.
The point at which the first minimum of the plot is taken to be
the best value for ô which is 2 in this case, for all twelve
marker trajectories. For m, we use the method of false nearest
neighbours (FNN) as described in Section III.B. A typical plot
is shown in Figure11. Taking the average of all the largest
values where the FNN goes to zero, we find the nearest integer
value to be six.

Figure 11. False N earest N eighbour (FN N ) plots for the markers of one
person in a FN walk. Arrow marks point where fraction of FN N goes to
zero for ô = 2.

V. R ESULT S
In this section, we present the results of our experiments on
characterizing gait using nonlinear measures of determinstic
chaos and also quantities derived from the HHT.
A. Characterizing gait using measures of deterministic chaos
As we have also discussed in Section III.B, the slope of
the line fitted to the trajectory will be ë 1. In Figure 12 we see
a plot of ë 1 for the twelve marker trajectories of a person. We
see that the data is mildly chaotic as ë 1 is positive. As a data
reduction measure, we compute the average '
ë 1 of all the ë 1 of
the markers for a subject. An interesting observation in Table
3 is that subjects having similar '
ë 1 are s02, s03 and s10. We
now employ a similar approach for the HHT.
T ABLE 3 Values of ë 1 for 12 markers of 3 subjects for ô =2 and m = 5

Figure 10. M utual Information plots - markers of one person in FN walk.
Position of first minimum shown in top left subplot.

ô2m5
lhx
lhy
rhx
rhy
lfx
lfy
rfx
rfy
lkx
lxy
rkx
rky
avg
var

s02
1.801
3.726
3.629
3.869
2.495
2.745
2.280
2.832
2.710
4.088
3.395
2.877
3.037
0.67

s02a
3.710
4.853
2.633
3.333
2.332
1.740
3.145
3.352
2.490
2.641
3.361
3.361
3.079
0.76

s03
1.781
2.506
4.016
4.431
2.347
2.256
2.391
3.680
1.988
1.888
2.505
3.168
2.746
0.84

s03a
2.073
3.572
3.811
3.027
2.112
2.864
2.185
4.267
1.882
2.472
2.173
2.538
2.748
0.74

s10
2.242
2.614
2.975
2.962
1.535
2.233
1.985
1.103
2.308
1.912
1.561
1.605
2.086
0.56
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2.026
1.770
2.582
2.230
1.760
2.219
2.024
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1.644
2.450
1.293
2.453
2.136
0.48
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the same, and we use the pooled variance as the variance of the
data for all the subjects. Since there are only three subjects
with a test video, we will use the variance from these groups.
The Bhattacharyya distance B ij between classes, defined as:

(6)

where ì and Ó are the mean and variance of the classes is used
extensively used for measurements of class separability.
T ABLE 4 W eighted mean instantaneous frequency for IM F 3 of markers
of 3 subjects

Figure 12. Computation of ë 1 of trajectories of a person’s markers using
Rosenstein's method as in (2). T he y-axis are the log of the divergence and
x-axis are the sample numbers. T he slope of the average line gives ë 1.

marker/subj
lhx
lhy
rhx
rhy
lfx
lfy
rfx
rfy
avg wmif

s02
4.16
3.32
3.56
3.86
5.72
3.62
3.19
3.36
3.85

s02a
3.42
4.06
3.91
4.05
4.94
3.21
5.36
3.11
4.01

s03
3.36
3.52
3.19
4.00
3.78
2.98
3.97
3.36
3.52

s03a
3.5
3.5
3.45
3.35
4.07
1.72
4.48
3.04
3.39

s10
5.45
2.78
3.26
3.39
6.95
3.2
4.08
3.32
4.05

s10a
3.44
2.55
5.33
3.79
5.19
3.46
6.42
2.26
4.06

B. Characterizing gait with HHT
The decomposition of the waveform of the lhx movement
of a subject in Figure 8 (marked “original data”) using EMD
is shown in Figure 13. Here we show the plots for the IMF and
WMIF. As we see from the top of the left column of Figure 13
the first few IMF’s have a lot of high frequency content
accounting for the fine movements of the marker. The
frequency decreases with increasing IMFs. While the similarity
to frequency decomposition methods like Fourier and wavelet
analysis is there, note that the IMF waveforms do not have
analytical expressions, hence the empirical nature of EMD. In
the right column we see the normalized instantaneous
frequency and amplitude at each sample point.
Through experimentation, we found that the third IMF
gave the best results, leaving out the knee markers lkx/y, rkx/y
and using WM IF instead of the MIF. In Table 4, we show the
WMIF for only the 3 subjects with an extra video sequence. As
in the case of chaosity we use as a feature the simple average
of all the WMIFs of the markers of a subject, excluding the
knee markers. This is indicated by the avg wimf row at the
bottom row of Table 4.
C. Class separability
We apply statistical pattern recognition techniques to our
data set even though it is small, to check the feasibility for
when a suitable corpus of data is available. We assume that the
subjects belong to a class and we examine the separability of
the classes and if needed, to see if using other features can
help. The values of a feature for a subject are assumed to be
normally distributed, the prior probabilities of each class are

Since we are using the pooled variance, the log term will be
zero. This is more useful than showing the values of '
ë 1 for all
the subjects. The results of the calculation between pairs of
classes are shown in Table 5 for the '
ë 1 measure. This is
reproduced from [6] for comparison and a more complete
discussion. Since the table has are symmetric data, in the
interests of clarity, we show only the upper diagonal values.
We see that some classes are poorly separated with a B ij value
(rounded) that is less than or equal to 1. For example classes
s04, s06 and s07 cannot be disambiguated, between s08 and
s12, s02 and s11 as well.
Similarly, in Table 6 for the WIMF classes that cannot be
disambiguated are s01, s02, s06, s08, s11 between s10 and s11,
and s05 and s12. Making the assumption that the poorly
separated classes are not separable, we fuse the '
ë 1 measure
mentioned earlier, so we can successfully classify members of
our data set. Now we combine both features to see if we can
achieve a better result. We combine both features using a
logical AND. For example, if the avg WMIF (HHT-based
feature) denotes the person being in the group s01, s02, s06,
s08, s11 and the '
ë 1 (Largest Lyapunov Exponent based
feature) being in the group s04, s06 and s07, the person would
be s06. To save space, we now show the combined confusion
matrix in Table 7.
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Figure 13. Plots of the (left) first seven IM Fs of the lhx movement of a subject. O n the right is the normalized Instantaneous Frequency
(dotted line) and Instantaneous Amplitude (solid line) for the IM F. T he W eighted Average IM F is shown as well. T he x-axes all denote
the sample number.

T ABLE 6 Bhattacharyya distance betwen classes using H H T

T ABLE 5 Bhattacharyya distance betwen classes using '
ë1
s01
s02
s03
s04
s05
s06
s07
s08
s09
s10
s11
s12

s01 s02 s03
0 85 11
0
36
0

s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09
25 11 22 27
3
31
201 155 190 206 56 14
68 43 62 71
3
6
0
3
1
1
45 111
0
2
4
2
2
0
1 103 18
0
48 115
0
15
0

s10
78
324
146
15
2
175
14
111
206
0

s11 s12
75
5
1
51
29
2
185 51
141 29
2
45
190 53
48
1
10 12
303 119
0
43
0

s01
s02
s03
s04
s05
s06
s07
s08
s09
s10
s11
s12

s01 s02 s03 s04 s05
0
0
4 56 24
0
0
8 45 18
0
0
0 92 50
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12
1
6
0
7
2
0
20
0
3
1
11
0
0
14
10 21
3
0
12
6
44
40 25 60 104 36 50
8
15
6
28 59 12 21
0
0
1
2
15
0
0
11
0
0
7
26
1
4
4
0
0
0
6
3
0
23
0
0
0
0
17
9
52
0
0
0
0
0
1
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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T ABLE 7 Confusion matrix combining HH T and Largest Lyapunov
Exponent as features.

s01
s02
s03
s04
s05
s06
s07
s08
s09
s10
s11
s12

PRED ICT ED /ACT UAL in %
s01 s02 s03 s04 s05 s06 s07 s08 s09 s10 s11 s12
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

A useful result is that we are able to separate all classes
successfully using these two nonlinear measures.
VI. C O N CLUSIO N AN D F UT URE W O RK
We have used a camera as a sensor to derive the gait
signals of a person in a multimedia video data stream. The
objective is to see if the data can be used to identify a person.
We have shown by using several types of analyses that signals
derived from FN gait is nonlinear in nature. This is in contrast
to current approaches which impose linear analyses of gait
signals for convenience. This gives us a basis for using
nonlinear measures of gait. In our experiments, the simple
average of the nonlinear features by themselves are not able to
discriminate completely between the classes of subjects.
However, by combining them, we get a successful result. The
novelty of our approach lies in the evaluation and use of both
cyclostationarity and nonlinear measures of the gait signal.
While our dataset is small, we note that the number of
nonlinear features we can extract from the gait signals is
potentially very large. A more exhaustive search for features
and combinations of signals may yield useful results in terms
of deriving new biometrics or improved recognition rates. So
future work will need to test this out for current biometrics in
a larger dataset and in a markerless environment. There is also
much scope for investigating other types of signal analysis that
is not based on linearity and stationarity assumptions. By doing
so, we capitalize on the ubiquity of video cameras, from which
we are able to obtain sensory data which can be used to
augment security networks.
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